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Abstract 

The accounts of non-profit organisations (NPO's) have been the 

subject of increasing amounts of research and pronouncements by 

otficial bodies in rec,ent years. Much of the research to date has 

been addressed to the improvement of external accounting 

statements of NPO's and is therefore normative in approach. There 

have however been a number of recent suggestions that this 

normative approach has not ,taken sufficient account of the 

realities of the NPO environment and that research has proceeded 

as if NPOs were nearly the same as organisations in the profit 

seeking sector of the economy (PSOs). 

In an attempt to redress this balance and to provide an insight 

into accounting in the context of the NPO, this study has 

attempted to describe accounting information, particularly 

external financial reports, and its users in five organisations 

from one part of the NPO sector, churches. The study is 

essentially descriptive and seeks to approach NPO sector accounts 

with as little PSO sector bias as possible. The study is also 

inductive in approach in that it seeks to generate hypotheses for 

testing in later deductive research. 

, The use of a descriptive approach has necessitated the 
development of new techniques, particularly in the analysis of 

accounts, and has demonstrated the use of questionnaires and 

interview techniques in a descriptive accounting study. 

/ The empirical part of the research, carried out in five case 

studies, consists of three distinct areas: a study of external 

financial reports, their content, structure and context. a 

questionnaire survey of users of external financial reports. and 

finally interviews with a selected number of users of accounts. 

The main findings and hypotheses generated by the study fall into 

fifteen major areas. Some of these relate to accounting 

information in general: that accounts are models and that users 

employ an information search procedure in reading accounts. 

However, most ideas and hypotheses relate specifically to the NPO 

environment: consolidation issues, balance sheet construction, 

absence of expert users, non-decision uses for accounts, lack of 
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fund accounting, the budgeting process as a key vehicle for 

allocating funds, understanding of accounts by users, pressure 

for changes in accounts and measurement bases in use. These ideas 

and hypotheses for further research arose from key observations 

in the study and give rise to a number of areas for future study 

in the context of information and NPOs. 

The research has yielded a number of new insights about the 

accounting reports of churches suggesting that the structu~e and 

content of the reports are closely contingent on the economics. 

structure and funding of church organisations and that there are 

several common patterns in the diversity of accounting statements 

found, especially in balance sheet construction and use of fund 

accounting. 

The study of recipients of accounts has given some detailed 

information about how accounts of NPOs are used by 'external' and 

'internal' users and provided a useful profile of users. This 

profile is useful in helping to rank the relative importance of 

users of accounts and also shows an apparent lack of expert users 

of accounts, there certainly being no identifiable group of 

expert users. This part of the study also identified only slight 

pressure from users for changes in accounting reports. 

Although the study of users also identified little decision use 

for accounting information there does appear to be a widespread 

interest in accounting information, probably for monitoring 
purposes. 

Among the practical recommendations form the study are that: NPOs 

should give a clear description of how their accounts are 

structured; there should be clear disclosure of the measurement 

basis used in the accounts; budgets would be a useful addition to 

accounting reports; and an attempt ought to be made to provide an 

overall movement of funds statement. 

(vii) 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The accounts of non-profit organisations (NPifs) have been the 

subject of increasing amounts of research and official 

pronouncements in recent years. Much of the research to date has 

been addressed to the improvement of external accounting 
statements of NPifs and is therefore normative in approach. There 

have however been a number of recent suggestions that this 

normative approach has not taken sufficient account of the 

realities of the NPO environment (eg Herzlinger and Sherman 1981) 

and that research has proceded a8 if NPOs were nearly the same as 

organisations in the profit seeking sector (PSO) of the economy. 

In an attempt to redress this balance and to provide an insight 

into accounting in the context of the NPO, this study has 

. attempted to describe how accounting information, particularly 

I external financial reports, exists and is used in five organisations 

from one part of the NPO sector, churches. The study is 

essentially descriptive and seeks to approach NPO sector accounts 

with as little PSO sector bia8 a8 possibl~ The study is also 

inductive in approach in that it seeks to generate hypotheses for 

testing in later deductive research. 

The recent suggestions in the literature that accounting must be 

studied in context (eg Accounting Organisations and Society v8/3) 
has had a significant influence on the conduct of the research 

Which fits into this category. The methodology adopted in the 

research may give some insight as to how accounting may be 

studied in context. 

The empirical part of the research was carried out in five church 

headquarters organisations in the UK, each of which may be 

regarded as a case study. The results are therefore not widely 

generalisable but.it would not have been feasible to extend 

beyond these five cases due to a limitation of resources. 

Following a review of the literature in the areas of NPO 

accounting and accounting information (chapters 1-4) and a 

description of some data gathered about the churches element of 

the NPO sector (chapter 5). the empirical part of the research is 
in three 'distinct areas: a Itudy of external financial reporta. 
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Chapter 1.1 

their content, structure and context. a questionnaire survey of 

users of external financial reports and finally interviews with a 

.elected number of users of account s who worked within the 

organisations. 

The study of external financial reports from a descriptive . 
viewpoint. reported in chapters 6-8. entailed the development of 

a' suitable descriptive, framework and this is used in the detailed 

analysis of each of the five accounting reports studied. This 

exercise has yielded a number of new insights about the accounts. 

in particular about their structure and content, which have 

implications for the preparera of accounts and has also produced 

a number of hypotheses for further testing. 

The questionnaire survey. reported in chapters 9-14. was 

conducted to discover who are the users of accounts. what uses . 

they make of accounts and what opinions they have of the accounts 

they receive. The questionnaire. in pursuance of a descriptive 

approach, was restricted as far as possible to enquiry about 

actual uses of actual accounts and did not seek to identify the 

total possible uses of accounting information in church 

headquarters. The survey results include a profile of the users 

and their uses for and reading of accounts. some of the 

background beliefs of users. details of perceived understanding 

and recommendations for changes in the accounts. This survey is 

the first of its kind in the NPO area in the UK and although 

limit ed to a small sector of the NPO env ironment,' it s conc lusions 

and structure provide a useful basis for the development of 

future research on users and uses in the NPO area. 

The final section of the empirical work is the interviews with 

'internal' users of accounts. The subject matter of these semi

structured interviews was the total financial information 

available in the organisation and so captured .uch management 

accounts a8 were produced as well as external, financial reports. 

The extent of interviewing varied between the five churches but 

interviews were baaed around a common pattern. The interviewl 

reveal a pattern of use for accounting information which has not 

previously been indicated in the literature and allo suggest that 
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the key mechanism for resource allocation in these NPOs is the 

budg et procedure. 

In the first part of the study the literature review covers the 

literature relevant to the study with the remainder of this 

chapter being concerned with an overview of the literature 
related to the general research problem and methodology. The next 

chapter deals with the literature describing the non-profit 

organisation, economics of the NPO and the users of accounting 

information in the NPO. Chapter 3 discusses some of the 

accounting problems of the NPO sector identified in the 

literature and in Chapter 4 there is a brief survey of some 

aspects of communication theory and information economics as they 

relate to this area. 

1.1 Svpopsis and overview of literature 

During the past twenty years there has been a growing interest in 

the accounts of non-profit organisations (NPOs). This interest is 

apparent in the literature of accounting and falls into at least 

three groups: problems of accounting practice; problems of 

interpretation and use of accounting information. and problems of 

concepts, standards and guidelines for reporting. There is 

considerable overlap between these three areas and of late there 

seems to be more concentration in the journals on the latter two 

aspects. The recent interest has probably "had a number of sources 

but three stand out: the interest generated in the USA by the New 

York City bankrupcy. a number of charity 'scandals' in the UK and 

the realisation by charities and other NPOs that accounting 

standards such as SSAlrs and FASB standards may actually be 

inappropriate for NPOs. 

In the area of practical problems the major works are textbooks 

such as Benke (1980), Hay (1980), Gross and Warshauer (1979) and 

Kerrigan (1969) which are designed" to explain to studenta and 

practitioners how NPO accounts work. These ''how to do it" books 

take a pragmatic atance and whilst they may" be geared to 

particular groups of organiaations eg governmental (Kerrigan), 

most attempt to at least cover practice in all the organiaations 

that the authora aee aa falling within the non-profit category. 
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Whatever the author's stance may be with regard to current 

theoretical status of non-profit accounting the reader is 

adequately carried through fund accounting, fixed asset 

accounting, budgets and encumbrances and the many other problems 

which one meets in day to day accounting in NPOs. 

The literature also contains certain works which are aimed at 

developing solutions to practical problems faced by the NPO. 

Performance evaluation, particularly in government organisations, 

has had a number of studies eg Dunn (1976), Selby (1978). Brace. 

Elkin. Robinson and Steinberg (1980), Sizer (1979). There are 

also occasional studies of individual organisations' approaches 

to accounting eg Potts (1977) re a television station, Belshaw 

(1974) re Oxfam, and to specific practical issues eg Ashford 

(1981) on balance sheets, Lindhold (1970) on PPBS in churches. 

Finally there are a few practically oriented studies eg Bryan 

(1980), developing a financial reporting model for trade and 

professional associations and Ellis (1973). developing management 

oriented accounting report. for churche~ 

Problems of interpretation and use of accounting reports of NPOs 

Can be found in writing. on the fringe. of the accounting 

literature eg Moyle and Reid (1975) and Moyle and Cowley (1975) 

in compiling National Income Statistics relate the problems of 

obtaining and using accounting data for their purposes. The 

National Council for Social Service (1969) in looking at the 

future of charitable activity note the lack of comparability 

among charity accounts. Various research .tudies also identify 

thi. problem area such as Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981). 

The third problem area, that of developing concepts, standard. 

and guidelines fo; reporting has the largest share of the NPO 

literature and is the main topic of concern at present in the 

U.K. and North America. This area i. one which i. involving all 

the branche. of the accounting profession: the practising 

accountant and auditor, the professional institutes and the 

academic community. Undoubtedly there is much more interest in 

NPOs in .the USA and Canada than there is in the U.K. and 

Australia at preaent but interest in all the.e countriea is 
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increasing slowly. 

A major reason for this is probably the greater involvement of 
the auditing profession in the U.S.A and Canada with the accounts 

of NPOs. The major NPOs are in the government sector and in the 

U.K. this has traditionally been an area served almost 

exclusively by the government accounting profession with its own 

professional body (CIPFA). The existence of private medicine in 

the USA and Canada has led to the development of NPOs which are 

effectively in the private sector and subject to private sector 

audit and criticism. 

It is very difficult to summarise the debates on concepts 

standards and guidelines as each author takes a slightly 

different stance. It seems clear that there are several common 

elements in the debate : should there be more guidance for 

financial reporting in NPOs? (see Anthony 1980b); should NPOs 

adopt accounting principles and standards used by business? (see 

for example Pearson and Gray, 1978); are NPOs sufficiently 

different from profit oriented organisations to indicate that 

differences in accounting are needed? (Anthony 1980a) and so on. 

Rather than try to produce a long list of these elements, figure 

1.1 is an attempt to draw together these elements in a decision 

tree form. . 

The decision tree shows the various decisions needed to identify 
the extent to which separate accounting principles from the 

profit seeking organisations (PSOs) of the economy need to be 

developed for NPOs. Thus if there is no observed difference 

between the way NPOs and PSOs operate, are funded and organised 

then there is no need for any difference between PSO and NPO 

principles. If there are differences which are 8ufficiently 

serious to warrant different NPO accounting principles then there 

is still the question of whether these need to be developed 
separately from PSO principles and how clashes between principles 

will be dealt with. 
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Figure 1.1 Decision Tree Representation of NPO Accounting Problems 
1------------------------------------1 
IAre there two types of organisation, I 

I--No---<----I Non-profit and others? I A 
I 1----------------1-------------------1 
I Yes 
I 1---------1----------,-, ---I 
I lIs the NPO sufficiently different I B 
I Ifrom the profit organisation to I 
I--No--------lindicate the need for different I----Yes----
I I accounting principles? I 
I - 1-----------1------- I 
I Maybe 
I 1----------------1-------------------1 c 
I IAre there any areas which need to be I 
--No----<---Itreated differently from the profit I-Yes>-

I I Organisation? I 
I 1 1------------------1-----------------1 1------------------1 Maybe 

IAdopt business I 1--------------1-----------------1 D 

/
principles in NPO I ICould these areas be treated as ani -
------------------1 ladaptation of the business treat- I-No-
I---Yes-------I ment? I 

I 2 
1----------------1-----------------1 

3 Maybe 
1-------------------------1 1------1-----------------1 
IAdopt business principles I Further research 
lamended as necessary I necessary 
I-------~-------------I J ------------- -----------1 

1 
I 1------------------------------------1 
I IAre these areas of diffenence large 1----<---
1 lenough in relation to other issues I E 
I-----No-----Ito indicate treatment of them as 1 

I new issues? I-Yes-->--
1----------------1-------------------1 

Don't Know 

1----------------1-------------------1 
4 I __ ..:~::~:_::~~::~~::~~~: __ ~ 

I;~~~-~~~~:;;i;;_;;i;~i;~~~-;~-;;~:l----<-----
1 be developed independently of I F 

1-<----1 business principles? 1---->-1 
No 1-------------------------------------1 Yel 

II;~~~:~::::_;:~:~~:-~ I G 1 ~:-s~:;_;_;;::h-;;-;~~--I H 
are relevant to NPOs and I I business accounting I 

Iwhich must be disregarded? 1 Iprinciples be dealt with?1 
1-------- -----------1--1 1---/---------------1 

1-----1----------------1-----1 
5 I-~~~--~:~~-~~~~---l 
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Different authors begin at different points on this tree and they 

follow different routes. Anthony (1980a) for instance appears to 

start his discussion at conclusion box 2 (op cit p84) and goes on 

to explore boxes E,D,C and B. However in his study for the FASB 

(Anthony 1978) he covers most of the decision nodes given in 

figure 1.1 and goes further into discussion of some of the 

possible conclusions outlined in the figure. 

Alongside the analytical approach of Anthony's FASB study are the 

normative reports by such bodies as the Accountants Advisory 

Committee (1974) and by individual authors such as Gross (1973), 

who was incidentally a member of the AAC. These reports make a 

suggestion about the form and content of accounts of NPOs with a 

view to influencing current practice. there are also official 

pronouncements of AICPA (1974), FASB (1981), ICAEW (1981), CICA 

(1980a) and others which are based on research studies, opinions, 
hearings or a combination of these. Such pronouncements are again 

intended to assist treasurers and accountants of NPOs to 

prepare accounts on a common basis. the bodies concerned 

recognise a wide variety of practices exist and are apparently 

responding to pressure to assist with standardisation of NPO 

accounts. 

there is evidence that these pronouncements owe some of their 

form to political influences as well as to research (for example 

exemptions were made to the FASB Concepts No 4 for churches 

following pOlitical lobbying) and are thus 8ubject to the 8ame 

sort of pre8sures as are standard setters in the PSO. There is 

however less obvious lobbying as pressure groups of accountant8 

involved in NPO accountin are less well developed than in the 

PSO sector. 

There have been research studies in the area of accounting 

practices of NPOs and most of these have produced as a conclusion 
Some sort of normative view of the accounting standards or 

practices which should be developed. Among these 8tudies are that 
by Traub (1977) who studied the accounts of 150 private 

foundations in the USA, that by Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981) who 
studied the accounts of 85 charitie8 in the U.L and that by 

Burrows (1980) wh08e study was of Labour Union accounts in the 
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USA. 

Current attempts at developing standards, concepts and guidelines 

have encountered some opposition, particularly in the USA, and 

there are strong opinions held on the central issues. Whilst some 
of these contain issues which are or purport to be technical, . 

much of the debate is ~ot about developing answers to technical 

problems (eg the form of fund accounts) but about whether the 

issues should be recognised in the non-profit sector and whether 

the non-profit sector should be recognised as a sector at all. In 

this study it is not proposed to engage the debate at this level , 
but to attempt to provide some evidence about accounting and 

information in one 8mall group of BP08 in order to discover who 

participates in the organisation and to what extent. Also it is 

proposed to gain some insight into how the organisations operate, 

how the accounts reflect organisational activity and what part 

accounting information has to play in the organisations' 

existence. 

This research should help us to see whether BPOs do have 

significantly different features from PSOs and if so how these 

features are to be found in and influence the decisions made by 

the organisations, and the information and accounting reports 

produced. The study will deliberately not attempt to compare NPO 
accounts with PSO accounting principles but will rather seek to 

explore whether a knowledge of the existing situation in NPOs can 

help us to understand why the present features of NPO accounts 

exi.t. 

Mautz (1981) suggests, in relation to the difference between 

government and business accounting, that in order to make 

progress with the problem the questions for focus should be: 

"18 the aeneral reporting framework u8ed for profit aeeking 
.enterprl8es a,propriate to the fiaancial reporting of 
aoveromeDt UDlta' 

Are the needs of the usera of 8tat e aDd local goverDlleDt 
fiDaDcial units the same a8 the needs of independent iove8tora 
in profit aeekina enterpriaeatlt(op cit p 53) 
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The broad question Mautz is discussing is question B in figure 

1.1 and his breakdown above suggests two areas for discussion: 

the question of appropriateness of the accounting framework or 

model to the organisation; and the question of usefulness of the 

information model for users or participants. 

The first of these is a technical accounting question: how well 

do business accounting systems actually model what is going on in 

an NPO. 'For a long time accountants have not recognised the 

accounting system as a model or an extraction from reality 

(Mepham 1980) but once this is realised then it must be 

recognised that the model is useful only if it reflects reality. 

Thus a model of an aircraft might perform as a surrogate for a 

land or sea vehicle under certain conditions but it is an 

inappropriate overall model for a car or a cargo vessel. In the 

same way the business accounting model may perform adequately in 

an NPO under certain circumstances but may be inappropriate as a 

complete model. One of the underlying assumptions of this study 

is that the extant NPO accounting model may be different from the 

extant PSO accounting model and accordingly the study will. among 

other things. attempt to describe the extant NPO model. 

The second area which Mautz raises for discussion is an 

organisational and behavioural one: what use do accounts have for 

users? Do users in NPOs really need the accounts for the same 

purposes as investors in profit oriented environments and so is 

the analogy that investors and donors require similar financial 

information really valid? Again one of the main objectives of 

this study will be to look at users and information needs in 
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NPOs. 

There are at least three areas in the literature in which a study 

of accounting and information in NPOs should improve 

understanding: the needs of users and uses to which accounting 

information is put; how accounting information affects the 

organisation and what uses there are for internal accounting 

information in NPOs. It is evident from the literature that there 

has been .ome investigation of users in NPOs such a. Skousen et 

al (1975) who studied users of University and College accounts in 

the US~ This however presents a very incomplete picture and as 

Herzlinger and Sherman (1980) point out. still very little is 

known of the needs of users of accounts in NPOs (even less than 

is known about business accounts users). 

It is proposed to extend thi •• tudy to include participant. in 

the organisation Cie all members who receive accounts) and not to 

study just tho.e who report use of account •• This should 

therefore include people who may not directly use accounting 

information but on whom the accounting information system may 

have some indirect effect. The literature on the area of user. is 

diacussed in chapter 2. 

Although there have been reports about particular organisations 
(,It, .. ) 

eg Belshaw Lon Oxfs,m, there has been no research in the NPO field 

(or even in a profit context) aimed at investigating accounting 

in operation in an organisation (Burchelletl)"-,lq'iSO) although there 

are a few studies of particular aspects of accounting in business 

such as budgeting (Hofstede 1967) and resource allocation (Bower 

1970).ln certain organisational literature on decision making 
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some categories of NPO have been studied such as education in 

connection with extensions to the "garbage can theory"(March and 

Olsen 1976) but such studies have focussed on the decision making 

process rather than the role of accounting informatio~ 

Most of the NPO accounting literature cited above concentrates on 

the published financial accounts of NPOs eg Bird and Morgan

Jones, Traub and Bryan, and little reference is made to the 

significance (if any) of internal or specialised accounting 

reports or of the use of the external accounts made by internal 

users (but see Anthony and Herzlinger 1978 p95-6). Whilst it is 

interesting to speculate on the reasons for this (see section 

2.3) this study cannot obtain a complete picture of the 

relationship between accounting information and participants 

unless both internal and special purpose accounting is included. 

This area is discussed further in section 2.3. 

The approach taken by much of the research to date has been to 

analyse published accounts of NPOs and to critically analyse them 

from the standpoint of the business model. This approach is 

sometimes explicit eg Traub (1977), and sometimes implicit in the 

criteria used in evaluation eg Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981). It 

is in this comparative analysis that the problem issues of NPO 

accounting have arisen mOlt clearly but it is an approach which 

has perhaps inadvertently led to pressure for NPOs to simply 

adopt the business model rather than firlt to try to understand 

the strengths and weaknesses of NPO accounting in litu. In 

adOPting a delcriptive approach to accounting and information in 

the NPO it is hoped that thil bias can be avoided. 
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It is recognised that there is much common ground between 

accounting in business and non-profit accounting and that much 

might be gained from a common approach to problems (see Anthony 

1978 p23). Common approaches however indicate that both business 

and non-profit sectors may borrow from each other and that in 

neither should the accounting system automatically be assumed to 

be ''better''. How one system should be judged against another is a 

matter for further discussio~ In the profit-making situation the 

field of information economics has tried to address this question 

and thil will be discussed further in chapter 4. 

This overview and the following more detailed review of the 

literature is at least in part grounded in the whole of the NPO 

literature but it must be emphasised that this study is to 

concentrate on only a small part of the NPO sector. The size and 

complexity of the sector will be discussed in chapter 2.1 and it 

will become apparent just how wide a variety of sizes, 

structures, funding methods and objectives there are. Despite 

this, the sector is widely regarded as a fairly homogeneous group 
(,q~) 

for accounting purposes (see FASB Objectives (1980), CICA, Gross 
~,~ 

and Warshauer L) even though there are a number of pronouncements 

from the AICPA and lCAEW which indicate different treatment for 

different section~ of the NPO sector (see AICPA guides and FASB 

concepti No 4 (1980». This study doea not aim to produce 

results applicable to all NPOa but aa will be shown later 

(section 1.3.1), the area of study chosen, the religious 

organiaation, has similaritieato other NPOa, in particular to 

trade unions and lome national charities. 
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1.2 The Research Problem and Setting 

The analysis of the literature in the previous section has 
suggested that there is a need for a descriptive study to be 

undertaken of a part of the NPO sector to help us to explain how 

accounting information at present produced is used and how it 

fits into the general organisational pattern of the NPO. The very 

diversity of the NPO sector, described in more detail in the next 

chapter, means that any descriptive research must be confined to 

a small section of the sector and the non-profit religious 

organisation has been chosen as the area of study. 

Several questions which this descriptive study needs to address 
were indicated in the previous section: 

I.Who are the participants in the organisation, how do they 
participate in the organisation and to what extent? 

2.Row and to what extent do the accounts of the organisation 
capture or reflect the organisation's activity? 

3.Row are the accounting reports and information used by the 
organisation's participants? Do participants use accounting 
information not formally presented (ie informal 
information)? 

4.What effect does the information system have on the 
organisation and its participants? 

As the study is to be a descriptive one it will not be concerned 

with testing hypotheses. Instead the study has one of its main 

aims to generate hypotheses for testing in the future. It is 

realised at the outset that it would be easier to test hypotheses 

but it is felt that at the present time the literature does not 

give rise to any hypotheses sufficiently well developed for 

testing. 

There are two distinct modes of research, inductive and deductive 

and a descriptive' approach is in the inductive mode. Buckley, 

Buckley and Chiang (1976) give details of both inductive and 

deductive research and say : 

"the illcluctiye researcher searches for truth and reality and 
avoids the iaposition of his own theoriee and opinions. It is 
this spirit of open enquiry which dietinguish.s iaduction fro. 
deduction" (p22). 
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They stress that both inductive and deductive research are 
present to some degree in all research but that the essential 

difference is that inductive research is trying to find the 
answer to a question whereas deductive research is trying to 

confirm or reject a proposed answer to a question. Buckley, 
Buckley and Chiang see the inductive approach as being more open

ended than deductive research which may limit the extent to which 

discovery may be made. 

The general background to this research project described above 

is one of UAcertaiDt1 about what ia actual11 happeBiaa iB a 

apacific accoUBtiaa eDYirolllleBt. Therefore even though it might 

have been possible to formulate a number of hypotheses for 

testing, the inductive mode would seem to be more appropriate 

than the deductive mode. As we have seen, one of the key results 

which is expected from the research is production of hypotheses 

which can be used for deductive work in other areas of the non
profit field. 

Buckley, Buckley and Chiang suggest that once a problem has been 

defined and a research mode selected the researcher needs to 

select an appropriate methodology for his research consisting of 

a strategy or strategies, domain or domains and techniques. The 

strategies available are: opinion research, empirical research, 

archival research and analytic research. The domains chosen 

depend on the strategy specified and the techniques used on the 

domain chosen. 

OpiBiOB rea .. rch is concerned with finding out peoples' views or 

judgements concerning a research problem. Opinions are peoples' 

interpretation or views of reality and these may be collected 

through either individual or group domains u~ing various 

techniques such as Delphi, questionnaires, interviews and 

brainstorming (group) sessions. This form of research has been 

used widely in accounting research, and studies in the area of . 
discovery of users and user needs have relied almost exclusively 

on thil Itrategy (see Skousen et al 1975 and Lee and Tweedie 1975 

& 1976) 

•• pirie.l reaeareh is intended to produce data about actual 
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events on a first-hand basis rather than through other peoples' 

viewpoints. There are three domains for empirical research: case 
studies, field studies and laboratory studies. Buckley, Buckley 

and Chiang distinguish between these three domains by the 
presence or absence of experimental design and control. In case 

studies neither experimental design nor control are present 
resulting in no attempt to manipulate or structure the research 

setting whereas laboratory studies would attempt to structure 

both the experimental design and control. Field studies are where 

the researcher explores the study area knowing what he is seeking 

and how he intends to collect the data but is still unable to 

control the environment as in an experim,ent. In each of these 

domains observation is a key informal technique and this can be 

undertaken as a participant or non-participant, obtrusive or non
obtru.ive observer. 

Archi~al reaearch is concerned with the examination of recorded 

facts and has three domains: primary, secondary and physical. 

Primary evidence is original documents and files, secondary is 

the reporting and summary of this primary evidence and physical 

evidence is that evidence which is stored in the environment. 

Several formal teChniques are possible with archival research 

among which are content analysis and sampling. The final research 

strategy of aa.alytical rea.arch is a method of examining a 
research problem with formal logic to determine conclusions. 

In order to collect descriptive data about the operation of 
accounting in an organisation, opinion, empirical and archival 

strategies are indicated as we need to discover what accounting 

information is produced (archival) how it is used (empirical) and 

what receivera think of it (opinion). Accordingly in thil study 

it is intended that the three strategies of empirical, opinion 

and archival research are adopted. It is unlikely that analytical 

research will yield any results in relation to the research 

question without further empirical reaultl on which to base 

hypothese •• Within the empirical research strategy, the case 

study i. the cho.en domain a. will be explained below. 

The basia for the study i. a lack of in-depth empirical knowledge 
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of NPOs. There is an abundance of opinion research lying behind 

many of the normative research studies, opinions and promulgated 

standards of accounting for NPOs although much of this research 

has not been documented in the studies eg Anthony (1978). 

Pure archival research in accounting would confine the research 

to the hard data available in the form of final accounts, 

bookkeeping records and minutes. This sort of evidence is readily 

available for NPOs and has been used widely used in other 

research studies (eg Traub, 1977 and Burrows, 1980). The research 
study envisaged is however wider than this and will involve at 

least some study of behaviour of participants and its 

relationship to the accounting system. Here then archival 

research is seen to be of only limited value though it will be 

used in analysing the accounting statements produced. The 

researcb under this archival strategy will aim primarily at 
establishing the composition and content of accounting reports in 

order to relate this to the users and perceptions found under 

other .trategie~ 

Opinion research elicits peoples' opinions about particular 

aspects of a research question and involves the use of value 

judgements. The areas of interest in this study are however more 

concerned with collecting data about actual behaviour than with 
opipiops about how people behave or about why they behave in a 

particular way. Buckley, Buckley and Chiang comment that "this 

type of (opinion) research can never come to grips with reality, 

with what is happening n(p44). However there are certain areas 

where opinions of recipients are of interest eg background 

beliefs about accounts, changes in accounts. In these areas 
opinion research is the only strategy available and so will be 

used to some extent in the study. 

So although empirical research is the preferred strategy of the 

three discussed above, the study will be using both opinion and 

archival research in addition. Empirical research is aimed at 

analyaing actual behaviour and seeking reality. This strategY 

seems to fit most closely the aims of the research suggested 

earlier in this chapter. 
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The particular domains within the empirical strategy which most 

closely fit the research questions are case studies and field 
studies. The inductive nature of the research makes any domain 

using experimental controls problematic to use because we are not 

yet in a position to identify the parameters of the experiment. 

Such experimental research as has been undertaken in the NPO 

field for example studies to test different forms of 

consolidation of municipal accounts by Patton (1918) and 

Ramanathan and Weis (1981), but this appears to have had problems 

with establishing a suitable experimental environment (see 

chapter 3). Because of this difficulty in establishing 

experimental controls the chosen domain will be case studies and 
\he material for all the three strategies will be organised into 

case studies. 

The type of entity on which the main empirical research will be 

focusing is the headquarters of religious organisations and the 

reasons for this are discussed, in the next section (1.3). These 

organisations have only a small number of full-time employees and 

infrequent meetings of participants. It will be difficult with 

this group of subjects to use any research domain which lacks at 

least a little formal design as there is a danger that either the 

research will become very protracted or that important elements, 
will be missed out altogether. Despite this and the problem of 

time constraints inherent in research it is proposed that the 

case study approach with a structured design be adopted. 

Empirical research and particularly case studies, although 

appearing the most suitable, does however have some deficiencies 

and these are listed by Buckley, Buckley and Chiang: 

1. The research is limited to the present and is deficient 
with respect to past and future. 

2. It is time consuming compared with other strategie~ 
3. Only a small sample can be studied, restricting 

generalisation possibilitie~ 
4. There are deficiencies inherent in any observer. 
S. Systematic biases attend the observational mode& 
6. It is difficult for an observer to develop powers of 

observation. 
7. Observation can itself become an agent of chang~(p 45) 
8. It is difficult to draw parameters around the problem 
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Against these weaknesses need to be set the strengths of the method: 

1. It is the method best suited to analysing behaviour. 
2. It is suited to fact finding, to seeking reality. 
3. It provides a rich context for research. 
4. The research requires the observer to get involved in the 

situation.(p 45) 

Case studies and the related field studies have not been widely 
used in accounting research although the experimental type of 

research has been used on certain NPO accounting problems as 

indicated above. Buckley, Buckley and Chiang note that there is a 

tremendous opportunity for research in this area and this is 

supported by HBgg and Hedlund (1979). lUIgg and Hedlund offer 

defences against two of the major criticisms of case studies: 

lack of statistical validity and inappropriateness for testing 

hypotheses. The first of these is of particular interest to us 

but both defences will be discussed. 

The statistical invalidity of cases arises from the unlikelihood 
of one observation from a population being representative of the 

population as a whole. On the other hand if there are general 

laws pertaining to all phenomena of a given nature then they 

should be detectable in all cases. It is usually possible 

therefore to demonstrate a known theory eg in the laws of 

mechanics, with reference to one or two cases or experiments. If 

however there is no known theory it is tempting to try and deduce 

one by the use of large numbers of representative samples, an 

approach fraught with difficulties of selecting data to collect 

and making assumptions about relevant interrelationships. HUgg 

and Hedlund argue that the case study method does not have these 

problems of choice of variables and difficulties with 

interrelationships because of being able to obtain an 

interpretation of what is happening more directly. 

HUgg and Hedlund further argue that even if there is a theory 

which needs to be tested, often the best way of doing thi. is 

through an atypical ca.e rather than a representative sample of 

the phenomena under consideration. Pondy (1977) expre88ed similar 

views in his paper on extreme cases. HUgg and Hedlund note that 

as .ocial reality is dynamic then perhap. generalitie. can only 
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be found in terms of change processes and that further these are 

best studied in the case study situation. 

In relation to inappropriateness of case studies for hypothesis 

testing, HUgg and Hedlund agree that there is some truth in the 

argument but suggest that qualifications are needed to it. Case 

studies have a comparative advantage over other research 

strategies in generating hypotheses but in some 'circumstances 

they may be useful for testing as well such as where in depth 

investigation is needed. In some cases the richness of the 

hypothesis may demand an equally rich (i.e. case study) testing 

ground. Tbey also suggest that where the theory is dynamic the 

process of theory building-hypothesis testing-theory revision may 

be ineffective due to lack of time for proper testing. In 

situations where the resultant hypothesis is intended to affect 

the study area, testing of hypotheses becomes even more 

difficult. 

BHgg and Hedlund also argue that in practice the perception of 

scientific activity as a stepwise regression of hypothesis 

formulation and testing may be inappropriate. The two stages 

certainly overlap and perhaps may not be separate steps at all. 

Even one case may be compared with other work and does not simply 

rely on itself for validity or as to conclusions. From the 

viewpoint of Popper, scientific progress is the continuous 

refutation of earlier theory and therefore conclusions based on 

one case can be progress, especially if they refute earlier 

theory. Cases can therefore be used for theory development and 

they add to the general body of knowledg~ 

Finally in the HUgg and Hedlund article there are a' number of 

suggestions about the conduct of case studies: 

1.The reasons for and implications of the choice of case 
studies should be clearly and explicitly stated. 

2.The boundaries of the system being studied must be made 
explicit and critically appraise~ . 

3.The researcher must retain an element of distance from the 
case situation. 

4.There must be one or more general frames of reference to 
which observation can be related. 

5.The case study should be constantly related to knowledge 
outside it.elf. 
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6.There should be a 'constant checking of facts, impressions 
and hypotheses against other peoples' ideas. 

7.The researcher's values should be made explicit in the 
checking proceu. 

These suggestions about case studies are germane to this 

research and will be borne in mind throughout the study. The next 

sections in this chapter will therefore attempt to examine the 

choice of subject area and cases for field study, the boundaries 

and dimensions of the cases to be studied and the perceived 

general frames of reference and researcher'. values. 
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1.3 Background tQ the Case Studies 

1.3.1 ChQice Qf cases fQr study 

Chapter 1.3 

In chQQsing an area for study four main characteristics have led 

to the choice of religious organisations: they are part of the 

nQn-profit area, they are not unique organisations in the non

profit sector, they are in several senses significant and they 

are readily accessible to the researcher. 

As will be amplified in section 2.1 the church or religious 

organisation is cited as a nQn-profit organisation in many wQrks 

about nQn-profit aCCQunts (see for example Anthony (1978) Bird 

and MQrgan-JQnes (1981». Religious organisations may be 

constituted legally in a variety of ways: registered as companies 

eg Church of England Diocesan Boards of Finance, created by trust 

deeds or Acts of Parliament eg Church of Scotland, or simply be 

unincorporated institutions governed by a cQnstitution eg Church 

of the PrQvince of Kenya. In addition, depending on national and 

state law, they may also be registered as charities l(in England 

and Wales but not Scotland) or non-profit corporations (in 

Canada). A summary of the British position is given in ICAEW 

auditing guidelines (1981). Their basic legal form can therefore 

be very similar to a PSO but a PSO cannot register under a 

charity or non-profit cQrporation act or receive tax exemptions. 

Religious activities are regarded as charitable activities and 

even where charities are not registered, as in Scotland, the 

recognition of charitable activity may give exemption from the 

payment of tax and certain other reliefs (Craigmyle book on 

chari table giving). 

Religious organisations are on the whole concerned with three or 

four objectives: caring for adherents, promulgation of their 

creed, defence and representation of their creed and assisting 

others outside the creed (see Conway 1975). Funds for these 

objects might come from trading type operations and from 

investments in bonds, stocks and property but on the whole they 

result from donations or assessments on members or member bodies. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------1. NQte that almost all religious charities in England and Wales 
are exempted from registration with the Charity Commissioners and 
from submitting accounts. 
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Most religious organisations operate nationally either as 

federations, centralised hierarchies or some combination of these 

which results, at least in appearance, of their being a central 

headquarters and branches of that headquarters. 

Some of the foregoing characteristics are common to other NPOs. 

Trade Unions and many charities have a similar branch and 

headquarters structure to religious organisations and 

similarities in respect of federation vs hierarchical structure. 

The mainly fund-raising approach of financing in NPROs is common 

to many other NPOs such as Trade Unions, local authorities and 

charities. Other similarities between religious organisations and 

other NPO organisations are: the non-profit objective (no 

distribution to owners); importance of service provision; the 

management structure; the style of election to office and the 

assets with which an organisation is charged to manage involve 
similar management problems (eg large religious buildings ,are 

similar to works of art and other community property). 

The foregoing descriptions are not based on anyone piece of 

literature but are gleaned from a number of sources eg trade 

union, local authority and church accounts, studies of churches 

such as Rudge (1976) and Mayfield (1963) and studies of charities 

such as the National Council for Social Service (1969) and Bird 

and Morgan-Jones (1981). Whilst it is fairly easy to obtain such 

a general picture of the NPO sector it is far more difficult, 

especially in the U.K. and USA (Hansmann 1980), to produce any 

complete statistical description of the NPO sector as a whole or 

of the religious section in particular. 

Attempts have been made in the 1970s to collect statistics on the 

non-profit sector for instance by Moyle and Reid (1975) and Moyle 

and Cowley (1975) (in relation to national income statistics), by 

Austin and Posnett (1979) and to a more limited extent by Pearson 

and Gray (1978), but each found that information was not readily 

available and made only approximate estimates. Moyle and Reid 

included in their totals universities and colleges, friendly 

societies, trade unions, housing associations, charities and 

other NPOs. Using statistics collected from various sources Moyle 
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and Reid produced the following estimates for the 1970 income and 

expenditure for England and Wales: 

Organisation 

Universities and Colleges 
Trade Unions 
Friendly Societies 
Housing Associations 
Charities and others 

Total 

EM 

287 
56 
47 
18 

1,009 ---
1,417 

Austin and Posnett re-estimated some of these figures in 1975 and 

the following figures emerged: 

Organisation 
Universities and colleges 
Church of England 
Registered Charities 

Total 

EM 
457.8 
86.3 

3,615.0 
------
4,159.1 

They believed that their estimation of the charities figure in 

particular was more accurate than Hoyle and Reid due to the 

incorrect assumptions on which the latter's figures were based. 

The figures are of course not strictly comparable due to the 

effects of inflation. Austin and Posnett did not however estimate 

the figures for trade unions, friendly societies, and housing 

associations even though some of these figures are readily 

accessibl~ Pearson and Gray listed estimates of income of Local 

authorities, charities and central government in 1978 as follows: 

Organisation 
Local Authorities 
Charities 
Central Government 

tM 
15,000 

800 
39,000 

A comparison of these figures with previous figures demonstrates 

that these are clearly only very rough approximations and quite 

different from previously cited ones. 
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Table 1.3.1 S9me Statistics f9r the Non-Profit Sector in the U.K. 

CHARITIES 
Number registered in England 

and Wales at 31/12/80 
Cash and securities held by 

Official Custodian 21/12/80 

136,048 

£372.6m 

Source: Report of Charity Commissioners 1980 

TRADE UNIONS 
Number registered in Great Britain 

at 31/12/80 
Number of Members at 31/12/79 
Gross Income for 1979 
Total Assets at 31/12/79 

461 
13.2m 

£234.6m 
£320.lm 

Source: Certification Officer', report 1980 

EMPLOYERS ASSOCIATIONS 
Number registered in Great Britain 

at 31/12/80 
Number of members (including 

unregistered) at 31/12/79 
Total income of 315 associations 

for 1979 
Gross Assets of 315 associations 

at 31/12/79 

181 

293,103 

£55.6m 

£44.8m 

Source: Certification Officer~ report 1980 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
Number of active members 1978 
Number of full time clergy 1980 
Number of benefices 1980 
Number of Dioceses 1980 
Total Income of P.C.C.s 1978 
Estimated Income P.C.C.s 1979 
Total Income of Church 

Commissioners 1980 

lo8m 
11,235 
10,610 

43 
£77 .4m 
£91.5m 

£59.3m 

Source: Church of England Yearbook statistical 
supplement 1981. 

Church Commissioners Report and Accounts 1980 

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND 
Number of Members at 31/12/80 
Number of Ministers at 31/12/80 
Number of charges at 31/12/80 
Income of Congregations 1980 

953,933 
1,450 
1,536 

t:24.6m 

Source: Reports to the Church of Scotland Assembly 1981 
Abstract of Accounts of the Church of Scoland 1980 
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In an attempt to produce more up to date information various 

sources have been consulted. None of these sources is completely 

reliable or comprehensive even for a particular section of the 

NPO sector. The reasons for this are varied but probably result 

from the fact that very few people are actually interested in 

statistics for the sector. There are no comprehensive 

registration practices for charities, trade unions or other NPOs 

although a large number of charities, trade unions, friendly 

societies and religious organisations are registered with one or 

more registrars. It should be noted particularly that Scotland 

has no charity register and that certain charities in England and 

Wales. whilst benefiting from tax relief and rates rebates. may 

not be obliged to provide annual returns to the Charity 

Commissioners. Table l~.l has been produced to give some 

indications of the figures available. 

From these rather varied sources, table 1~.1 shows how the 
overall situation can be approximated (dates are the year 

statistics relate to): 

Table 1.3.2 Overall Summary Statistics for U.K. NPQ, 

Organisation Approximate Number of 
Income organisations 

----------- ----- .... ----
(U.K.Gross Domestic 

Product f.l93.488m nla ) 

Universities and 
Colleges £1102. 105 

Trade Unions £370. (1982) 442 
Employers Associations £ 77m (1982) 299 
Housing Associations nla 2,658 
Church of Eniland 

(Parishes + Dioceses) £150. (1980) 10,660 
Church of Scotland 

(Chargas) £ 25m (1980) 1,500 
Charities nla 135,000 
Local Authorities 

(England and Wales) 19.211. (1981) nla 
Wages salaries and 
'Capital consumption 
of Non-profit bodies £2,179m (1980) n/a 
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Interpretation of these statistics is fraught with problems as 

the activities of religious organisations may be included in the 
statistics as religious (Church of England and Church of 

Scotland), as charities (eg Salvation Army) or excluded 

completely (eg Roman Catholic church). The Church of England 

statiltics included above lummarise local, regional and central 
work. Other "church" activity (eg schools and colleges, 

religious houses) is excluded from these church statistics but 

may be included elsewhere such as in education statistics or 

charity statistic~ 

Despite these difficulties it is clear that though the NPO sector 

(excluding Government) is a small sector of the economy in income 

terms it is nevertheless .ignificant in terms of its touching the 

live. of a very large number of people. Two deficiencies of all 

statiltic. about the NPO sector are the amount of free. 

unaccounted for or subsidised resource. in u.e by NPO. and the 

omis.ion from the figures of sub.tantial amount. of fixed assets 

held by the sector for u.e or lafekeeping. These could be very 

significant if valued in money terms but are very difficult to 

value and may also have very .pecific U18S. U it were possible 

to include in the figures a value for these two items the 
.ignificance of the NPO sector could be much greater than the 

figures portray. 

Within the non-government, non-profit .ector religious 

organisations do not appear to feature very significantly in 

terms of income against unions, universities and charities. The 

difficulties of measurement, omission of voluntary help and of 

fixed assets, and organisations excluded from the statistics 

serve to reduce the statistical significance further. However in 

terms of influence on and presence in lociety, religious 

organisations still play a lignificant part in the economy and in 

society al a whole. 

Despite having shown that at least in some sense non-profit 

religious organilatioDs (NPROs) are significant as an area of 

study these organisations can only be a fruitful research field 

if ~hey are readily acceslible to the researcher. Due to the 
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fragmented nature of religious organisations it is proposed that 

the study concentrates on only one or tw~ levels of NPROs: the 

regional and national level •• This would mean a possible case 

study of some 150 to 200' organisations in Great Britain. These 

include the Headquarters of the main churches (Anglican, 

Methodist, Presbyterian, Catholic, Salvation Army ) and the 

regional organisations of the main churches (Dioceses or regions) 

together with the national headquarters or federation offices of 

the smaller religious organisations. 

One of the most important factors influencing whether these 

organisations can be studied is their physical accessibility to 

the researcher. Although these organisations are spread 

throughout Great Britain there are a number of significant 

headquarters in Central Scotland. About 20 of the possible 

headquarters are within easy reach of Glasgow (8 Episcopal, 8 

Catholic and 4 Independent). The other main concentration of 

headquarters is in London and not within easy reach for regular 

trips and meetings with participants. Out of the possible 

organisations five have been selected for detailed study, three 

from Scotland, one from London and one from northern England. The 

five churches have been chosen to represent three different 

traditions (anglican, presbyterian and methodist) and two 

different levels of organisation (regional and national). The 
concentration on Scottish churches has been made for economy 

reasons. 

The other factor involved in gaining acces. to a particular 

organisation is the researcher's acceptability to the 

organisation. As the researcher has worked as an accountant in a 

religious organisation for a number of years this problem is less 

severe than for someone not having such a background. Accordingly 

problems of access from the point of view of the researchers' 

acceptability are not anticipated in religious organisations as 

they might be in other areas of the NPO sector such as trade 

unions. 

1.3.2 Boundaries and dimensions of case. for study 

The NPRO has certain boundaries which can be determined ab 

initio. These are the legal, theological and organisational 
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boundaries which surround the organisation. There are however 

certain boundaries to the organisation which can be discovered 

only by detailed study of the organisation : how far does the 

influence of the organisation extend ; what is the extent of 
external influence on the organisation ; what is the importance 

of the local level of the organisation and so on. It is 
anticipated that these boundaries will be able to be set as the 

study progresses. Certain areas are clearly outside the 

boundaries of the central organisation eg accounts of the local 

organisation of the NPRO, except in so far as they form a key 
part of the decision making process at the HQ. The extent to 

which congregational (ie local) accounts influence the regional 

or national bodies will be an interesting phenomena in itself. 

It will be necessary to keep the boundaries of the case study 

continually under review in order to keep the study within 

acceptable limits of time and breadth. The question of the extent 
of the organisation in the NPO context has been discussed 

elsewhere in the literature and may be a significant part of the 
research itself (see Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981) on the, 

inclusion of branches in the accounts of charities). 

1.3.3 General frames of reference 

In view of the inadequate nature of previous research in this 

specific area of accounting in NPOs it is not possible at the 
beginning of a research project to specify with certainty those 

frames of reference which will be use in the research. An 

indication of possible frames of reference can be given however. 

The questions given in section 1.2 show that the research will be 

concerned with the behaviour of people in organilations and the 

relationship of accounting information to the underlying reality 
of the organisation. It seems reasonable to suggest therefor'e 

that the following frames of reference may be relevant: 

I.Decision-making literature, probably paying only scant 

attention to'the scientific methods of decision-making but 
looking more at the behavioural aspects of decision-making 

and particularly at decision-making in organised anarchies 
(garbage can model of March and Olsen (1972». 
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2.Information systems literature as it discusses the design of 

information systems and its relationship to an organisation's 

structure and functio~ 

3.Information economics literature as it helps us understand 
the costs and benefits of producing accounting information. 

4.Human information processing literature especially as it 

relates to the use of accounting information. 

S.Accounting literature in both the NPO and business in order 

to validate and/or criticise the results. 

Later in the review of literature each of these frames of 

reference will be discussed more fully. the NPO accounting 

literature will be discussed at length as it is a rich area of 

interest. 
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1.4 Research Techniques 

Buckley, Buckley and Chiang (l976) note that the research 

techniques connected with case study work fall into formal and 

informal groups. The formal techniques are intended to "extend 

(the) natural powers of observation" and include questionnaires 

and interviews. Informal techniques rely very much on the power 

and presence of observation in the situation • . 
The non-profit religious organisation has certain features which 

limit the possibilities for use of informal techniques. In these 

types of organisation meetings are often not held in a few 

central locations but tend to be in several locations. This is 

matched by the many places where action can take place,' unlike a 

factory or business where activity tends to be concentrated on 

only a few sites. In these circumstances opportunities for 

direct observation of activity are likely to be limited and even 

where direct observation is possible, access may be limited due 

to its location. Accordingly this study places more reliance on 

formal interviews and questionnaires than would be usual in a 

case study. 

Questionnaires and interviews are used to discover how wide and 

intense is the readership of accounting information amongst 

participants, what are their uses for accounts and something of 
their perceptions about accounts. The questionnaire technique is 

nece88ary as interviews with users are impoaaible when they are 
normally only together for a short AGK and where many people are 

present. The questionnaires are of necessity highly structured 

and although similar ones are used in several organisations they 

are slightly different for each organisation because names and 

organisational forms vary. The questionnaires have been sent 

mainly to the recipients of accounts who attend the AGK and more 

details of the questionnaire design and contents are given in 

chapter 9. 

The interview is a key data gathering technique amongst internal 

users of accounts and this was supplemented by participant 

observation in two of the organilations. Interviews were 

initially formally arranged but certain more informal contacts 
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have developed from this, mainly in nearby locations. 

In addition to interviews and observations a certain amount of 

archival research has been undertaken. This research has 

concentrated on the structure of the external financial reports 

and their inter-relationships with other financial reports. A 

detailed understanding of how the accounts are prepared and how 

the accounting records are kept has been interesting in itself 

and it throws light on the way in which participants are involved 

in the system, particularly in the setting of budgets and the 

control of expenditure. 

In addition to the case studies and as a prior step to some of 

the comparative work between the individual case studies it was 

possible to collect background information about other national 

and regional religious organisations' external financial reports. 

This was collected in the form of actual published or unpublished 

annual accounts and by using questionnaires and interviews. The 

main purpose of this work was to collect a background information 

base to be of assistance in identifying areas which might be 

probed in the questionnaires and case study worL 

The nature of the research ia such that statistical techniques. 

other than very basic summaries of variable categories and 

association tests. did not play much part in the analysis of 

results. Computer analysia and summarisation of questionnaire 

data were indicated as the study progressed and the data was 

processed using the SPSS and SCSS suites of statistical routines • 

• 
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1.5 Main Findings of the Study 

As this study is descriptive, much of the empirical work in part 

2 contains new information about accounting information in 

churches. There are however a number of interesting findings in 

the study and these are briefly SUmmarised in this section. 

Church headquarters are organisations in which outputs and 

results cannot, on the whole, be measured using accounting 

numbers. Their activities in education, legitimizing and giving 

grants need, of necessity, to be evaluated using subjective means 

and not in terms of 'sales revenue' or 'profit' (see chapter 5). 

Accounting information is nevertheless important as it enables 

measurement of the inputs of financial and non-financial 

resources and assits in the control and allocation of these 

resources. 

Acquisition of funds by church headquarters is largely by local 

churches meeting requests from the regional or national 

headquarters with little objection or debate (chapter 10). In 

some instances, the allocation of funds to projects is influenced 

by donor wishes and leads to the establishment of restricted and 

endowment funds. Allocation of generally available resources to 

projects within the churches may be the subject of negotiations 

between managers, normally at the budgeting stage. 

In this environment, the study has identified little decision use 

for accounting information, and only in the area of 'committee 

work'. There does however appear to be a widespread, though low 

level. interest in accounting information. probably for 

monitoring purposes. In the questionnaire study (see part 2, 

section 2), very few respondents reported not reading any of the 

accounting reports. On the other hand only a small number of 

respondents reported reading all the accounts which suggests a 

lack of 'expert' users (chapter 10). 

It is also clear that the structure and content of churches 

internal and external accounting reports are closely contingent 

on the economics, structure and funding of church organisations. 

These environmental factors are closely related to the aims and 

objectives of the churches which are described in chapter 5. Part 
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of the reason that church accounts show close relationship to 

their environment and lack of uniformity is undou~tedly the lack 

of regulation of accounting reports. 

The study gives, in chapter 7, an indication of the varied 

approaches to accounting followed and goes on to suggest that 

there are common patterns in this diversity, especially in 

balance sheet construction and use of fund accounting. It is 

suggested particularly that widespread use of fund accounting in 

church accounts (and other NPO's) probably means that it is a 

naturally occuring phenomenon and meets real information needs in 

this environment. 

The description of recipients of church accounts gives a detailed 

profile of users in this previously unexplored area of the NPO 

sector. This profile is especially useful in helping to rank the 

relative importance of users of accounts, an area which is 
discussed in the literature review in the next chapter. The 

description also highlights the low level of technical 

understanding of users, even amongst 'internal' users. The major 

areas of difficulty seem to be with the 'balance sheet' and 
'source and application of funds' statement. In addition, the 

profile shows an apparent lack of expert users of accounts in the 

churches. There is no certainly no identifiable group of expert 

users, though many non-expert users reported being content to 

leave comment on the accounts to others more expert than 

themselves. 

Perhaps surprisingly, the study identifies only slight pressure 

amongst users for changes in accounting reports (chapter 13). 

There is some indication that users would like budget and summary 

information, the former presumably to see what the church intends 

to do in the coming year and the latter, it is suggested, to 

assist non-expert users in understanding a set of complex 

. statements. The pattern of reading of the accounts is consistent 

with users using a search pattern in which a key initial 

statement is some overall summary of fund movements, a statement 

not present in three of the five churches, followed secondly by 

statements relating to a users particular area of interest. 
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One of the main aims of the study is to generate ideas and 

hypotheses and fifteen major ideas and hypotheses are suggested. 

Some of these relate to accounting information in general; that 

accounts are models and that users employ an information search 

procedure in reading accounts. However. most ideas and hypotheses 

relate specifically to the NPO environment; consolidation issues, 

balance sheet construction, absence of expert users. non-decision 

uses for accounts, lack of decision use for accounts. fund 

accounting. the budgeting process as a key vehicle for allocating 

funds. understanding of accounts by users. pressure for changes 

in accounts and measurement bases in use. 

Some recommendations are made in the study and among the more 

important are that; NPOs should give a clear description of how 

their accounts are structured, to assist users understanding; 

there should be clear disclosure of the measurement basis used in 

the accounts. if possible not using presently available terms 

which are used inconsistently; budgets would be a useful addition 
to accounting reports; and some attempt may need to be made to 

provide an overall movement of funds statement. Part of the 

reason why this latter statement is necessary is undoubtedly to 

assist with users appreciation of the structure of the accounts 

and further research is needed in this area. 

Finally, though not a major finding, the study of church accounts 

has given rise to the need for a new approach to describing 

accounting statements, 'particularly analysing their structure. 

Such an approach has been developed in chapter 6 and needs to be 

further improved by testing in other environments. 

The remainder of this first section of the study gives a survey 

of the literature immediately relevant to the study in order to 

set the background scene for the empirical work. 
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Chapter 2 The Non-profit Organisation; Participant and User 

Within the accounting literature there has been a search for a 

focus for external accounting reports. This has been refined 

over the years to a statement that the accounts should be 

prepared to meet the needs of users for decision-making. This 

focus has been extended to include NPO accounts and this chapter 

aims to examine these user arguments more closely. The chapter is 

divided into four sections : 

1. What is the non-profit organisation? 

2. The user need as focus: a critical evaluation 

3. The users of accounts and participants in NPOs 

4. What are users needs for accounting information? 

2.1 What is a Non-Profit Organisation? 

Before discussing the production or use of accounts in an 

organisation we must first understand what that organisation is 

like (more will be said about this link between the organisation 

and the accounting system in chapter 4). The profit making 

organisation is fairly well described and analysed in the 

literature not only of accounting but also of economics and 

organisations. The non-profit organisation is however less well 

defined and discussed. It is conceivable that the differences in 

the solutions proposed by different authors to producing accounts 

of NPOs (see chapter 3) are in some measure due to the fact that 

the authors are focussing on different non-profit entities. It is 

suggested that there are two important questions to be asked 

about the definition of NPOs: 

1. What criteria do we use to separate NPOs from businesses 

and can we establish a boundary between these two sectors 

of the economy ? 

2. Having arrived at a "non-profit sector" is this sector in 

fact homogeneous or could it be meaningfully subdivided 

further? 

The first of these questions should be reasonably staightforward 

to answer but before the second one can be answered 

satisfactorily there needs to be more discussion on what are the 

significant or contingency features of organisations for 

accounting purposes. Accordingly this section will seek only to 
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answer the first of these questions and give merely an indication 

of the possible categories within the NPO sector. 

The majority of literature in NPO accounting is to be found in 

North American texts and so this section draws very largely on 

that literature. In most of the major texts on NPO accounting 

there are definitions or examples or both of the NPO. A selection 

of seven of these definitions is given in table 2.1.1. In most of 

these definitions there are three main ideas: that the major 

objective is the provision of services; that profit will not be 

made for distribution to members or resource contributors and 

that the equity interest cannot be traded. 

Anthony's FASB study (1978) aims specifically at identifying the 

area of the NPO sector where differences from business accounting 

are likely to exist. He gives a definition of an NPO that 

includes the ideas of non-distribution of profit to members and 
non-trading of equity interest. His definition of a non-business 

organisation (NBO) however goes further than this in excluding 

from the NBO an NPO that obtains most of its financial resources 

from operations. Anthony's NBO would therefore exclude an 

organisaton trading but with a break-even aim. 

The FASB definition introduces a slightly different idea in 

accepting that contributors of resources may receive some return 

though this may not be in proportion to their contributed 

resources. This departure from the other definitions would allow 

the NPO to include government organisations (even though these 

are specifically excluded from FASB 1980 ) and private non-profit 

organisations where members may receive some services. 

It is clear that the seven definitions cover a wide variety of 

organisations and this is illustrated clearly by the many lists 

of organisations quoted as examples in the literature. Three of 

these lists have been reproduced as table 2.1.2. Whilst these 

lists illuminate the definitions in table 2.1.1 it is apparent 

that there are some organisations given as examples of NPOs which 

do not fall easily into the definitions quoted above eg fraternal 

organisations, social and country clubs (AICPA 1978) government 

trading organisations, friendly societies, building societies, 
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Table 2.1.1 Definitions of Non-Profit Organisations 

1. A non-profit organisation is an economic entity that 
provides, without profit. service beneficial to society 
and that has an equity interest that cannot be sold or 
traded. (Henke 1966) 

2. Non-profit organisations are defined as enterprises formed 
for social. educational or philanthropic purposes which 
normally have no transferable ownership interests and from 

. which the members or contributors so not receive any direct 
economic gain.; (CICA 1980a) 

3. A non-profit organisation is an organisation whose goal is 
something other than earning a profit for its owners. 
Usually its goal is to provide services (Anthony and 
Herzlinger 1980) 

4. A non-business organisation is a non-profit organisation 
that obtains a significant amount of financial resources 
from sources other than the sale of goods or services 
(p162). In general a non-profit organisation is an 
organisation (1) that does not operate for the primary 
purpose of making a profit and (2) whose assets or income 
cannot be distributed to or benefit members. directors or 
officers. In the event of dissolution. the proceeds are 
transferred to another non-profit organisation or revert to 
the state. never to an individual (p161). 

5. The major distinguishing ch·aracteristics of nonbusiness 
organisations include: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

receipts of significant amounts of resources from 
resource providers who do not expect to receive either 
repayment or economic benefits proportionate to 
resources provided. 
operating purposes that are other than to provide goods 
or services at a profit or profit equivalent. 
absence of defined ownership interests that can be sold 
transferred or redeemed or that convey entitlement to a 
share of the residual distribution of resources in the 
event of liquidation of the organisation. (FASB 1980 

6. A non-profit organisation is one that is not used for 
personal financial enrichment of any of its members or 
managers and no portion of the money or property of which 
is permitted to inure to the benefit of any private 
individual . except as a proper grant according to its state 
approved purposes or as salaries paid for employee type 
services rendered to the organisation. (Oleck 1974) 

7. A non-profit enterprise is. in essence. an organisation 
that is barred from distributing its net earnings, if any 
to individuals who exercise control over it, such as 
members, directors or trustees (Hansmann 1980 p838). 
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Table 2.1.2 Types of Non-Profit Organisation 

AI CPA Statement of Position 78-10 (1978) 
Accounting principles and practices for certain Non-profit organisations 

Hospitals 
Colleges and Universities 
Voluntary health and welfare organisations 
State and Local government units 
Cemetery organisations 
Civic organisations 
Fraternal organisations 
Labor Unions and trade associations 
Libraries and Museums 
Other cultural institutions 
Performing arts organisations 
Political parties 
Private and Community foundations 
Private elementary and secondary schools 
Professional associations 
Public broadcasting stations 
Religious organisations 
Research and Scientific organisations 
Social and country clubs 
Zoological and botanical societies 

Bird: Research issues in Accounting for non-business organisations (980) 
Central Government Departments 
Government trading organisations 
Nationalised industries 
Water and Health Authorities 
Local Government 
Universities 
Charities 
Friendly societies 
Building societies 
Housing associations 
Professional associations 
Trade Unions 
Pension Funds 
Non-charitable private non-profit organisations (eg AA, BUPA) 

Anthony and Herzlinger: Management Control in Non-profit Organisatons (1975) 
Medical and health services 
Educational services 
Non-profit membership organisations 
Business 
Professional 
Labor 
Civic and social 
Political 
Religious 
Charitable 
Research organisations 
Federal and state government 
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housing associations'(Bird 1980) civic and social membership 

organisations (Anthony and Herzlinger 1977). 

It is also apparent that in SOme cases whilst the majority of a 

group eg state and local government units (AICPA) are within the 

NPO definition there may be some of that group which do not fall 

stictly within the NPO sector (eg government enterprises) as they 

may have commercial motives as part of their constitution. 

The difficulty of defining precisely which organisations come 

within the NPO sector is further illustrated by both Henke (1980) 

and Anthony (1978). These two authors identify a fundamental 

dichotomy in NPOs based on the source of resources for financing 

the organisation (a similar split is recognised by Hansmann 

(1980». Henke identifies on the one hand the self-sustaining 

organisation which generates sufficient funds from operations to 

cover current costs and replacement of capital and on the other 

hand the organisation which need~ outside 8upport to cover 

current costs and replacement of capital. These types of 

organisation are very like Anthony's Type A NPO (resources mainly 

from sales) and Type B NPO (resources from taxes. donations etc) 

organisations. Both authors recognise that there are 

organisations which fall in between these two extremes and Henke 

goes so far as to suggest· that there are two further groups: 

quasi-profit and quasi non-profit organisations. The existence of 

these differen~ types of activity within the same organisation is 

recognised by others. Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981) for instance 

note that some charities have a subsidiary trading company which 

covenants its profits to the charity. 

The implications of the existance of two sorts of activity is 

clearly stated by Anthony (1978) who suggests that most of the 

accounting problems peculiar to non-profit organisations arise in 

the Type B NPO. These organisations he calls as non-business 

organisations. Anthony goes on to suggest that there are at least 

two alternative criteria by which non-business and business 

organisatons can be differentiated. One of these is the 

profit/non-profit split discussed in the earlier part of this 

section. the other is the Type A/Type B split based on source of 
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resources. Anthony relates these two alternatives as shown in 

figure 2.1.1 (1978 p162). 

Figure 2.1.1 The division between business and non-business 
organisations (Anthony 1978) 

Business Non-business 
(-----------) (------------------------------) 

1----------------1----------------1-----------------1 
Profit Type A Type B 1 

1 Oriented 1 Non-Profit 1 Non-Profit 1 
1----------------1----------------1-----------------1 

(-----------------------------) (-------------) 
Business Non-business 

»Alternative 1 

»Alternative 2 

Anthony poses these two possible definitions in his FASB study 

and clearly there is a difference between the two alternatives. 

Anthony does not however seem to consider the possibility that 

many organisations do not fall entirely within the Type A and 

Type B definitions which are really at different ends of a scal~ 

The scale contains a number of possible mixtures of self

financing and supported organisations. If this possibility is 
allowed for then the line between Type A and Type B organisations 

becomes less distinct for how do we decide at what level of self 

financing an organisation becomes type B? Anthony's proposal must 

therefore be viewed in rather broad terms until such time as we 

have more theoretical and practical evidence on the NPO financing 

positions. 

However difficult it is to identify the boundaries, it is clear 

that there are two main type of NPO: the Type A, where the 

organisation is trading but with a zero profit motive and the 
Type B where no trading as such takes place. Type A organisations 

may have different objectives to type B organisations and 

different sources of funds. In view of Anthony's suggested split 

in terms of source of income, it is surprising that some research 

has not been directed to trying to discover the extent to which 

the funding organisations can be classified into the two types. 

For the purposes of this study it is proposed that the definition 

of an NPO should be based on the three elements identified from 

the definitions given in table 2.1.1 above and that all three 
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elements should be necessary for an organisation to be considered 

an NPO i.~provision of services, non-distribution of dividend 

and no trading in equity. Whilst this definition may still leave 

problems it will at least serve as a benchmark from which to 

work. It is worth emphasising however that non-profit according 

to this definition means that there is no profit motive at all: 

that is if profit is made it is either in furtherance of the 

broad aims of the organisation or it is purely incidental.This 

needs to be distinguished from a breakeven aim where the aim is 

to produce sufficient revenue to break even, i.e.to produce nil 

profit. Under this definition the breakeven aim is really a 

special form of business aim. 

Hansmann (1980) proposes that there is only one factor which 

identifies an NPO and that is the non-distributive element. He 

suggests that potentially all supply and demand situations could 

be performed by both for-profit and not-for-profit organisations 

and therefore sees the NPO as simply one form of organisation. He 

then argues that there are situations in which the NPO is the 

only form of organisation, due to the non-distributive element in 
. , 

their constitution, which can overcome certain specific market 

imperfections. These market imperfections, particularly the lack 

'of an adequate performance check and the public good situation 

are such as to exclude any for profit firm from participating in 

supply. In the next section we shall go on to discuss the 

economics of NPOs where a slightly different view of this is 
taken. 
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In recent years there has been a growing interest in the formal 

economic analysis of non-profit organisations (NPOs). The 

analysis has been at several levels: 

I.The macro-economic level where an attempt has been made to 

understand why the non profit form of organisation exists 

(Thompson 1980, Lindsay 1980, Weisbrod 1980). 

2.The micro-economic level where the focus has been on the way 

in which individual NPOs operate (James and Neuberger, 1981. 

Newhouse, 1970). This analysis has been both at an analytical 

and a descriptive level (Baumol and Bowen 1965). 

3.The economic features of behaviour in areas where market 

forces are not apparent, in particular charitable giving 

(Alchian and Allan 1974, Arrow 1975). 

The focus of some of the economic literature is on matters of 

macro-economic policy and these are for the most part beyond the 

scope of this study. The policy matters concern for instance the 

relative efficiency of government and non-profit sectors in the 

provision of collective goods. the equilibrating mechanisms of 

the non-market situation, comparative efficiency of the provision 

of government assistance to NPOs rather than the government 

provision fo services directly. The first of these matters is of 

SOme concern to the study but other matters will be largely 

pas sed over. 

Our interest in the economics of NPOs is essentially derived from 

two problem areas: 

1. Does the economics of NPOs help us to identify any possible 

constraints on the production of account. in NPOs resulting 

from behavioural or legal consequences of the economics of 

the sector? One interesting area is whether the emphasis on 

reporting for stewardship in NPOs is a major constraint on 

reporting or whether (as Anthony suggests) such stewardship 

reporting is only of secondary importanc~ 

2. Does micro-economics of NPOs suggest that any particular 

pattern of financial statement would be particularly 

appropriate from NPOs in the provision of relevant economic 
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information? 

We have seen that NPOs as defined in the accounting and legal 

literature have three main characteristics: they do not 

distribute either surpluses or residues to the people who 

contribute to the organisation (the non-distribution constraint), 

their main reason for existance is to provide a service type good 

(service orientation) and they have no equity interest which can 

be traded. These three characteristics can apply to both private 

NPOs and government NPOs and are thus merely a dividing line 

between the profit and non-profit sectors. 

Economics has until recently seen firms as either in the private 

sector or in the public sector and has discussed provision of 

either private goods (those goods which only one person can 

consume) or public goods (those goods which can be consumed by 

any number of people simultaneously). It is apparent that these 

definitions of both goods and firms are merely the extreme points 

on two continua and that in reality few goods are purely public 

or purely private. Similarly there also exist firms which exhibit 

some characteristic. of both public and private enterprises. 

Loehr and Sandler(1978) observe that examples of purely public 

goods are difficult to discover and they posit a three

dimensional spectrum of possiblities in which to locate goods 

depending on the goods degree of (non-)divisibility, degree of 

(in)appropriability and the size of the interacting group which 

consumes the benefit of the good. They demonstrate this approach 

in a three dimensional model reproduced a. figure 2.2.1. 

Indivisibility is the extent to which the good. are indivisible 
so that spending on say defence would not be divisible into 

consumption modules whereas spending on say potatoes could be 

divisible t~ individual consumers. Items such as motor cars fall 

somewhere in between purely divisible and purely indivisible 
goods as they are consumed in complete units ~ a number of 

consumers over a period of time. 

Each of the three scales on which goods are rated by Loehr and 

Sandler is described in their text. The (in)divisibility scale 
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recognises that public goods may be less than perfectly 

indivisible. A public good may be conceived mathematically as: 

XT-Xl-X2-X3-X4- ••••• ·Xn ·····(l) 
where ~ represents the total consumption and production of a 
good and Xi (i-l to n) represents the total consumption by any 

individual i. In the case of a public good the consumption by each 

individual is the same as total consumption and consumption by 

any other individual. Examples of purely public good. are 

defence and government. 

In contrast a purely private good is completely divi.ible in that 

anyone unit of the good can only be consumed and 'enjoyed' by 

one person. In this case a mathematical representation would be 

of a different order: 

YT·Yl+Y2+Y3+Y4+·····+Yn·····(2) 

Where Yi represents the consumption by any individual i and YT 
represents total consumption. For this condition to bold there 
must be perfect divisibility of the product in contrast to the 

perfect indivisibility of the public good. Examples of private 

goods are food and tailormade clothing. 

Weisbrod (1980) similarly recognises that there are not simply 

private and public producers of goods but that there is a range 

of producers from the purely private to the purely public. 

Weisbrod has attempted to produce a scale of 'collectiveness' 

from 0 to 1 in order to identify where on this private/public 

spectrum any particular organisation lies. Whilst the proposed 

index is fraught with problems of construction and interpretation 

it may nevertheless be a useful analytical tool in thinking about 

organisations in the area between pulic and private producers. 

If we combine the ideas of a three-dimentional spectrum of public 

goode witb a one dimentional scale of collectivenes8 we end up 

with a multidimentional array which is difficult to visualise. 

Accordingly for the sake of argument let us reduce both goods and 

producers to a single spectrum and produce a graphical 

presentat ion as in figure 2.2.2 
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Figure 2.2.2 Leyel of 'Publicness' of Production 

Publ ic:Good I-------a'\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\~,----------~T 

LEVEL OF 
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OF CONSUMP-

TION 

1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1 B 
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1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1 
1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1 
1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1 
1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1 
1-----1---------1------1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

Private GoodJA-------a----------------------b---------~ 
. Private 

Production 
Public 

Production 

Point B in this diagram illultrates a pure public good produced 
by public (governmental) means and point A illustrates a pure 

private good produced be private means. There are a whole range 

of goods and production means which fall in between these two 

extremes. It is suggested that the 'private non-profit 
organisation probably falls within the range illustrated by the 

boundaries a-al and b-bl that is producing a whole range of goods 
from public goods (information on cancer) to pure private goods 

(individual medical treatment) but that the major part of the 
production would be expected in the shaded area. The diagram is 

not intended to do more than indicate the area of inter
relationships. 

One of the key problem areas in the provision of public goods is 

the 'free-rider' problem. Put simply this means that once a 

public good has been produced then anyone is free to consume it 

whether they pay for it or not. Assuming that everyone has their 

own self interest at heart they will consume it at the least cost 

to themselves and thus avoid paying as far as possible. People 

who Consume a public good when they do not pay for it are called 

'free-riders' and free-riding is an observed phenomenon in many 

areas (eg television licences). An organisation is unlikely to be 

able to produce public goods with high total costs unles8 they 
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are inordinately wealthy or are able to finance their operation 

from taxation or are able to eliminate the free rider problem. 

With the presence of free riders in the provision of all public 

(and presumably a significant number of semi-public) goods it 

would seem that only governments or very rich producers would 

provide such goods. In practice however we observe that public 

goods are provided by a number of organisations which are neither 

rich nor governmental. Such organisations as Cancer Research, 

Oxfsm, Dr Bernados, trade unions, churches and employers 

associations illustrate the provision of public goods on a more 

or less voluntary basis. 

Weisbrod (1977) gives a fairly simple illustration of the way in 

which this voluntary sector might arise. For the illustration, 

repeat ed here as figure 2.2.3, Weisbrod assumes that the benefit 

obtained from a public good is for most people unrelated to the 

tax paid ie the marginal utility from a public good does not 

agree with the tax paid. The level of supply of the public good 

produced nationally (Ql) will therefore for any gi~en consumer be 

either higher or lower than the amount demanded at the given 
price by that taxpayer/consumer. 

In the illustration it is evident that at least some of the 

taxpayers would prefer an output of the particular good higher 

than the level Ql and some would prefer a lower output. The 

actual point of provision will be decided by political action. 

The exact mechanism for this is a problem which need not concern 

us here though it may be decided by majority vote or by a 

we.Ighted majority decision rule where the weight depends on the 

force with which the individuals involved bring preS8ure to bear 

(Weisbrod 1977 pS3). The output supplied will therefore be on 

D4'8 demand curve. 

The interesting part of this analysis is the reaction of the 

dis8atilfied consumer. There are several p088ibilitiel. For thOle 

who are overlupplied there are basically only three options: 

emigration. bearing the oversupply and bringing political 

pre8sure to bear on the tax/price Iystem or the output 

controlling system. 
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The under satisfied consumer on the other hand has these options 

plus another three: 

l.They can form second tier government units to provide for 
additional demand. This will reduce undersatisfaction of 

demand but in the local area will not totally remove either 

the freerider problem or the total undersatisfaction of 

demand. 

2.They can attempt to make up their demand by turning to private 

goods substitutes eg private security where public security is 

insufficient, sprinkler systems where fire services are 

inadequate, private medicine as opposed to the National Health 

service. 

3.Finally they can begin a voluntary sector. The undersatisfied 

demand is here supplemented by collective action of people 
with similar under satisfaction. This extragovernmental 

I 

activity provides collective consumer goods as a supplement to 
the government provision and an alternative to private goods 

substitutes. This voluntary sector will be faced with free 

rider behaviour but given the inefficiencies of the 

alternatives this voluntary solution may be a reasonable 

second-best solution. Weisbrod notes that it is unimportant 

whether this collective voluntary activity happens before or 

aft er any government provision. 

Weisbrod illustrates the voluntary sector prov1s10n of public 

goods but does not explain (in this article> why the non-profit 

form of organisation exists in this voluntary sector. Hansmann (lq~O) 
says more about this but before looking at this article it is 

worth developing Weisbrod's analysis further to explore this a 
little further. 

Suppose that in figure 2.2.3 consumers 5,6 and 7 had been 

undersatisfied at the provision of Ql at a price of P. In this 
case they would have remained with demand curves which begin at 

axes formed by a,A,g. They thus face another public goods 
decision with its attendant free-rider problem and so private 

producers will not come into the market (assuming still that the 

public good costs more to produce than the marginal revenue from 
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anyone customer). In this situation, if the consumers are going 

to find any way of satisfying their demand then it is clear that 

some form of organisation other than governmental or private is 

going to be required. 

One way in which the consumers 5,6 and 7 are going to be able to 

satisfy their demand is to cooperate and pool their revenue. The 

additional amount of public good which will be produced will be 

that resulting from the sum of their marginal prices such that 

the total demand curve intersects the total cost curve. The 

individuals could then either employ a private firm to produce 

the good for them or provide it as a cooperative. There would 

however be an incentive to keep away from the profit making firm 

as any cost savings which would be thereby obtained would accrue 

to the cooperative rather than the private firm and either reduce 

the cost of the public good to the individual members or increase 

the amount of good supplied. This extension of Weisbrod's 

analysis therefore seems to suggest that in the private provision 

of public goods the form of organisation which will predominate 

is that where profit will not accrue. 

This approach assumes 'economic self-interest' on the part of 

those who feel that the public good has been underprovided. It 

should be noted here however that the public good may itself be a 

'non~self interest' good such as foreign-aid, university 

education, in which case the economic self interest approach 

would be more like a method of seeking out efficiency. 
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2.3 Accounting for the Needs of Users 

Research studies in the non-profit accounting area eg CICA 

(1980a), Traub (1977), Anthony (1978) and accounting texts eg 

Henke (1979), spend some time looking into the needs of users of 

accounts. This study will also look at the needs of users but 

first it is helpful to examine the background to this exercise 

and to ask the question: why are users so important? 

'The "user-need" arguments have arisen during the past thirty 

years and are now taken almost for granted in the business and 

NPO accounting literature. Bird and Morgan-Jones state: 
liThe 'Corporate Report'(l975) adopts the "basic approach •••• 
that corporate reports should seek to satisfy, as far as 
possible, the information needs of users: they should be 
useful"(paragraph 1.1). We also adopt this basic 
approach. "(p131) 

The CICA study similarly comments: 

'~he objective of financial information is to provide users 
with information to make decisions."(p5) 

Similar statements of purpose can be found in Anthony 1978 (P40) 

and FASB Concepts no 4(Para 10) and they are implied elsewhere eg 

AICPA Statement of Position 78-10 (1978) para 9. In each of these 

references the overall emphasis of the study is on the external 

financial reporting of the organisation and the orientation and 

use of these reports by the external user. 

In 1962 Sprouse and Moonitz (AICPA) stated that: 
"Accounting supplies much of the comprehensive and defensible 
. information that management needs to control and administer 
the resources in its charge effectively and productively. It 
also supplies the data that management needs to fulfil its 
responsibilities to report to owners, creditors, government 
and others with bona fide interest. In turn these owners, 
creditors, government and others rely on accounting reports 
to assist them in determining and evaluating the performance 
of management and the business system-" 

'This statement contains a bias that accounting supplies 

.a.a,e.e.t with information for control. information to pass on 

to others for stewardship purposes and for performance 

evaluation. There is an emphasis here on accounting for internal 

and ext ernal management purposes. A similar position of including 
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both internal and external reports is taken by the American 

Accounting Association's ASOBAT report of 1966 where after 

defining accounting as: "the proces. of identifyiDl. mea.uria& 

and co.municatiDl econo.ic iDforaation to permit informed 

judge.ent. and deciaiona by usera of infor.ation" (pI) the report 

goes on: 

"the objectives of accounting are to provide information for 
-the following purposes: 

1. Making decisions concerning the use of limited 
resources. including the identification of crucial 
decision areas. and determination of objectives and 
goals. 

2. Effectively directing and controlling an organisations 
human and material resources. 

3. Maintaining and reporting on the custodianship of 
resources. 

4. Facilitating social functions and controls." 
(ASOBAT 1966 p4) 

This statement is expanded later in the report where it is 

explained that the first objective extends to stockholders. 

creditors. individuals, government and so on and the second 

refers to internal management's use of accounts. The third 

objective covers the managerial or fiduciary function of 

management and involves the interest and intervention of society 

in order to define the function. The final objective is seen as 
involving fraud prevention. taxation. regulations. management

labour relations and so on. 

The ASOBAT statement therefore includes a broad range of users of 
and a wide range of uses for accounting information. The 

objectiv~s include use of information for control. stewardship 
(or accountability) and social purposes as well as for decision

making. The FASB is however now concentrating almost exclusively 

on the external financial report and accordingly recent 

pronouncements from the FASB such as Concepts No 1 (1978 for 

businesses) have reduced these objectives to a single decision

making objective: 

"financial reporting is not an end in itself but is intended 
to provide information that is useful in making business and 
economic decisions II (Concepts No I para 9) 
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This FASB objective, in concentrating on financial reporting, not 

only omits internal control objectives but also the stewardship 

aims which were a clear part of the !SOBAT study. If stewardship 

is not seen as involving any decision then it is possible that 

stewardship and decision-making objectives might diverge and the 

stewardship objectives may not be met by decision oriented 

reports. However the reason for the FASB now concentrating on a 

single objective may be that it is possible to see stewardship 

as a decision purpose. In particular. stewardship reporting may 

relate to the long term decisions of whether the present 

management is doing its job or ought to be replaced and whether 

to remain a member of the organisation. 

In a PSO with quoted shares. information relating to these 

decisions is probably compounded into the share price and thus 

regarded as decision oriented information. Where an organisation 

has no shares or no quoted shares 'reporting for stewardship' may 

serve this long term decision purpose. Although stewardship and 

decision objectives will be treated as separate for the most part 

of this study there appears to be a case from this short 

discussion to treat both as being decision purposes. 

'Decision-usefulne88' is a term which haa two distinct aspects.It 
is actually a ahort form of saying "to satisfy users' need for 

accounting information to allist in decision-making". Any 
critical appraisal of the term needs to look carefully at the two 

sections:'user needs' and 'decision making'.These are sometimes 

confu.ed in the literature and the terms can be used synonymou.ly 

(Laughlin and Puxty (1981». 

Laughlin and Puxty state that the only justification for meeting 

'user needs' for accounting information is that by doing so total 

social welfare will be increased. They go on to allert that in an 

imperfect market it is possible that total social welfare may be 

reduced by meeting. user needs for information. As illustrations 

of the possible situations in which total social welfare may be 

decreased, they give three examples: a misuse of power by a union 

which results from having information (though the example they 

give is not only outside the information context but is of 
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doubtful relevance). the research and development situation where 

lack of ability to exploit research findings by retaining private 

information could lead to the lack of incentive to engage in 

research and finally the arbitrage situation where a firm is able 

to make a profit in the market place from exploiting private 
information and in so doing improves the efficiency of the 

market. 

A different aspect of being guided solely by user need criteria 

is found in the non-profit literatur~ A major source of 

discussion in this area is the need for consolidation of fund 

accounts into one statement so that the accounts may be better 

understood by users (see for example Gross and Warshauer (1979) 

who propose the 'grandmother test' for identifying the level of 

complexity of account. and Anthony (1980a». Berzlinger and 

Sherman (DBR 1980) demonstrate that this approach of 

simplification of accounts for users can actually present a 

grossly inaccurate representation of the nature of the financial 

position and events and presumably act so as to reduce total 

social welfare if less than optimal decisions are based on the 

abbreviated accounts. 

If following user needs can result in either an increase or 

decrease in total social welfare then there should be a point or 

points at which total social welfare will be optimal. At this 

stage we have no certain way of measuring total social welfare 

and so identify this point or position. It can only be concluded 

that the extent to which user needs will be met will be 

determined by some political process. Part of this political 

process is in evidence at a macro level in the debates 

surrounding the formulation and setting of accounting standards 

and legislation governing accounting information. 

If there is a political process operating at the macro level it 

is crear that there may also be political processes in operation 

which help determine the form and structure of accounts within 

particular organisations. Tinker and Lowe(1980) postulate that an 

organisation remains within a set of feasible production 

alternatives (f-sets) only by management'. continued 
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manipulation of the organisation to keep it within the boundaries 

of production possibility. One of the ways in which management 

may induce participants to remain with, join or leave the 

coalition is by the provision of more or less financial 

information, for example for union negotiations, share issues, 

bank lending applications, funds drives etc. In these 

circumstances, and in the absence of any external controls, the 

organisation's reporting system may well be influenced largely by 

the objectives of management (see Bird and Morgan- Jones comments 

on the manipulation of deficits). 

Though there has been some research on the perceived needs and 

wants of users of financial information in both profit and non
profit organisations there has not, as far as can be ascertained 

at present, been any research as to whether these needs are 

actually perceived by the organisation, whether the needs are met 

and how an organisation proceeds to recognise, meet or deny these 
needs. This point will be referred to again when discussing 

decision-making in organisations and the part played by 

accounting information in those decisions. 

The second aspect of the deci.ion usefulne.s criterion is the 

"decision-making" element. As has already been noted the !SOBAT 

study listed at least four reasons why it saw that users need 

accounting information and tbat decision-making is only one of 

the needs. The four needs given in tbe !SOBAT study have been 

added to of late by researchers involved in the behavioural 

aspects of accounting. Gambling (1977) for example suggests that 

accounting meets "satisfaction" needs about an organisation and 

can have a magic or mystical qual ity about it. Accounting 

information may also be used to justify or legitimate decisions 

already made (Bower 1970, Meyer and Rowan 1978) rather than as an 

input to the decision process. 

Burchell et al (1980) note that the relationship between 

decision-making and accounting bas rarely been examined 
critically and they suggest that this relationship can take on a 

number of different roles depending on the level of understanding 

of objectives and cause and effect. This they portray, in their 
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view not too satisfactorily, as in figure 2.3.1 below: 

Figure 2.3.1 

. Uncertainty 

of 

Cause and 

Effect 

Effect of uncertainty of Cause and Effect and objectives on 
form of informat ion syst em (Burchell et at fig 3) 

Uncertainty of objectiy~s 

Low High 
,---- ------------,----------_ ..... ------. 

Low Answer I Ammunition I 
Machines I Machines I 

1-------------------1 
I I 

High I Rationalisation I 
I Machines I 

Machines I I ----------_________ 1 ___________________ 1 

With low uncertainty of both cause and effect and objectives the 

decisions are of the answer-machine type soluble by algorithm and 
might be what Simon calls "structured decisions". Where 

objectives are clear and uncertainty over cause and effect high, 

the accounting system might be expected to provide assistance 

through decision support and enquiry systems. Burchell et al see 

that in this situation data access facilities, ad hoc analyses 

and 'what-if' models etc are available to help identify and 

predict the effects of uncertainty but that the accountant has 

devised systems which do not' model the uncertainty but absorb it 

by the extension of the answer machine approach using risk 

'analysis and probablistic methods. 

Uncertainty over objectives with relative certainty of causation 

produces a conflict between interests, values, principles and 

perspectives. Here the political process becomes important and 

accounting can begin to be used as an ammunition machine. This 

involves perhaps selective use and dissemination of accounting 

information by parties to further their own ends. Finally where 

there is high uncertainty of both cause and objectives the 

accounts become rationalisation machines. Burchell et al go on to 

examine the 'extensions to computational practice' and the 

'ammunition machine' aspects in more detail. 

The analysis by Burchell et al is based on accounting within an 
organisation but if external accounting information is used in 
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similar decision situations eg bank lending decisions, then some 

of these ideas could be extended to the production of external 

accounting information. The external information of one 

organisation can be inputs to another organisation's internal 

decision-making system. 

There is also support in the literature for the relevance and 

importance of other objectives mentioned in the ASOBAT study 
which have been overshadowed by the emergence of the decision-

usefulness objective. In particular Rosenfield writing in 1974 sees 
stewardship accounting as one of the main justifications for 

preparing external financial reports. He quotes a wide range of 
sources in support of his stand (arguing in passing that 

stewardship should really be called accountability). He states: 
"An objective of financial statements is to report on the 
control and use of resources by those accountable for their 
control and use to those to whom they are responsible."(p126) 

Whilst this attitude may be out of favour at present it is still 

a belief which is widely held in accounting circles though as we 

have seen above, this may simply be one form of decision making 

use. 
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2.4 Participants and Users 

The argument as to whether the accounting information produced 

should satisfy the needs of users has been discussed in the 

previous section. Even if user needs are not of paramount 

importance in determining the focus for accounting information it 

is important in any field study research that the researcher is 

aware of any suggestions in the literature as to who is likely to 

be involved in using or preparing the accounts of an organisation 

and of any models which are proposed for their inter

relationships. This chapter tries to identify users of accounting 

information in NPOs. 

There are a large number of lists of users of accounts of NPOs in 

the literature and these may be found in any number of texts eg 

Benke (1966 p87/8), Bird and Morgan Jones (1981 p133-6), Anthony 

(1978 ch2), Traub (1977 ch3), FASB Concepts no4 (1980), but there 

appears to have been only one specific study of the users of NPO 

accounts, that by Skousen et al for the National Association of 

College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) in 1974. This 

study looked at users of college and University accounts. Bird 

and Morgan Jones have looked more closely at the needs of one 

group of users of charity accounts but this is by no means a 

comprehensive study. Neither of these studies is directly 

comparable with the work of Lee and Tweedie (1975,1976 and 1981) 

on private shareholder usage and understanding. 

It is doubtful whether lack of empirical study has hampered the 

identification of users of accounts, indeed it is quite easy to 

create a very ample list of actual and potential users, but there 

has been little empirical work to discover the relative 

importance of users and whether users have in fact the 

Characteristics assumed for them in the literature. 

The CICA study on financial reporting for NPOs lists seven groups 

of users of general purpose financial .tatements: grantors, 
donors and members, directors and operational management, 

business, government, employees, recipients of goods and services 

and society at large. The study compares these seven groups of 

users with similar groupings from the studies by Anthony (1978), 
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Skousen (1974) and the AICPA (1978) (see CICA study, table 2-1). 

In order to present a wider picture than this the CICA table 2-1 

has been extended in this study to produce table 2.4.1 to include 

Traub, Bird and Morgan Jones, FASB Concepts No 4 (1980) and 

Pearson and Gray (1978). The table has been based on the CICA 

breakdown though it could have been,based on any other general 

pattern. There are three significant conclusions to be drawn from 

the table: 

1. Not all users are mentioned by eyery author 

This is indicative of the variety of organisations which can be 

classified as NPOs and the fact that users tend to be contingent 

on the particular group of organisations in the forefront of the 

author's mind. In the study of actual recipients of accounting 

reports by Skousen there was considerable variety of users within 

the colleges and universities surveyed. The group of users 

highest on the response level was 'boards of trustees' and even 

then only 89% of respondants reported that they sent their 

report8 to boards or tru8tees. 

There is no doubt a p08ition to be taken that even if in one 

situation actual users differ from the 8uggested general pattern. 

the general pattern includes potential users as well and so ought 

to be considered as the appropriate theoretical basis. The 
problem with this argument in practice is that it may be too 

costly for an organisation to prepare accounts to sati8fy the 

need. of potential a8 well as actual users. The mismatch of 

actual U8ers and potential users needs to be born, in mind when 

general ising from one specific area, such as colleges and 

universities, to the general NPO framework: insignificant users 

in a particular area under study may be very significant in other 

parts of the NPOframework. Traub for instance omits 'busine.s' 

users from his study of foundations as being insignificant 

whereas they are regarded as key users in the Skou.en study. On 

the other hand users who. in the general model. are not regarded 

as significant. eg Traub's 'other foundations' group of users. 

may be of key significance in a specific area. 
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Table 2.4 PERCEIVED AND AcrtJAL USEllS OF PUBLlSHID FINANCIAL ACCOONrS 

CIa Study Skousen et al FASB <Anthony) AICPA (78-10) Traub Bird Morgan- FASB Concepts Pearson & Gray 
Jones 

NPOs Universities No~business NPOs Private Charities NPOs NPOs 
& Colleges organisations Foundations 

Grantors, Foundations, Resource . Contributors & Donors Resource Electorate, 
Members Alumni Providers Constituent Providers Sharehold er s, 
Donors Organisations MFs Ratepayers 

Directors and Boards of Governing Trustees or Board of Internal Governing Local Authority 
Operational Trustees Bodies Directors Directors Management Bodies Councillors, 
Management or Trustees Trustees 

0-
Business Banks and Investors and Creditors and Creditors Resource Creditors 

0 Financial Creditors Potential Providers Banks & Invest. 
Institutions Creditors Analysts 

Governments Federal and Oversight Government Government Government Oversight <llarity Comms 
State Govt Bodies Units Bodies Compt. & Aud Gen 
Agencies tax authorities 

Fmployees Faculty ( employees Fmployees Fmployees Fmployees and 
Members elsewhere) Unions 

Recipients of Accreditat ion Beneficiaries Grantees iecipients of Constituents 
Goods and Officers and Colleges and Services 
Services Students Universities (") 

::r 
Society at Constituents General public Charity Consumer orgs CD 

"" Large (incl.members) ~lleges and Commissioners General Public " fD 

Universities ... 
~ 

Oth.foundations 
. 
.Jl'-
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2. The method of grouping users 

Although the groupings used in table 2.4 are based on the CICA 

study it is interesting to note that different studies use 

different criteria for groupings. The CICA study has grouped the 

users into headings which roughly follow contractual or legal 

relationships: "grantors, donors and members" having a similar 

loose fund providing status compared with "business" which haa a 

more contractual type relationship. The FASB study on the other 

hand is much more an economic-decision view with users grouped 

into four main headings: resources providers (including bankers, 

employees, and grantors), constituents (including recipients of 

goods and services', overaight bodiea (including government and 

governing bodiu) and managera. 

3. Users having multiple roles 

Finally it must be realised that these uaer groupings are by no 

meana mutually excluaive. An employee may be a donor, grantor, 

member and taxpayer and society at large may contain potential 

membera, directors, creditors and grantors. This conaiderable 

overlap can make analysis of a particular user's needs quite 

complex particularly in a small organisation where this overlap 

situation is more likely to occur. In these circumstances the 

'user' becomes one role which a participant may take on and any 

participant may have a number of user roles. 

The studies cited above either postulate or investigate the 

information that is likely to be needed by each of the user 

groups. Thia topic will be discussed in the next section of this 

chapter but before moving on to this it will be useful to explore 

a little of how different participants relate to each other. 

Mosso (1979) developed two models showing the interlinking of 

three groups of participants for a not-for-profit entity and four 

groups of participants for a government entity. These models 

together with the business model from which they are derived are 

. reproduced as figures 2.4.1 to 2.4.3. 

The three models attempt to ahow the differences between business 

and,non-profit enterprises in relation to the decision pointa of 

the revenue (or funding) decision and the control decision. 
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In hi8 brief analY8i8 Mos80 shows that the deci8ion structure of 

the government organisation is far more complex than in a 

business and he argue8 that accounting must respond to this as a 

8erious challenge. This conclusion comes not from simply 

di8cussing the sorts of participants but from analysing one 

aspect of their inter-relationship. It should be noted that the 

two NPOs modelled do not contain all the participants which are 

noted by the sources shown in table 2.4.1. If additional 

participants are added then a participant model such as that 

shown in figure 2.4.5 is much nearer to the real situation. 

M08S0 suggests (p 5) that there may be an overlap between some 

participants as has been noted above and thi8 is also suggested 

in Bryan's work (Bryan 1980) when he adapts Mosso's model 3 to 

produce a participant model of a not for profit trade and 

professional association (figure 2.4.4). If this overlapping of 

participants is extended to cover the participants/users shown in 

table 2.4 and figure 2.4.5 then we have a poaaible model of 

participants' inter-relationships given in the series of Venn 

diagrams as shown in figure 2.4.6. 

This final model has been developed for two reasons: first 

because it is in this arena of participants that any broader 

social significance of accounts is likely to be found and 

secondly that if any discussion is to take place about general 

purpose financial statements it needs to take place in the 

context of the total participant environment which therefore 

needs to be understood. The possibility of a wider role for 

accounting than decision-making has been discu88ed in 8ection 2.2 

and it is worth noting that the sort of models of participant 

groups envisaged by Lowe and Tinker (1976) are not dissimilar to 

the model8 developed in this 8ectio~ 
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Internal. External and specialised users 

The various studies which discuss users emphasise that they are 

mainly interested in the use by external users of external 

accounting reports eg Anthony (19781 FASB Concepts No 4 (1980). 

The FASB Concepts No 4 follows Concepts No 1 (1978) for 

businesses (Para 28) in narrowing the focus of general purpose 

financial statements to 

"providing information to meet the common interests of 
. external users who generally cannot prescribe information 
they want from an organisation. Those users must use the 
information that is communicated to them by the 
organisation. The most obvious and important users fitting 
this description in the non-business environment are 
resource providers such as members, taxpayers, contributors 
and creditors". 

This definition is very close to the FASB's definition for 

business organisations except that the list of important users 

covers a much wider range than simply resource providers (elf 

Concepts 1 para 24). 

The FASB studies and concepts were directed towards the external 

financial reports of an organisation, but for the purposes of a 

study of the role of accounting information as a whole in the NPO 

this approach leads to three omissions from the list of users: 

internal users of external accounts, internal users of internal 

accounts and the use of specialised and general purpose accounts 

by specialised users. Anthony (1978) excludes all three of the 
groups from his study although he does include governing bodies 

(not management) as significant users of external accounts as it 

seems as if, as a practical matter, the governing bodies do not 

exercise their right to prescribe the financial information which 

they wish to receive (Anthony 1978 p42).The CICA study also 

argues that directors and operational management may obtain much 

of their information from external accounts but that nevertheless 

~ternal accounts are not sufficient for day to day management 
. (ch3 para3). 

Skousen et a1 however, after finding that internal users did 

receive external accounts, exclude the internal users 'boards of 
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trustees' and 'university administration' from the study of users 

of external accounts. This exclusion of internal users by Skousen 

et al and the concentration of other authors on non-internal 

users of external accounts is based on the assumption that 

management have the ability to obtain further financial 

information from the organisation in whatever form they like. 

The implication of this is two'fold: first that management can. if 

the need arises. prepare a completely separate set of accounts 

for internal purposes and secondly that the internal users of 

accounts know exactly what information they need. 

Anthony (1980a) suggests that management could prepare detailed 

fund statements for internal use and should provide business 

style accounts for external use. It is clear however that 

preparation of such separate internal accounts may in fact be 

expensive and the preparation of general purpose accounts (GPAs) 

for internal and external use may be a cost effective 

alternative. There has been no research to date which looks at 

this in detail. If in fact GPAs are prepared to meet internal and 

external user needs it could explain the complexity of NPO 

accounts which is oft en commented on in the literature (see for 

example Anthony 1980a p84 and Herzlinger and Sherman 1980). 

If internal users are going to indicate what accounting 

information they need in order for the accountant(s) to produce 

that information either they must be able to state what 

information they need or the accountant must be aware of the sort 

of uses to which the information will be put. Without further 

research it is not clear whether internal users know what 

information they need or whether accountants are deliberately or 

knowingly providing information for internal users. This together 

with the foregoing paragraphs suggests that the link between 

internal users and external financial reports has not been fully 

explored and so for the purposes of this study both internal and 

external users of accounts will be studied. 

The specialised user of specialised and general accounts is 

deliberately excluded from almost every study. There has been no 

empirical research of the specialised needs for accounting 
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information which may be faced by NPO accountants and so it is 

very difficult to do other than to speculate on the nature of 

their needs. Anthony (1978) agrees that these special needs must 

be met, often for legal reasons, and goes on to suggest that 

special purpose reports should be prepared according to GAAPs to 

the extent that it is feasable to do so. 

The only logical problem with the exclusion of specialised user 

needs is that if these specialised needs are extensive and the 

needs of all other users are of minor significance in comparison 

(or perceived to be so by either the Board of Management or the 

accountant) there is the possibility that the cost of meeting 

these (minor) external user needs specifically may be in excess 

of the perceived extra benefits obtained by external users over 

using the accounts already produced for other purposes. As there 

are at present no formal accounting standards for NPO accounts 

based on external user needs there appears to be no conflict 
between specialised and external accounting. 

No research has been identified on whether the existence of 

specialised reporting requirements actually influences the form 

of the external accounts. It does seem logical to speculate 

however that if an organisation such as a trade union or a church 

has a very comprehensive specialised report to complete such as 

that required by the Trade Union Certification Officer (see 

Certification Officer of Trade Unions Annual Report 1978 and 

1979) or the Church of England Statistical Office (see. supplement 

to Church of England Year Book 1981) then its accounts will be 

very largely influenced by the specialist report needed. This 

will be especially the case in the absence of any external 

aCcounting requirements. 

This exclusion of the needs of other users and lack of empirical 

knowledge about their relationship to other user needs is 

understandable in the light of the focus of the literature but it 

does mean that the present study will be breaking new groun~ in 

trying to assess the significance of these factors in the total 

role of accounting. 
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Introduction 

Chapter 2.5 

Having identified the users of accounting information found in 

the literature and examined the reasons behind and problems with 

the user arguments this section proceeds to examine how the needs 

of users have been identified in NPOs and what conclusions this 

has produced in terms specifying the needs of the users 

identified for accounting information. 

In several of the works on NPO accounting the needs of users and 

the implications for accounting data needs are described in 

detail. This section will look at four of these studies. each of 

which discusses these matters in some detail: Anthony (FASB 

1978). CICA (1980). Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981) and NACUBO 

(Skousen et al 1975). The only empirical study of these is the 

Skousen one. all the others being of an normative nature although 

undoubtedly based on experience of and interviewing by the 

authors. 

The approach of the Skousen study. once users had been 

identified. was in three stages: determine the decisions made by 

actual users; determine the criteria used by users in making 

these decisions and finally determine the accounting data needed 

to satisfy the quantative decision criteria. This empirically 

based research produced for the first stage a matrix of decisions 

made by users which is reproduced as table 2.5.1. For the second 

stage a list of criteria by decision was identified (table 2.5.$) 

and for the third stage a list o( data needs of users was 

produced (table 2.5.6). The study found that accounting needs 

were not being met by the then current reports (p80-83) and that 

the current pronouncements did not match perceived user needs 
developed from the study (p90). 

Other studies proceeded along similar lines but omitted the 

empirical research (at least from the reports) though Bird and 

Morgan-Jones carried out a very limited survey of some users 

feelings about the accounting reports they received from 

charities and what they would like improved. These studies tended 

to omit the criteria .tage and to postulate user data and 
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accounting needs directly from the decisions made by users. There 

appears to be in these studies an awareness that needs are not 

simply based on decision-making models but may include needs for 

'information' or 'monitoring' uses (CICA para 19). An attempt has 

been made to summarise the decisions and other uses by user as 

found in the Bird and Morgan-Jones, Anthony and ClCA studies in 

the same format as the Skousen study and these are given as 

tables 2.5.2-2.5.4. The conclusions about needs for financial 

information which result from these users is given in table 

2.5.7. 

The Reasons why information is needed 

Tables 2.5.2-2.5.4 are an attempt to summarise what is said in 

the texts. They are simplifications of what the authors actually 

say as in some cases it is not easy to assess exactly what use or 

decision need of the user is in the mind of the author. A 

particular problem is deciding what recipients' or 

beneficiaries' needs are for information in the CICA study. One 

paragraph from the CICA study states: 

"(Recipients of goods and services) personal need for services 
may determine the extent of their interest in information 
about an organisation's financial affairs. For example, if 
they depend on an organisation for health services, they want 
to assess the likelyhood of its continuing to operate. 

Recipients ••• may also want more detailed information ••• to 
assess the fairness of charges or fees although in practice 
such information may not be made available to them."(CICA 
Chapter 1, para 16&17) 

These paragraphs do not state the decision involved (unless 

assessing fairness of charges is a decision) but there is an 

implication that it concerns the willingness of recipients of 

services to place their dependence on the organisation concerned, 

particularly where there is a choice of organisation supplying a 

specific need such as medical services advice or financial 

assistance. 
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Table 2.5.1 USers and their decisions (Skousen et al) 

DECISION I CREDIT IGIIT IAPPROPR-lcONTRACI MATRlCU-IACCRED-IRE.VIEW 
-----1 I I IATION OR GRANT LATION ITATION 
USER. --1-1 --

Banks and 
Financial 
Institutions 

I I 
I I 

X I X I 
I I 

X 

----- --1-1--- --- --- --- ---
Federal 
Govermnent 
Agencies 

I I 
I X I 
1 1 

X 

----- ---1-1--- --- --- --- --
State Govt 
Agencies 
& Auditors 

1 1 
1 1 X 
1 1 

X 

----- ---1-1--- --- --- --- --
Foundations 1 X 1 X 
----- ---1-1--- --- --- --- --
Accreditation I 1 
Officers 1 I X 
----- --1-1--- --- --- --- ---
State Budget 
Officers 

I 1 
1 1 X 

----- ---1-1--- --- --- --- ---
Alumni. I X I X X 

----- ---1-1--- --- --- --- ---
State Coord
inating 
Councils 

1 1 
1 1 X 
1 I 

----- ---1-1--- --- --- --- ---
Source: Skousen et al Table 3 

Table 2.5.2 Users and Uses of Financial Reports of Charities 

Decision Credit-IGift I Cash IRemune-IFairness I Public IStewax-IOvex-1 
---- worthi-I I Avail- ration I of IAccount-1 dship Iview I 
User ness I lability (Ees) Charges ability Control I I 

--1-1 1-
Donor s I X I 1 X 
-----1-1 1-
Members I I X 1 
-----1-1 1-
Government 1 1 1 
services 1 I X I 
-----I~I 1-
Creditors xii 1 
-----1-1 1-
Bnployees 1 1 X X 1 
--- --1-1 .,-
Source: Compiled from Bird and Morgan-Jones p133-6 
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Table 2.5.3 Users and Uses of Financial Reports of Non-Business 
Organisations (Anthony) 

(The decisions and users are not easily classifiable) 

Decision CreditlProvisionlPolicy IControllWages IInfor~IOver-
_____ 1 I of Isettingl INegot-1 ation Isight 
User I Iresourcesl I liationl I 

1------1---------1-------1-------1------1-------1-----
Governing 1 1 1 I I 1 I 
"bodies I I I X I X I I I 
-------------1------1---------1-------1-------1------1-------1-----
Investors & I I I I I I I 
Creditors I X I I I I I I 

-------------1------1---------1-------1-------1------1-------1-----
Resource I I I I I I I 
Providers I I X I I 1 I I 

-------------1------1---------1-------1-------1------1-------1-----
Oversight I I I I I I I 
bodiea I I xii 1 X I X I 

---------1----1------1-----1-------1-----1-----1----
Constituents I 1 I I I X 1 I X 
(& Employees) 1 I I I 1 1 1 
-~-------I------I---------I-------I-------I------I-------I-----Source: Anthony lASB p42-44 

Table 2.5.4 Users and Uses of Financial Reports in Non-Business 
Organisations' (CICA) 

Decision Credit ISalary IContrib-IPolicyIControIIRegula-llnfor~ 
-----------1 Decisionl Nego- I ution 1 making I Itory lation 
User I " Itiation I I I IDut ies I 

I-------I------I-------I-----I-------I------.. I-.. ~--
Grantors I I I X I X I 
"& Donors I I I 1 I 1 I 
-~-------I--------I-------I--------I------I-------I-------I-~---Directors &1 I I I 1 I I 

Management I I I I X 1 X I I 
------1-----1---1-------1----1-------1----1------
Business "I X I I I 
-----------I--------I-------I--------I------I-------I~-----I-------Governments I I I (X) I X I I X 1 
-----------1--------1-------1--------1------1-------1-------1-------
Employees X I X 

---------1-------1-----1-------1------1------1-----1-----
Recipients I I I I I I I ?(X) 

------- - -I--------I-------I--------I------I-------I--~-I-------
Society at I' I I I I I 
Large I I I X I I I X 

-----------I-------J-------I-~---I------I-------J-------I------Source: CICA study Chapter 1 

Despite these· difficulties, there is a great deal of similarity 

between the various studies in the decisions envisaged to be made 

by users'of financial reports. The only apparent exception is the 
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Skousen study which includes the 'matriculation decision' and the 

'accreditation decision', both of which are equivalent to the 

needs expressed for recipients of services. The accreditation 

decision is one which does not occur in other studies but refers 

to the work done by accreditation officers in pronouncing on the 

fitness of a particular college for attendance. This decision is 

therefore closely related to the matriculation decision though it 

does have Some elements of a performance audit. 

Due to the exclusion of the employee user group from the Skousen 

and Anthony studies, the salary negotiation decision is omitted 

from these studies. Similarly exclusion of all internal users 

from the Skousen and Bird and Morgan-Jones studies leads to an 

omission of internal decisions in these. Other differences 

between the studies are due more to terminology and the rigour of 

defining the actual decision than to an underlying difference of 

approach. Having identified the possible differences between the 

studies a summary of the perceived decisions for which 

information is required by external users is as follows: 

I.The credit decision should businesses or banks either 

extend credit or give loans to an NPo. Whether this decision 

is of importance depends very largely on the type of 

organisation because some organisations, such as churches and 

fund-raising charities, rarely need credit of any magnitude. 

Others, such as local authorities and governments, use 

loan finance widely to fund capital projects and cash flow. 

In the Skousen (1975) study 61% of the colleges and 

universities stated that accounts were sent to banks, the 

highest percentage of external users to whOm reports were 

sent, and this produced significant interest in this 

particular user group in that study. It is important to 

stress however that without further empirical evidence it is 

impossible to identify the relative importance of this or any 

other user group. 

2.The sift or appropriation decision : any decision about 

whether, when and how much to contribute to an NPO by an 

individual. a group or an organisatio~ The level of need for 

financial information can vary greatly as Bird and Morgan-
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Jones suggest (p1l3) with individuals giving to organisations 

in which they are interested and corporate donors taking a 

'broader view'. In some NPOs such as local authorities, there 

may be no opportunity for a provider of resources to make a 

decision about supporting an NPO except by deciding to move 

out of an area or to change ones vote at the next election 

(Weisbrod 1977 p56). Bird and Morgan-Jones look in detail at 

some of the information needs of some corporate donors and 

grant-making trusts. The gift decision has been the subject 

of other research which is discussed further in the section 

on charity economics (chapter 2.2) 

J.The Contract decision : the decision to purchase goods from 

an NPO. In the context of the Skousen study this decision was 

related to fees paid for education but it could also cover 

hospital fees or a decision to purchase goods or services 

from a charity trading company. Many NPOs do not have a 
contract decision at all although there may be a dependence 

decision. 

4.The dependence decision : any decision to apply for 

assistance from or to become otherwise reliant on an NPO. 

This is an amalgamation of the matriculation decision of the 

Skousen study, the employment decision of the Bird and 

Morgan-Jones and CICA studies and the argument in the CICA 

study about recipients need for information. This decision is 

not exactly the same as the contract decision discussed above 

though it is related to it. This decision may have two 

distinct elements: whether to become dependent on any 

organisation (and this may be a matter of obligation or lack· 

of alternative rather than choice) and then which 

organisation to become dependent on. In some cases there be 

no possiblility of choice in either of these elements and in 

both cases financial information about the organisation may 

have little part to play in the decisio~ 

5.Control decisions :the decisions which are necessary to 

ensure that the organisation continues operating in 

accordance with its aims and constraints. This aspect is 

present in the Skousen study as the review decision, in the 

Bird and Morgan-Jones study as public accountability (by the 
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Charity Commissioners) and stewardship (by the governing 

body). In the CICA study it is seen as control (by directors 

and management) and regulatory duties (by governments) and 

finally in the Anthony study as control (by governing bodies) 

and oversight (by oversight bodies). In each of the studies 

two levels of control are implied: the macro-level usually 

invoving state or government oversight and the micro-level 

where control is by individual management. It could be that 

in a multi-level organisation this 'micro-control' is 

exercised at intermediate levels (eg congregation. 

presbytery, synod and general assembly). 

6.The planning decision : this decision is connected with 

setting goals and policy at any number of levels ranging from 

internal management to government. It is a decision which may 

involve several users of information but chiefly those 

directly concerned with management or oversight of the NPO or 

its environment (tax planning etc). 

1.The wage negotiation decision: This is specifically 

mentioned in two studies: CICA and Bird and Morgan-Jones and 

it is included as a not e in the Anthony (1978) st udy • It 

involves the decision by employees on how much wage incre

ment to request. Anthony includes a reference to employees 

but then regards the information needs of employees as being 

similar to members. 

Alongside these seven decision needs are such terms as 

'information need for personal purposes' (CICA). This represents 

a general information need without any immediate decision 

objective. Though this is only hinted at in the four studies 

cited above this idea of information for monitoring purposes does 

appear elsewhere in the literature (see Feldman and March 1981). 

The criteria of the decision 

The Skousen study makes a logical approach to discovering whiCh 

information is required for a decision by developing, using 

questionnaires and interviews, the criteria which users employ in 

each of the decisions. Unfortunately details of the responses to 

the questionnaires are suppressed by the summary style of the 
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, 
Table 2.5.5 Decisions and Their Criteria (Skousen) 

Decision Credit Gift Appr9P- Control Matric- Accred- Review 
. r1at10n ulation itation 

------ ---- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------
Overall 
Reputation X X X X X X 
---- ---- -- ----- ---- --- ------ -----
Goal 
Congruence X X X X X X 
------ ------ -- ----- ----- ------ ------- ----
Financial 
. Stability X X X X X X X ----------- ------ ---- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------
Revenue 

sources X X X X X _M_ _______ ______ ____ _______ _______ _______ _______ _ ____ _ 
R~source 
Transfer-
ability X X X ---------- ------ ---- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------

Hyman 
Resources X X X X X X X 

---------- ----- -- ------- ----- ------ ------ ------
Stewardship X X X X ----------- --- --- --- ----- ----- ------ -----
Source:Skousen Tab e 4 

report. Table 2.5.5 gives the criteria which were produced from 

the survey and each of these is described in some detail in the 

report. 

Three of the criteria identified, overall reputation, goal 

congruence and human resources, are primarily non-financial 

criteria whilst the other four, financial stability, revenue 

resources, resource transferability and stewardship are primarily 

financial. The table 2.5.5 gives an approximate indication of 

which criteria are involved in each decision but the relative 

importance of the criteria undoubtedly varies from organis~tion 

to organisation and from decision to decision. In the Skousen 

study the level of discrimination of some of the criteria is 

given: 

Financial stability - 'not extremely discriminating' 

Revenue sources - 'considered important by many user,' 
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Human resources - 'relevant"to all decision areas' 

Stewardship - 'important criterion for several deci.ions' 

Resource Transferability - 'important' 

In discussions later on decision theory (chapter 4.3) it will be 

seen that this level of importance is a key factor in deciding 

the extent to which particular accounting information should 

follow decision criteria. The lack of empirical evidence about 
perceived and actual use of financial information in decisions 

both in NPOs and in the business sector should be noted. Research 

in the behavioural accounting and information literature seems to 

suggest that more information will be requested even if it is not 

needed for decision-making. 

[Note here that there is apparently no discussion on whether 

these decisions will need a constant level of information or 

whether at certain times there may be a need for a high level of 

information input (eg in the event of a new person taking over 

the job). If the high level of input is needed only occasionally 

then to what level should the information production be geared?It 

may be possible here to suggest how this could be investigated by 

use of three questions: would decisions be made without the 

information? would decisions be improved by the information? and 

would the decision be made regardless of the presence of 
information?] 

The Financial information seen to be needed 

The four studies then produce, in a variety of formats, the 

information needs which their defined external users have. The 

most complete list of these needs is given in Skousen's table 5 

reproduced as table 2.5.6. Although the Skousen study is 
empirically based it is difficult from the way the results are 

presented to gauge the relative importance of each of the related 
needs. 

The other three studies have produced considerably generalised 

categories which describe the nature rather then the content of 

information needs. The CICA study gives five categories, 

Anthony four categories and Bird and Morgan-Jones at least four 

categories (but then go on to suggest a fairly detailed let of 
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Table 2.5.6 NACURa study : SUmmary of data needs 

A. Needs related to Total Financial picture 

B. Needs related to Statement of Financial Position 

l.Separation of normal balance sheet items into restricted, 
unrestricted and board designated. 

2.Summary of debt obligations of the institution, including 
timing of repayment and debt service requirements 

C. Needs related to flow requirements 

l.Net balance of flows 
2.Restricted funds additions recognised prior to expenditure. 
3.Programmatic Data. 
4.Projections. 
5.Comparison of Budget with actual figures. 
6.Cost Data a) variable b) fixed 

D. General information needs 

l.Historical trend data 
2.Data disclosing the quantity and quality of human 

resources. 
3.Impact of inflation on the viability of the organisation. 
4.Specific identification of donors. 
5.Qualitative feature of data: a) timeliness b) comparability 

c) understandability 

Source: Skousen et al Table 5 

Data Needs by nature 

(restatement of above table by categories of table 2.5.7) 

Nature and objectives of organisation 
Performance 
Overall financial status 
Compliance with legal requirements 
Plans for the Future 
Standardised accounts 
Cost of services by programme 
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Table 2.5.7 Information needs from three studies (plus Skousen) 

Bird and I Anthony 
Morgan- I FASB 
Jones I 

I CICA I Skousen 
I I et a1 
I I 

I(charities) 1 (NPOs) I(NPOs) (Colleges) 

--------~---------------I-----------I---------I--------I----------Nature and Objectives I I I I 
of Organisation I I I X I X 
-----~--------------I-----------I---------I--------I----------(Management) Performance I I X X I X 

------------------------I-----------I---------I--------I------~--Overall Financial Statusl X I X X I X 
-------------------- -1-----------1---------1--------1----------
Comliance with legal I I 
Requirements X I X X I 
------------------------1-----------1---------1--------1----------
Plans for the future I I X I X 
----.. -----------------1-----------1---------1--------1----------
Standardised accounts I X I I 
------------------------1-----------1---------1--------1----------
Cost of services by I I I I 
Program I I X I I X 
------------------------1-----------1---------1--------1----------1 
Administration Costs I X I I I I 
----------- --1-------1----1------1----- I 
Source: Bird and Horgan-Jones(p133-8), Anthony FASB(p48-53),CICA(p18) 

accounting and auditing guidelines for charities). These broad 

categories are summarised in table 2.5.7 and in order that the 

Skousen study can be compared with this the Skousen table 5 is 

restated as in the terms of table 2.S.7 in the lower half of 

tabl e 2.5.6. 

Perhaps the most interesting feature of Table 2.5.7 is the fact 

that not every item occurs in every column. It is only possible 

to speculate about the reasons for this and it is suggested there 

are at least two possible reasons: differences in the 

organisation studied or in the mind of the authors and 

differences in users between organisations. The Bird and Morgan

Jones study and S~ousen study concentrated on different types of 

NPO in different continents (U.K. and U.S.A. respectively) and 

the Anthony and CICA studies were in different countries (U.S.A. 

and Canada). If organisational differences are a key factor then 

this suggests that there may be contingency factors involved and 
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that care needs to be taken in general ising from one situation. 

The contingency factor would also be indicated if the users of 

accounts were significantly different between one organisation 

and another. 

Conclusion 

This section has looked at the approach of four studies to the 

derivation of information needs of users. It has examined and 

summarised the results of the studies and compared and contrasted 

the approaches. The resulting lists of information needs show 

differences which could be the result of the methodology of the 

studies or from the contingent nature of information needs. The 

need for this research study to cover the literature on 

information processing and information economics has been 

demonstrated. 

Summary 

In this chapter we have looked at several important aspects of 

NPOs: what they are, what underlying economics seems to apply to 

them, who are the users of financial information and what are the 

needs of those users. We go on in chapter 3 to examine the 

accounting problems of the NPO sector before returning in chapter 

4 to a closer examination of the information and communication 

literature. 
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Chapter 3 The Accounting Problems of the NPO Sector 

3.1 Introduction 

There are a number of differences of opinion as to the extent to 

which business and non-business accounting differ but there is 

little dispute that th~re are differences between the two 

'sectors' and there is general agreement on the points of 

difference. Gross and Warshauer (1979) give five basic areas of 

difference: cash versus accrual accounting, fund accounting, 

treatment of fixed assets. transfers & appropriations and 

contributions, pledges and non-cash contributions. Whilst they 

emphasise that there are 'only these five areas' it is evident 

from other literature that there are more problem areas than 

this. 

Anthony's FASB study (1978) raises the accounting problems as 

issues. He includes issues which fit into each of Gross and 

Warshauer's categories together with several additional ones: 

accounting statements necessary (issues 4,5 and 8) and the 

consolidation issue (issue 7). Anthony also notes in his 

intrOductory discussion that there is a problem of terminology 

and accordingly defines terms for his study. In addition to these 

eight issues, two more problem areas of NPO accounts are 

referred to in the literatur~ The first is the difficulty of 

performance measurement (Selby, 1978) and the second a lack of 

comparability between accounts of NPOs (National Council for 

Social Service, Moyle and Reid). 

Whilst these are the problem areas most often cited in the 

literature, there is no doubt that there are other accounting 

problems in NPOs which are omitted from the literature because 

they also occur in the profit-making environment and no 

difficulty is seen in using the same solutions in both 

environments. It seems then as if accounting problems can occur 

which are either specific to the profit environment (eg dividend 

treatment) or specific to the non-profit environment (eg 

donations) or which are not specific to either environment (eg 

expenditure bookkeeping These latter types of problems probably 

split into two categories: those where a joint solution presents 

no problem in implementation (eg double-entry bookkeeping) and 
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those where a solution may be applicable to one environment but 

not to the other (eg fixed assets and depreciation). It may be 

appropriate to locate the problems in the Venn diagram shown as 

figure 3.1.1. 

In figure 3.1.1 there is no intention to suggest the extent of 

interlocking problems but simply to demonstrate this as a 

possible interpretatio~ Quite obviously if the area of 

interlocking problems is large then there may be substantial 

pressure to search for a common business/nonbusiness solution 

whilst if it is small the pressure will be considerably less. 

Views on the size of this interlocking area apparently vary with 

Gross, Anthony and others supporting use of common principles 

throughout the common area whilst Herzlinger and Sherman and 

others urging caution in taking this stance. 

g~c,~c.. 
Su~\t.e.~\ 
Atu>~'t\t..~ 
~'o\~!. 
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Before moving on to discuss the accounting problems in detail it 

is helpful to explore the reasons why these problems have come to 

the attention of the accounting world. There appear to be three 

main causes: 

1. Practitioners i.e. auditors and accountants working in the 

NPO sector, on transferring from the business sector find 

they are unable to use their business accounting models in 

the NPO sector. Their contact with the NPO sector brings them 

face to face with the some of the differences between the two 

sectors and highlights the consequent accounting problems. 

There are two poss~ble solutions to the conflict situation 

which arises: make the NPO adapt to the business model (this 

is a form of 'functional fixation') or adapt and develop 

sml.able accounting principles and practices to fit the 

different circumstances of the NPO. 

2.Researchers in seeking to analyse and interpret the accounts 

of NPOs have used a business model as a starting point for 

their analysis. This approach has been taken explicitly by 

Some (eg Traub, Bryan) and implicitly by others (Bird and 

Horgan-Jones). 

l.Users of financial statements on a cross-organisational basis 

(National Council of Social Service, Moyle anQ.Reid) have 

isolated particular problems such as lack of uniformity and 

difficulty of interpretation and comparison. 

In this chapter we shall examine briefly six of the major issues 

of NPO accounting that have been raised in the literature. Four 

of the above ten areas identified in the literature have been 

excluded from specific discussion: performance measurement; 

comparability of accounts; transfers,appropriations and 
contributions; and pledges and non-Cash contributions. The 

performance measurement literature has little relevance in the 

religious organisation environment, although it i8 very important 

in other areas eg local authority services. 

Comparability of accounts i. a severe proble~ in certain areas of 

the NPO sector eg hospitals and trades unionS. where inter

organisation comparisons are made. In these areas attempts are 

made to prepare comparable information, usually by the imposition 
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of a format (see for example the annual reports of the 

Certification Officer for Trade Unions). In other areas, and 

particularly the one which is the subject of this study, 

comparability is not apparently a user need of prime importance. 

The matters of transfer,appropriations and contibutions and 

pledges and non-cash contributions are ones which are covered to 

some extent in the sections on accounting statements necessary 

and cash versus accrual accounting (measurement bases). 

Table 3.1.1 Six Problrm areas of Non-Profit Accountins 
I.Cash versus accrua accounting sect10n 3.2 
2.Fund Accounting section 3.3 
3.Treatment of Fixed Assets and Depreciation section 3.4 
4.Accounting Statements necessary section 3.5 
5.Consolidationi88ues section 3.5(part) 
6.Budgets section 3.6 
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3.2Cash versus Accrual Accounting (includingrevenue recognition) 

The difference between cash and accrual accounting as illustrated 

by Gross and Warshauer (1979) gives the impression that there is 

only one definition of accrual accounting: that of accounting for 

the transaction as opposed to accounting for the cash received. 

This is exemplified in their showing adjustments needed to the 

cash accounts at the period end for creditors and prepayments in 

order to create a record of transactions for the year. Henke 

(1966) sees the basis of accrual accounting as a record of 

changes in resources for the year (p39). To complicate matters 

further Anthony (FASB) introduces the question of accounting for 

encumbrances (future commitments). 

The overall question at issue is at which point should events be 

recogni'sed in the financial statements. There are at least five 

possible recognition points for events related to expenditure: 

1. The point at which a binding commitment is made to do 
something (COMMITMENT BASIS) 

2. The point at which a contract is signed for performance 
(CONTRACT BASIS) 

3. "The date or dates of the execution or performance of the 

contract (PERFORMANCE BASIS) 

4. The date or dates on which cash is transferred under the 
contract (CASH BASIS) 

5. The date on which resources are used up (ACCRUAL BASIS) 

Rutherford (1983) recognises these different bases describing 

them as: Provision, Commitment, Liquidity, Cash and Full Accrual. 

They are linked together by Rutherford in a figure reproduced 

here as figure 3.2.1. 

Cash accounting i8 the base number 4 whereas accrual accounting 

could be either nQmber 3 (Gross?) or number 5 (Henke). Anthony 

(FASB) recognises the difference in these two accrual bases by 

the term 'expenditure' for the aquiaition of re80urces ie the 

execution of a contract fOr goods or services and' expense' for 
the utilization of resources (p80). In business accounting 

transactions on a commitme.nt : basis would almost never be 

recognised. However in NPO accounts this is quite a common 
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occurrence and is recognised as the 'encumbrances issue: 

Encumbrance accounting is a commonly used technique in 

governmental accounting and is discussed by Anthony (1978) and 

described in many works on government accounting. 

For the purpose of clarity, the terms commitment, contract, 

performance, cash, and accrual basis will be used for the rest of 

this study where appropriate to indicate the different bases 

possible to recognise expenditure. One of the problems in reading 

the NPO literature is that performance and accrual bases of 

accounting are sometimes mixed up and both called 'accrual'. 

It is important to identify the differences. A key difference 

between these two bases of accounting is that the latter would 

include depreciation and amortization adjustments whilst the 

former would exclude them. It is largely because of this 

distinction that the above definitions have been suggested so 

that a decision on thi. particular i •• ue is not preempted before 

it is discu88ed more fully in section 3.3. 

A further confusion with the terms cash and accrual is that cash

based accounting is sometimes confused with cash bookkeeping. The 

use of cash bookkeeping is quite common throughout a large part 

of both the NPO and profit-making sector but conversion to the 

performance basis is made for financial reporting purposes (ECUSA 
accounting manual). 

Cash based accounting is considered by most writers as an 

acceptable practice only for very small NPOs and even for these a 

'modified cash basis'. similar to a performance basis, is 

recommended (Bird and Morgan-Jones, Henke). The basis recommended 

for most NPOs is some form of accrual accounting exactly similar 

to business accounting. The argument for this is that users need 

an accurate statement of expenses for a particular period and of 

income on an accrual basis for the same period (see Kerrigan p48, 

AICPA 78-10 plO, Henke p471-2). 

Anthony (1978 p82-8S) discusses the advantages of the' expense' 

bads as against 'expenditure' basis in the context of whether 

users ne~d an operating statement (issue 4). The arguments in 

favour of expenditure (as against expenses) are basically that an 
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NPOs objectives must be to balance the flow of resources and this 

is best done in expenditure terms. Other arguments are that 

restricted funds control, budgetary control and stewardship 

reporting are· best undertaken in terms of expenditures rather 

than expenses. There is the added argument that in specific 

organisations the inventories created by expense acounting may be 

misleading (Anthony 1978) and finally it is said that 

expenditures can be more accurately measured than expenses. The 

current basis used in many organisations is performance or 

expenditure and many people feel that to change would be 

confusing. 

On the other hand the arguments in favour of the expenses basis 

are that expenses·measure the cost of producing services in a 

particular period and this is meaningful for decision-making 

especially price setting and resource allocation. Proponents of 

the expense basis further argue that rather than making control 

easier, expenditure-based reporting can lead to unwise spending 

because unappropriated funds may be used for expenditures even if 

these are not needed. This is a behavioural argument about the 

budgeting process rather than about the expenditure method and 

could just as easily be a criticism of encumbrance accounting 

rather than the expenditure basis. 

In these arguments Anthony has explicitly noted that 

, expenditure' arguments follow the flow of resources or funds 

flow approach and the expense arguments the cost determination or 

operating statement approach. 'Expenditure is by its very nature 

a fUDels concept and 'expense' is an operating concept: each is 

measuring a different aspect of the same thing and the aspect 

which is chosen as important determines the nature of the 

statement which is preferred. The question left to decide is not 

which basis of accounting should be included in the 

oPerat ing/ income statement but what sort of movement stat ement 

(cash flOW, funds flow, operating statement) more clearly and 

accurately 8erves the needs of users of the statements. 

Encumbrance or commitment accounting is an aspect of accounting 

Which is· Peculiar to government accounting but may be found in 
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some form in other NPOs eg the recording of grants allocated but 

not paid. The main argument in favour of encumbrance accounting 

is that in government accounting where management can change at 

the end of each year, the encumbrance method allows the 

management of that year to be held accountable for its spending 

decisions even though the actual cash will not be paid until a 

following financial period. This form of accounting is legally 

supported in government accounting in many countries. Anthony 

points out that this is the most conservative basis of accounting 

and that any organisation using it is unlikely to ever get into 

cash flow difficulties. It is not a method of accounting which 

has general normative acceptance although it is described in 

government accounting texts. 

Encumbrance accounting is a significant departure from business 

accounting and its opponents stress that it is therefore 

unacceptable unless compelling reasons can be shown for keeping 

it. They state that encumbrance accounting may be an important 

control mechanism but that it is a matter for internal rather 

than external reporting. Encumbrance accounting is still open to 

manipulation and even in cases where it is operated it does not 

always extend to all aspects of the organisation. 

Although encumbrance accounting as a regular reporting 

procedure is peculiar to government accounting aspects of it can 

be found in the business model from time to time. Under the 

convention of conservatism. business financial reports are 

expected to show as a note to the accounts any significant 

'contingent liabilities' which exist at the balance sheet date. 

As with all the other issues in the Anthony study no conClusion 

is drawn but the arguments .tat ed .how again that althou&h there 

are technical issues involved, the answer to the question "should 

encumbrance accounting be used?" depends on the form of statement 

which will be most useful rather than the technical issues. 
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3.3 Fund Accounting 

Fund accounting is regarded by most writers as being one of the 

main differences between business and non-profit accounting. 

Kerrigans (1969) book on accounting principles and practices of 

governments and other non-profit organisations is called 'Fund 

Accounting' and it is impossible to discuss the contents of all 

but the smallest NP~s accounts without reference to it (Kerrigan 

(l969), Henke (1966) chaps 6 & 7, Gross and Warshauer (1979». 

Fund accounts are widely found in practice (Bird and Morgan-Jones 

(1981), CICA state government study (1981), Traub (1971» and 

they are built into the systems used in governments in the USA, 

Canada and the UK, recommended for certain other NPOs in AICPA 

industry guides and recognised in auditing guidelines on NPOs in 

the U.K.(ICAEW). 

A fund is defined as: 

"an independent fiscal and accounting entity with a self
balancing set of accounts recording cash and other financial 
resources, together with all related liabilities and residual 
equities or balances and changes therein which are segregated 
for the purposes of carrying on specific activities or 
attaining certain objectives in accordance with special 
regulations, restrictions or limitations'. 
National Council on Government Accounting (NOGA) Exposure 
draft p2). 

There are a number of different types of fund which can be used 
eg the NCGA specifies eight types for government accounting in 

the USA: general funds, special purpose funds, capital projects 

funds, debt service funds, special assessment funds, enterprise 

funds, internal service funds and agency & trust funds. Bird and 

Morgan-Jones (1981) list a whole array of fund names used in charities 

but follow the CICA (1981) study in suggesting a six-way grouping of 

funds: unrestricted funds, designated funds (by board), endowment 

funds (donor designated), restricted funds (donor designated), 

building and equipment funds and custodian funds. 

The main reason for the existence of many funds is the necessity 

of controlling streams of money with restrictions for their use •. 

This sort of problem does not as a rule occur in most business 

accounts where generally all funds generated are freely available 
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for use by management interchangeably. There are occasions where 

this is not the case such as where solicitors are entrusted with 

clients' monies and here special rules akin to fund accounting 

are employed. The differences in the NOGA (government) rules and 

the CICA study (non-profit) arise from the different flows of 

funds in the government and other non-profit sector 

organisations. Other authors suggest slightly different fund 

groupings but these do not have a great deal of significance for 

our discussion here (see Ellis. Henke. Grosa). 

Even within fund accounting there is a great deal of variation in 

the rigour with which fund accounting is used. In Government 

organisations there may be legal reasons for operating fund 

accounts whilst in other non-profit organisations the fund 

accounting may be operated as a matter of convenience. Certain 

authors suggest that fund accounting is sometimes used in order 

to deceive or at least hide the effects of what is really ... , 
happening in an organisation \Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981). Gross 

(1977» • 

Perhaps the key problem which users find with fund accounting is 

that it produces fragmented accounting statements. This problem 

is well stated'in Anthony's FASB study (1978) as issue 7: 

"Do users need a single aggregated set of financial statements 
for the organisation rather than separate financial 
statements for each fund group? •• " 

Anthony gives the arguments for and against aggregated financial 

statements a8 being: 

FOR: 1.That users are interested in the overall financial 
position of an organisation and that the funds basis makes 
for a fragmented and difficult to understand view. He 
quotes a Coopers and Lybrand study in relation to 
taxpayers' and security investors' difficulty with many 
page reports (1976) and a study by Davidson et al (1977) 
which argues that as commercial organisation8 can produce 
meaningful consolidated accounts so why cannot government 
units? He notes creditors also like to see the overall 
position. 
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2.That a consolidated financial position is similar to a 
business organisation's accounts and that users of 
business accounts would understand this better than fund 
accounts. 

3.That fund accounts open up more possibilities of 
manipulation by charging costs to different funds 
depending on which is able to bear it. 

4.That transfers between funds give the impression of double 
counting because transfers appear in the same place as 
income. 

5.That restrictions are not accurately reported resulting in 
a blurring of the fund accounting and suggesting that 
there may be no real need for fund accounting. 

6.Program spending may be fragment ed between funds and so 
overall results cannot easily be obtained. 

AGAINST: 
1.That there is a need to report fiscal or legal compliance 

by way of financial accounts. 

2.That aggregated statements can be misleading in that: 
they may combine funds which must be legally kept 
separate; they may combine cash from restricted funds with 
cash from unrestricted funds and give a false picture; and 
restricted flows will be shown in the same way as 
unrestricted flows when they are in realilty different. 

3. That aggregated statements in fact lose important 
information which is to be found in fund accounts. 

4.That the complexity is necessary to convey the reality of 
the funding situation. Business enterprises do not have 
spending restrictions and so have no similar funding 
complexity to convey. 

5.That the defects seen in fund accounting are not inherent 
to fund accounting but can be overcome by correctly 
designed reports. 

Whilst Anthony in his lASB study presents as far as possible a 

neutral picture with no bias for or against fund accounting, it 

is evident from other works (eg Anthony 1980a) that he is in 

favour of the aggregated approach. Two of his colleagues however 

argue very forcefully for the opposite approach (Herzlinger and 
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Sherman 1980). One key element of the latter's argument is that 

not enough is really known about users needs for financial 

information in NPOs to assume that consolidated statements are in 

fact more useful than fund accounts. In particular there is no 

evidence that there is information overload by giving users so 

much informatio~ Herzlinger and Sherman base much of their 

argument on the potential loss of information of aggregated 

accounts and give a clear illustration of this. 

There has been some recent experimental evidence on aggregation 

of municipal accounts but this is not so far conclusiv~ Patton 

(1978) devised a complex study testing the use of consolidated 

versus nonconsolidated accounts for the determination of bond 

interest rates of local authorities in the US~ He produced no 

conclusive evidence that user performance was different with 

consolidated from unconsolidated accounts but the complex nature 

of the experimental task (which attempted to include a large 

number of variables) makes interpretation of the results 

difficult. Ramanthan & Weis (1981) conducted another experimental 

test of supplementing collegiate financial statements with across 

fund aggregations and this produced significant support for the 

use of aggregated accounts in addition to non aggregated accounts 

as against non-aggregated fund accounts by themselves. This 

evidence supports the introduction of additional aggregated 

statemets but cannot be taken to imply that these should replace 

non aggregated accounts. 

Kerrigan (1969) argues that governments have a strong tendency to 

'overdo' the idea of separate funds and makes the valid point 

that overapplication of fund accounting can be counter

productive, even producing inefficiencies and lack of initiative 

(p20). This suggests that development of fund accounting needs 

careful monitoring, a factor which tends to be ignored in much of 

the discussion which recommends abandonment of fund accounting. 

Herzlinger and Sherman (1980) conclude their article (pl04) by 

saying: "the weakness of Don-profit accountiag would be aore 

fruitfully addressed by reaolvina problems in DODmenclature and 

quality of account ina information than by convertiag to the 

siapler (but increasiagly aore co.plex) for-profit staDdards" 
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Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981) also talk of the 'indulgence' in fund 

accounting by charities but it·is not clear why there is this 

indulgence or whether it is always a bad thing. More 

investigation of the operation of fund accounting in practice 

certainly seems to be indicated. Herzlinger and Sherman (1981 

p101-2) indicate that more investigation of users' need for 

information is required before definite answers on aggregation 

can be give~ It is clear that this area is a particular non

profit area on which no final conclusion can be drawn at present. 
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3.4 Treatment of Fixed Assets and Depreciation 

'The issue of fixed assets and depreciation in NPO accounts is 

quite complex but is introduced very simply by Gross and 

Warshauer -(1979): "Ia Doa-profit accounting fixed assets lRay or 

aay Dot be recorded" (p14). The issue has two distinct but 

closely related parts: 

Should fixed assets be capitalised? 

Should capitalised fixed assets be depreciated? 

Unfortunately not all the literature deals with exactly the same 

problem. Gross and Warshauer discuss both the capitalisation and 

the depreciation issue as do Bird and Morgan-Jones, but Anthony 

in his FASB study (1978) discusses only the depreciation of 

, depreciabl e'fixed assets. 

Capitalise or not? 

Gross and Warshauer (1979) suggest that there are three possible 

answers to the first question: 

1.Write off the fixed assets on acquisition (this method they 

see as the direct result of pure cash based accounting). 

2.Capitalise,the assets. 

3.Write off the assets and then capitalise. 

They then discuss as a separate issue whether depreciation should 

be used in the second and third of these cases. The CICA (1980) 

study also suggests that there are three main methods but links 

these with the depreciation issue: 

1. Capitalise and depreciate. 

2. Capitalise only. 

3. Lmmediate'expense. 

but ClCA recognise that there are variations on these three 

possibilities in practice. 

Bird and Morgan-Jones report that there are three methods in use 
in charities: 

1. Capitalise fixed assets on acquisition and charge 

depreciation on all or some of these. 

,2. Capitalise major fixed assets (property and plant) and 

charge depreciation on all or some of these and write off 

minor fixed assets (motor vehicles, office equipment etc) 
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to revenue when acquired. 
3. Write off all fixed assets on acquisitio~ 

These methods and the CICA study methods are so close to the 

Gross and Warshauer study as to be synonymous except for the fact 

that Gross and Warshauer clearly separate the capitalisation and 

depreciation issues whereas Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981) and 

CICA put them together. Ashford (1981) also sees the two issues 

as separate ones. It must be noted that if depreciation is 

regarded of vital importance then the capitalisation issue could 

be regarded as settled in advanc~ 

the ClCA study recognises four of the five advantages of 

immediate expense which were recognised by the Accounting 

Advisory Committee study (ClCA p25): 

1. Easier bookkeeping (omitted by the CICA study) 

2. Easier to understand for non-accountantl 

3. Fund balance is reduced and thus the likelihood that the 

reader will conclude that the entire fund balance is 

available for current use is lessened (this would happen if 

the accumulated fund included both fixed and current 

assets). 

4. Relates the expenditure for fixed assets to plant fund 

contribution (in the Income and Expenditure account) 
5. Relates the charge for the fixed assets to the period when 

purchase was made. 

Gross and Warshauer (1979) also mention the first three of these 

advantages viewing them as simplicity and clear indication that 

fixed assets (or their resultant fund balances) are of no value 

in meeting day to day cash commitments. With regard to the latter 

point. Bird and Morgan-Jones note a similar argument is advanced 

that assets may not be available for realisation (to meet other 

commitments) and so write-off makes the position clear. 

Despite these advantages the weight of opinion is that fixed 

assets should be capitalised and several reasons are advanced: 

1. Capitalisation demonstrates accountability and shows the 

resources available to the board for use in·carrying out 

programmes.[AAC. CICA. Gross and Warshauer] 
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2. Capitalisation presents a more comparable statement of 

activity from period to period not distorted by huge 

acquisitions in anyone period.[AAC, CICA, see below] 

3. Capitalisation allows the allocation of the cost of fixed 

assets to programme activities over periods benefiting from 

the use of the assets (i.e. it allows depreciation) [AAC, 

Gross and Warshauer] 

4. Capitalisation is a generally accepted accounting principle 

(GAAP) and understood by businessmen [AAC, Gross and 

Warshauer, Bird and Morgan-Jones]. 

The second of the above advantages may in fact be spurious and 

created by the particular method of bookkeeping followed by the 

studies. The AAC and Gross and Warshauer recommend that all 

income is credited to the (operating) income and expenditure 

account. This means that donations and grants for capital 

purposes would all go through the income and expenditure account 

but capital expenditure would be excluded from the account. Thus 

when fixed assets are purchased they are represented in the . 
balance sheet by part of the accumulated fund balance, the other 

part of which represents money free to be spent by the 

organisation. It is this treatment which gives rise to the third 

of the advantages quoted for immediate expense of fixed assets. 

If a different bookkeeping method is used such as the use of 

separate fund accounts for capital donations received and capital 

donations expended then this problem does not arise (see Ashford 

1981). Bird and Morgan-Jones also note that the creation of a 

building and equipment fund representing assets would show the 

position regarding non-realizable assets more clearly. Finally 

one disadvantage of the immediate expense method which is cited 

. in the CICA study is that "the contributions collected over 

several years to finance a capital project taking one or more 

years to complete may be obscured if they are included with 

current operating receipts"(p80} This disadvantage has clearly 

little to do with the immediate expense method unless the 

bookkeeping allows the inclusion of capital receipts in the 

_" income and expenditure account.If these receipt are kept outside 

the operating statement then the position is much clearer. 
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It is possible to see in this argument, as in previous ones, that 

an approach decided on in one area, in this case fund accounting, 

can result in muddled thinking in another area. Gross and 

Warshauer in discussing their third method of accounting for 

fixed assets 'write off then capitalise' do not seem to realise 

that this is not a different conceptual problem but merely a 

bookkeeping problem. 

The weight of opinion seems to be in favour of capitalisation of 

fixed assets though it should be noted that a substantial part of 

the NPO economy does not do so (see Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981) on 

charities p66 and 75, Rudge (1976) on the Church of England [no 

balance sheet required]). The reasons for this are not completely 

clear but include the simplicity aspect already discussed; legal 

problems eg English parish property may be vested in up to three 

separate trustees; and omissions of gifts in kind where 

additional problems of valuation may be encountered. These 

reasons why assets are not capitalised are on the whole 

behavioural rather than conceptual. However if capitalisation is 

to be insisted on then good conceptual reasons are needed. To 

date, apart from the stewardship aspect, these do not seem to 

have been discussed in the literature. 

Depreciate or not? 

The second issue in the area of fixed assets and depreciation is 

whether to depreciate or not. Anthonys FASB study which had 

almost nothing to say about the previous section, has a good 

summary of he arguments relating to "depreciable" assets. As an 

overview he lists nine possible alternatives for depreciation of 

these assets and this list is reproduced as exhibit 3.~ We will 

go on to look at the arguments in favour of and against the use 

of depreciation but first need to look at the definition of 

depr eciat ion. 

Anthony uses the following definition: 

" •••• the term depreciation is used for any type of charge 
. against operations that relates to depreciable asaets" (pI3S) 
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Table 3.4 Possible a1ternatiye treatments of depreciable assets 

*1. Do not depreciate 
2. Record depreciation only when the corresponding grant. 

contract or user charge includes it. 
3. Record depreciation when the governing body intends to 

use funds from operating activities to replace assets 
being depreciated. 

4. Depreciate when the governing body decides it will 
replace assets with funds from operating activities if 
it sets aside a special fund for depreciatio~ 

5. Record debt service charges in lieu of depreciation 
where assets are acquired by bond issue. 

6. Record depreciation for assets financed from endowment 
funds where depreciation is returned to the endowment 
fund. 

7. Record depreciation on fixed assets to be acquired in 
the future but do not depreciate currently held fixed 
assets. 

S. Do not record depreciation for assets consisting the 
organisation's infrastructure but record depreciation 
on other assets. 

*9. Depreciate all depreciable assets as in a business. 

* These are limiting cases and the other methods are not 
mutually exclusive. 

Source: Anthony lASB p137-S 

The CICA study takes a similar but more specific stance based on 

the AlCPA Accountancy Terminology Bulletin No 1: 

..... depreciation as a means of a1locat·ing the historical 
·cost of tangible assets over the useful life of such 
assets" (pS]) 

The ClCA study notes especially that depreciation is not intended 

to fund replacement of assets nor to take into consideration 

increased value of assets. These approaches are interested in the 

operatiDg effects of depreciation and as such are basically 

concerned with whether or not an allocation of the original cost 

(lesa granta) of an aaset should be made to the operating 

8tatement each ye~r. 

There are also two other uses of the term depreciation which are 

evident in discussions: one is "a reflection of the diminutioa of 

.. alue of the a.set due to use or lapse of time" (lCMA terminology 
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8.336.4) and the other "a charge for use of the as.et It. The 

first of these uses is particularly relevant to the valuation of 

the asset in the balance sheet. The second of the uses does not 

have to be an allocation of cost but could be related to it, and 

this would fall within Anthony's definition given above. 

The arguments for and against depreciation accounting in NPOs 

can be found in several places throughout the literature and 

reference will be made to Henke (1980). CICA (1980), Anthony 

(1978), Gustafson (1978), MC (1974), Bird and Morgan-Jones and 

Gross and Warshauer. Many of the pronouncements and discussions 

on depreciation refer especially to government accounting but are 

usually extended to all NPOs. There are four major arguments for 

the use of depreciation and five arguments against. Each of these 

will be discussed briefly below. 

Arguments in favour of depreciation 
(1) DepI eciat ion is an e1 ement of cost in the op erat ing st at ement 

This argument has two strands. The first is that if accounting 

reports of NPOs are to measure the cost of operations or services 

then there must be a statement of operations. There seems to be 

general agreement that the statement of. operations is needed in 

order to measure costs (Price Waterhouse position paper on 

College and University accounts 1975), in order to facilitate the 

correct allocation of limited resources (Gross 1977), in order to 

provide a sounder basis for budgets (Henke 1965) and to provide 

a sound basis for setting charges (CICA pB8 paral3. Henke 1965 
p49). 

The second strand to the argument is that depreciation is a cost 

of operations (Gross and Warshauer p68. AICPA 78-10 p35) and so 

if a statement of operations is prepared then depreciation 

(meaning here allocation of part of the original cost) should be 

recorded in it. Henke gives this argument as follows: 

'~ixed assets are, in effect. nothing more than unexpired 
·units of service. As these units expire or are used, they 
should be accounted for as part of the full cost of 
services rendered by the organisation. This practice can 
best be accomplished through the recording of 
dep~eciation" (Henke 1966 p 126). 
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[ 2] of and the 

If depreciable assets are capitalised but not depreciated then 

this does not disclose the true asset position at any point in 

time. The use of depreciation is one way of achieving this. Henke 
(1965) states this argument as follows: 

.... it can be important to disclose the ext ent to which 
contributed capital has been maintained or has eroded. 
Depreciation accounting is the best device currently 
known for disclosing this information" (Henke 1965 p 49) 

.... external financial reports ••••• should disclose 
. information about the consumption of fixed assets as well 
as the application of appropriable resources ..... (1965 p 49) 

The foregoing illustrates a stewardship aspect of depreciation 

accounting. Depreciation in this case is only a surrogate for the 

main objective which is to reflect the diminution in value of the 

&sset and this explains Henke's use of the term 'best' in the 

above quotation. A similar argument is found in the AAC report 
(p2J) • 

[3] DeEreciation can be a useful way of raising funds for asset 
Ie_Iacemept 

Henke (1965) quotes this as an argument in favour of depreciation 

accounting. He postulates that creating an operating deficit 

could be a supporting factor in soliciting funds for the 

replacement of fixed assets. Gustafson (1978) makes a similar 

point that depreciation may be useful in determining the amount 

of capital funds required each year to maintain a given level of 

operations and identify the amount of capital outlay for growth. 

Gross and Warshauer (1979) also suggest that without depreciation 

the organisation may delude itself into feeling that income can 

cover the purchase of replacement assets. These arguments are 

effectively suggesting that depreciation should be used as a 

surrogate for another measure, replacement provision, and as such 

only have weight if they are sufficiently like the principle. It 

is clear that particularly in inflationary periods this link 

between surrogate and principle is tenuous. It is also not clear 

whether in fact management do take this viewpoint and whether the 

lack of depreciation in an organisation does delude management 

into this way of thinking. 
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[4] Depreciation ac~ounting corr5ct1y di~tinguishes between 
1nyestment an operatlon 

Vatter in his book on fund accounting (1947) makes the point that 

the expense of contributors (in donating money for fixed assets) , 

is not the same as the expense of the fURd. To correctly reflect 

the expense of the fund, depreciation must be recognised and this 

should not be confused with the way in which the assets were paid 

for. Similar points are made by Bird and Morgan-Jones (P175). 
These arguments, quoted in full by Anthony (1978), are really an 

extension of the first argument given above that depreciation is 

an expensein the operating statement. Anthony (1978) quotes 

During as making a related point that the purchase of fixed 

assets is not consumption by the organisation but conversion of 

one asset form (eg cash) to another (eg fixed assets). 

Consumption by the organisation takes place when the organisation 

uses the asset, not when it purchases it, and in order to record 

the use depreciation needs to be charged. 

It seems from the above that the two major thrusts of the 

arguments in favour of depreciation are that depreciation is an 

element of cost in the operating statement and that it is a 

useful indicator of use of resources for stewardship purposes. 

Let us now turn our attention to the arguments against the use of 

depreciation in NPOs. 

Arguments against the use of Depreciation 

(1) NPOs key interest is in funding statemepts and not operating 
. ~bSt8 

Though this argument comes in different forms, the basic 

reasoning behind it is that NPOs do not use a statement ,of 

operations as their main accounting statement but concentrate 
instead on the funding aspects: the interest is therefore in 

expenditure rather than expense. Government in particular is 

interested in the separate funding of capital and operating 

expenditures and it records this through fund accounting 

practices. As depreciation is an expense then to record this in 

expenditure statements is to mix up two fundamentally d~fferent 

statements (CICA p87). Anthony summarises this argument as 
fOllows: . 
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" ... in governmental organisations depreciation is 
inconsistant with fund accounting, serves no useful purpose 
and may produce misleading results" (p41). 

Similar arguments occur elsewhere. The CICA study suggests that 

even if operating statements are provided, legislators will still 

be interested in fund statements, not relying on the statement of 

operations. It should be noted that though the fund statement is 

seen as an alternative statement to the operating statement these 

are not mutually exclusive. Businesses have for some years now 

been encouraged to prepare both fund and operating statements and 

the fund statements exclude depreciation. Perhaps this suggests 

that one of the real problems with'NPO accounting is that 

accountants do not specify the conceptual basis for the financial 

statements, particularly in the U.IC. where the Income and 

Expenditure account is not rigorously defined. 

(2) Double Counting 

If one were to include depreciation expense in a fund accounting 

statement it would have the effect of recovering cash to cover 

some of the original cost of the assets from current donations 

or revenue (note this may be from operations if there is 

operations revenue). This could result in the following 
interpretations: 

(a) Where the resource providers provided funds for both the 

original capital purchase (either through bond issue 

repayments or outright donations) aDd the operating budget 

they are paying twice for the same thing (Anthony 1978 p142. 

CICA 1980 p90). 

(b) If a double payment is being made then the extra money 

provided is either open to be misused by the organisation 

and thus go beyond the control of the resource providers • 

(Gustafson 1972 pSI, Hendrikson 1977 p422) or it will go to 

meet the capital requirements of future operations, 

something which may be inequitable and not optimal in termS 

of resource allocation (Anthony 1978 p142, Gustafson 1971 

p51). 

This double counting can occur wherever the funding of an 
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organisation is based on the meeting of both an operating 
statement deficit, as opposed to a current fund deficit, and a 

capital expenditure budget. This suggests that some research is 

necessary to discover what actually happens in practice and in 

particular whether resource providers are aware of the problem. 

It is suggested in Ashford (1981) that where depreciation is to 

be recorded in a fund type statement and the funds which were 

used for purchase of the asset were provided from a donation, the 
most informative approach is to include in the fund statement both 

depreciation (being allocated cost of the asset) and an exact 

equivalent amount of funds used in the purchase (donation) so the 

fund statement will show that fixed asset expense has been 

allocated together with the source of its purchase. 

(3) Appearance of Deficit 

If depreciation is charged and resource providers do not fund 

depreciation then the results will be growing deficits which 
would have little meaning. (Gustafson 1971). This treatment could 

alternatively result in a poor impression being gained of the 
management when in actual fact it really represents a gradual 

reduction in the value of the assets of the organisation (CICA 

1980 p91). In this latter case the only situations in which 

management might be considered incompetent is if the 'going 
concertL concept is a key aim of the organisation and management 

has failed to put the asset replacement issue squarely before the 
trustees or fund providers. 

(4) Zero Cost 

In many organisations assets are acquired at zero cost by gift or 

by direct capital appropriation. It is argued (see Anthony 1978 

p142) that in this case the assets may be depreciable but as they 

have zero cost they should not be depreciated. The treatment 

would seem to accord with SSAP4 which states that a government 

grant towards the purchase price of fixed assets should either be 

credited to the profit and loss account over the life of the 

respective asset (which would be subject to depreciation) or be 

set off against the original cost of the asset and only the 

balance be depreciated. Bird and Morgan-Jones however comment 

that donated assets should be capitalised and depreciated - in 
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apparent contravention of this SSAP. 

(5) Other arguments 

A number of minor arguments are also put forward: about the 

problems of calculating meaningful figures (Anthony 1978 p143)j 

about the users need for depreciation figures(ibid)j about the 

rejection of historic cost as a basis for depreciation (CICA 

1980 p91). These are peripheral to the main debate and are not 

discussed further here. 

The depreciation arguments hinge therefore on three basic points: 

the choice between fund accounts and operating statements as the 

basis for reporting; the usefulness of depreciation as a . 

surrogate for diminution in value for stewardship purposes and 

the effect of different methods on the funding decision. Each of 

these points implies some research need: into the needs of users 

as to the sort of statement most useful, into the importance to 

users of an accurate stewardship picture and how best this can be 

achieved and into the potential effect on resource providers of 

the inclusion or exclusion of depreciation in statements. This 

research study will be looking at user needs and the results 

should be able to assist in this problem area. 
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3.5 Financial Statements 

A newcomer to the financial statements of NPOs can be surprised 

by the number of statements (AAC p7), the unusual titles of the 

statements (Traub 1977 table 5.14), the lack of an overall 

summary (Anthony 1978 pl04~5), the terminology (Anthony 1980a) 

and the overall volume of information contained. In the light of 

these facts several questions occur regularly in the literature: 

should an operating statement be produced? (Anthony FASB issue 

4), should a report on the cost of services be produced? (ibid 

issue 5), should a consolidated statement be produced? (ibid 

issue 6) and should additional information such as budgets be 

introduced? (CICA chapter 5). 

Unfortunately it is quite difficult to understand the nature of 

these problems unless one first understands what the present 
financial statements of NPOs are like. There are several 

empirical studies of NPO accoounts (eg Bird and Morgan-Jones 

1981, Traub 1977, Burrows 1980) and in addition references to the 

form of NPO accounts are made in other studies (CICA 1980, 

Anthony 1978 ) but to date there appear to be no detailed reports 

of the actual contents of any group of NPOs' accounts. This may 
be because reseatchers have been looking for general patterns in 

order to build a normative framework eg CICA 1980, Bird and 
Morgan-Jones 1981, or it may be a result of 'functional 

fixation' (Ashton 1976) of accountants used to business accounts 

and looking for similar patterns in NPO accounts to their 

business ones. 

Despite the lack of empirical evidence, some details of the form 

of accounting reports can be gained from the literature. The AAC 

(1974) for instance says: 

"(Fund Accounting) can result in a proliferation of financial 
statements, often without any summary of the entity as a 
whole" (p7. emphasis added). 

Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981) note that whilst the basic format of 

charity accounts is the provision of a balance sheet and general 
revenue account: 
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"Quite a large number of the accounts also include separate 
. special or fund accounts" (p23). 

Traub in his study of foundation accounts notes that there may be 

from one to seven financial statements included in the accounts 

and Burrows (1980) in his study of labor union accounts notes that a 

number of financial statements may be present. The CICA study 

found that most general financial statements: 

"included the following: balance sheet .... Statement of 
Operations .... Statement of changes in fund balance and 
capital ••• Notes to the financial stat ement s. Some 
organisations also provided: Statement of changes in financial 
positionj statement of exrenses by function or project ••• j 
Budget information-.. " (p30 1 emphasis added) 

It is evident that the large number of financial statements found 

in NPO accounts could be mainly a result of the fund accounting 

approach, but it is unclear whether the numerous financial 
statements are necessary for an explanation of the financial 

situation or are of any us~ The normative nature of many NPO 
studies has undoubtedly led to a search for common 

Characteristics rather than to be purely descriptive, eg CICA has 
as one of its objectives: "4. To propose a uniform set of 

account ing pr incipl es and reporting practices. ... " (introduction) 

and Bird and Morgan-Jones have as objectives : " ••• to develop and 

draft recommended principles of accounting and disclosure ... " 
(pI). If a descriptive approach were to be. undertaken it would 

perhaps not only note the large number of statements and their 
titles but would also probe behind these for a raison d'etre. In 

the absence of such an approach only guesses can be made such as 
that traditional accounting terminology or form of accounts is 

inappropriate to describe the organisation's activity or 
complexity. 

As the literature is largely concerned with developing a 

normative framework for financial repor~ing the approach of most 

studies is based on preparing financial reports to meet users' 

needs for· information, postulating from this what statements are 

needed and what the content of the statements should be. What is 

not apparent is how the form of the current statements in'use has 

Come about: is this directly a function of user needs or is it 
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also influenced ~ the underlying perceived or real legal and 

organisational constraints? If the legal and organisational 
constraints are important then it is unlikely that these will be 

discovered without an in-depth study such as the one being 

undertaken. 

The statements which various studies and guidelines suggest 

should be produced are as follows: 

1. Balance sheet [CICA 1980, Traub 1977, Bird and Morgan-Jones 

1981, ICAEW 1981, ECUSA 1980, AICPA 1974] 

2. Statement of operations [CICA, Traub] or Revenue account 

[Bird and Morgan-Jones. lCAEW] or Statement of Activity 

[AICPA] or Statement of support revenue, expenses, capital 

additions and changes in fund balances [ECUSA 1980]. 

3. Statement of changes in financial position [CICA, AICPA], 

Statement of Financial Activities [Traub] or Statement of 

sources and application of funds [Bird and Morgan-Jones, 

ICAEW] or Statement of changes in cash or financial 

position [ECUSA]. 

4. Notes to the accounts [CICA, ICAEW, Traub with respect of 

grants and grantees, Bird and Morgan-Jones : explanatory 

notes and statement information] 

5. A statement of changes in fund balances [!ird and Morgan

Jones , ECUSA] 
6. An auditors report [Bird and Morgan-Jones ] - for certain 

organisations [CICA] 

7. A review of the year's activities [Bird and Morgan-Jones] 

- 'desirable'[CICA] 

8. A formal report [Bird and Morgan-Jones) - 'desirable' 

[CICA] 

9. A comparison with budget (supplementary) [ECUSA) or budget 

information desirable [CICA] 

10. An identification'of restricted funds [ECUSA] 

Tbe AAC (1974) did not produce any general recommendations but 

its recommendation relating to financial reports for regulatory 

agencies was that a statement of revenues, expenses and changes 

in fund balances together with a breakdown by function, a balance 

sheet an4 notes be presented. The ICAEW charity auditing 
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guideline recommends that its four basic statements (1,2,3 & 4) 

should be varied for small charities where a receipts and 

payments account and a concise stat ement of auets and 

liabilities may be sufficient. It is interesting to note how few 

studies stated as part of the financial statements that there 

should be an audit report, though this may well have been implied 

(eg in the ICAEW's auditing guidelines) 

The criticisms about the varied terminology in the studies of 

actual NPO accounts seems to be equally valid about the variety 

of proposed statements. Only the balance sheet occurs in all 

recommendations almost without any difference. The Anthony FASB 
study does not make any recommendation about the statements which 

should be produced. Elsewhere however Anthony (1980a) makes it 

clear that he favours accounting standards and statements 

similar to business statements. Interestingly enough though he 

postulates that the balance sheet information may be best 

presented by the use of two balance sheets (see Ashford (1981», 

a departure not only from his 'busineaa' stance but also from 

other authors with little to say about the balance sheet. 

The rest of this section will summarise briefly Some of the 

debate surrounding the issues of which statements should be 

presented. Only six issues are discussed: the case for an 

operating statement, the consolidation issue, budget information, 

cost of services summary, audit report and balance sheet. As far 

as possible only arguments about the presence or absence of the 

statement will be discussed as the contents of the statements 

have been discussed e\sewhere. It should be no~ed that Anthony in 

his lASB study sees the operating statement and cost of services 
as part of the same issue. 

The Operat in, StA~ ement 

In the FASB stUdy (1978) Anthony describes th~ operating 

stat ement as having these charact eri"stics: 

1. It reports operating inflows ie inflows relating to the 
current per iod. 

2. It reports expenses rather than expenditures. 

3. It has a 'bottom line' which has some significance.(p77p) 
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The CICA study has a similar description (plS8) though the 

definition is ext ended to say: "It may include the continuity of 

changes in fund balances"(i.e the opening and closing balances). 

It is not clear whether in the Bird and Morgan-Jones study its 

'revenue account' definition follows this former definition 

exactly, partly due to differences in UK and USA terminology. 

There are five reasons given in favour of including the operating 

statement: 
1. Despite the lack of a profit motive. one objective of the NPO 

may be to maintain its capital or its operating capability. 

If this is the case then a statement showing the 

organisation's operating inflows less operating expenses is 

equivalent to the earnings statement of a business and should 

.imilarly reflect the effect of the year'. operations on the 

capital employed. Support for this argument comes from Vatter 

(1947 chap IV fn.6) 
2. Related to this argument is that the 'bottom line' of an 

operating statement is said to provide a meaningful 

indication of the organisations viability and management 

perfor1llance, even though the 'bottom line' does not have the 

sa1lle meaning as in business. The significance of the bottom 

line may be in the relationship between income and expenses. 

Examples of specific bottom line obj ectives are given by 
Anthony viz: balanced income and expenditure. smoothing of 

income; repayment of past deficit.; build up of future 

reserves and in each case the bottom line can be an 

indication of the performance in meeting these obj ectives. 

3. A further argument given is that the operating statement is 

very similar to the business income statement and users who 

normally use business operating statements who may be 

unaccustomed to using the financial flow statements of NPOB 

should have no difficulty in using an operating statement. 

4. Anthony discusses the desirability of using expenses in 

preference to expenditures (p82-3) and this can be added to 

the argU1llents in favour : that expenses (ie resources used) 

more nearly reflect activity than expenditures (ie resources 
purchased). 
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5. Finally there are a number of arguments related to the need 

for an operating statement to measure costs in order to set 

prices which will cover total costs and in order to 

facilitate correct allocation of resources. These arguments 

are based on the contention that operating statements are 

more appropriate measuring devices than the alternative funds 

flow statements. 

Anthony (1978) gives two possible arguments against the use of 

operating statements: 

a) - That the operating statement is not needed because the main 

purpose of financial statements in NPOs is related to the 

funding of expenditures and reporting compliance of actual 

spending with budget. This approach would indicate the use of 

funding statements only and it is seen as being the rationale 

behind fund accounting systems particularly those in use in 

municipal authorities (National Council on Government 

Accounting (1978). 

b) That there are a number of misleading impressions which could 

be given by the bottom line such as: the setting of targets 

such as "break-even" may induce behaviour aimed at meeting 

the target rather than spending wisely. the bottom line may 

be a poor indicator of the performance of management who have 

deviated from the target 'bottom line' for uncontr~llable 

reasons. an excessive surplus on the bottom line could lead 

contributors to cut support and finally a deficit (or a 

surplus) does not indicate a decline (or an increase) in the 

organisation's viability. 

Two of the examples which Anthony gives where the bottom line can 

be misleading are worthy of more detailed study. They relate to 

the economic relationship between revenue and expenses. The 

bottom line may be meaningless when the income and expenses have 

no direct relationship. The income of a church for example is 

only tenuously related to the services it provides. A further 

illustration of this lack of direct relationship is where 

expenditure is constrained by a budget and bears no relationship 

to the income which may be higher or lower than budgeted eg tax 

revenues which rise in real terms in a period of inflation. This 
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lack of r~lationship implies that in certain circumstances there 

may be no conceptual basis on which an operating statement, in 

the form of a business income statement matching related 

transactions, can be prepared. Effectively the matching principle 

falls down. 

A business operating statement is an attempt to bring together 

items of income (from sales) and the related items of expense 

either as direct costs or as allocated costs based on an 

arbitrary allocation of time or use. The bottom line therefore 

represents an estimate of excess of income over resources used in 

producing that income. In an NPO however there may be no 

generated income in exchange for services rendered (ie sales 

income) and so a direct equivalent to the business income 

statement should be : Income • NIL. Expenses could of course be 

related to the services provided either as a direct cost or as an 

allocated cost ie Expenses • Lx and so a net deficit on 

operations would be produced • (0 - Lx) - L-x. This net deficit 
would then be funded by (capital) contributions, in the same way 

that a business deficit would be effectively funded from retained 

earnings or contributed capital. 

The argument in favour of an operating statement where services 

are provided without charge could therefore be regarded as 

inappropriate because the traditional form of the statement with 
'income' at the top is upside down. The 'bottom line' is in fact 

the total of expenses and the income is a reduction of this 

def icit, carried to the 'equity' account. 

The debate about the operating statement appears to be about two 

separate issues: is an operating statement meaningful per se and 

should an operating ttatement b~ included (if meaningful) as well 

as or instead of a funds statement. The first of these issues is 

dependent on the nature of the organisations economic reality and 

the needs of users. The second is dependent on the outcome of the 

first issue and the ability for the user to appreciate and 

interpret the differences between the two sorts of statements. 

Although from the normative viewpoint the iasue seems settled, 

arguments about meaning and relevance still abound in the recent 
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. literature. Even the normative statements seem to allow for 

departures from one standard: Bird and Morgan-Jones suggest that 

a receipts and payments basis is adequate for a small charity 

where this would be a reasonable surrogate for a fuller report. 

The Aggregation of Fund Accounts 

A major criticism of many NPO accounts is the fragmentation 

brought about ~ fund accounting. There is a strong lobby in 

favour of producing aggregated accounts (see Anthony 1980a,Gross, 

etc) rather than allowing disaggregated statements and of course 

there is also strong opinion in favour of continuance of 

disaggregated statements (Herzlinger and Sherman 1980). Anthony's 

study defines reporting on an aggregate basis as being when only 

one balance sheet, one financial flow statement and one operating 

statement occur in a financial report. Disaggregated or fund 

statements occur when there is more than one of any of these 

statements present. Particular features of statements focussed on 

funds include mUltiple balance sheets and transfers between 

funds. 

Although Anthony excludes certain items from discussion: 

explanatory notes, internal fund accounts, the definition of 

organisations. trust and agency funds and matters of format. he 

adequately summarises the debate surrounding aggregated 

statements. This is summarised below. 

Importance of Overall Picture 

Those in favour of a composite set of accounts argue that an 

overall picture is necesssary for the financial performance to be 

understood. This is a particular problem where accounts consist 

of large volumes of information (Coopers and Lybrand and the 

University of Michegan 1976) and where overall positions of debt 

or amounts of assets are important issues. 

On the other hand opponents of aggregation see that aggregation 

can be misleading because resources may not be transferrable from 

one fund to another (eg without special authority in a local 

authority or not at all in the case of restricted endowment 

funds) and flows may not be comparable: restricted donations are 

not avail4Lble for use in the same way as unrestricted sales 
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revenue. The cause of these problems may be legal restrictions on 

the use of resources or donor imposed restrictions. Some 

proponents of fund accounting see that the method of funding is 

complex and to try to simplify it too much could cause more 

confusion (for example see Herzlinger and Sherman 1980) 

Relationship to business accounts 

Since many important users of financial reports of NPOs -

particularly of local authority. hospital and school accounts in 

the USA - are used to business accounts. the aggregation of fund 

accounts into business style accounts will accord more with their 

needs. This is seen particularly to be the case with creditors 

who need to see an overall picture. A second argument is that 

businesses also have fragmented operations : associated and 

subsidiary companies etc. and as they are able to produce a 

consolidated picture why can't NPOs? 

The key arguments against this are that aggregation can be 

misleading and. particularly in relation to loans and credit. 

might well be inadequate (see above). The other point which is 

relevant is that under newly developed standards businesses are 

themselves being asked to report information in segmental groupS 

(by product or geographical region) and that these may well be 

analagous to funds type statements. (FASB statement No14). Even 

if business segmental reporting groups are not directly 
comparable with fund accounting they are intended as disclosures 

of significant segments. In the NPO fund accounts could be 

regarded a8 of significance. 

Legal and Spending Restrictions 

Proponents of aggregated accounts argue that whilst legal and 

spending mandates are in existence they can allow management a 

great deal of flexiblility in charging expenditure and thus 

enable them to produce results which may appear better than the 

facts suggest. Following on from this there are also 

indications. particularly in US local government. that 

restrictions are being increasingly disregarded and thus the 

importance of fund accounting is less than may be argued. No 

evidence is given for either of these statements by Anthony but 
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Bird and Morgan-Jones also note some questionable practices in 

this regard in charity accounts, particularly with regard to 

legacies and reserves. 

Nevertheless legal and donor restrictions are present and are the 

main reason for fund accounting. If fund accounting is being 

misused then the aggregation of financial statements may add to 

that misuse. If legal restrictions are inappropriate and subject 

to abuse then the correct forum for revision of those 

restrictions is a political one, not a discussion of correct 

accounting for" funds 

Fund Accounting Arguments 

Anthony includes two arguments in favour of aggregation which 

should more probably be included under fund accounting: 

1. That with fund accounting programme reporting is not possibl~ 

The impliction of this is that if aggregate accounts are 

prepared then reporting by programme is simplified whereas 

with fund accounting it is exceedingly difficult. 

2. That fund accounting results in peculiar 'plug' accounts such 

as "investment in General Fixed Asset s" to represent fixed 

assets held in fund accounts. These accounts do not appear in 

business accoounts but that does not mean that there is no 

conceptual justification for them. 

It seems as if both these arguments are out of place here. 

In conclusion it seems as if the major arguments surrounding 

aggregation are the relative meaning which,users attach to the 

aggregate versus the non-aggregated accounts and the necessity of 

fund accounting to meet " legal or donor reporting requirements. 

One way in which progress will be made in solving this issue is 

for further research into users attitudes to and use of accounts 

and this will be partly explored in the proposed study of NPROs. 

Another possible research area is to try and identify how fund 

accounts are used in practice: is there a use of fund accounts 

where they are not strictly necessary (i.e. no restricted funds) 

and is there any value seen in this 'coffee-pot' accounting by 

management or users? 
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3.6 Budget Information 

Only the CIC! (1980) study considers this issue at length, 

although the AICPA guide on Audits of State and Local Government 

Units (1974) suggests that budgets should be included in reports 

of general and special revenue funds. Both Anthony's (1978) study 

and Gross and Warshauer (1979) exclude it from consideration as 

they regard budget information as an internal and not external 

matter. The CIC! (1980) study however believes that budgetary 

information should be inCluded in external financial reports and 

discuss the following points (p46/7): 

Management Tool 

A major criticism of inclusion of budget information is that 

budgets are a management tool subject to frequent change. 

They are often inaccurate or incomplete and can be misleading 

particularly with regard to revenue predictions. Despite 
this, the CIC! group believe that budget information can be 

helpful for users in assessing the organisations activities 

and needs. 

Highly subjective 

Another criticism of budget figures is that they are highly 

subjective and not verifiable and should therefore not be 

confused with historical records. The information can however 
be clearly labelled as a forecast and not confused with 

historical data in the reports. 

Buaget/Actual Comparison 

Two problems are seen to arise here: that budget/actual 

comparisons do not really reflect management performance and 

that the fact of actual/budget comparison being made may 

result in management taking action to meet the budget rather 

than do the ~est for the organisatio~ CICA do not really 

comment on the first of these points and they feel that a 

responsible management would not be influenced in action for 

the sole purpose of meeting the budget. Before any firm 

conclusions are reached on this particular point perhaps a 

further study of 'budget behaviour~ by NPO management is 

indicated? 
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The argument that the cost of preparing budget information in 

a form suitable for publication would be excessive is thought 

by CICA to be unreasonable as all well-managed organisations 

should prepare budget information anyway. 

Affect on Negotiations 

BUdgeted information may disclose expectations of future 

payments and receipts and thereby offer advantages or 

disadvantages to suppliers, employees and others. It is 

however also possible that the nature of the NPO environment 

and absence of a profit motive could negate these problems. 

In any case a suitable level of aggregation of the budget 

information can remove any extreme detail. 

Though this discussion is quite brief it does raise a number of 

interesting issues. As with other areas in NPO accounting it is 

not clear how many organisations do include budgets in their 

accounts and, if they do, why they have done so and what 

problems they face. Despite this it is evident that there may be 
I 

a case for encouraging NPOs to use budgets but that there are 

fears that doing so might induce behaviour in management which is 

not in the best interest of the organisation as a whole. 

Budgeting behaviour has been subject to investigation in business 

organisations (Hofstede 1966) and this area might be,a fruitful 

one for further research. 

An interesting omission from the CtCA study is the whole area of 

advantages of releasing budget information particularly in 

relation to fund-raising or advertising the work of the 

organisation. Bird and Morgan-Jones comment that certain 

charities do include budgets as part of their annual financial 

report. If budgets are used in this way then there is a possible 

organisational justification in that they are being used by 

management to maintain the organisations F-set (see chapter 2.3 

and Tinker and Lowe 1980). 
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Chapter 4 Communication and Information Theory and Non-profit 
Organlsatlons 

4.1 Introductlon 

Accounting information is the main interest of this study and so 

it is evident that we need to consider what it is, where it comes 

from, how it is used and what it is used for. In this chapter a 

brief overview of the literature surrounding information 

generation, transmission and use will be made. At the very 

simplest level, accounting information is the output from an 

accounting information system (AIS) and it is the input used by 

participants. As such accounting information has many of the 

characteristics of an intermediate production good. 

On its own accounting information has little or no intrinsic 

value but in use by participant of the organisation it can be 

valuable and its value is to a large extent gained from the use 

to which it is put and this use depends in turn on such factors 

as reliability and uniqueness of the information. We must 

therefore look closely into the use made of accounting 

information to identify in what situations and in what ways it 

has value and what factors are likely to affect that value. In 

this discussion we shall not repeat the debate already covered 

about what user needs are (see chapter 2) but will concentrate on 

the ways information is processed by participants. 

Information is an output from an information system and so to 

understand more about the role of information it will be 

necessary to look at the systems which produce the informatio~ 

There is much in the literature on the design of information 

systems and the factors which lead to the production of a 

particular system. Depending on one's concept of causality one 

can believe that the accounting system is contingent upon the 

organisation and its environment or that the form of the 

organisation is partially determined by the accounting system or 

perhaps there is a sense in which both system and organisation 

are interdependent. Whilst this structural problem is quite 

interesting and important in the NPO situation it is felt that a 

further consideration is the behavioural impact of the 

information system on the organisation and its participants. 
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Finally in looking at accounting information we need to consider 

the forces which relate the users "need" or demand for 

information and the accounting system's production of this 

information. The literature suggests that there may be a market 

for this information in the business situation but this has not 

yet been extended to the NPO situation nor thoroughly 

investigated in the business situation. In this NPO study this 

interlinking will be studied carefully as the existence of a 

market for information may not be able to be postulated as easily 

as in the business situation. 

Before moving on to consider each of these areas it will be 

useful to look more closely at a working definition of 

"information" and at a general idea of what an information syst em 

is. Chambers (1966) sees information as "something newly 

apprehended "(p145). He recognises however that "when it is used 

in connection With choice, information does not refer to 

everything that is newly apprehended; it refers to signs or 

signals bearing on the situation in which the choice is to be 

exercised" (p145). Chambers thus identifies two facets of 

information: that it is something newly apprehended and that it 

mayor may not have relevance to a particular choice situation. 

Hendrikson (1917) however confines his view of information to the 

specific situation defining it as " ••• data that has a surprise 

effect on the receiver" (pU9). This idea or a slight variant of 

it occurs in the information economics literature. Beaver (1981) 

for instance sees the role of accounting information as being to 

alter the beliefs of the investor, and so information is only 

information if it has this surprise effect. This "surprise 

effect" of information is essentially one that can only be 

defined ex-post in respect of one piece of information at one 

point in time for one person. In these respects it is related to 

the economic concept of utility. Because of the specificity of 

the definition it is very difficult to sum the value of surprise 

effect information acrosa individuals (each of whom has a 

different view of the world and a different surprise threshhold), 

across time (because the environment and therefore knowledge is 

constantly changing) and for classes of data (each of which may 
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be pe{" ceived diff erent ly by even an individual user). 

Two views of information seem to exist then: that information is 

simply facts not know before (i.e. information equals data) and 

that information is only such if it has a surprise effect (i.e. 

data does not equal information). In essence the first of these 

views is a supply view and the second a demand view. There are 

problems associated with taking either view over the other. If 

an accounting information system (AIS) is to be designed on the 

basis of the supply view then how can it ever positively identify 

ex-ante what information will be useful ex-post? On the other 

hand if all new information is collected then there will be so 

much information collected that perhaps nothing of value will be 

extracted (information overload). An additional problem is that 

the information system may need to meet a variety of demands at 

anyone time and there is almost inevitably likely to be a 
constant mismatch of supply and demand resulting in either over 

or under supply depending on the point of view of the user. 

An information system is a system existing. usually within an 

organisation. whose function is to gather data from the 

organisation and its environment for users. The AIS is usually 

the major quantitative system in almost every organisation 

(Horngren 1966 p3). NPOs are no exception to this and a number of 
studies have looked at the information systems in NPOs eg Conway 

(1975). An AIS may be very simple or quite complex. It is only 

one of several systems which may exist within an organisation and 

although it exists to collect information from the organisation 

and its environment it is often confined to producing internal 

informatio~ The recent literature widely regards the AIS as 

being organised contingent on the organisation and as collecting 

information which is relevant (or potentially so), storing and 

analysing it and communicating it on a regular or ad hoc basis to 

users. 
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An information system with feedback loops for a single actor 
and decision 

FEEDBACK 
(PROCESSED INFORMATION) 1------------1 

1---------------------------------<--1 Information 1 
1 1 processing 1 
I 1----------------------------->--1 system I 
v 1 FEEDBACK (RESPONSE 1----1---1 

ENDS 1 A- TO INFORMATION) 1 
-- ._>-1----- 1--- 1--1 1 
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T i J -------1 <-------------------------1 J 

I I (OBSERVATION OF ACTOR) 1 I 
1 1 1 A-

I I 1-----------------------1 I 1 
I 1-------->---------1 ·EFFECTORSYSTEM I--t.--J."-~EFFECTS 
I MEANS 1-----------------------1 
1 I 
I----------->~-----------I 

ENVIRONMENT 
Source: Chambers (1966) p161 

Chambers, in a single actor decision situation, develops the 

model for an information system shown in figure 4.1. This model 

is similar to 'that postulated in other decision models and is 

based on rational decision-making ideas. This model is limited in 

that it refers only to a single use situation and a single actor. 

Chambers comments that the feedback response to processed 

information is necessary to prevent entropy developing in the 

information system and this should keep information relevant and 

dynamic. If this model is modified to a multiactor and multiuse 

situation then it becomes far more complex because the feedback 

to the information system and consequent pressure for changes in 

information produced now takes the form of an aggregate of many 

users demands. Thus the dynamics of the feedback which prevents 

ent~opy in the information system become a political arena. 

One of the areas in which the study of churches will be of value 

is in determining whether there are pressures for change in 

accounting information and is so where these originate. This may 

help us understand whether the AIS is dynamic as in the Chambers 

model and if so where the change originates. 
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The balance of this chapter will go on to discuss literature in 

each of three sections: 

1. Aspects of Communications Theory 

2. Information Systems Design 

3. The"economics of producing and supplying information 
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4.2 Aspects of Communication theory 

In recent years accountants have begun to view accounting reports 

as information and the provision of such information as being a 

key function of accounting. This information view of accounting 

is very closely related to communications theory and so before 

going on to discuss information theory and information economics 

this chapter will attempt to provide a background overview of 

Some of the communications literature. 

There are a number of approaches to defining and describing 

communication which are extant in'the literature. Perhaps the 

best known approach is the model of communication developed by 

Shannon and Weaver (1949) to assist in the mathematical theory of 

communication. This model, shown in figure 4.2.1, is described by 

Lin (1973) as taking a 'dimensional' approach to communication. 

Under this approach several dimensions are identified: a source, 

a message, a means of sending (a channel) and a receiver. MCQuail 

(1976) adds a further dimension, that of a communication code or 

languag~ Several other authors (eg Schramm 1971) have developed 

this basic model noting that the process of communication also 

has a feedback dimension through which the receiver can influence 

the sender. 

Figure 4.2.1 The Communication model of ShanDon and Weaver (1949) 

Source ------>Message------->Channel-------->Message------->Receiver 
A 

Noise 

Lin identifies two other general approaches to communication 

definition: the process or social system approach, after Heider 

(1946) and Newcomb (1953) which emphasises the process involved 

in communication and the functional approach which looks at the 

functions that communication serves (Shannon & Weaver 1949, 

Ackoff 1953). Lin further notes there are many other attempts to 

define communication and that there are a number of research 

traditions associated with communication: persuasive 
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communication, group process and cognitive structure, mass 

communication, political communication and so on. 

McQuail (1976) sees Cerkner's (1956) general model of 

communication as the most comprehensive attempt to describe 

communication. The model is expressed as follows: 

"So.eone perceives an event aD.d reacts in a situation throuah 
soae aeans to lNke available aaterial. in soae fora and 
context conveyilll content of .o.e consequence" 

but even this model does not take in the breadth of possible 

definitions of communication as, of itself, the model is 

focussing on the consequence of the action and ignores the effect 

of feedback. 

With no specific single theory then it is possible to branch out 

in many ways in discussing communication. In order to ground the 

present discussion however we shall use a framework suggested by 

Lin and shown in figure 4.2.2. Communication is here regarded as 
four phases: encounter, exchange, influence and adaptation and 

control. 

Encounter is the process by which a specific piece of information 

and the receiver(s) are linked through a particular medium. This 

phaae of communication covers such important topics as the 

context of communciation, the coding and decoding process and the 
delivery system. In the context of accounting information the 

encounter would involve the relative understanding of terminology 

by senders and receivers, the receiver'a perception of the 

accuracy of information in the encounter and the amount of 

redundancy in the message. 

Figure 4.2.2 Lin's (1973) Framework for viewing Communication Literature 

Encounter--------> Exchange ---------> Influence 
I I 
I I 
'--<-- Adaptation and Control <--------' 

The second phase is Exchange, defined as the flow of shared 

meaning. This represents the effort on the part of participants 

to maintain shared meaning. The major concern ia the message or 
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meaning contained in the symbols and involves discovering how 

meaning is developed. what form exchange may take and what 

function exchange serves. Encounter mayor may not lead to 

exchange but it must be present for exchange to take place. Of 

interest here is how meaning is developed between the prepares 

and receivers of accounts and what sort of function does the 

exchange have (intrinsic and extrinsic benefits). 

Influence. the third phase. is the discrepancy between (1) a 

person's behaviour patterns or attitude toward an object or 

situation before his participation either voluntarily or 

involuntarily in encounter and/or exchange and (2) his behaviour 

or attitudinal patterns after such encounter and/or exchange. As 

we shall see. the idea behind this influence phase is used in 

the information economics literature to define information as 

opposed to data. Here however Lin is suggesting that the 

influence phase represents the impact, psychological or 

behavioural of communication and is a major research area in 

social psychology. Such impact is difficult to measure at either 

the attitudinal or behavioural level. 

The final phase. adaptation and control is the process by which 

the fidelity of information flow, the efficiency of the message 

flow and induced changes are achieved or maintained. Control is 

thus the organisational phase of communication and is necessary 

to prevent deterioration and disorganisation of the communication 

flow. This control is achieved by having feedback from receivers 

and is implemented by dissemination. 

With this general framework as a background we shall go on to 

discuss several areas of interest: the communication 

relationship, the functions of communication and opinion 

leadership. 

KcQuail (op cit p32) describes four communications situations 

determined by whether the sender and receiver are active 

(actively involved in the communication process) or passive (not 

actively invloved in the communication process. The four 

situations are repeated here in table 4.2.1. 
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In the Active Sender/Passive receiver situation we have an 

unbalanced situation with the sender using superior power (social 

or resource) to define the relationship. This would be for 

example the advertiiing situation and the propoganda pOBitio~ It is a 

situation which may be found in accounts production in certain 

circumstances eg when accounts are used for publicity purposes. 

In terms of the Lin model this situation would imply encounter 

but would not necessarily lead to exchange as there might be 

little shared meaning. In this situation feedback would have to 

be elicited eg market research in order for the adaptation and 

control phase to be active. 

Table 4.2.1 Communications relationships (McQuail 1976) 

Perspective of: Sender Receiver 

1. Active Passive 
2. Active Active 
3. Passive Active 
4. Passive Passive 

The situation where both receiver and sender and active is that 

such as the bargain, conversation, debate, teaching situation and 

in accounting where information flow is based on discussion 

.between receiver and sender either internally to the organisation 

ar at AGMs. In such a relationship participants would be equal 

and symmetr ical. 

In the third situation, active receiver and passive sender, there 

is active and positive search for information by the receiver. 

This would include a whole range of activity from 'scanning' the 

environment generally to the specific search for a piece of 

information to solve a problem. This situation implies a good 

deal of freedom in choosing a personal view from among a number 

of messages. 

Finally there are a group of unstructured and undirected 

encounters where both sender and receiver are passive. Though 

these circumstances imply a sort of apathy, they may nevertheless 

be important and their outcome will reinforce certain meanings 

and understandings. 
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Though Mcquail describes these four situations as dichotomous it 

is perhaps more helpful to view them as four corners of a 

communication area in which communication can be placed. Each 

individual sender/receiver relationship could be placed within 

these boundaries and it should be clear that whilst a receiver 

may have only one relationship to one sender for any particular 

communication, a sender might have relationships with a number of 

receivers. 

This basic model posits a number of relationships which might 

exist between receiver and sender and it may help us to pose 

various important questions about why people enter into 

communications (as both senders and receivers), what meaning 

participants attach to the communication situation and what 

relationship exists between participants. The answers to these 

questions will help us to understand the role which accounting 

reports might have in an organisation. 

This table represents a progression from a view where the 

situation is defined for participants and the only communication 

possible is action/reaction to a situation where there is 

complete freedom of participants to interact without any sort of 

constraint. Along this continuum we can identify a number of 

possible reasons for communication and four of these are shown in 

figure 4.2.3. The extreme behaviourist position sees 

communication as instinctive (Pavlov's dog experiments) whilst 

the socio-psychological view would see communication as necessary 

to reduce tension in a relationship or to orient the participant 

to his environment. In the Social System position, communication 

is undertaken in order to make choices among options made 

available by the system and finally in the interactionist view 

communication takes place in order to change the environment. 

From this analysis we can identify a very large number of 

possible reasons why communication takes place and the meaning of 

these communications situations. Using a different approach to 

this Lin also identifies functions of "exchange" and he breaks 

these down into two distinct groups: exchange for intrinsic 

benefits and exchange for extrinsic benefits. The breakdown into 
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Figure 4.2.3 Summary of alternative answers to the main 
Questions posed about the communicative act in 
terms of the Passive-Active continuum 

Psychological- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - sociological 

I.Why 
Callnunicat e? 

2.What is the 
meaning of a 
camnunication 
situation? 

3. What is the 
relationship 
between 
participant s? 

1. 
EKtreme 
behaviouri st 
position 

Conditioning 
instinct 

Reaction as 
determined by 
the system 

Partial; 
Mechanistic 

2. 
Social-
. Psychological 
Position 

3. 
Social 
System 
Position 

4. 
Interactionist 
pheomenological 
position 

Reduce tension; Achieve &press free 
choice.act on the 
environment 

orient to approved goals 
environment by approved 

meanS 

An experience 
of tension or 
discomfort 

Functional; 
instrumental ; 
holistic 

A situation of An occasion for 
choice among innovation and 
goals and means creation 

Institutionally Intersubjective; 
defined negotiable 
compl ementary 

these groups is based on deciding whether or not the reason for 

the exchange has any external benefit or not. Where exchange 

takes place for ita own aake, the information content has no 

external benefits for the participant but the exchange itself 

does provide benefits. Lin gives four examples of this: 
1. Information relay and verification: where information is 

sought and verified even though the information itself 

does not benefit the individual but the possession of it 

does, possibly in terms of the status of the holder or 

verifier. The example given by Lin is gossip about a 

particular individual the knowledge of which might give 

another individual some status. 

2. Interaction ritual: where the main purpose of the exchange 

is social interaction rather than the information 

contained of the communication. Cocktail parties, set 

plays and greeting rituals would be amongst this sort of 

exchange. 
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3. Friendship: here again the intrinsic value of the 

relationship is such that the value of the information 

communicated may be of little value compared with the 

function of the meeting. The difference between this and 

the inbteraction ritual is that here the ritual element is 

not so important as roles are less well defined. 

4. Play: where interaction is purely for pleasure. 

In the area of extrinsic benefits Lin sees exchange as taking 

place for three reasons: 

1. Group identification: where exchange serves as an 

integrative or a differentiating function. Here exchange 

may serve to bring together a group and at the same time 

to differentiate them from other dissimilar groups. 

2. Recognition: exchange promotes recognition of one's work, 

especially in the scientific community. 

3. Influence: exchange enables participants to affect one 

another's attitudes, beliefs, behaviour and so on. 

Although Lin takes a different approach to McQuail, it is 

possible to see in his work a very wide range of reasons why 

communication takes place depending on which view of 

communication theory we wish to take. 

• 
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Chapter 4.3 Information System Design 

In this study of non-profit religious organisations we will be 

interested in three particular aspects of information systems: 

the descriptive aspect of trying to understand why a particular 

system has come into operation; the normative aspect which tries 

to identify the most appropriate and/or optimal system for a 

particular organisation and finally the comparative aspect which 

involves investigating the reasons for and the impact of 

differences between similar NPOs and between NPOs and business 

entities. The main thrust of the study will be the descriptive 

and comparative investigation of NPRO information sy stems but we 

must bear in mind the need for evaluation of any accounting 

information system (AIS) in terms of organisational effectiveness 

(Otley 1980). 

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in seeing 

information systems from a contingency point of view. Under this 

view the organisation's information system's design is dependent 

on a number of factors: the environment, technology, form of 

organisation, use to which the information is put etc (see for 

example Gordon and Hiller 1976, Otley 1980). Contingency theory 

is an approach which has arisen largely due to the inability to 

fit the traditional view of AIS design to actual observed 
systems. This suggests that an AIS design cannot be based on a 

.ingle blueprint for all organisation. but must be respon.ive to 

circumstances, particularly of environment and decision styl~ , 
Otley (1980) however points out that contingency theories have 

not yet developed to the point of being able to be used to 

specify the design of appropriate accounting or management' 

information systems .despite wide recognition in the 1iteratur~ 
, 

The contingency ,na1Y8e8 of the mid 19708 have therefore been 

seeking to describe and explain the form of AISs found in 

practic~ Gordon and Hiller for example postulate a model of 

three contingent variable groups whiCh affect the form of the 

AIS: environment, organisation and decision style. The variable 

groups are not seen as independent but as inter-related as in 

figure 4.3. Otley refers to'a number of contingency studies which 

inClude empirical work: Burns and Waterhouse (1975), Haye. 
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(1977), Daft and MacIntosh (1978) and Piper (1978) and 

theoretical studies by Gordon and Miller (1975), Waterhouse and 

Tiessen (1978), Amigoni (1978) and Dermer (1977). Otley sees each 

of these studies as following a simple linear framework produced 

here as figure 4.l1 'Ihis linear framework is not dissimilar to 

the Gordon and Miller framework shown in figure 4.3.Jexcept that 

it does introduce the element of organisational effectiveness 

which Otley considers of vital importance and feels is missed out 

of most of the studies he cit es (Hayes being the exception). 

Otley goes on to elaborate on the linear framework but it is 

worth spending a little time discussing his assertion that "some 

assessment of effectiveness is highly desirable" (p420) as part of 

the contingency framework. A contingency framework without an 

effectiveness element can be a useful tool for the simple 

descriptive analysis of an AIS. It cannot however be used to ask 

such questions as "which system is better" or "given the 

contingencies, can a more effective AIS be developed". It will 

simply help us to discover which elements of the environment 

(technology, industry, economic climate) or organisation 

(hierarchy, flexibility) happen to be the major factors which 

appear to have caused a system to be as it is. Whilst this 

descriptive approach may have its uses, eg in identifying the 
factors which give rise to fund accounting in NPOs, for 

contingency theory to have any normative or comparative analytic 

value some means of effectiveness measurement needs to be sought. 

Otley recognises that effectiveness measurement is very 

difficult, but nevertheless includes this in his original and 

revised contingency framework (figures 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). His 

revised contingency framework was produced in recognition of the 

difficulty encountered in evaluating effectiveness of the AIS on 

its own. He suggests that the total management control package 

(MCP) is the minimum level at which meaningful evaluation can 

take place and that even then it may not be possible to isolate 

the effects of the MCP from other factors or to measure 

effectiveness adequately. 
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Figure 4.3.1 A Coptipgency Framework (Gordon and Miller) 

1------------------1 
1--1 ENVIRONMENI 1--------------->--------------1 
I I .. -------.... ----v-- J I 
1 1 1 I J_A ____________________ I 1---------------1 
1 IACCOUNTING INFORMAXIONI----<----IDECISION-MAKINGI 
.. 1 SYSIEM . 1---->----1 SIYLE 
I I------------------J 1------------1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 I 1 I ______________ A __ I 1 I 

I-I ORGAN ISAIION 1---------->---------------1 I 
1------------------1-------------<-------------------------

Figure 4.3.2 A LINEAR CONTINGENCY FRAMEWORK (OTLEY) 

Contingent Variables 
(eg technologY t 

environment) 

v 
Organisational Design 

(eg shape, centralisation, interdependence) 
1 
v 

Iype of Accounting Information System 
(eg technical and behavioural characteristics) 

I 
v 

Organisational Effectiveness 

Figure 4.3.3 A MINIMUM CONTINGENCY FRAMEWORK (OlLEY) 

Contingent Variables 
1-------------------------------------------1 
1 Variables outside the Organisational I 

1-------1 Organisation Objectives 1 
I 1-------------------------------------------1 
1 1 
1 v 
I 1----------------------------------------------------1 
I 1 Organisational Control Procedure 1 
I I--~-------------------------------------------------J I 1 AIS Other Organisational Control 1 
v 1 Design MIS Design Design Arrangements I 
I 1----------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 
1 v 
1 Intervening Variables 
1 1 
1 v 
I 1------------------------------1 
1---------->--1 Organisational Effectiveness I<-----Other Factors 

I---------------------------~-I 
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There appear to be two problems in this analysis. The first is 

that the revised model has ceased to be one in which the 

contingent variables Qt1h& AIS are explicitly recognised and the 

second is that the AIS may not be used soley for control 

purposeL When Gordon and Miller extracted the three major 

influences on the AIS they recognised the organisation as a key 

variable. In Otley's model this still seems to remain so but has 

simply been omitted from the model by the summing of AIS. MIS etc 

into an MPC. 

If in Otley's model the AIS is extracted for separate analysis 

then logically one of the key contingent variables is the 

structure of the other information systems. An excellent 

personnel information system may for instance mean that the AIS 

can be less detailed in the area of salaries and wages than would 

be the case with a poor personnel information system. Otley 

interprets these as joint design features within the MCP but if 

the AIS is isolated for study (as is proposed in this study) then 

the organisational variables become contingent. 

The other perhaps more worrying problem with this analysis is 

Otley's implication that the AIS is used for control only. As has 

been discussed in chapter 2. there are clear indications that 

accounting information may have uses other than control (eg 

reporting to head office or to an oversight body). If this is the 

case there may be contingency variables which have significant 

effects on the design of the AIS which have little or no 

relationship to control but have a significant effect on the 

organisation of the information system. If these non-control uses 

of information are 'of significance then they must be included in 

the contingency framework either as special contingency factors 

or as additional ,aims from the evaluation viewpoint. 
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The subject of information economics (IE) is concerned with the 

costs and benefits of providing and seeking information. There 

are broadly two branches of study which are grouped under the 

title 'information economics': studies of the market for 

information and studies of the impact of information on markets, 

especially the stock market. In both of these areas information 

economics has been applied particularly to accounting and other 

information in various commercial settings, especially in 

relation to the production of accounting information for the 

stock markets and for research and development. For the purposes 

of NPOs, where no markets in ownership rights exist, this section 

will concentrate on the first of the two areas mentioned, that of 

a market for informatio~ 

Studies in IE begin with the observation that information is 

"data with a surprise value" or "data which is in demand". and 
consequently see information as being an economic good which has 

no utility in itself but only a derived value which results from 

the use to which it can be put. It is of course possible that 

data or information may have utility to some people in it.elf eg 

as an archive or a work of art, but these instances are quite 

likely to be rare and when they occur mOve information into the 

area of private goods. 

In the market economy setting IE is largely concerned with the 

use of information for decision making purposes. Butterworth 

(1972) sees information systems as being an integral part of the 

decision problem and indeed IE is sometimes given the title 

'decision-theoretic' and Hirschleifer and Riley (1979) see 

information in the context of overcoming uncertainty in decision

making. Although information clearly does have a value or a 

utility in relation to decisions, the question must be asked as 

to whether information has value other than for decision-making. 

Hirschleifer and Riley for instance discuss the topic of research 

and development. Information about scientific research and have 

value in areas such as health improvement or product development 

in bringing increased utility (and therefore value) but this 

increased utility is not produced by an improvement in a 
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decision but by an improvement in a product or service. it is 

very difficult to see how this information element could be seen 

as purely a use in decision-making. 

Mock (1971) argues that there are several potential values of 

information apart from the relevance of information to the 

assessment of probability estimates of those events which affect 

decision problems. He argues that the set of circumstances in 

which information has value include its contribution to learning, 

appreciation and control and he proposes that information (a 

message) has at least three potential values: decision, model and 

feedback and that each of these should be considered in the 

evaluation of an accounting system. For the purposes of further 

discussion in this study, the wider potential of derived values 

will be considered as it is not yet understood what uses there 

,are for accounting information in an NPO. 

It is shown elsewhere in the study (chapter 2) that the decision 

orientation of accounting information has played a significant 

part in the development of the normative accounting framework for 

NPOs to date but that this has not been tested empirically and 

other orientations are possible eg 'stewardship'. Thi$ review of 

the IE literature will therefore not be confined to the decision 

situation. The potential value of information in NPOs is a very 

important area of discussion because in the NPO sector resources 

are scarce and the resources allocated to administration. which 

included information preparation. are perhaps under the greatest 

pressure (see Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981) regarding the 

disclosure of fund raising and administration costs). 

In order to set the context for a discussion of information 

economics perhaps it is necessary to develop a model of the 

economic process. and of the participants in the organisation. An 

attempt to do this has been made in chapter 2.~ and a simplified 

model is given below for the present context. 

The lines below the participants indicate potential flow of 

information and the lines above indicate flows of goods and 

services. A good deal of the model produced in chapter 2.~ has 

been omitted for simplicity. 
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The information flows in this model can include at least the 

fol1owing uses: 

1. Information to resource allocators on the use made of their 

resources (either input or output data). 

2. Information to resource allocators as to the future 
requirements of the organisation. 

3. Information to managers for control purposes. 

4. Information from beneficiaries as to the use made of 

resources or quality of service provided. 

5. Information from beneficiaries as to future needs or 

desirabil ities. 

6. Information to oversight bodies for policy formulation and 

regulation .purposes. 

It is possible that each one of these messages has a decision 

purpose. an information purpose and a control purpose. 

Unfortunately. apart from information to managers. the flows have 

only a tentative resemblance to the market orientation of much of 

the IE literature. For example the secondary securities market is 

one which trades in rights to shares in future cash flows from 
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organisations. In the NPO tbere is no market for such rights 

because tbere are not likely to be any future cash flows from an 

organisation, instead tbe only possible benefits wbicb accrue to 

a participant arise from such public goods al migbt be available 

as a beneficiary to a NPo. 

tbe only pOlsible area wbere the IE view of tbe impact of 
information on future calb flows for an individual might have a 

limilarity with the stock market is in restricted areas sucb as 

tbe trading in government and local autbority securities. Tbeae 
are widely regarded in tbe U.IC. aa being virtually riak free 
aecurities although not ao in tbe USA. The value of information 
cannot tberefore be judged by its effect on tbe valuation of 

future casb inflows for the majority of NPOs. The question wbicb 

therefore needs to be addressed to the IE literature for the NPO 

it what general guidelines on tbe valuation of information can we 

obtain? tbere are aeveral common threada in the IE literature 

which, thougb mo.t are obviou., are worthy of repetition. 

Circumstances where information has value 

to bave any value, information muat be of uae, otherwise it is 

merely data. Tbis is an a priori definition but the way in which 

uae ia defined variea from author to autbor. Bird and Locke 

(1981) aee accounting information as being accounting data for 
whicb tbere is a de •• ael whilst Beaver (1981) sees tbe role of 

accounting information aa being to alter the belief a of tbe 

investor (in an investment setting). Feldman and March (1981) 

.aimilary see that information in a deciaion environment hal value 

if it can be expected to affect choice. Mock'a (1971) argument 
cited above however luggesta tbat tbere migbt be value in other 

usea of information such al education and control. Information 

then may have value even if it does not .ati8£Y the atrict 

decilion usefulnels criteria of much of the literature. 

Influences leading to search for information 

Information il likely to be aougbt after if ita perceived value 

i. greater than it. preceived COlt. Search for new proceasea and 

acientfic advance ia a clear illuatration of thi. but it should 

~e noted· that .cientfic and proce.ae. information will probably 
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be sought more whilst there are property rights existing in the 

information produced (copyright and patents laws). In the IE 

literature these cost and value criteria are discussed in the 

market context largely in relation to privately available data as 

opposed to publicly available data. Where private data is sought 

about a company'. affair. Hirschleifer and ailey suggest that its 

pe~~eived value results from the possibility of the investor 

making a more accurate prediction of future earnings and adusting 

his portfolio holding ahead of the market. The resultant movement 

in price is seen by Hirschleifer and ailey as a signal to the 

market that some information exists and the market responds to 

the signal even if it is unaware of the exact information. This 

notion does not accord with the efficient market hypothe.is in 

either its weak or strong form however and it is doubtful how it 

will operate in practice. 

In the NPO environment it is more difficult to postulate the 
circumstances under which information will be actively sought. 

Two possibilities from the model above are to identify congruence 

of aims eg a donor seeking information on the work done by a 

particular Charity to discover if his gift would be pos.ibly u.ed 

by the charity in the way he would desire. and to identify the 

availability of cash available or grant aid eg a researcher 

trying to identify the possiblity of obtaining a research grant. 
Wbetber tbese situationa occur widely in practice i. open to 

doubt a. little empirical work hal been done in the area. 

In a NPO information may also be sought for monitoring purposes. 

even thougb there is no immediat e decision need. The management 

may tbus .eek information on how beneficiarie. are utilizing 

resource. they receive in order to review beneficiarie. need. for 
future planning even though management do not foresee any change 

in the general policy of support for the beneficiaries in 
que.tion. Resource providers (or representatives of them) may 

also monitor the activities of management to determine whether 

they are maintaining an overall operating pattern consi.tent with 

the aims of resource providers •. Such monitoring activities may 

not produce any indicators which are at variance with 

expectation. and thus may not induce any action on the part of 
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the information monitors but the information seeking activity 

will still take place. The reason for this monitoring is that a 

decision situation does exist, albeit at the margin of 

probability. 

Disclosure of Information 

It may be of benefit to the organisation's management to 

voluntarily make information available about its activities. Bird 
~q'&l) 

and LockeLargue that in a market situation unfavourable 

information can drive down the share price and result in an 

increased cost of capital for the firm, whereas the opposite 

would apply for favourable information. They postulate that up to 

a certain quantity the release of information will be perceived 

to be beneficial to the firm whereas beyond this point no further 

benefits will be gained and the firm may perceive costs of 
M~. . disclosure. Puxty and Laughlinlargue aga1nst complete d1sclosure 

on similar lines. This sort of argument can equally well be 

applied to NPOs where the release of information by the 

organisation can be perceived by its managers to result in 

benefits for the organisation in the form of increased income or 

a more assured level of income. These potential benefits are not 

economic in the same way as the effect on the cost of capital is 

a firm but may have a significant impact on fund raising costs as 

a 'plaintiff cry from the accounts' may reduce the need for 

advertising, suggesting perhaps that there may be economic value 

in window dressing the accounts, something which has been 

commented on in studies on both sides of the Atlantic (see Bird 

and Korgan-Jones(1981». 

4.5 Summary 

In this chapter we have looked at three aspects of communication 

and information theory: some aspects of communication theory, 

information systems and the economics of producing informatio~ 

In the overview of communication theory we reviewed a number of 

communication models inCluding those of Shannon and Weaver 

(1949), Gerkner (1976) and Lin (1973) and we went on to discuss 

three areas of interest to NPO accounting: the communication 

relationship, the function of communication and opinion 

leadership. All of these areas provide background for the 
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discussion of the use of accounts in churches in chapter 10. 

The literature on information systems design was discussed 

briefly and particularly the contingency frameworks. Such 

frameworks see the design of the accounting information system as 

being contingent on certain variables eg environment, 

organisation and decision making styl~ An understanding of these 

suggested relationships may help us to understand why church 

accounts are as they are, particularly in relation to fund 

accounting which, as suggested in chapter 8, may be a naturally 

occuring phenomenon. 

The discussion of information economics has centred on 

understanding how information could be of value in an NPO 

environment. It was suggested that accounting information may 

have value to recipients even though it does not satisfy the 

strict decision usefulness criteria in much of the accounting 
literature. This discussion, as in other parts of this literature 

review, suffers from a lack of knowledge about what information is 

produced in NPOs and what it is used for. Once again this section 

provides helpful background for chapter 10. 

The next part of the study is the empirical work where the ideas 

raised in this first part are explored in a detailed descriptive 
study. 
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Chapter 5 Introduction and background to case studies 

5.1.1 Choice of cases for study 

The empirical study took place in five church organisations in 

the United Kingdom. The study of each of these cases comprises 

three integrated pieces of work: an archival study of the 

published accounts of the churches, a questionnaire study of the 

users of these published accounts and interviews with 'internal' 

users of accounts of the organisations. In this preliminary 

chapter background information about each of the five churches in 

the study will be presented. Before this is done however this 

first section will give some details of the preliminary work 

undertaken prior to selecting the churches to be studied. 

There are many different religious organisations in the U.L 

These comprise many different faiths, but predominantly the 

faiths are Christian,' Jewish and Moslem. Of the three the 
christian faith is the most widespread and although some initial 

approaches were made to the Jewish faith for help in the study, 

the study has concentrated on the Christian Church. The reason 

for this is mainly due to ease of access, the researcher being a 

member of this faith and the other faiths having no suitable 

headquarters within easy distance of the researcher's base. 

Barrett (1982) lists some 530 distinct christian denominations in 

the U.K •• Many of these are extremely small with only one or two 

congregations but sev.eral are large and have area, regional and 

national headquarters. It was decided at the outset that the 

study would try and concentrate on organisations at the regional 

or national level for several practical reasons: the churches at 

this level would be likely to have full-time officers who would 

be relatively easy to obtain access to; they would have 

relatively large amounts of funds at their disposal compared with 

local congregations and so be similar to other larger U.K. 

charities and they would be organisations with some impact on the 

lives of a large number of people. It was expected also that 

these organisations would demonstrate a large number of the NPO 

accounting problems which we have already discussed. 
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In order to collect background material about regional and 

national church organisations to assist with a choice of cases. 

it was decided to conduct several interviews with accountants in 

certain churches. to send out a questionnaire to collect certain 

basic facts and to collect the accounts of some of the churches 

in the target group. 

A letter was sent out to 117 regional and national church 

headquarters in the U.K. asking for copies of their annual 

accounts and enclosing a brief questionnaire. The questionnaire 

asked about the number of sets of accounts produced. the 

recipients of those accounts. whether management accounts were 

prepared. who were the targets for the accounts and finally 

whether they would be prepared to assist further with the study 

(see Appendix A for letter and questionnaire). 

The churches contacted fall into four broad groups: 'Roman 

Catholic'" • 'Anglican"'. 'Other Main Prot estant' and 'Other 

Churches .... The "'Anglican' churches have an anglican tradition but 

are not necessarily Church of England. eg Church of Wales. Other 

Main Protestant' churches include the Church of Scotland. 

Reformed Church. Salvation Army. Churches of Christ, Methodist 

etc. and the "'others' include Seventh Day Adventists. Church of 

Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormons) etc •• The number of 

responses and reasons for non-response are given in table 5.1.1. 

There were high response rates from the 'Anglican'" and "'Other 

Main Protestant' churches but disappointingly low responses from 

the 'Roman Catholic'" (RC) and' other' groups. In the case of the 

'other' group. the churches were either very small or were local 

branches of international churches and therefore felt it 

inappropriate to respond. In view of these two factors it was 

decided not to select a church for study from this group. The loW 

response in the RC church was almost certainly due to the 

organisational character of the church where accounts are those 

of the trustees and generally not made available to ordinary 

members of the church. In several cases responses indicated that 

accounts were produced but that publication had only recently 

been started or was not a practice normally followed eg "because 
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many would misunderstand the information". A case study of a RC 

church headquarters was considered but difficulty with requested 

confidentiality and arranging adequate interviews led to its 

abandonment. 

Responses in the 'Anglican' and 'other Main Protestant' groups 

indicated the possibility of a much more fruitful area for 

research. In several organisations there were substantial numbers 

of people receiving accounts and a fairly large organisation. 

From the churches contacted by this first letter therefore five 

church organisations were chosen for study: three anglican, one 

of which was a national organisation (the Representative Church 

Council (aCC) of the Scottish Episcopal Church (SEC» and two of 

which were regional organisations (the Diocese of Glasgow and 

Galloway of the SEC and the Diocese of Liverpool of the Church of 

England), and two other Main Protestant Churches (Methodist 

Church and Church of Scotland). both of which were national 

organisations. All these organisations are briefly described in 

the later part of this chapter. 

The decision to choQse these particular churches was not made on 

the basis of the questionnaire survey and the accounts alone but 

was assisted by interviews which were undertaken with a number of 

church accountants. The names of those interviewed are given in 

appendix C. The interviews gave a good deal of background data on 
financial information produced in the churches which was not 

available from accounting reports themselves and they established 

that there were a number of churches where the kind of research 

envisaged would be possible. The distance from the home base of 

the researcher of several of these headquarters meant that, on 

cost grounds, only three of the distant organisations could be 

chosen for the study and the others were reluctantly set aside. 

The interviews also provided much valuable background material 

which helped in the production of the questionnaire and the 

questions to be asked at the interviews. 

5.1.2 Other InfOrmation from the questionnaire 

The questionnaire also produced some interesting, if general, 

information about who the preparers of financial information 
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Table 5.1.1 Initial Questionnaires distributed and returned 

'Anglican' 'Roman 'Other 'Other' Total 
Catholic' Protestant' 

Total Sent Out 2i 11 II 14 ill 

Usable replies 42 71% -i 21% ll. 80% J. 14% ...§1. 53% 

No Replies 
Unusable Replies 
No Accnt Published 
Refusal 
Inappropriat e 

11 19% 

6 10% 

14 48% 

7 24% 

2 7% 

2 13% 
1 7% 

6 43% 33 28% 
1 7% 2 2% 
1 7% 8 7% 

6 5% 
4 29% 6 5% 

Total Not used !l 29% 23 79% J 20% 1186% ...a 47% 

Table 5.1.2 Reported Recipients of Organisations' Accounts 

'Management' 
Senior Staff 
Boards 
Representatives 
Members 
Congregations 
Headquarters (29 N/A) 

'Outside Interests' 
Other Organisations 
Charity Commissioners 
Registrar of Companies 
Tax Authorities 
Banks 
Creditors 
Press 
Researchers 
General Public 
Employees 
Donors 
Recipioents 
Trusts 
Library 
Other 

Total Organisations 

No of Org- % of 
anisations Orgs 
Reporting 

46 
55 
45 
24 
29 
33 

26 
23 
37 
32 
19 

23 
9 
7 

18 
13 

2 
1 
4 
8 

62 

74.2 
88.7 
72.6 
38.7 
46.8 
53.2 

41.9 
37.1 
59.7 
51.6 
30.6 

37.1 
14.5 
ll.3 
29.0 
21.0 
3.2 
1.6 
6.5 

12.9 

100.0 

Average Number of 
% of 'Influence' 
Accounts Replies 

2.57 
17 .44 
27.15 
13.61 
19.31 
1.68 

1.89 
.22 
.22 
.90 
.50 

.79 

.11 

.87 
1.05 

.40 

.03 

.10 

.12 
1.35 --

90.31* 

14 
45 
39 
14 
24 
11 

4 
4 
9 
5 

4 
1 
2 
3 
l 

.1 

2 

* Note that there were several cases where the number of accounts issued 
was less than published, presumably because spare copies were kept in the 
office. 
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thought the users of accounts were; which of these was the main 

'target' for the financial information and whether management 

accounts were prepared. The first two of these questions are ones 

which the literature had suggested might be useful general 

information and the last was one which had been suggested by 

early contacts with NPO accountants. 

As far as the main accounts users are concerned, the largest 

number of accounts are sent to those who are, directly or 

indirectly, concerned with the management of the organisations 

(see table 5.1.2). Overall 81.8% of accounts are sent to this 

sub-group with about 17% going to Board members and 2.6% to 

staff. On the other hand, 8.5% of accounts are sent to outside 

organisations including tax authorities, donors, general public 

etc. 

Not all the organisations send accounts to all the bodies named 

in the questionnaire. It appears that this means an oyersight has 

been made on the part of some respondents, especially in relation 

to sending accounts to the tax authoritiesl The general pattern 

is quite clear that the churches as a whole have a 'parochial' 

outlook in producing their accounts essentially for those in the 

organisation. Table 5.1.2 also shows that those people concerned 

with management are not only the main recipients of accounts but 

are regarded as the main users in the mind by those who prepare 

accounts. The major external user considered by preparers is the 

Registrar of Companies but here, as with other external users, 

the percentage of preparers considering this user is quite low. 

(Note that this survey was done before the 1981 Companies Act was 

in force). 

Respondents were also asked if they prepared management accounts 

more often than annually. The responses are included in table 

5.1.3 which shows that 54.8% of churches did prepare some sort of 

management accounts, 14% at least monthly, 22.6% at least 

quarterly and 9.7% at least half yearly. There are however 45.2% 

of churches who do not prepare regular management accounts and 

this is an indication that in at least some cases the annual 

accounts, of necessity, perform a management accounting function 
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(an example of this is Glasgow and Galloway Diocese studied 

here). In a minor ity of churches 09.4%), abbr eviat ed account s 

are prepared for distribution. This tends to be done in the 

larger churches and is possibly because they have complex 

accounts requiring abbreviation and/or that there are very high 

printing bills for producing the whole accounts. 

Table 5.1.3 Number of Church 0xganisations reporting Management 
eeounts Prepared 

Frequency of Preparation Total Preparing Total Preparing 
AT LEAST 

Monthly 9 14.5% 9. 14.5% 

Quarterly 14 22.6% 18 29.0% 

Half Yearly 6 9.7% 11 17.7% 

Other Period 5 8.0% 7 11.3% 

Annual 28 45.2% 62 100.0% 

This section has given an indication of the basis upon which the 

five churches in the study were chosen from among the many 

available. We have also seen some of the initial information 

collected about church organisations' account users, about 

target users in the mind of preparers and the extent to which 

management accounts are prepared. 
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Chapter 5.2 An Overview of the five churches 

The area of the non-profit sector chosen for this descriptive 

study is that of church organisations for reasons described in 

the previous section. In this general area of churches it was 

necessary to choose a number of church organisations for case 

study purposes and five churches were chosen. These five were 

selected as they represented different organisational and 

theological traditions within the religious sector. The study was 

limited to tive churches because of limitation of resources for 

research. 

The five churches each have a significant number of users of 

accounts not directly involved in controlling the operations. 

This chapter gives a brief description of each of the churches 

and draws out contrasts and comparisons between the 

organisations. 

Two of the organisations are regional headquarters and three are 

national headquarters of churches. These come from four different 

churche. representing three different traditions of christian 

church life in the 1980's. This is illustrated in table 5.2.1. 

Table 5.2.1 Names and traditions of five churches under study 

Name of Organisation 

1 GGO Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway 
2 RCC Representative Church Council 
3 LPL Diocese of Liverpool 
4 COS Church of Scotland Headquarters 
5 MET Methodist Church Headquarters 

Church 

Scottish Episcopal 
Scottish Episcopal 
Church of England 
Church of Scotland 
Methodist Church 

Tradition 

'Angl' , lcan 
'Anglican' 
Anglican 
Presbyterian 
Methodist 

In the descriptions which follow we will discuss each individual 

organisation in turn. In doing so we sha1l see that there are a 

number of different names for similar organisational levels in 

different churches. To try to reduce any possible confusion we 

shall define four levels of church organisation for the study and 

these will always be referenced in the text in a bold type face. 

Table 5.2.2 gives the relationships between the defiaed levels 

and the actual names used in the individual churches. It will be 

appreciated that these name allocations should not be taken to 

imply that the levels are equivalent across churches a8 for 
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example a Church of Scotland Synod is not equivalent to a Church 

of England Diocese even though they are both defined as 

Districts. 

Table 5.2.2 Comparative organisational levels in the five cases under study 

~ GGO 

Central Representative Kepreseotative General Synod General 

Qiurch Council Qlurcb Cowell Asserably 

MET 

Conference 

Regional Diocese Diocese Diocese Synod District 

Area Region Region Deanery Presbytery Circuit 

Local Congregation Congregation Parish Parish Church 

The four diff erent levels are Central meaning the central 

organisation of the particular church structure; aegional meaning 

the organisation roughly corresponding in size to two or three local 

authority counties; Area meaning a group of local churches or 

congregations and Local meaning the local church presence. Table 

5.2.2 shows these names related to the individual churches. The 

bold names indicate at which level in the organisation the 

particular study is being base~ 

A number of further definitional differences arise in comparing 

the five church organisations eg names of clergy, organisations, 

responsibility areas ets. The only one of these which is of 

immediate interest is the title of the clergyman working in the 

Church, though as we shall see later the questionnaire had to be 
adapted to cope with a number of these differences. Table 5.2.3 

summarises the main titles used for clergy in the different 

churches. 

Table 5.2.3 Main titles for clergy in the five churches under study 

GGO Deacon, Curate, Priest-in-charge, Rector, Clergyman, Canon, 

Dean, Provost, Bishop 

RCC Deacon, Curate, Priest-in-charge, Rector. Clergyman, Canon. 

Dean, Provost. Bishop. Primus 

LPL Deacon, Curate, Priest-in-charge, Vicar, Rector. Clergyman. Canon. 

Dean. Archdeacon, Provost. Bishop, 'Archbishop 

cos Minister, (Moderator) 

MET Minister, Superintendent Minister 
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5.3 Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway 

Introduction and Constitution 

This diocese is one of seven regional organisations within the 

Scottish Episcopal Church (SEC). The SEC is of Anglican tradition 

though its roots are not common with the Church of England as it 

broke off from the Church of Rome separately and remained aloof 

from the English church (see Goldie 1976). The Diocese covers the 

geographical area of Glasgow city, Dunbartonshire and the area 

south of the Glasgow to the Solway Firth and east approximately 

on the line of the A74, the main trunk road from Glasgow to 

England. In this area are 72 congregations each of which send a 

lay representative to sit with the Bishop, the clergy of the 

Diocese and the diocesan officials in the annual Council meeting 

which governs the non-theological (temporal) affairs of the 

diocese. The Bishop and Clergy in the Diocese also forms a 

separate Synod which was concerned with the spiritual side of the 
church. Both the Council and Synod have been merged from 1983 but 

this study took place before this change. There are about 12,500 

communicant (regular) members of the church in the diocese, 

though official membership figures are higher at 22,500. 

The Diocese, though a resion.1 one, has a good deal of autonomy 

from the rest of the Episcopal church due to the tradition of 

having a Bishop who is chief pastor to the people in his diocese. 
The Canons of the Church (Code of Canons 1973) indicate that the 

clergy are answerable for their official conduct t9 the Bishop, 

Episcopal Synod (see RCC, chapter 5.~) and the College of Bishops 

only. The Bishop is therefore in a position to direct much of the 

work throughout the Diocese through its priests. The Bishop also 

has various duties in respect of church property, especially 

ecclesiastical property in the Diocese. 

The Code of Canons establish the Ecclesiastical organisation of 

the church but the 'temporal' affairs are governed by the Digest 

of Resolutions (RCC Digest 1978) of the Representative Church 

Council (see Chapter 5.t). The RCC Digest contains the basic rules 

governing the management of the temporal affairs of the Diocese 

including the membership of the annual Council meeting and the 

duties and powers of the Council. In addition to this the Diocese 
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has its own regulations which establish its various committees 

and Boards and define their powers and duties. It is therefore 

not possible to isolate any single document which contains the 

constitution of the Diocese, its committees and boards. The 

analysis of structure which follows therefore draws on several 

sources. 

Organisation and duties 

The Diocese is organised so that a number of different boards and 

committees carry out the functions of the Diocese subject to the 

overall scrutiny of the annual Council meeting. The composition 

of the Council is laid out in the Digest and is principally as 

shown in table 5.l.l. 

Table 5.l.1 Membership of the Glasgow & Galloway Diocesan Coupcil 

1. The Bishop 
2. All licensed and instituted priests and deacons 
l. All non-stipendary (ie honorary) priests and deacons 

holding a license or commission 
4. All retired priests who have served 10 years immediately 

prior to retirement in the SEC and live in Scotland. 
5. All priests and deacons of the SEC working overseas. 
6. Officials of the Diocesan Boards. 
7. A lay representative (or an alternate) from each 

congregation (who must be communicant members over 18 
years of age) 

8. A number of additional lay representatives appointed by 
the Council. 

9 •. Members of Diocesan Boards not otherwise members. 

In practical terms the Council has a membership of about 200 and 

meets annually in January when about 2/lrds of those eligible 

attend. The clergy of the meeting attend year by year and 

therefore only change when new clergy move into the Diocese or 

clergy die or move out of the Diocese. On the other hand 

congregational lay representatives are subject to re-election 

annually. It seems however as if lay representatives are re

elected for several years running and so though subject to 

gradual change this membership element is also fairly stable from 

year to year. Diocesan officials tend to remain in office for 

several years as do Board members and appointed lay 
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representatives from Council to the central church body (the 

aCC). Though stable the membership of council does change and in 

particular there was a great deal of change in the officials of 

the Diocese with new bishop, chancellor, secretary and treasurer 

in the two years immediately prior to the study taking place. 

The duties of the Council are related to the temporal affairs of 

the organisation and it is responsible for the main administrative 

functions of the church. The Council has control of all funds and 

properties committed to it and is empowered to collect and 

distribute funds and properties subject to the rights of the 

Bishop and terms of any trusts (Digest no.2!). Certain duties are 

clearly assigned to the Council and its Boards including: 

1. Managing Diocesan Funds and properties and supervision of 

all Church property· in the Diocese. 

2. Payment of grants to assist congregations to maintain 

minimum stipend of clergy, pay travelling allowances and 

maintain property. 

In addition to these duties and support of the Bishop's functions 

the Diocese provides certain central services such as relief 

(supernumerary) priests, social service unit. universities 

chaplain, newsletter and training for the ministry. Among the 

funds administered are loan funds for assistance with maintenance 

of property, retired clergy housing and other diocesan work. 

None of the Boards operating in the Diocese is formally defined 

by the Digest except for the Standing Committee (Digest no.2H6» 

but in practice the Diocesan Boards reflect virtually the same 

organisation as the acc. This means that there are five Boards in 

addition to the Standing committee: the Joiat Board, responsible 

for matters of home mission, clergy stipends, and augmentation 

(grants towards stipends in congregations needing assistance with 

payment>; the Board of Educatioa, responsible for matters 

relating to education inside and outside the church; the Overaeaa 

lIiaaioa Board responsible for matters relating to the support of 

and education about overseas mission; the Socia~ Service Board 

covering areas of social concern in the church and finally, a 

board not needed at acc level, the Biahopric Iacoae and Residence 

Board which oversees maintenance of the bishop's house and 
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conditions of service and collects funds for this purpose. 

The Standing Committee is effectively the executive body of the 

Diocese in all matters not covered by the other Boards. Each 

Board has in the past virtually had its own funds and been 

responsible separately to the annual council meeting. In practice 

however there has been some overlap between the funds and the 

distinction between the boards' responsibilities has become 

blurred at the edges in recent years. It is clear however that 

the present fund struture of the diocese is related to the Board 

structure and has its roots in the historical background of the 

Diocese. 

Staffing 

Though all the clergy could in some sense be regarded as full 

time employees of the Diocese. the only clergymen employed by the 

Diocese are the Bishop and universities' chaplai~ Apart from 

these there are only two full time paid staff in the diocese. a 

cashier/bookkeeper/secretary and a social worker. The Bishop has 

a part-time secretary and there is additional secretarial 

assistance on a part-time basis. The organisation is therefore 

quite small in terms of employees. 

There are however a number of honorary officers who work for the 

church in their spare time and these include: registrar. 

Chancellor. treasurer. secretary and synod clerk and the 

positions of convenor (and some secretaries and treasurers) of 

individual boards. The diocesan officials are all professionally 

qualified in their respeCtive fields. 

Membership of boards and committees is on a voluntary basis with 

only expenses being paid. The boards meet three or four times a 

year with the possibility of ad hoc and sub-committees meeting 

more frequently. The amount of time spent by ,these various 

officials and members varies enormously but it constitutes a real 

and largely cost free (to the organisation) resource to the 

Diocese. A conservative estimate of 8 hours a week spent on 

Diocesan work per person for the various officials and convenors 

alone would be the equivalent of a further two full time 
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personnel of professional status. 

Conclusion 

GGO is therefore a small regional organisation of the Anglican 

tradition with a wide variety of management tasks carried out by 

a number of committees. Most of the responsibility for management 

tasks is in the hands of honorary officials and unpaid committee 

members. 

The church management tasks relate mainly to the coordination of 

the work of the church in the Diocese. There is some work amongst 

non-church members but this is very limited in extent. 
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The Representative Church Council (ReC) is the central body 

responsible for finance and property in the Episcopal Church in 

Scotland (SEC). The SEC has a very long history in Scotland. The 

church has its roots in the early church in Scotland when there 

was a single united church, independent to some degree from 

Rome. but nevertheless part of the 'worldwide' church then in 

existence. The Reformation in Europe brought changes to the 

Scottish church leading eventually to the rejection of the 

Episcopal (bishops) system in favour of Presbyterianism. During 

the early years of the Reformation, the Episcopal church was 

ruthlessly suppressed although the episcopal succession was 

maintained. The repeal of the Penal Laws in 1792 opened the way 

for the church to develop again and the present church is based 

on Canons promulgated since that time. 

The RCC was originally constituted in 1876 and the constitution 

is drawn up by the Episcopal Synod (meeting of the bishops of the 

Church, Canon LI) and the Provincial Synod. The two synods were 

the organs of the church mainly concerned with liturgical. 

theological and canonical measures. (This has been revised since 

the study took place with the amalgamation of the Provincical 

Synod and the RCC). The main business body of the church is 

however the RCC and it is this 'body which will be discussed from 
now on. 

The SEC covers the whole of Scotland. There are about 70.000 

permanent members of the cburch organised into 338 congregations. 

These congregations fall into seven dioceses or regions each with 

its own bishop and diocesan organisatio~ The church is small 

enough to have (at least until the 1983 reorganisation) a 

representative from each congregation on the annual RCC meeting 

whicb bas a total of about 680 members. The membership is 

composed as shown in table 5.4.1 

The RCC meets every year in June to receive accounts and reports 

and transact bUsiness as it sees fit. The Council appoints a 

number of Boarda and committees to carry out its work and these 

include the Executive Committee. Joint Board, Board of Education, 
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Overseas Mission Board, Social Service Board and the business 

committee and their various sub-committees. The duties and 

membership of the main boards is given in table 5.4.2. 

Each Diocese has a Diocesan Council which is very similar in 

structure to the acc (see for example the Diocese of Glasgow and 

Galloway above, chapter 5.3). Apart from a few individuals, the 

acc is actually composed of the seven diocesan councils meeting 

together. For this reason the acc has very close links with the 

regional levels of the church and because of the lay 

representatives it has a close link with the congregations in the 

church, a feature not repeated in the other central organisations 

in the study, COS and MET. The membership of the acc also tends 

to be fairly stable for the same reasons as in GGO: a stable 

clerical element and only slowly changing lay representative 

element. 

The acc operates with a small central staff and this is 
supplemented by a number of additional part-time convenors and 

secretaries. As with the other churches there is a significant 

number of people who sit as honorary members of committees and 

boards, the,ir time being donated. 

Probably because the church is small, the duties of the various 

boards are not defined in any great detail and the boards have a 

great deal of discretion to set their own agenda. In terms of the 
work that they do, the main constraint appears to be the 

resources available to carry out their function and these are 

limited by the size of the church. The total contributions from 

congregations to the work of the acc waS about £100,000 in 1981, 

thougb this was supplemented by investment income of £500,000 and 

legacies and other donations of £170,000. These amounts do not 

include ~urther funds administered by the aCC. The total amount 

of money raised from congregations is allocated to boards by the 

Allocation Committee which also receiveS and adjusts the budgets 

of the Central Boards and fixes the total qUota and its sharing 

out to dioceses. 
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Table 5.4.1 Membership of the Representative Church Council 

1. The seven Diocesan Bishops. 
2. All instituted or licensed priests and deacons of the 

church (including most retired clergy). 
3. Trustees and officials of the council. 
4. Officers of Diocesan Councils and Diocesan Overseas 

Mission Boards. 
5. A Lay representative from each congregation. 
6. Additional representatives appointed by each Diocesan' 

Council. 

Table 5.4.2 Committees and Boards of the Representatiye Church Council 
~ Membership Functions and duties 

Executive 
Coamittee 

Joint Board 

Board of 
Education 

Overseas 
Mission 
Board 

Social 
Service 
Board 

Bishops, Diocesan Reps 
Convenors of Boards 

2 Bishops, Diocesan Reps 
7 RCC members, 
Convenors of Exec and 
Allocation Commit tee 

2 Bishops, 7 Diocesan 
reps, up to 3 others 
convenor. 

2 Bishops, 7 Diocesan 
reps, up to 3 others 
convenor. 

2 Bishops, 7 Diocesan 
reps, up to 3 others 
convenor. 
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Do anything which no other Board is 
entrusted with. Agenda for Council, 
Appeals from Boards. 

I.Stipend setting, Grants towards 
Minimum Stipend, Travel and Family 

allowances, Grants Funds and 
extraordinary repairs funds. 

2.Home Mission Fund, Sites and Buildings 
Fund, Capital Projects Fund, Home 
Mission Loans Fund. 

3.Aged and Infirm Clergy Fund. 
4.Widows and orphan's Supplementary 

Fund 

Education Authority of the church, 
Education and youth wor~ 

Support of Overseas Mission 

Wider issues of Social responsibility 
and church in industry 

Source: RCC Handbook 1978 
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Fund raising is therefore controlled centrally in the acc with no 

board raising funds directly from congregations, although 

contributions for Aged and Infirm Clergy and Widows and 

Dependents Funds are assessed on congregations on the basis of 

clergy stipend paid and not via the Quota System. The RCC also 

operates a Unit Trust Pool which is administered by the Executive 

Committee and receives deposits and investments from the RCC, the 

Diocese and congregations. 

We can see from table 5.4." that the work of the acc is very much 

geared towards serving the rest of the church as it is involved 

with matters of grants to local churches, setting of stipends and 

allowances and administering church funds. There is an outreach 

side to the work, particularly in the area of the Social Service 

Board and Overseas Mission Board, but this is less well developed 

than in the larger churches. This may be partly due to the 

limitation on resources mentioned above and partly due to the 

Church being a minority church in Scotland. This suggests that 

the primary concern of a church headquarters in the study is to 

provide services, eg legitimization, investment pools, government 

structure, to the constituent members of the church and only 

secondarily to provide services outside the church. This point is 

taken up again in section 5.~. 

Conclusion 

The acc is the national headquarters of a minority episcopal 

church of the anglican tradition in Scotland. It is small enough 

to have, at present, very wide representation at its annual 

Council meeting and thus wide involvement in its work. Ita main 

functions relate to providing services and a legal and 

constitutional framework for the church itself though there are a 

number of areas where the church i8 providing services outside 

its own membership. 
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The Diocese of Liverpool has no single constitution covering its 

many boards and committees. It is probably best described as "the 

regional authority of the Church of England in the area covered 

by its boundaries". The boundaries are defined as: 

"the County of Merseyside north of the Mersey, the West Derby 
Hundred of Lancashire (except the portion in the Diocese of 
Manchester) the ancient Parish of Wigan, now greater 
Manchest er, and that part of Cheshire north of the Mersey" 
(Church of England Yearbook 1981) 

The Diocese was founded in 1880 and has around 50,000 members on 

the electoral rolls of the parishes in the diocese (Yearbook, 

1981). In the diocese there are three hundred and sixty parishes 

organised into twelve deaneries (areaa) which in turn are 

organised into two Archdeaconries. The Diocese itself is one of 

43 dioceses (regions) of the Church of England. The Church of 

England has two provinces, Canterbury and York with Liverpool 

Diocese being one of the thirteen dioceses in the Province of 

York. 

The Diocese is basically an episcopal see, having a bishop, 

appointed by the crown, as the chief pastor in the Diocese. He 

has a number of ecclesiastical functions including confirmation 

of church members and ordination of clergy and he is an integral 

part of the ecclesiastical courts system of the Church of 

England. 

The main administrative and policymaking body of the Diocese is 

the Diocesan Synod which is composed of three separate houses 

meeting together: the Bishop, the House of Clergy and the House 

of Laity. This organisation echos that of the General Synod of 

the Church where there are three houses: of Bishops, of Clergy 

and of Laity. The composition of the houses of Clergy and Laity 

of the Diocesan Synod is shown in table 5.5.1. There are 250 

members of synod in total. The Bishop is president of the 

Diocesan Synod. The functions of the Synod are defined in broad 

terms by the Synodical Government Measure 1969 (No 2) and Cover 

the following areas: 
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To consider matters concerning the Church of England and to 
make provision for such matters in relation to the diocese and 
to consider and express their opinion on any other matters of 
religious or public interest. 

To advise the Bishop on any matters which he may communicate 
to the Synod. 

To consider and express their oplnlon on any matters referred 
to them by the General Synod and in particular to approve or 
disapprove provisions refered to them by the General Synod 
under Article 8 of the constitution (of the General Synod). 

Though these functions are for synod to carry out. the synod may 

delegate them to the Bishop's Council and the Standing Committee. 

bodies appointed directly by the synod. The Diocesan Synod is also 

able to delegate functions to the Deanery Synods and must keep 

the Deanery Synods informed. Deanery synods are the organisations 

which appoint members to the Diocesan synod. 

The Diocesan Synod appoints a number of committees and Boards to 

assist it in its duties but there are certain statutory Boards 

and committees which, though having members appointed by Synod, are 

vested with statutory duties not otherwise part of the duties of 

the Synod. Three of these committees are the Parsonages 

Committee. the Pastoral Committee and the Education Committee. 

The Repairs of Benefice Buildings Measure 1972 (No 2) provided 

for the setting up of a Parsonages Boards in each diocese in the 

Church of England. The duties assigned to a Parsonages Board may 

be carried out by the Diocesan Board of Finance and this is the 

. case in Liverpool Diocese where the Parsonages Committee is 

responsible for the duties. The Committee has a duty to see that 

parsonage buildings are inspected at least every five years and 

to arrange repairs on the houses, obtaining funds from the 

incumbents. the Diocesan Synod and any investmenta apecifically 

held. Reports and accounts from the Parsonages Committee are to 

be sent to the Diocesan Synod and the Church Commissioners (a 

Central Church body). 
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The Pastoral Committee was set up under the Pastoral Measure 1968 

(No 1) and is responsible for pastoral supervision in 

consultation with the Bishop, and it again reports to the 

Diocesan Synod. Similarly the Diocesan Education Committee was 

set up under the Diocesan Education Committees Measure 1955 which 

is concerned with promoting christian education in schools and 

colleges, particularly those run by the church. In Liverpool· 

Diocese there are a large number of church schools, both primary 

and secondary and so this Committee is important to the Diocese. 

The finances of the Diocese are managed by the Diocesan Board of 

Finance (DBF) which also has other duties in acting as custodian 

trustee for certain diocesan property. The DBF is a company 

limited by guarantee and was incorporated in 1883. Its Memorandum 

and Articles give wide powers to administer funds and property in 

the diocese and it acts as the 'banker' and provides accountancy 

services for all the diocesan boards and committees. 

Table 5.5.1 M:mg:rship of the Diocesan Synod of Liverpool 
House of Cl_~__ HOuse of Lalty 

Suffragen and Assistant Bishops 
Dean or Provost 
Archdeacons 
Proctors from the Diocese or any 
University to the Lower House of 
Convocation 

Chancellor (if a priest) 
Chairman of Diocesan Board of Finance 
(if a priest) 

Clergy elected by Deanery Synods 
Five other co-opted clergy 

Chancellor (if not a priest) 
Chairman of Diocesan Board of Finance 
(if not a priest) 

Members eleced ~ the Diocese to 
the house of Laity of the 
General Synod 

Any other member of the House of 
Laity of the General Synod chosen 

from lay members of religious 
communities in the Diocese 

Members elected by the Bouse of 
Laity of the Deanery Synod 

Five other co-opted laity 

Note that the Bishop may appoint a further ten members of Synod either 
cl ergy or laity 

Source: Synodical Goverlllnent Measure 1969 (No2) 
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The Church of Scotland is the largest church in Scotland and was 

established in reformation times. The part of the Church 

investigated was the headquarters operation in Edinburgh. The 

church covers the whole of Scotland and has associations 

worldwide. There are a total of 1829 congregations (1980 figures 

from 1982 Reports to General Assembly) or local churches. These 

congregations are grouped into 46 presbyteries (areaa) which in 

turn are grouped into 12 Synods (regioDa). The total membership 

roll is just over 900,000 with 47,900 elders and about 1,400 

ministers. 

The church'is administered loeally by either a kirk session or 

congregational board and at an area level by presbyteries. The 

key to understanding the church is in the presbyteries. Under 

Presbyterianism there is parity among all those who have been 

ordained to the ministry in the church. Anyone who presides at a 

meeting of the church is simply a 'primus inter pares' and is 

called a moderator. Further under presbyterianism there is a 

hierarchy or courts which range from the kirk session through the 

presbytery and synod to the General Assembly. Because of the 

parity principle this system cannot be equated with episcopacy as 

seen in the anglican or roman catholic traditions nor can it be 
equated with congregationalism where each congregation is 

independent. Through this hierarchy of courts '~here is a linking 

together of the various congregations in mutual cooperation as 

members o~ the same body" (Macdonald 1975) 

At Kirk session level the concern is with parochial affairs in 

which, as a rule, there is only a single minister but several 

ruling elders. At Presbytery level the court consists of a number 

of ministers inducted to parishes within the larger area of the 

presbytery together with a ruling elder representative of each 

parish in the presbytery. Certain other ministers may also be 

members of the presbytery and for each additional minister an 

elder is also elected to the presbytery so that there are an 

equal number of ministers and elders. The presbytery has a wide 

ranging set of duties including seeing "that the word of God is 

purely preached within its bounds, the sacraments rightly 
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administered and the discipline 'int ert eny it'" (Macdonald op cit 

p153) and also overseeing ministers. maintaining and enforcing 

laws concerned with worship. supervising examining and licensing 

students of divinity. delimiting of parishes and determination of 

appropriate figures for stipend and aid. 

The Synod includes all the members of presbyteries within its 

boundaries together with certain others. The primary functions of 

synod are to exercise general superintendance of the presbyteries 

in its area of jurisdiction and be an appeal court between 

Presbtery and General Assembly. / 

The General Assembly is the supreme court of the church and it is 

the accounts of this with which the study has been concerned. The 

General Assembly has a membership comprising ministers and ruling 

elders. Each year one minister for every four or part of four 

ministers on the complete roll of each Presbytery is elected a 

Commissioner with an equal number of ruling elders. Ministers 

must be members of presbyteries by which they are elected. Elders 

must be acting members of Kirk Session in the church. Clerks, 

procurator and law agent are also ex officii commissioners of the 

assembly and a number of others have the privilege to be 

corresponding members of assembly (with no vote). 

The General Assembly has two main duties: to receive reports from 

committees and to deal with matters brought from the inferior 

courts. The Assembly acts as supreme court of the church and 

legislates for the regulation of church affairs. As such it is 

the final policymaking body of the church though most of its work 

is carried out through its committees. 

The committees of the cburch are mainly tbose standing committees 

which are the administrative bodies of the church. These 

committees are grouped into seven departments each of which has a 

secretary and deputy. The committees carry out duties under acts 

and regulations of the General Assembly to which they report 

annually. From table 5.6.1 we can see that cOJllmittees have. on 

the whole. responsibilities for specific areaS of work and are as 

such fUBetioaal committees aad boards. The cOJllmittee structure 
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Table 5.6.1 Committees of the Church of Scotland General Assembly and their Departments 

Administration 
and General 
Interests 
Division 

1 General 
Administration 

2 Nomination of 
the Moderator 

3 Judicial 
Coomission 

4 Law. Property 
cases and 
Discipline 

5 General Trustees 
6 Nominations 
7 Oturch of 

Scot land Trust 
8 General Fund 
9 Stewardship and 

Budget 
10 Advisory Board 
11 <l1urch and 

Nation 

Church and 
Ministry 
Division 

Home Division 

15 Maintenance 23 Bane Board 
of Ministry 24 Advisory Board 

16 Unions and on Artistic 
Readjustments Questions 

17 Aged and Infirm 25 Deaconess Board 
Ministers 26 Iona Coomunity 

18 Probationers and 
transfer of 
Ministers 

19 Admission of 
Ministers of 
Other <l1urches 

20 Oxford Chaplaincy 
Consultancy Cttee 

21 Chaplains to HM 
Forces 

22 Trust ees of 
Ministers' War 
Memorial and 
Orphans' Fund 12 Panel on Doctrine 

13 Public Worship 
and Aids to 
Devotion 

14 Ad hoc Coomittees 

Social 
Responsibility 
Division 

27 Social 
Responsiblity 

Overseas 
Mission 
Division 

E'ducation 
Division 

Publicity and 
Publications 
Division . 

28 Overseas 30 Board of 36 Publicity 
Council Education .37 Publications 

29 Inter-church 31 Education 
Relations 32 Education for 

Source: 

the Ministry 
33 Board of 

St Colm's 
34 Parish Education 
35 University Boards 

of Nomination 

(') 

Cox Practice and Procedure in ~ 
the Church of Scotland, 1976 ~ 

ft) 
tot 

VI . 
0' 
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existing in 1981/2 is under review and the reconstruction of 

Boards has been taking place over the past three years. The 

comments which follow relate to the organisation prior to the 

reconstitution of boards and committees. 

The functional purpose of the boards and committees is laid down 

in regulations and acts of General Assembly and from a study of 

these it becomes evident that though there are clearly defined 

spheres of work. committees have much freedom to operate within 

their area of work. There is quite a lot of regulation laid down 

for certain regular and key decision areas in committees. 

Regulations cover particularly the areas of procedure for 
appointing ministers and deaconesses and procedures for regular 

grant decisions. We shall see later (chapter 13) that internal 

users of accounts perceive that there are few legal boundaries on 

the way they prepare accounts but we must be aware that there are 

a great number of regulations governing the disbursement of 

grants and these regulations may be constraints in a similar way 

to budgets. 

In commenting on the proposed new committee structure. the 

Assembly Council in its 1981 report to General Assembly (Assembly 

Report 1981) notes that boards may be either operating or 

servicing boards and it is useful to look at the pre
reorganisation boards and committees in this way. The operating 

Boards and committees are very largely concerned with 

implementing the objectives of the central church organisation eg 

overseas mis8ion is involved with the church overseas. support of 

personnel for work abroad and education of church members about 

its work; education is involved with religious education in 

schools. youth and adult education and education for the church's 

ministry. Each of these operating committees and boards operate 
under the guidance of the General Assembly and are also 

integrated into the rest of the church structure in'having their 

membership drawn from a wide area of the church. They are each 

responsible for overseeing their expenditure budget. planning and 
executing the work. 

Of the 'operating' departments the one which has the largest flow 
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of funds is the Church and Ministry Department. This is 

responsible for the payment of ministers' stipend, travel grants, 

widows, retirement and aged and infirm clergy funds and so on. It 

also' bas responsibilities in the areas of unions and 

readjustments of parishes, chaplains to H.M-Forces, admission of 

new ministers and transfer of, ministers. Basically this is a 

service function for congregations as it looks at terms and 

conditions of service for ministers and organises the payment of 

all ministers from a central fund, collecting specific 

contributions for this from congregations. Whilst many 

contributions pay the whole amount of stipend for their minister, 

there are a considerable number who do not and these are 

subsidised by additional contributions from the 'better off' 

congregations and from investment income. 

All the operating committees and boards have the support of the 

service committees, though this may not be optional. The service 

areas are available for the whole church rather than simply the 

headquarters. Three of these service areas are of particular 

interest to finance and accounting: Church of Scotland General 

Trustees (the 'Trustees'), Church of Scotland Trust (the 'Trust') 

and the Stewardship and Budget Committee (the 'S&B Cttee'). 

The Church of Scotland General Trustees was established as a 

corporation by the Church of Scotland (General Trustees) Order 

Confirmation Act 1921 and the Trustees have a number of functions 

relating to the holding of titles relating to Church of Scotland 

property, including local church property. They also administer 

the Central Fabric Fund from where grants are made to assist with 

repairs and maintenance of church property and they administer 

investments held under various pieces of legislation for the 

endowment of clergy stipends. They are thus a service department 

mainly for local churches but also for certain sections of the 
central church. 

The ChUrch of Scotland Trust is much more a service department to 
the Central church offering "simple and economical facilities for 

investment in the three funds it operates: (a)the General 
Investment Fund; (b)the Income Fund; and (c)the Deposit 
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Fund."(l982 General Assembly reports). Each fund is available to 

both committees and churches and is widely used by committees 

(see chapter 7). 

The Stewardship and Budget Committee is worthy of special 

mention. It was set up in 1960 in order to coordinate appeals to 

congregations for the work of the church. Its functions include 

publicity and education but of great interest to our purposes are 

its duty to prepare a draft Act each year "showing the details of 

the sums required by Committees, Associations and other bodies 

from congregational contributions for the ensuing year" and "to 

allocate the total budget as approved by the General Assembly 

amongst groups of congregations" (Cox 1976 p659). These two 

functions involve this committee in comparing the draft budgets 

of the spending committees with each other and also in matching 

this to anticipated revenue. This committee is therefore not just 

a service committee drawing up consoldidated budgets but also 

recommends allocation of the funds, a key role in any 

organisation. 

Central Church of Scotland committees have no overall 

coordinating committee except the General Assembly and so, even 

though there is a good deal of interrelationship between the 

various committees, there is no equivalent to a single board of 

directors in a company to coordinate day to day operations. 

Staffipg 

The Church of Scotland had a central staff at the end of 1981 of 

181 split into executive grades (43) and clerical grades (144). 

This clearly places the organisation at the large end of the 

group of organisations under study. As with the smaller 

organisations in the study there is extensive membership of 

committees which tends to comprise mostly honorary membera. At a 

very rough estimate there are about 1600 regular committee 

'places' and even if there are a large number of people taking up 

more than one 'place' this means that there are a considerable 

number of voluntary hours input into the management of the 

church. 
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Conclusion 

Though the Church is very much a centralised body, in practice 

its seven departments enjoy a considerable degree of autonomy, 

each answerable only to the General Assembly. In the past 23 

years the consolidation of fund raising for church work into the 

Mission and Se~ce Fund has meant that there has to be some 

degree of coordination between the various committees and boards 

and this may be extended in future by drawing up a consolidated 

budget to cover the present Mission and Service, Maintenance of 

the Ministry and General Administration Funds. 
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The Methodist Church as present constituted was formed in 1929 as 

a result of the union of the Wesleyan Methodist Church, Primitive 

Methodist Church and United Methodist Church. The church is a 

major denomination in the UK and has many overseas connections. 

The part of the church covered by this study is the Methodist 

Church in Great Britai~ At present there are approximately 7,990 

local Methodist churches in Great Britain and these are organised 

into 701 Circuits (area.) which are further grouped into 32 

Synods or Districts (regious). The overall governing body of the 

church is the Methodist Conf erence which meets annually in June. 

The accounts studied here are those relating to the Conference 

and its committees, the annual accounts being presented to the 

Conference in its Agenda. 

The membership of the Conference is made up of 288 Ministers and 

288 Laymen (defined as including women) and these are drawn from 
a number of groups in the church: 

I.President, vice president and past presidents and vice 
presidents and secretaries - approximately 13 members 

2.Conf erence Secretariat (elected by the previous Conf erence) 
- 7 Ministers 

3.Representatives of the seven Divisions and four other 
connexional Cie central) committees - 42 members 

4.Conference elected - 18 Ministers and 18 Laymen 

5.Representatives from eleven other autonomous Methodist 
Conferences and from Ireland - 34 members 

6.Chairmen of Districts - 32 Ministers 

7.Representatives from Districts to make up the balance to 
576 members 

Representatives from Districts are chosen annually by ballot and 

this means that there is a substantial turnover in the District 

representatives to conference with only a few representatives 

remaining members for more than two consecutive ye4rs. Against 
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this the Secretarial and Divisional representatives are a fairly 

stable part of the Conference and one third of the conference 

elect ed members are appointed each year. The Conf erence meets at 

a different location each year and is not confined to London. 

The Conference is the policy setting organ of the church but it 

does most of its work through seven divisions and a number of 

connexional (central church) committees and other bodies. Table 

5.7.1 gives a breakdown of the Divisional organisation with the 

major constituent committees and table 5.7.2 give a list of the 

major connexional committees with the main duties of those 

committees. In both of these tables the main accounting funds are 
noted for the committees. 

The divisional structure came into existence in 1974 in place of 
the departmental structure then in being. Each Division has a 

board appointed by the Conference and each board appoints a 

number of committees to assist it in carrying on the work of the 

Division. The Divisions vary considerably in size and staffing 

although comparative figures are not published on this in the 

Agenda or YearbooL Unlike the Church of Scotland Headquarters, 

the Divisions are not located in a single location. The Property 

Division is ,in Manchester, the Division of Education and Youth is 

at Muswell Hill in London, Overseas Division at Marylebone Road 

and the other four Divisions are located at Westminster. 

In addition to the Divisions are a number of connexional 

committees with specific tasks which do not clearly fall into a 

single division - functions of supervision, coordination, laws 

and conference operation. Included in table 5.7.2 along with 

these connexional committees is the National Childrens Home which 

has the status of a connexional committee. Divisional and 

Connexional committees have overall a considerable number of 

members who are not from the headquarters staff. 

The functions of the church may be conveniently divided into 

three specific areas: Joint Action, Administration and Services 

to Members and churches. Functions in each of these areas are 

carried on in each of the seven divisions as can be seen from the 

functions listed in table 5.7.1. However certain divisions have a 
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concentration of functions in one particular area eg Finance 

Division is very largely involved with administration ans 

services to member churches whereas joint action is the main 

concern of the Division of Social Responsibility. 

The Methodist Church, being a national church, has a wider range 

of activities than the regional churches and this is undoubtedly 

due not only to its national outlook but also to its ability as a 

national church to command sufficient local resources to produce 

an effective program. 
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Board 

Cormexional Advance Fund 
Archives and History Camri.ttee 

Divisioo of Ministries 

Property Division accts 
General Property FuId 
Coonex:i.onal Advance Fund 
Archives and HistOI.'Y 

Functioos: Praootioo and coordination of the whole progran of training for 
the church's variws fOllIlS of ministry - ministers, local 
preachers, deaconesses, adult organisations, individual mamers 

Board Ministries Account 
Candidates Board 
Candidates Fxanination Camd.ttee 
Ministerial Trai~ CamJittee 
Probationers <»ersight Ccmnittee 
Advisory Catmittee on Ministerial AppointJnBJts 
Camri..ttee for Deaconess Training 
Deacc;cess Appointnmts Advisory ettee 
Camri.ttee on authorisations to preside 

at the lord's Supper 
~ RetirEmSlt FIDi 
Concexional Contingency Fund 
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Board 

Central Ccmnittee of Methodist Banes 
for the lIged 

Division .')f Finance 

OOR. Account 
Methodist Relief Fund 
Fund for Ibuan Need 
War Id De.7elOI!lHtt Fund 
·World De7elopIelt Action Fund 
KIA Accounts 

Functions: Consold~icn ~f Budg~s, ~ideration of any subj ect bearing 
on Methodist FlllaDCe DOt W1thin the reaponsiblity of other 
divisions, advising Presidect's C'amcil <Xl appeals acc:ountaIlCy 
fc;r Re~ir~ Funds am any cor,m~ fuai if a~. Give 
flllaDCial alee, operate the Miss1CI1 aDd Service Fund Travel 
FIDi, u.l <hi.l.drai's Fum and ~ency Fund. t 

Board or General Ccmnittee Divisional Funds 
Camrn Cash 
Mission aDd Service 
Travel Fund 

Carmi.tt~ for Methodist Knisters' }oM Children' 8 Fund 
Olildrm's Fund 

o"erseas Division (~odist Missionary Society) 
Function3: Sharing in world mission; . de.rel.opnea: ~ relationships with 

O'lerseas churches; ed~lCXl of people l.Il worldwide implic:atioos 
of the Gospel.; SJCOUragmg pmple to take part in O'lerseas 
~ss~on, raising funds and sharing financial resources for world 
mSSlOn. 

Board (=Ctttral Camri.ttee) 
Pastoral Ccmni.ttee 

<Nerseas Mission Fund 
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Table 5.7.2 
Coumittees 

President's Council 
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Conn~xional Committ~e~ of the Meth9dist Church 
Speclflc DUties (addltlonat explanatlon) 
Funds 

None Supervise Divisions and Connexion, 
encourage liason between d~vi~ions, 
advise on priorities for M1SSlon and 
Service Fund, Advise on final appeals 

General Purposes Cttee General 
Purpose 
Fund 
None 

etc. . 
Advise on Candidates for the Mlnistry, 
Minimum allowance for Ministers, date of 
Conference, nominate budget committee 
Scrutinise the budget ana advise 
Conference 

Budget Committee 

Faith and ofder 
Law and Pollty 
Stationing 

Methodist Publishing 
House 

Editorial Committee 

Ecumenical ~enent 

National Children's 
Bane 

None 
None 
None 

MPH 

MPH 

All matters touching on faith and order 
Advise on laws of the Connexion 
Recommend placing of Ministers and 
probationers in circuits and other 
a-'ppointments • 
Production and distribution of books as 
conf erence desires, off ering services to 
connexion 
Responsible for theological and doctrinal 
content of all publications. 

Ecumenical Pranote ecumeDlcal (inter-church) action 
Cttee 
NCR ' Running the National Children's Home 

Building Schenes and None 
~~~~'tionwith other 

Agreeing on an CODJDenting on schenes for 
snared churches 

lODi 
~ttee for European 
Relations 

Suggestions & Memorials 
Cttee 

World Methodism Wld Meth Liason with World Methodist Council 
Brit Ctte 

CoIlllli.ttee for the New 
Room Bristol 

Central Finance Board 
Press 9ffice 
We9ley s Chapel 
, lCity Rd) Circuit 
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5.8 SUmmary of the organisations under study 

The preceding sections describe the churches studied in varying 

amounts of detail. It is clear that the style of church 

government varies between traditions but that in each church 

there is a single representative body which, at least in theory, 

acts as the central policymaking and administrative organ of the 

organisation, though its practical influence may vary as between 

regional organisations, subject to the overall policy of the 

central church and the central organisation. 

The membership of the representative body (AGM) ranges from 

around 200 in the case of Glasgow Diocese to over 1200 in the 

case of the Church of Scotland but this increase in membership of 

the AGM is not directly related to the membership of the 

organisation which ranges from 20,000 in Glasgow Diocese to 

900,000 in the Church of Scotland. Two of the central church 

bodies, COS and MET, have a ration of AGM representatives to 

members of approximately 1:750 whilst the regional bodies GGO and 

LPL have a ratio of approximately 1:100. The RCC has a ratio of 

about 1:100 but this is in the process of being changed for cost 

and efficiency reasons to about 1:400. 

The membership of the AGM basically determines the circulation of 

the annual accounts, except in the case of COS where not every 

person attending the Assembly collects the accounts and LPL where 

some additional church members receive accounts. The detailed 

accounts are therefore not distributed to all church members 

though anyone interested may easily obtain a copy. 

We have seen also that the membership of the Methodist Church 

Conference and Church of Scotland General Assembly tends to 

circulate with different individuals attending from year to year 

as representatives from districts and presbyteries. This is in 

sharp contrast to the Scottish Episcopal Church (ceo and RCC) and 

the Diocese of Liverpool where members seem to attend for a 

number of years. This means the MET and COS AGMs have a more 

fluid representative membership and though this may encourage 

more people to be involved with church government in the long run 

it may ailo mean that there are additional learning times for new 
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members each year. 

These additional learning times may result in le88 active 

participation by the representative membership than would be the 

case where there is a more continuous membership. In the 

particular area of financial information this may lead to less 

'user criticism' of accounting reports due to lack of familiarity 

and may lead to a longer term stability in the.form of the 

accounts so that individuals attending the AGM say every three or 

four years are not faced with completely different accounts. 

The AGMs in the regional organisations in the study are mainly 

concerned with decisions of policy for that region of the church, 

but as both the regional organisations having AGMs are of the 

Anglican tradition they do have a considerable amount of 

autonomy, unlike regions in say the Church of Scotland. The 

membership of these regional AGMs is less fluid than the central 
organisation and the discussions tend to be more directly 

relevant to the local church. Agendas and reports are smaller and 

less formally produced and the range of work carried out is 

smaller. 

Previous analysis has shown that the functions of all the 

churches in the study can be conveniently grouped into two major 

areas: action intended to have an effect outside the church and 

action intended to have an effect inside the church. Action with 

effects outside the church would be where the church is acting 

together to produce some service or effect for 'outsiders". 

Examples of such action by the church would be mission work, 

particularly in the area of overseas mission; social work; 

assisting with overseas development; seeking to influence opinion 

eg on abortion, drinking or nuclear weapons; running special home8 

and hostels for the underprivileged in society and so on. 

Action intended to have an effect inside the church is however 

probably the largest part of the work of the organisations in 

this study. It is convenient to divide up this area of action 

into four groups: 

1. Education, training and selection of ministers and other 

workers to serve the church. Educational training is on 
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the whole done centrally but selection and on the job 

training is carried out in regional as well as central 

organisations. One very important function of all the 

organisations is to regularise the legitimisation of 

ministers and this may be done at a regional level eg by 

licensing of clergy in a diocese or at central level in 

the Methodist church. 

2.Education and publicity services for the individual church 

members in the organisation. These services may be both 

education for the benefit of members, eg bible study and 

educational materials, or it may be information about the 

services and work of the church eg describing the church's 

position on particular issues of the time or of course it 

may be a combination of both of these eg information about 

overseas mission which is intended to inform and educate. 

3.Central services for the church. particularly in relation 

to investments eg RCC Unit Trust Pool, Methodist Central 

Finance Board, and in relation to the holding of property 

where a regional or central chur.ch authority may act as 

custodian or managing trustee for land buildings and 

investments. The Episcopal churches also provide the 

specific services of a bishop for confirmation and 

pastoral care of ministers in a region. 

4. Assistance grants. In all the churches in the study there 

were one or more areas where the church regional or 

central headquarters provided grant assistance to local 

churches and possibly also workers and members in 

particular financial problems. Usually the grants are in 

two areas: assistance with the payment of clergy or 

ministerl' Itipends and aSliltance with building 

maint enance. The funds to provide these grants may come 

from three sources: endowment income; gifts. grants and 

donationl and contributions from local churchel. These 

grants are then very largely a form of redistribution of 

resources in the church from the more wealthy to the less , 

wealthy parts. 

Though these two groups of functionl are carried out to a greater 
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of lesser extent by all churches, it seems as if the actions 

out.ide the church are much more associated with the larger 

church organisations. Perhaps ~his indicates that the primary 

role of the central church organisation is to provide services 

for the local church work and that the work affecting those 

outside the church takes place centrally as a second development. 

Other perspectives would place these various functions of the 

churches into different categories and perhaps the most 

interesting of these is that related to whether an NPO is service 

providing or grant providing. We can see from the above analysis 

that the church has functions falling into both these categories 

with grants and services being provided intended to have an 

effect both inside and outside the church. 

We have also seen that the organisation of the churches is broken 

down into smaller boards and committees for administrative 
purposes and though these groupings do not completely follow the 

functional pattern described above, they are quite similar to 

that description. Table 5.8.1 lists the major boards and 

committees of the five churches for comparison purposes and 

demonstrates the close similarity of functions in all the 

churches in the study, though the extent of work carried on by 

the various organisations varies very largely due to the 
resources availabl e. 

It is clear that the churches are structured in a way which gives 

a great deal of say in the day to day running of the church to 

church members, although the number of church members taking part 

in running a large organisation must be somewhat limited. This is 

a contrast to PSOs organised as companies where ownership of the 

organisation may be widely spread and have only a marginal 

influence on the'daily affairs of the company. 

The five churches each have a long history as organisations and 

as such have a great deal of stability. There is evidence in 

these brief descriptions that the churches are not unchanging, 

especially in the area of organisation of activities. All the 

five cases have had some reorganisation in the last 25 years and 
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Table 5.8.1 The Main Boards and Committees of the Churches 

r&Q 
Standing 
Committee 

Joint Board 

F4ucation 
Board 

RCC 
Executive 
Caumittee 

Joint Board 

Education 
Board 

LPL COS MEr 
Diocesan Board Ad;"inistation Finance Divn 
of Finance & Gen Interest froperty Divn 

Pastoral Cttee Home Dept 

Board of 
Education 

F4ucation 
Department 

Home Mission 

Divn of Eductn 
& Youth 

Overseas Miss Overseas Miss ** 1 Overseas Miss Overseas 
Department Division Board Board 

Social Service Social Service Board of Miss Socl Responsi- Division of Soc 
Board Board & Socl Respon bility Dept Responsibility 

**2 **2 Board of Church and 
Ministry Ministry Dept 

** ** ** Publicity and 
Publications 

Bishopric Inc ** ** ** 
and Residence 

Note 1. The Overseas Mission in the Church of England is . 
traditionally carried out by independent missionary 
societies. 

Divn of 
Ministries 

Methodist Publ-
ishing House 

** 

2. The 'Ministry' function in the RCC and GGO is carried out 
by the Joint Boards 
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are still changing in response to changing environments. However 

the churches are slow to change, particularly if matters of 

religious dogma and church law are concerned. 

Finally a comment needs to be made on the comparison of churches 

with PSOs. We have noted above the differences in membership 

participation. Other very clear differences from PSOs are in the 

objectives. We have shown that in churches the main objectives 

are service and grant providing together with a key legitimizing 

and identification function. This compares with a profit or 

shareholder wealth maximization orientation in PSOs. 

Tbe organisation structures are also different in that PSOs 

generally have a narrow hierarchical structure whilst churches 

have a much broader based structure, though still hierarchical. 

This difference arises from two aspects of churches: the many 

broad objectives of churches and the broad base of membership, 

each of which give rise to many interest groups in the church 

under a COmmon structure. 

The final difference between PSOs and churches is that members of 

churches are not beneficial owners but act in a trusteeship role. 

They may of course get some personal satisfaction or utility from 

the church but the results of managing the church in a 

trusteeship way are different from managing an organisation to 

obtain direct financial rewards for oneself. From this evidence 

we must conclude that churches do have a number of significant 

diff erence8 from PSOs. 
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Chapter 6 Introduction and Descriptiye Framework 

In this section of the empirical work we will see a brief 

description of the accounts of the five churches. The section 

comprises three chapters: this first chapter establishing a 

framework for describing the accounts. the next chapter (7) 

applying this framework in turn to the five sets of accounts in 

the study and the final chapter 8 drawing some conclusions about 

the accounts. The section shows that although the five 

organisations under study are similar in function, their accounts 

are v~ry varied in structure, organisation and content. 

6.1 Introduction 

In the preliminary study made of church organisations (see 

chapter 5) it became clear that only a few of these organisations 

produced formal monthly or quarterly accounts. Accordingly the 

major accounting document produced in these organisations is the 
annual accounting report. As a necessary prelude to the 

discussion to follow on the uses made of accounts in the churches 

under study, this section will describe and analyse the annual 

accounts of the five cases under study. Although the study is 

basically descriptive in nature, this first chapter of the 

section will be devoted to developing a framework necessary for a 

systematic description of the accounting reports. 

6.2 A descriptive framework 

Though it would be possible to simply describe each of the five 

sets of accounts under study in turn, it would be helpful to have 

a broad framework to guide the analysis. The analysis of accounts 

is a common subject in the accounting literature in the profit 

seeking sector of the economy though it is not nearly ao common 

in the non-profit sector. In the profit seeking sector there a 

number of specialist works on the area (eg Lev, Foster) and there 

are sections on accounts analysis in many standard texts. 

Unfortunately, though there is an element of description in each 

of these texts, they are best classified as applied literature, 

developing analytical techniques, based on specific well 

formulated accounting models, for specific uses eg ascertainment 

of solvency, prediction of bankrupcy, forecast of profitability. 
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These texts begin by assuming a particular model of organisation 

(profit seeking company) and a related accounting model (profit 

and loss account, balance sheet etc) which as we have seen may 

not be applicabl e to NPOs. 

One research area which has a large element of descriptive 

content is that concerned with the analysis of disclosure in 

accounts. Though this research involves quite a detailed analysis 

of the content of accounts, it too begins with assumptions about 

the underlying structure of the accounting reports and the 

organisation concerned and then looks at disclosure of 

information in organisations with these common patterns. In the 

research concerned with disclosure eg Buzby (1974) McNally, Eng 

and Hasseldine (1982), research has proceeded by first 

identifying " •• it ems of types of financial and non-financial 

information which might appear in an annual report" (Buzby 1974). 

This information may then be used .in a number of ways to score 

the 'disclosure' of particular firms (eg Cert 1961, Firth 1979). 

Despite the large element of description in each of these studies 

it is clear that the method is one which first assumes a common 

organisational pattern and structure of accounting statements 

then identifies items actually or potentially disclosed which are 

then used to construct a disclosure index or to compare with a 

predetermined disclosure pattern. The stance of this research 

then suffers from similar problems to the applied research 

described above. 

More descriptive studies include the Survey of Published accounts 

publiShed annually by the ICAEW (the Survey) and similar studies 

in the USA and Canada. The structure of the Survey is changing 

slightly from year to year but in general it isolates particular 

aspects of accounting practice (for example as identified by 

SSAPs and company law) and identifies how the accounts included 

in the sample deal with these particular aspects. The survey is 

based on certain assumptions: that the companies under study 

will all be subject to company law and that they will be profit 

seeking concerns and such description as there is again assumes a 

common underlying model. 
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In the non profit literature there are only isolated examples of 

studies of accounts (eg Bryan (1980), Traub (1977), Burrows 

(1980). Bird and Morgan-Jones (1981». Traub's study of the 

accounts of foundations is to a large extent descriptive. 

identifying for 198 annual reports the cash or accrual basis. 

capitalisation of fixed assets. basis of valuation of 

iuveatment8. extent of fund accounting etc. The items 

specifically identified for study were however developed very 

largely from a study of the differences between NPO and PSO 

accounts or from research based on these differences. As a result 

Traub's research is conditioned by standards of accounting used 

in the PSO sector and has a bias (albeit unconscious) in favour 

of the PSO approach to NPO accounting. 

Bird and Morgan-Jones study of Charity accounts is also a 

descriptive study and identifies a number of specific areas of 
problems in NPO accounts. There is for example a description of 

the names of statements used in accounts and discussion of fund 

accounting, fixed assets and depreciation etc. Within the study 

there are however many comparisons with the standards of 

accounting expected in company accounts (and which might apply by 

law to any charity registered under the Companies Acts). These 

comparisons suggest implicitly that PSO standards are applicable 

to NPOs and this implies a tacit acceptance that the underlying 

PSO accounting model applies to NPOs. 

It is not suggested that either of these approaches is inherently 

wrong but merely that they may fail to identify the underlying 

raison d'etre for a particular practice in NPOs. It is proposed 

to try to avoid a PSO bias in describing accounts and to try to 

describe accounts in their own context, ie the NPO environment. 

In summary, the literature on accounts analysis tends to be of 

three distinct kinds: applied analysis which seeks to use 

accounts for particular purposes such as profit forecasts; 

normative analysis which seeks to measure how accounts compare 

with particular normative standards such as SSAPs, Company Law 

etc. and disclosure research which attempts to identify the 

patterns of disclosure in accounts and explain the reasons for 
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differences between organisations. Much of the literature makes 

implicit assumptions that the form and aims of the organisations 

are profit oriented and/or that the accounting model employed is 

or chould be closely related to that developed for the profit 

seeking sector of the economy. 

As we have shown in earlier chapters. there is at least a measure 

of doubt as to whether the use of these assumptions is justified 

in the NPO sector and so we will attempt to describe the accounts 

of NPOs in as general a way as possible. We cannot hope to do 

this in a completely value free way but if we try to develop a 

general framework for the descriptive analysis this should assist 

us in identifying our underlying values. 

We must begin at some point and so will do so with one basic 

assumption: that accounts are documents intended as 

communications. Under this assumption we shall define an 

accounting report as aDJ ataieaent or group of state.ents which 

ia prepared to coaauDicate accounting iaforaatioD about the 

fiDaDci.l affaira of aD orgaDia.tio~ 

6.3 A framework for analysing NPO accounts 

Starting from the assumption that accounting reports are 

communications about the financial affairs of an organisation it 

is possible to identlfy four major steps needed in the analysis 

of any accounting report. These are: to define and describe the 

report itself (its component parts. boundaries. structure etc); 

to put the report into context as part of the organisation; to 

identify its implicit or explicit purposes and to see what the 

report communicates. These steps are necessary for us to describe 

and analyse a preexisting financial report and are not intended 

as a prescription for developing a particular accounting report 

for specific purposes such as that suggested in Bird (1975). 

1. Define and describe the report itself 

There are at least five distinct parts to defining and describing 

the report: identify the boundaries of the report; identify its 

component parts; identify the function of each part of the 

report; identify how the component parts relate to each other and 
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finally describe the contents of the report. Though each of these' 

parts is described separately it should be recognised that they 

need not necessarily be pursued as chronological steps but are 

likely to be part of an overall iterative approach. 

a) Identify the boundaries of the financial statement. 

This will enable us to identify what is included and 

excluded from the financial report. In profit-seeking 

organisations this is normally considered to be the Corporate 

or Financial Report including statements in both accounting 

symbOls and prose text which describe a broader context and 

give comment. In non-profit organisations however the annual 

statement about financial matters may consist of accounting 

statements only or be part of a document containing AGM 

agenda, accounting statements and reports. 

b) Identify the component parts of the report 

In analysing any form of communication we must accept that 

each type of communication is prepared using a set of common 

symbols and structures. In an accounting report a number of 

different accoulltiq statements are used to convey accounting 

information in the same way that for exampfe architects use a 

series of drawings and scientists, mathematical formulae. 

Accounting statements may be seen as a way of displaying 

information which is obtained from an accounting record 

keeping system. Practically, one or more accounting statements 

may be prepared together with such other explanatory 

information as is called for by recipients or felt necessary 

by preparers. As accounting statements in NPOs display 

information in a structure which is similar (and perhaps in 

the limit common) to profit seeking organisations we define 

below some general terms which (hopefully) carry few values 

specific either to the profit seeking or the NPO field and 

which will be used with these meanings through the rest of 

this chapt ere 

The terms defined are Accouatiq Report meaning the whole set 

of accounting statements published together. the Accouatiaa 

Stat.a.llt meanillg an illdividual statement whiCh addre88es one 
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general aspect of the accounting informatio~ and which will 

usually be based on a theoretical model; the Stateaeat Ileaeat 

which refers to a logical grouping of information within the 

accounting statement and the Iu.ciiyiciual Liu.e which refers to a 

single piece of consolidated information. The relationship 

between these terms is shown schematically in figure 6.1. 

All these terms imply an information view of accounting. 

Figure 6.1 Definitiop of the Accoupting Report 

Accounting Report 

Accounting Statement 
------------------

Element 

Line 
Line 
Line 

Element 

Line 
Line 
Line 

---------------------------------

Accounting Statement 
1--------------------------------
J Element 
I -------
J 
I 
J 
I 

Line 
Line 
Line 

Element 
I ------
I 
I. 
J 

Line 
Line 
Line 

1--------------------------------1 _______________________________________________________________________ ~ 

An example of this analysis of an accounting report is where 

an organisation accounting report contains five atateaeata: a 

balance sheet, a profit and loss account, a flow of funds 

statement, an audit report and a director's report. The 

balance sheet will contain eleaeata such as owners equity, 

long term liabilities. fixed assets. current assets and 

creditors and the fixed asset element will contain linea such 

as buildings at cost, building depreciation, motor vehicles 

etc each of which is a single consolidatio~ 

Each 'level' of these terms represents a different level of 

consolidation of the basic information from the accounting 

system and although in this analysis the terms only allow for 

four levels it should be recognised that a very large number 

of reporting levels is possible. through to reporting the 

elementary entries in the books of account. 
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Now we have these terms defined. even though rather loosely. 

we need to note that there are a number of assumptions 

underlying this type of structure. Among the most important of 

these are: 

i) the significant items in accounting statements are numbers 
representing money values of transactions at particular 

points in time. 

ii) That each transaction has attributes other than money 

values and these attributes include its purpose, direction 

and nature. 

iii)That when values of individual transactions are added 

together with other transaction values having a common 

attribute then the sum ought to be produce a message 

meaningful to producers and receivers of the accounts. 

iv) That each line in a statement element is a summary of a 

number of individual transaction values grouped together 

on the basis of particular transaction attributes. This 

grouping is likely to be SUbjective as even.exactly 

similar transactions with exactly similar money values 

take place at marginally different times and so are in 

that sense not exact ly the same. 

v) Elements in a statement contain lines having some common 

attributes but sufficient differences in line attributes 
to retain the breakdown between lines. 

vi) Likewise elements in an accounting statement have 

sufficient common criteria to be included in a statement 

but sufficient sifferences to retain them as separate 

elements. 

It is possible to classify each individual symbol as being a 

constituent part of the total fund statement but this is 

unlikely to be helpful if the individual symbol is unable to 

convey any meaning to a recipient. 

The component parts of the report will be identified either as 

stat ement el ements or lines. The main emphasis w ill be to 

identify separate statements but as we shall see. what appears 

to bea statement may in fact be the breakdown of a line of 

another statement. This then leads us on to the next part of 
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the analysis: 

c) Identify the function of each component of the report 

In discovering the function of the identified components we 

must reco"gnise that the components of accounting statements 

have at least five key aspects: a time dimension, a 

measurement focus, a measurement basis, a level of 

consolidation and a relationship to other statements. 

In terms of the time dimension there are statements which 

relate to a particular point in time (eg balance sheets), 

statements relating to one or more particular periods of time 

(eg flow of funds statements and operating statements) and 

statements which have no specific time dimension (eg notes on 

accounting policies). 

Components of accounting reports mayor may not have a 

measurement focus which is the particular object which the 

statement is seeking to measure. It may be profit, 

shareholder's equity, value added etc. The component may not 

have a measurement focus (such as a list of directors) but it 

is more likely that a measurement focus will be implied in the 

component eg a breakdown of office expenses will have a focus 

determined by the component where office expense occurs as 

part of an accounting statement. Note that the measurement 

focus may be independent of other aspects of the component 

such as its time dimension and level of consolidatio~ 

Measurement basis relates to the way in which the component is 

calculated and there are a number of different posaible baaes. 

The meaaurement basis may be a direct result of the object 

being measured eg purchase cost of an asset would normally 

have a measurement basis of price paid. It may however be 

possible to have a number of different bases for each 

measurment focus so that for example a fund balance may 

reflect merely cash, cash plus net current assets, cash plus 

other net assets etc. 
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Levels of consolidation refer to the extent to which 

individual transactions are consolidated. An accounting 

statement consisting of simply five elements eg a balance 

sheet with fixed assets, current assets, current liablities, 

long term liabilities and owner's equity would be at a high 

level of consolidation whereas one where individual fixed 

assets were detailed would be at a low level of consolidation. 

The final aspect of the component is its relationship to other 

statements. There may be at least seven relationships of one 

statement to another: independent. movement. explanation. 

breakdown, allocation. comment or a restatement. An 

independent statement may defined as being able to exist on 

its own without the existence of other statements (an example 

would be a Balance Sheet). All other statements ,would normally 

be related to either an independent statement or to one or 
more other statements. 

A Koveaent statement would explain a change in some 

measurement eg fund balance. between two points in time eg a 

receipts and payments account would explain the movement of a 

cash fund balance between two balance sheet dates. An 

explanation statement would give background information on one 

or more statements and might well include details of 

accounting measurement principles used or notes to explain a 

particular transaction. A statement which gives details of the 

items which are included in a particular line of another 

statement (eg a list of fixed assets included in a fixed 

assets line) would be a breakdown statement. 

An allocation stat ement is one which includes details of total 

income or expenditure allocated to a number of other 

statements. Examples of this type or statement are the 

allocation of administration expenses betwee n cost centres. A 

coaaent stat2ment is one which gives an opinion or a commentary 

on one or more statements in the accounting report and finally 

the restatement is simply a statement which restates a piece 

of intormation included elsewhere.Figure 6.2 gives some 

examples of these relationships. 
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We see from the literature (Herzlinger and Sherman 1981) that 

inter-relationships between accounts may be more complex than 

this as there may be inter-linking between several different 

statements where transfers between funds are present. These 

transfers are quite common in the accounts under study and are a 

separate interlinking from allocations type statements. It may be 

necessary to identify such interfund transfers separately in 

order to understand the structure of the accounting report and 

this is discussed further in the COS analysis below. 

Some examples of types of statements Figure 6.2 

Irdepc:n:leqt !bienS 

Balance 1& E Acct 

Sheet P & L Acct 

FuOOsnQi 

&Planation Breakdown Cgmplt Restat81lEllt Allocatioo 

Notes to kImin EXps Audit Report Fund Balance kImin EXpense 

Accowts FixEd Assets RestatBD8lt Allocation 

Incane Allocaticn 

Some statements may be encountered which combine two or more 

characteristics eg Breakdown and Movement statements and Receipts 

and Payments account. Such statements would be identified as 

combined statements. 

2. Identify the context and 'ROrent purpose of the accounting report 

The accounting report's context may not be obvious from the 

report itself but it is important to try to discover this if we 

are to understand why a particular report is prepared as it is. 

The report may be set in the context of either other documents 

with which it is published or in relation to the overall reason 

for its publication eg Companies Acts, AGM, Constitution etc. 

There may be an indication from the formal report as to its 

context eg a glossy brochure may indicate a publicity aim whereaS 

a duplicated report may indicate a 'members only' report. 

Frequency and place of publication and availability may a180 be 

important contextual matters which help to throw light on the 

target audience of the report. 

Although the purposes of preparing accounting reports may appear 

obvious, particularly to those used to company financial reports, 

we would not nevertheless assume that it is obvious when moving 
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into a new situation. At a very simple level we have seen from 

our basic study of church organisations that few churches 

actually provide regular management accounts, indicating that 

perhaps annual accounts may in fact fulfil the need for internal 

accounting reports as well as the 'external' need. 

We have seen also in the communications literature that at a 

psychological level accounts as communications may be important 

in maintaining the balance of the organisation and become signals 

(eg that all is well) or symbols (that the relationship between 

members and executive is stable). The problem in these cases of 

purpose is to identify actual purpose and we are not going to be 

able to do this easily. Though the behavioural reasons may be 

difficult to identify we should at least be able to identify the 

more obvious purposes of the accounts and will try to use the 

context of the accounting reports and knowledge about individual 

organisations to identify this. 

3. Identify what information the report might convey 

Information economics defines information as that data which 

alters the perceptions of recipients. In seeking to understand 

what information accounting reports may convey to recipients we 

therefore need to identify what user perceptions the accounts may 

alter. There are so many possible perceptions that it is 

difficult to identify more than a few but it is useful to suggest 

a number of areas where user perception might be altered: 

1. Perceptions about the structure of the organisation. The 

accounting reports may convey information about how an entity 

is organised structurally by their content, structure and 

inter-relationships. This may help users understand the 

practical as opposed to the constitutional organisation of 

the church. The structure of accounting reports may be 

slightly artificial especially when fund accounts are not 

structurally related. 

2. Details of the constraints under which an organisation 

operates. In the NPO environment this might particularly 

relate to the limitation of designated and restricted funds 

but would also include the extent of available reserveS and 

the commitment of the organisaion to maintenance of certain 
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activities. 

3. Details of actual work done by the organisation during a 

period. This may mean seeing how income is expended or how 

expenditure is funded. Once again this may be difficult to 

discover in the NPO environment where fund accounts fragment 

operational expenditure or in the commercial sector where 

aggregation and consolidation removes detail of operation. 

4. Comparative information about finances compared with plans eg 

budget/actual comparison, or with previous years. 

5. In the Non-Profit environment particularly, information about 

efficiency, effectiveness and economy (the 3 ~s). Efficiency 

is measurement of service output against input, effectiveness 

is a measure of changes induced by service output and economy 

is judgement about the cost of a given input. Whether this 

information is available depends on the type of organisation 

and operations undertake~ 

6. Details of the state of finances of an organisation at a 

point in time and thus the resources which are under the 

control of the management of the organisation. 

7. Details of how the management of an organisation has dealt 

with the resources of the organisation during the past 

period. This is the 'bare' stewardship idea of the accounting 
literature: showing how the money received has been spent. 

These areas do not completely exhaust the possible information 

but they give some general indication of the data accounts might 

be expected to yield. Whether this data actually becomes 

information is not at issue. In the sections which follow it is 

not proposed to impose a search procedure to identify whether 

each of the above areaa ia available in the accounting report in 

question but such a rigorous approach might well be used for 

future research. In this study we are seeking the range of 

information which accounts make available rather than the extent 

to which individual accounts make a given set of information 

readily available. 

6.4 Copclusions 

In this chapter we have developed a frame~ork for describing 
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accounting reports of an organisation. The framework is general 

in approach and could be applied to accounting reports of all 

organisations. The framework has however been described largely 

in terms of the non-profit context because this is the situation 

to which it will be applied in this study. 

The descriptive framework is comprised of three parts: the 

description of the report itself, identifying the context and 

purpose of the report and identifying the information that the 

report may convey. The first of these four separate parts is the 

one involving the most mechanical analysis whilst the latter two 

parts involve much more intuitive deduction and value judgement. 

In the next chapter we go on to describe the accounting reports 

of the five churches. The description of the reports and their 

elements will comprise most of the discussion so as to keep value 

judgements to a minimum. 
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7.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the accounting reports of the five 

churches included in the study. The descriptive framework 

developed in the previous chapter is used to guide discussion but 

analysis proceeds in an iterative rather than a sequential 

pattern. Overall conclusions about and discussion of the 

descriptions are given in chapter 8 and not at the end of this 

chapter. 

Five sets of accounts were studied, one for each case study. All 

the accounts studied were 1981 accounts having year ends within 

the latter half of the 1981 calender year. The actual year end 

dates are shown as part of table 7.1.1. 

The periods which these accounts covered are the first set of 

boundaries which need to be reported. In all cases virtually all 

balance sheets contained information as to balances at the 

beginning and end of the calender year covered and movement 

accounts contained movements for those inclusive dates and the 

previous equivalent year (except where this was the first year of 

operation). None of the accounts contained information about 

years prior to 1980. The RCC and the LPL did include budgets for 

the following year however. In the case of the RCC these budgets 

were more detailed than the audited accounts whilst in LPL the 

budget was in exactly the same form as the current year's income 

and expenditure account. 

The accounts of each church were presented in a slightly 

different form. Accounts for GGO and COS were in the form of a 

separate booklet containing merely accounting information. In 

these cases it was relatively straightforward to identify these 

statements as the accounting reports with one slight reservation 

that in GGO the congregational contributions were regarded as 

part of the accounts but for technical reasons these were printed 

at the end of the reports to Council. This is not regarded as a 

Significant problem as both reports were distributed at the same 

time. Establishing the extent of the accounts was therefore 

slightly. different in each case. 
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Table 7.1.1 Descri~tion of accounts for the ~hle... S§ses under studl 

Asoect ceo RCC LPL COS MEl' 

Document Name Accounts AonualReport Report and Abstract of Agenda 
Accounts Accounts 

Total Pages 15 77 38 52 415 
Pages of Accounts 15 20 24 52 90 
Form of Accounting 

Report Separate Booklet Part of Annual Part of Annual Separate Booklet Parts of Annual 

.... (plus part of Rept) Report Report Report 
~ Form of Printing Duplicated Printed Offset Printed Printed 
~ Approx. No of 

Copies 250 750 500 1000 600 
Number of Sections 

217 * of Accounts 19 14 28 165 
Year Fnd Date 30.11.81 31.12.81 31.12.81 Mainly 31.12.81 30.8.81 
~udgetB lncludecU No Yes - detailed Yes - SUlllIlary No No 
'IYt>gs of Statement 
Independent 1 3 4 17 35 
bement 14 4 11 66 77 
Comment 3 2 7 26 
Breakdown 3 4 9 4 40 
Explanation 1 2 2 7 31 
B.estatenent 59 
Allocation 5 n 
(Joint Bdown/MVt) 8 ::r 

III 
~ 

* Note. Individual notes are here counted as separate statements 
.... 
m 

as in most cases they are equivalent to separate tot 

statements in other churches. ...... . .... 
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LPL acCOltts are included in a separ~e booklet which contains 

both the accoonts and reports of the Boards. Here the accowting 

reports were regarded as being exclusive of the reports which 

colbioed mainly lDracCWllt~ information. The RCC accounts are 

included as appEDiices to the Report of the Elcecutive Com:nittee 

with additiooal schedules at the eod of the Report. For the 

purposes of this sectioo. the appeo:li.ces ml schedules are 

regaIded as the accoonts, there is some summary accowt~ 

infaration included in the OOlMlCcowting reports. 

'!'be MEr accounts are spreed throusJ;lout the Agalda for the 

M«hodist {burch Conference am are to be fOtDi at the er¥l of 

each relevant committee rEtX>rt in the accoonts. The' acCWllting 

report here has beEn regarded as the tocal of all the accoltts in 

the Ageoda which ClNer sane 2a.t of the pages in the Ageoda. Some 

additional financial information is given in the prose sectioos 

to the report Wt this has beED ignored in this analysis. Table 

7J.l gives some of this information in taWlar form together 

with other information used belOit. In summary thm the boumaries 

of the aCCOlllting reports are fairly easy to detemintexcept in 

the case of the HEr where accounts are spread throusJ;lout the 

whole of the ageoda. 

Ceq. apd Structure of kCO!.llts 

In chatter 6 it was indicated that the process of descri~ioo 

must be iterative rather than S81uElltial and so in each of the 

five sets of acCWDts descri.be:i in this sectioo we shall 

establish far each idElltified canpoDeDt &tatems the name of 

each statem., its time dimension, its measuremEDt focus aDd 

basis, its level of coosolidatioo and its relationahip to other 

statem.s. In do~ this we shall be able to ascertain COltEDt 

and structure together. It wUI be cowem.EIlt to proceed with one 

set of aCCOUDts at a time and summarise the COl'lClusiOll8 at the 

end of the IeCtion. 

Tables in each of the follOli~ secti.cns give the breakdown of 

the canJX)llEllt parts of the accOlilting report for each ~ 

Note that in the tables the components are arranged in an order 

which higblights the structure of the accounts rather than the 
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ceder in which the canpo1lEllts appear in the accomtiDg reports. 

Note also that the components givEil in these tables are not 

equivaleDt to those in the reading questicn asked of recipieDts 

in the cpestioooaire because if they had bem thEil the questioos 

(Xl reading would have become too lq to answer. 
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7.2 Accounts of the Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway 

7.2.1 Description of the accounting reports 

The components of the GGO accounts are given in table 7.2.1. We 

can see from this table that there is in this report a single 

independent statement called a balance sheet. This statement 

includes individual fund balances on the 'liabilities' side of 

the balance sheet and details of the assets held on the 'assets' 

side. To this statement are linked 13 movement statements, each 

explaining the balances on one of the fund accounts in the 

balance sheet and two breakdown stat ement s which break down the 

investments in the balance sheet and relate them to the funds 

they represent. 

Balance Sheet 

The balance sheet is repeated here as exhibit 7.2.1. It has no 

single measurement focus but instead has a number of different 

focii: the individual fund balances. It is possible to define 

this statement either as having mUltiple focii, one focus for 

each fund balance, or as having a single measurement focus of 

'All Funds' held. The former definition is preferred because on 

closer inspection the balance sheet is found to contain a large 

number of 'mini-balance sheets' within its structure as it is 

possible to relate exactly the assets held for nearly every fund. 

An example of this is that the Dunderdale Trust fund balance is 

£64,930.83 and the investments held for the Dunderda1e Trust are 

£64,930.83. Not every item ties up exactly in this way but 

sufficiePt do to enable us to view the balance sheet as an 

aggregated balance sheet. We shall see this again in other 

accounts. 1 

Defining the measurement focus as being 'fund balances' hides the 

fact that the fu~d balances may not all have the same measurement 

basis. The GGO balance sheet displays each of the fund types 

defined in the CICA (1980) study ie: plant funds. endowment 

funds, designated funds, undesignated or general funds and 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Bere the term 'aggregated' is used as opposed to 'consolidated'. By 

aggregated is meant including composite parts whereas consolidated 
would imply adding together similar parts, particularly on the assets 
side of the balance ,heet. This is discussed further in chapter 8. 
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Table 7.2J. Breakdown of the various statemeD:S making up the Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway Accounts 

No 1st Nane of Stat:ment Status Link !ten Link ~urBlBl~ ~Emelt 
.r Page Focus Basis 

1 0 Summry of Diocesan Recurrent Funds MNenent 0 PaymBlts/ NeA MIt 
2 1 Notes the the Accounts &planation 0 
3 2 Balance Sheet Iulepeo:lern: 0 

17 12 Assets held for Trust and 
FniowmSlt FUnds . Breakdown 3 Assets Cost Cost 

18 13 Assets held for Re.rolving Funds Breakdam 3 Assets Cost Q)st 
4 4 Diocesan General Fund HweneD: .. 3 Fund Fund Balance NCA MIt 
5 5 Cl ergy StipeDi Fum MJve:nent 3 Fund Fllt1d Bahnee NeA MIt 
6 5 lbne Mission E\md Hwe:nSlt 3 Fund Fund Balance NeA MIt 
7 6 Diocesan EKpenses E\m:l MJvenent 3 Fund FUDd Balance NeA MIt 
8 6 Diocesan Bursary Fund Hl\TeneD: 3 Fund Fund Balance NCA MIt 

9 7 Bishopric Incane Fund MNenSlt 3 Fund FUDd Balance NeA MIt 

10 7 Bishopric Residence Fund Hl\TeneD: 3 Fund Fund Balante NCA Mrt 
11 8 Hnergency Repairs Fum MJvenem: 3 Fund Fund Bal.mte NeA MIt 
12 8 Diocesan Cllaplain's Fund ~bveneIi: 3 Fund Fund Bal'IDee NeA MIt 
13 9 Diocesan Social Worker's Fund MNenem: 3 Fund E'ur¥i Bal.~e NCA M 
14 9 sites ani Qu.trch Extension Fund HwenSlt 3 Fund Fund BaLmc.e NC!\ Mrt 
15 10 Diocesan Loans Fum MJvenent 3 Fund Fund Balante NeA MIt 
16 11 Retired Clergy Residences Fund fuveneIi: 3 Fund Ftmd Bal3D.te NCA MIt 

19 0 Q)ngregational Contributions 
to Funds Breakdown Varioos Receipts Cash Receipts 
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2.000.00 
2,000.00 

1,621.49 .. 

566.78 
954.65 

8).67 3.226.59 

4R,241.76 
64,930.8) 
19,527.46 
)8.082.45 
2.255.,56 
5,914.85 
1.00).4Z 179 ,9.56 .38 

30,267.86 

3.543.62 
4.1.98.00 
5,558.62 
5,8)2.~ 
1,6,9.77 
),135.88 
2,120.75 
4.623.93 

?Q'i·Z4 31,7)8.35 

~2,524.91 
2~. J!!:0.4J 77.865.)4 

76;923.79 
2;500.00 
9,956.55 

- 89.380.)4 

-
1.827.07 

15,('$8.08 13. :71. 01 

429. 'i12.94 

DIOCESE OF GLASGO'.r AND CALLOWAY 

I 
FUNIE HELD 

AT 10th NOVDlBrn 1981 

FUNIS INVFSTED IN FIXED ASSETS 
General Fund 
Bishopric Residency Fund 
Car Capital Account 

E}!DC7t/MENT FUUm 

Held as Trustee 

Lamlngton Chapel 
Craig Bequest for Cartcosh 
Gartcosh Congregational Capital 
Kerr Bequest for Gretna 

1,621.49 
566.78 
972.42 

8}.6Z 
* Held far Restricted or Designated purposes 

The Gordon Fund 59,141.40 
Dunderdale Trust Fund 64,930.83 
Brereton Memorial Fund 19.527.46 
Margaret Wilson Trust )8.082.45 
Balfour Browne Legacy 2,255 • .56 
Blshopric Income Fund 5,914.85 
Bishopric Residence Fund 1.00).47 

Held for Unrestricted PurPoses 

General Fund 

REVENUE BALANCES 

Bishopric Income Fund 
Bishopric Resldence Fund 
Clergy Stipend Fund 
Emergency Repaixs Fund 
Diocesan Expenses Fund 
B.urs~Fund 
Diocesan Chaplains Fund 
Diocesan Social Workers Fund 
General Fund 

REVOLVING FUNIS 
Retired Clergy Residences Fund 
Diocesan Loans Fund 

RESrnVES 

Sites ~~d Church Extension Fund 
Stipend Augmentation Grants Reserve 
Car Replacement Reserve 
Partners in Mlssion &Lambeth Reserve 

OTHER FUNIE HELD AS TRUSTEE 

Bishop Goldie Memorial Fund 
Christ Church • 
St.James· Bishopbriggs 

5,784.92 
5,610.85 
7,818.64 
7,237.96 
2.931.47 
4.827.19 
4,275.97 
2.807.67 

225.67 

2).705.20 
59.024.82 

44.275.18 
2,500.00 
1.337.43 
5.500.00 

8,527.97 
1.792.00 

(1,617.4Q ) 
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3.244.36 

190,856. 02 

30,267. 86 

41,520.)4 

82,7)0.0 .. 

53,612.61 

8,682.48 

41Z, rn'i.61 

C~apter 7.2 

• AT '3 fJI1{ NOVDtB9. 1981 

2.000.0a 
8,621.30 
1,700.00 

21,)t9.47 
5,000.00 

11 ,242.60 

1,621.49· 
566.78 
954.65 
8J.6? 

48,027. 12 
64,9)0.8) 
19,)27.46 
)8,082.45 
2,255.56 
5,914.85 
1.00).41 

15,500.00 

12,)21.30 

11,501.17 

------
2),82?47 

179,741.74 

4,000.00 19,500.00 

5,453·75 

81'1)1.e9~ 

51.421.94 

17,892. 50 lC1~,478.1J 

9,500.00 
230.00 

DIOCESE OF GLASGOW AND GALLOWAY 

ASSET3 HELD 

AT JOth NO'IEMBER 1981 

FIXED ASSEl'S 

Pro~ertles (at Cost or Valuation) 

14, Clevedon Crescent (Bishop) 2,000.00 
45, Oakfield Avenue 8,621.30 
111,Earlbank Avenue 1,700,00 
46. Drymen Road (new Bishop's Hs~) 59,750.00 
173. St. Vincent Street -
5, St. Vincent Place -
43. Oakf1eld Avenue -

Vehicles 

Diocesan Cars 

Office EouiPment 

Diocesan Office 

TOTAL FIXED ASSE'TS 

LOAllS 

Diocesan Loans Fund 
Retired Clergy Residences FWld 
Cathedral (45. Oakfield Avenue) 

·INVESTMENTS 

Spec1fic to Trustee Endo~ent Funds 

Lam1ngtm Chapel 
Craig Bequest for Gartcosh 
C&rtcosh Congregational Capital 
Kerr,Bequest for Gretna 

... -' ._ ... 

27.620.00 
15.000.00 
14A08.60 

,.: 

1.621.49 
)66.78 

81.67 

Spec1fic to Restr1cted or DeSignated 
EndoWlllent Funds 

The Gordan FWld 
Dunderdale Trust 
Brereton Memorial FWld . '. 
Kar~aret Wilson Trust 
Balfour Browne Legacy 
Bishopric Inco~e Fund 
Bishopr1c Residence Fund 

Specific to Revolving Funds 

Diocesan Loans Fund 
Retirea Clergy Residences Fund 

Held for Unspecified Funds 

Various Funds (see notes) 

BANK BALAtiCES AND DEPOS rr ACCOUNTS 

National Savings Bank 
Bank Deposit Accounts 
Bank Resources Account 
Current Accounts 

DEBTOP.S LE3S CREDr.'ORS 
Removal to St. Vincent Place 
R.C.C. for Irvine 
Port Clasgow 

56.250.91 
64,930.8) .. 
19.527.46 

.. 38.082.45 
2;255.56 
5,914.85 
1,001.47 0

• 

!_ .•• -. 

15,500.00 
4,000.00 

6,271.70 
2,871.08 

17.000.00 
4,?46.'i9 

7,571.94 
8,000.00 
1,222.00 

-,;~. 

72,071.)0 
..' .. 

19,518.32. 

4.61J.60 

96,203·~2. 

57,028.60 

2,271.94. 

19,500.00 

26,421.94 

30,889.), 

9,730.00 les8 Irvine re stipend (28.91) 16, 7~5. ('! 

~q.532.94 
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custodian trustee funds. The assets which represent each of these 

funds reflect a measurement basis of that fund so that assets 

representing the (expended) plant funds relate to the cost (or 

valuation) of the asset on acquisition of those assets whilst 

assets representing endowment funds repres~t the cost of 
acquiring investments. As it happens both these measurements are 

in terms of the the original cost of the assets, but had the 
plant fund measured depreciated values of assets this would have 

meant that the balance sheet would have contained a mixture of 

measurement bases. The fixed assets shown in the balance sheet 

are not depreciated and th~ fixed assets are charged in full 
against a fund balance on purchas~ 

A final interesting feature of the balance sheet is that, on the 

face of the balance sheet, assets related to each individual fund 

are not identified except in general terms (eg 'x fund 

investments'). Detailed breakdowns of the assets under each 

heading are however given in the breakdown statements. 

Fund Summary 

This is the only set of accounts that tries to produce any sort 

of overall summary of movements on funds, though even here it 

takes the form of a memorandum stat ement. This summary, shown here 

as exhibit 7.2.2, brings together equivalent elements or lines of 

most of the fund accounts of the organisation and sums these to 

arrive at an overall 'funds flow' position. 

Though a 'total funds' figure is produced it is not clear from 

the statement whether this represents a summation of restricted 

fund balances or of designated funds or both. If the former were 

the case then the summation would not necessarily be meaningful 

as the balances would not be transferable and the total would be 

a jumble of such balances. 

Fund Accounts 
J 

Though there are thirteen separate fund accounts, each related to 

individual fund (lines) in the balance sheet, it is clear that 

th~re is considerable interlinking of funds. Interfund transfers 

in either 1981 or the previous year are evident from the General 

Fund to the Bursary Fund, Diocesan Chaplains Fund, Emergency 
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i . SUMMARY OF DIOCESAN REQI,IRRENT FUNIS 

. For the Year Ended 30th November 1981 
-

DI OOEE AN BISHOmIC BISHOmIC ~GY HOME MISS Glmv:mAL EMEItGENCY BURSARY CHAPLAIN SOCIAL . TCYl'AL 

EXPENSES INCOME RESIDENCE STIPENIS FUND FUND REPAms FUND FUND WORKER 

RECEIPI'S 

Quotas 8,477.50 6,926.14 2,308.71 8,691.00 - 8,338.50 - - - - 34.741.85 
R.C.C. Grants - - - 22,550.00 7,430.00 - - 350.00 65.00 2,500.00 32,895.00 
Endowment Income - 1,069.07 42.48 - 4,193.01 22,082.60 4,803.97 - - - 32,191.13 
Other Interest 46.71 926.18 - - - 9r018.84 - - - - 9,991.73 
Donations 1,293.47 - - . - - 1,347. -00 - 381.32 200.00 3,000.00 6,221.79 
Inter-fund Tfrs - - ~~~. - 6,519.37 - 1,500.00 5,000.00 4.000.00 .. 17,019.37 -
Other Receipts - - 3.06 - - - - - 2,763.90 - 2,766.96 . -

Tor AL RECEIPrS 9,817.68 8,921.39 2,3.54·35 31,241. 00 18,142.38 40,'786 .94- 6,303.97 5,731.32 7.028.90 5,500.00 135,827.83 

PAYMENTS 

Expenses 8,073.98 6,409.11 1,151.08 2,454.00 6,163.01 1,720.00 1,577.05 4,d+0.01 4,873.68 7.316.26 43.678.18 
Grants to Congs - - - 26,526.98 11,979.37 - 3,321. 00 - - - 41,827·35 -
Office charges ,542.00 270.98 90·32 - - 7,117.64 - - - - 8,020.94 
To other Funds - - - - - 27,019·37 - - - - 27,019.37 

. To Reserves - - - - - 5,500.00 - - - - 5.500.00 

TOTAL PAYMENTS 8,515.98 6,680.09 1,241.40 28,980.98 18.142.38 41.357.01 41.898.05 4, d+O. 01 4,873.68 7,316.26 126, d+5 •. 84 -. 
Increase in funds 1,301.70 2,241.30 1,112.85 2,260.02 - (570.07 1,405.92 1,691.31 2,155.22 (1,816.26 9,781.99 

'Funds at 1/12/81 1,629.77~ 3,543.62 4,498.00 5,558.62 - "195.74 5,832.~ 3,135.88 2,120.75 4,623.93 31.738.35 
Funds at 30/11/81 2,931•471 5,784.92 5,610.85 7,818.64- - 2:~5.67 7,237.96 4,827.19 4,275.97 2,807.67 41,520.34 
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Repairs Fund and Home Mission Fund and from various funds to the 

General Fund on account of office expenses. This set of transfers 

complicates the understanding of the accounts, though these items 

are clearly shown in the fund summary. There is no clear note to 

describe why these transfers have taken place except in the case 

of office expenses. 

The individual fund accounts are quite detailed with individual 

items giving a reasonably comprehensive picture of the nature of 

payments. As far as identifying the function of the payments 

there is little mention of this within the statements except that 

several of the funds tnemselves eg Bishopric Residence Fund 

relate to a specific functional area. Funds are not entirely 

singular-function though as can be seen from an examination of 

the contents of the Expenses Fund which contains details of 

committee expenses, bishOp's office expenses and Diocesan 

publications amongst other items. 

The headings of the fund accounts give no clue as to the 

measurement basis of the statements. The notes to the accounts 

establish that the accounts are prepared on a receipts and 

payments basis and the element headings within each fund 

(Receipts and Payments in most funds) indicate that it is 

receipts and payments that are being summarised. The measurement 

focus of each individual fund statement is on the final fund 

balance but each stat ement summarises the period movement on the 

fund. An example of this is shown in exhibit 7.2.3. 

Audit Report 

These accounts are audited after they have been submitted to the 

AGH (Diocesan Council). The accounts are therefore presented to 

the AGM unaudited and this is why they appear here without an 

audit report. The audit report presented later does not conform 

to the standard 'company' form of report in that it does not 

express an opinion on the 'true and fair view' of the accounts 

but merely states that the accounts are in accordance with the 
books of account and that the auditor has seen evidence of the 

assets in the balance sheet. The lack of a 'true and fair' part 

of the report has not received comment from any members of 

Councilor comadttees. 
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Exhibit 7.2.3 A Fund account from annual accountS of the 
Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway 

1979/80 

7,567.63 
21.628.00 

CLERGY STIPOO FUND 
For the year ended 30th November 1981 

lECEIPTS 

Quotas from congregations 
l.C.C.Block Grant 

less GRANTS 
Refund of EXcess R.C.C.Grant 1980 3,500.00 

8,691.00 
26.050.00 

15,958.77 Augmentation to congregations 20,240.98 
8,809.82 Travelling allowances 6,286.00 

780.00 Diocesan Chaplain 
2.118.00 27.666.59 Diocesan Students' Chaplain 

1,529.04 NIIT INCRFASE IN FUND FOR YEAR 
4.029.58 BALANCE OF FUND AT 1st DECEMBER 1980 
5.558.62 BALANCE OF FUND AT 30th NOVatiER 1981 

2.454.00 32.480.98 
2,260.02 
5.558.62 
7.818.64 

Note that £5,000 has been returned to the l.C.C. 
since 30th November 1981 being surplus to requirements. 

7.2.2 Context and Purpose of the accounting report 

Although presented as a separate document the annual accounts 

form part of the annual reports to the Council (AGM) of the 

Diocese and as such are a report on what has happened financially 

during the past year to members of the Council. There is usually 

little comment on the accounts at the Council where their various 

sections are presented under the relevant committee reports. The 

context of the accounting report suggests therefore that the 

financial accounts are a stewardShip document merely listing the 

items of receipts and payments of the various funds during the 

- year. 

There is little obvious decision use made of the accounts 

by the Council and due to the system of members giving first to 

local churches and local church quotas not being shown in full in 

the accounts, it seems unlikely that the accounts could be of use 

to local churches or individuals in establishing their giving 

patterns. We ahall see later in chapter 16 however that because 

these are the ~ accounts produced during the year, they may be 
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used for control purposes in the routine management of the 

Diocese. 

7.2.3 Information Contept of the report 
there is a very large amount of detail in these accounts as can 

be seen from the balance sheet and fund accounts. this detail 

gives. a great deal of information about what the Diocese is 

doing, merely by virtue of donations it is making, people it is 

employing and help it is giving in the form of loans, grants etc. 

this work of the diocese is fairly static from year to year but 

changes do occur and where there are special events these tend to 

be shown separately in the accounts and not included with general 

items. 

One area where there is a great deal of detail is in the balance 

sheet where funds are reported individually rather than being 

combined together. this is the case for both designated and 

restricted funds and this in itself may convey information as it 

allows readers at a glance to see what monies are available for 

use. the fund accounts also give detail about how money has been 

spent, though there is only comparison available with one prior 

year's figures. Lack of any budget detail means that it is not 

possible for a reader to use the accounts for compliance of 

spending though the presence of last years figures does allow for 

comparison with previous years. 

though the accounts are prepared on a receipts and payments (R & 

p) basis there are probably few differences from a full accruals 

baais except for the absence of depreciatio~ In fact in the 

places where the R & P basis is a significant departure from full 

accruals basis (eg exhibit 7.2.3) there is a note to explain the 

difference. Whilst in theory therefore the accounts could not be 

relied on to give a full' cost of operations' in practice the 

figures are approximat ely correct. The use of 'receipts' rather 

than 'income' however means that there may be some departure from 

the full accrual concept matching income to ',cost of operations'. 

the accounts do not conform to the structure"of the diocesan 

organisation except that Bishopric Income and Residence accounts 

are the responsibility of a lingle committee. If anything the 
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accounts confuse the reader about the structure of the church as 

several committees may have responsibility for certain funds. 

Finally it was suggested in Chapter 6 that perhaps these accounts 

might identify the constraints under which the organisation 

operates. The GGO accounts do not obviously identify constraints 

though the fund accounting tends to suggest that there are 

specific sources of funds for certain areas of work. 
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7.3 Representative Church Council Accounts 

7.3.1 Description of the structure and content of accoupts 

The accounts of the acc are contained in the annual report of the 

Council, commonly called the 'Blue Book'. The formal accounts are 

contained in seven appendices to the report of the Executive 

Committee and cover seven pages of the Blue Book. In addition to 

the formal accounts are breakdowns of the detailed contributions 

of congregations to the central funds, statements which also 

contain other information about a congregations income, 

membership, diocesan contributions and stipend paid. These 

breakdowns have been regarded as part of the accounts though they 

are separate from the formal accounts taking up thirteen pages 

near to the end of the Blue Book. 

The breakdown of the statements in the 1981 RCC accounts is given 

in table 7.3.1 and this reflects the structure of the accounts. 

It can be seen that there are three independent statements: 

balance sheets for the Province, the Unit Trust Pool and Scan 

(the church's newspaper). There are one or two movement 

statements connected to each independent one. In the case of the 

Pension Fund, Unit Trust Pool and Scan, the movement statement 

represents a single 'fund entity' but in the case of the 

Provincial Revenue account the statement is a summary of three 

funds: General, Specified and Loans (see exhibit 7.3.1). 

Additional explanations and breakdown statements present include 

a summary of the Unit Trust dividends over an 11 year period and 

a series of statements which give contributions to central funds 

broken down by both diocese (region) and individual congregation. 

These latter statements give details of congregational 

statistics: numbers of members, income and payment. for clergy 

stipend and diocesan quota (see exhibit 7.3.2)~ 

The statements in the accounts contain little detail, except in 

that administrative expenses and congregational contributions are 

broken down quite extensively. In the ca.e of the Provinical 

Revenue account this lack of detail results in only 13 expense 

items and four income items, a considerable difference from other 

churche •• 
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APPENDIX I 
Representative Church Council 

Provincial Revenue Acconnt for the Year to 
31st December, 1981 

Receipts: 1981 
Investment income including interest on loans £547.558 
Provincial quota (cash) ... . .. . .. 103.704 
Administration charges recovered ... ... 30.839 
Other items-donations. etc .... '" ... 85,322' 

I £767.423 ' 
I Payments: 

Clergy Stipend Fund inc. family allowances £110.338 

i 
I 

I , 
I 

Suppy. Pension Fund. widows and dependants 
Home Missions •.. ... ... . .. 
Grants to congregations ... ... ... 
Capital projects grants ... ... '" 
Education ... .,. . .. ... . .. 
Theological College (net) ... '" ... 
Overseas Missions .. , ... . .. ... 
Social Service ... ... ... . .. . .. 
Miscellaneous grants .•. ... ... 
Administration-see analysis ... '" 
Annual Meeting and Report ... ... . .. 
Other items ... ... . .. ... . .. 

Net receipts ... ... ... ., . . .. 
Legacies ... ... ." ... ... . .. 
Net additions to Funds ... ... .. . . .. 
Consisting of: 

Provincial Board Funds-increase ... '" 
Specified Funds-increase ... ... ... 
Loans Funds-increase ... ... ... 

Pension Fnod 
Receipts: 

Investment Income ... ... . .. 
Legacies and Donatio;;;, etc. ... ... 
Assessments ... ... ... '" ... 

Payments: 
Pensions 
Administration '~~pen;~~ (inci~ding £'5.871 t~ 

R.C.C.) ... ... . .. 

.. . ' , 

... ... 

Increase 

64.389 
45.938 
35.100 
25.000 
24.369 . 
57.981 
44,510 
19.737 
31.567 

117,307 
1.980 

53.444 

£631,660 

£135,763 
89,086 

£224,849 

£170,436 
3,344 

51.069 

£224,849 

£167,660 
36,912 
24,854 

£229,426 

£119,901 

6,377 

£126.278 

£103,148 

1980 
£473.505 

79.816 
31.023 
68,276 

£652.620 

£106.093 
55.935 
45.681 
33.500 
17.000 
23.500 
37,690 
57.077 
14,603 
17.804 
93,484 

3.078 . 
39,890 

£545,335 

£107,285 
26.591 

£133,876 

I 
£105,976 

I 2,883 
25,017 I 

I 

£133,876 

£147,876 
3,613 

23.106 

£174,595 

£64,783 

8.059 --
£72.842 

£101.753 
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APPENDIX D 
. . RepresentatiYe Chnrch Council 

Pro 
• ProVlDcial BaJa.oc:e Sheet as at 31st December 1981 

TlDclaI Board Fnodsi ' 
Balance at 1st January 1981 1981 1980 

£2.592.331 
105.976 

Increase for year' ...... £2.698.307 
... ... ... ... 170.436 

Specified Funds: 
Balance at 1st January, 1981 
Increase for year '" 

Housing Fund and 'Loans Funds: 
Balance at 1st January. 1981 
Increase for year (See Note (2» 

P~OD Food: . 
Balance at 1st January, 1981 
Increase for year . . .. 

Rep~nted by: 
He~table properties at book value 
Hentable Bond '" •.. ::: 

£2.868.743 

£159,363 
3.344 

£162.707 

£380.491 
51,069 

£431.560 

£2,698.307 I 
£156,480 I 

2.883 

£159.363 

£355,474 
25.017 

£380,491 

£987.119 £88'.366 
103.148 101.753 

£1.090.267 £987.119 I 
£4.553.277 £4.225.280 

£338.313 £300.781 
(21.986) (21.986) 

Investments at cost <Market value £5.355.313- £316.327 £278.795 
1~80 ~.346.887) ... ... '" . I 

Depcslts With RCC Unit Trust Pool .. 3.106.679 2.833.629 
Loans- ... '" 372.326 408.626 I 

~~~~ ~~:~Uion ~~ Ge~~ral F~ds ::: I 27.768/1 27.7681 
__ 94....:..44~2. 92.007/ 

sundry debtors '" .• 122.210 ·---";1~19;':':.7~7;J5 
Cash and bank balances' •.. ... ... 256.348 144,207 

'" ... ... 403.802 472.970 

Liabilities- £4.577.692 £4.258.002' 

Sundry creditors (24.415) (32.722) 

£4.553.277 £4.22'.280 

Aaditon' Report 
W~ have audited the foregoing Balance Sheet in accordanc 'th 

audIting standards. e WI approved 

In .our. opinion the Balance Sheet. which has been re I 
the hlstonc~l cost convention. presents fairly the state of ~~d 'r~r 
Re~~sentatlve Church Council at 31st ~mber. 1981 ':Irs 0 e 
addition to funds for the year ended on that date. • d the net 

Frlinh"r'!h. "fi~\'~hR l~gUNG McCLELLANDCbMOORES &: CO .• 
. . artered Accountants. 
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The Balance Sheet (see exhibit 7.3.1) consists of assets for four 

funds and is an accumulated balance sheet in that all the assets 

belonging to the four funds are not separately identified to 

those funds. It is noted in the accounts that there are donations 

and covenants of approximately £88,000 received and disbursed but 

not included in the accounts. This is an indication that these 

accounts do not contain a report of all the trustee funds which 

are in the control of the RCC. It is also not clear whether all 

the property which is owned is also included. 

The Provincial Revenue Account and Pension Fund accounts give 

only the most general impression of the activities of the church 

and it is necessary to turn to the budgets in order to discover 

anything about the work of the various committees listed in the 

Revenue account. The Scan revenue account on the other hand gives 

much more detail of the operation of the newspaper. The Unit 

Trust Pool Income and Expenditure Account is brief but it is 
difficult to see what other details could usefully be reported. 

The Audit report for the Provincial accounts indicates that the 

accounts "present fairly the state of affairs". This departure 

from the "true and fair" declaration of company accounts 

probably indicates that the accounts have not been prepared in 

accordance with SSAPs. The audit reports for the Unit Trust Pool 

and Scan are in the normal company form. 

7.3.2 Context and Purpose of the Accounts 

The Blue Book in which the accounts are found in a series of 

reports which are presented to the annual Council meeting, one 

report for each of the central boards and committees reporting to 

Council. The reports are quite short in comparison with some of 

the other churches and contain a mixture of information about 

committee membership and meetings held, financial information 

reported in a prose type manner (especially legacies and 

donations), decisions and recommendations of committees and 

information about the work that the committee/board has been 

concerned with in the year. For the Joint Board, Theological 

College, Board of Education, Overseas Mission Board and Social 

Service Board, each of which are the operational boards of the 
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No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 

VII. DIOCESE OF ST. ANDREWS, DUNKELD AND DUNBLANE 

Perth-Cathedral .. . . .. 
Aberdour ... '" .. . 
Aberfoyle .,. '" .. . 
Alloa ... ... '" ..• 
Alytb ... ... ... ... 
Aucbterarder ... .. . . .. 
Ballintuim .. . ... . .. 
Blairaowrie .. . ... . .. 
Bridle of Allan ... .. . 
Bumtisland ... ... .. . 
Callander ... '" .. . 
Comrie... ... '" .. . 
Coupar Anps ... '" .. . 
Crielf ... ... '" .. . 
Cupar, Fife ... ... .. . 
Dollar... .., '" .. . 
Doune... ... '" .. . 
Dunblane ... '" .. . 
Dunfermline ... ... . .. 
Dunkeld witb Bimam ... .. . 
Elie ... ... ... .. . 
Forfar ... .., '" .. . 
Glamis Private Cbapel .. . 
Glenalmond Trinity Collette ... 
Glenrotbes ." ... .., 
Inverkeitbing . . . ... .. . 
Killin ... ... ... ... 
Kilmaveonaig .. , '" .. , 
Kinlbom __'" '" .. . 
Klulocb Rannodl ... .. . 
Kinross ........ . 
Kirkcaldy ... ... .. . 
Kirriemuir . . . '" .. , 
Ladybank .. , ... .. . 
Leven ... ... ... .. . 
Locbeambead ... ... .., 
LocbRelly ... '" .. . 
Mutbill ........ . 
Ne"burab ... ... .. . 
Newport ........ . 
Pertb-St. lobn's '" .. . 
Pitlocbry ........ . 
Pitten"eem .. . ... .. . 
Rosytb ........ . 
St. Andrew-. 

AU Saints' ... . .. 
St. Andrew's ... . .. 

Stanley... ... ... 
Strntbtay aDd Aberfeldy 
Tayport... ... '" 
Sums not recelnd 

tbrouRb Congrecntlold 

1981 
1980 

500 
63 

; 230 
380 
76 
iJ 

40 
, 86 

326 
150 
106 
83 
80 

28t 
259 
248 
120 
400 
263 

61 
65 

400 
13 

500 
310 
92 
37 
63 
31 
47 

150 
463 
245 

10 
180 

9 
100 
40 
SO 

170 
750 
169 
65 

100 

325 
611 

22 
46 
42 

AIDo"Cubed 
bJ Co.pe.-lio. 
lor .u ob;eeh, 
aduinol 

Gr.a FroID Coo- Ta.a1 laeo.e 
1------� lR~da. 01 Rec.o. or C., •• ' 

aad Local Prien-i.- Slipn. 
Ortll • ...,. Soureu ebaree 

c •• Ir" 
F ..... 
Co.· 

trib •••• 

01._. 
F ..... 
C_ 

Iriba',. 

1'1., 

---I--~--I-----~--~!I--~--~---~---I--~--I-~--I---~-----
£ £ £ £ £ £ £ 

2S0 
40 

147 
190 
66 
94 
26 
66 

160 
103 
46 
65 
66 

205 
196 
130 
70 

202 
237 

57 
55 

235 
12 
90 

130 
52 
22 
42 
19 
37 

120 
247 
210 

10 
140 

7 
50 
37 
20 

109 
345 
124 
55 
SO 

200 
339 

19 
32 
22 

3169 12,407. 3788 4908 461i2 738 419 
23 2126 756 - -- -'0- 60 34 

1644 6900 3600 6197 - 776 440 
915 4669 441 -- , ' 490 209 

1890 2752 1686 -- 260 148 
4248 4929 4908 4908 -- SSO 332 

3789 
46 

362 
711 

3586 
905 

1885 
350 
675 

1392 
1104 
1095 
1004 
1260 
2001 

1668 

103 
80 
21 

471 
858 
456 

1446 
52 

352 
42 

2974 
1689 

8 
2504 
3096 
788 
189 

3114 
2545 

366 
4847 

269 

1624 
8684 
3291 
2860 
2212 
4139 
7638 
9375 
6278 
2312 

13,711 
10.640 

5840 
2488 

12,173 

4276 

848 
809 

1263 
618 

6003 
11.124 

9852 
509 

7191 
211 

4813 
2116 

432 
5831 

13.710 
9745 
2803 

10,148 
16.436 

492 
4456 
1088 

1686 
4141 
1947 
960 

1460 
1884 
2309 
5148 

326 
1636 
6044 
4971 
2454 
1078 
5158 

3528 

54 
693 

1279 
4908 
3681 

237 
3072 

3839 
730 

4558 --
5417 
4908 
1078 

5444 
3124 

250 
2454 
450 

4908 
4908 

4499 
5148 

6044 
4971 
4908 

5158 

4908 

818 
4908 
3681 

4908 

4908 

5008 
5417 
4962 

5444 
5280 

4360 

-

260 
171 
35 

245 
310 
472 
500 
448 

809 
·715 
248 
184 
7011 

397 
204 
120 
71 
51· 
71 

410 
712 
423 

12 
232 

12 

148 
38 

250 
1459 . 
359 
208 

675 
1439 

41 
248 
63 

148 
289 

21 

139 
148 
253 
280 
206 

400 
305 
124 
104 
604 

219 
268 
42 
41 
29 
41 

206 
303 
241 

B 
90 
8 

84 
22 

142 
800 
205 
132 

360 
524 
26 

124 
37 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 

1-------I--------I-------~-----------I-------I--------I--------I-~6S~4~1 ____ -___ I-__ ~ 
9000 
9421 

5246 59,992 
5320 50.404 

241,822 
211,709 

106,08S 106,799 
94,652 101.556 

9022 16,274 
11.932 10.323 

8555 
7330 
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church, there are also budgets for the following year appended 

and these give some detailed information not in the formal annual 

accounts (see exhibit 7.3.3). These budgets are not reconciled 

with the formal accounts although there is an approximate 

relationship between the two. 

The accounts are in this context only one aspect of a total 

report to the Council meeting. The accounts are quite brief and 

some respondents to the questionnaire survey felt they were too 

brief, wanting a return to the pre-1976 practice of publishing 

detailed accounts. Despite this briefness however there is a 

large percentage of the Blue Book given over to accounts, budgets 
and f inanc ial mat t er s. 

The Blue Book is issued to all members of the RCC and so at least 

one copy is sent to every congregation in the church through its 

lay representative with additional copies being received by all 

clergy in the church (and in some dioceses by congregational 

treasurers as weI!). The report is therefore mainly aimed at 

providing written information for the AGM - enabling verbal 

reports to be kept to a minimum and allowing discussion to be a 

major element of the meeting. 

The annual accounts in the RCC are actually summary accounts. 

They are not prepared so as to reveal the details of a particular 

operation as can be seen by comparing the detail in the 

individual budgets with the summary on the Provincial Revenue 

account. The aim of the accounts then can be only to give an 

overall picture and there is no sense in which the accounts might 

provide detailed management information. More detailed annual 

accounts by Board and Committee are prepared and these are 

prepared in the organisation for management control. 

There is insufficient information in the accounts themselves to 

determine budget/actual performance and though the budget figures 

are given elsewhere in the Blue Book, these statments show only 

expected current year figures and not actual ones. There is also 

insufficient information to identify the state of individual 
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N 

E'JI:h'D,t l.1)_ A ~ua~et ~OM \;~ Q..C-.t. ~\~e... ~e()~. 

1980 1981 JOINT BOARD-BUDGET FOR 1982 
Estimate Actual Estimate 

1. Home Mission Fund 
EXPENDITURE 

£53,000 £45,682 £55,500 Grants ... ... ... ... .. . 
Transfer to/from General Reserve (Cr. 

Bat. 31/12/81 say, £24,000 fonowing 
estimated withdrawal during 1981 of 

-5,000 4,055 -11,000 £5,000) ... ... ... ... .. . 
500 802 500 Sundry Expenses ... ... ... .. . 

Working Party on Information and Com-
- - 2,000 munication ... .. , . .. ... 
- 1,000 - Partners-in-Mission Consultation ... 

3,500 3,500 6,000 Share of Central Expenses .. ... ... 
£52,000 £55,039 £53,000 

INCOME 
£40.000 £43,423 £43,000 Interest on Investments ... .. , ... 

- - - Contributions ... ... . .. .. . . 
Legacy - - - ... ... ... .. . 

- 2,000 - Transfer from H.M. General Reserve Fund 
Transfer fro m Unallocated Legacies 

10,000 10,000 - Reserve ... ... ... ... .. . 
2,000 1,791 10,000 Quota - sum required ... ... ... 

I £52,000 £57,214 £53,000 1. Aged and Infinn Clergy Supplemenfary 
Fund 

EXPENDITURE 
£11,200 £11 ,060 £12,000 Grants-Annuitants ... ... ... 

3,000 1,321 2,000 Special ... . .. ... ... 
3,600 5,520 5,500 W. & O. (Retired Clergy) ... 

500 - 500 Pensions ... ... ... ... 
2,000 44 - Sundry Expenses ... ... ... . .. 
2,000 ~,OOO 2,000 Cash Retirement Benefit Fund ... ... 
1,200 1,200 2,000 Share of Central Expenses ... . .. 

£23,500 £21,145 £24,000 

INCOME 
I fl.'J.nO(J .£r 3,83A. £14,000 Intercst on liivcs{m';iits ... ... .. . 

- 151 - Royalties ... ... ... . .. ... 
Transfer fro. m Unallocated Legacies. 

- 5,000 - Reserve ... ... . .. .., ... 
10,500 10,104 10,000 Quota-sum required ... ... .. . 

£23,500 £29,089 £24,000 
I 

3. Widows' and Orphans' Supplemenfary 
Fund 

EXPENDITURE 
£18,000 £21,144 £22,000 Grants to Widows ... ... ... 

9,000 8,985 10,000 Grants to Dependants ... . .. . .. 
3,000 2,592 2,500 Group Life Assurance Premium ... 

- 268 - Sundry Expenses ... ... ... . .. 
2,000 • 2,000 4,500 Shar~ of Central Expenses 

. ... . .. 
'. 

£32,000 £34,989 £39,000 

INCOME 
£32,000 £35,274 £35,000 Interest on Investments ... . .. . .. 

- 206 - Royalties and Donations ... . .. 
- - - Legacies ... ... . .. . .. ... 

- - 4,000 Quota-sum required ... ... . .. 
- - - Withdrawal from Credit Balance ... 

£32,000 £35,480 £39,000 
Summary 

£2,000 £1,791 £10,000 Home Mission Fund ,.. .,. . .. 
Aged and Infirm Clergy Supplen'lntary 

10,500 10,104 10,000 Fund ... ... . .. . .. . .. 
Widows' and Orphans' Supplementary 

- - 4,000 Fund ... ... . .. . .. .. . . 
£12,500 £11,895 £24,000 

1981 
Probable 

. Total 

£48,500 

-5,000 
500 

2,000 
-

' ..... 6,000 

£52,000 

£46,000 
-
-
-

-
say, 6,000 

£52,000 

£12,000 
4,0.00 

. 6,500 
500 

76 
4.324 
2,000 

£29,400 

£i 5.(jfJO 
-. " 

-
. 14,400 

£29,400 

£22,500 
10,000 
2,500 

-
. 4,500 

£39,500 

£38,500 
-

200 
800 
-

£39,500 

£6,000 

14,400 

800 

£21,200 

1982 

Estimate 

£59,500 

-
500 

1,000 
1,000 
6,000 

£68,000 

£46.000 
-
-

t 1.000 

-
11,000 

£68,000 

£13.000 
4,500 
7,000 

500 
- .-

3,000 
2,000 

£30,000 

£15.000 
--

-
15,000 

£30,000 

£24,000 . 11,000 
2,500 

-
4,500 

£42,000 

£38,500 
-
-

500 
3,000 

£42,000 

£ll,OOO 

15,000 

500 
£26,500 

I 
i 

n 
:r' 
III 
'0 
rt 

~ 

" w 
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funds within the accounts as as to identify tne place where 

surpluses and deficits occur. This means that the accounts cannot 

be used for any evaluation purposes save the general one of 

identifying that there was an increase in the funds held in 1981. 

As the Provincial accounts are kept on a Receipts and Payments 

basis it ~s not possible to find out an operating cost for the 

organisation for the year, though supplementary information is 

given breaking down the administrative costs of the operation. 

However, as in the case of GeO, it is unlikely that the use of 

the R & P basis produces figures which are significantly 

different from a full accrual basis in the long term. 

From the above analysis is could be argued that the accounts 
fulfil two functions: 

1. They give an Qverall stewardship signal that everything is in 

order. Though not all possible detail is given, sufficient is 

given to signal 'we are not spending all our income, our admin 

expenses are not too high and the auditors are happy with the 

accounts' • 

2. They give certain basic information which the 'average' member 

of the RCC could easily communicate to his congregation: total 

congregational support, value of unit trust Units etc. 

If the budgets are included as part of the overall financial 

information package then it could be argued that a further 

purpose is also fulfilled: that of giving details of the actual 

operation of the RCC. 

7.3.3 InfOrmation in the Accounts 

As these accounts are summaries, by themselves they can give 

little detailed information about the work that the church is 

doing or the structure of the church. The basic information 

available is that of an overview of the general areas where money 

is being .pent. 

If again we include the budgets as part of the accounts then 

these add a detailed dimension which allows readers to see where 

the work of the individual committee is directed and they allow 

an understanding of the structure to be grasped as the budgets 
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are shown by board. 

the accounts give an overall picture of the state of funds and 

spending but this gives little idea of the constraints (if any) 

under which the church is operating eg the combination of funds 

into a single overall statement hides the restricted nature of 

investment income. 

One final comment on the accounting reports is that it is quite 

difficult for a first time user to approach these accounts as the 

information is very fragmentary. Actual figures in budgets do not 

agree with audited accounts and information given in one part of 

the report does not readily reconcile with other parts. 

Accordingly part of the impression given by the accounts is of a 

confusing number of accounts with little to draw the information 

together. 
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7.4 Accounts of Liyerpool Diocese 

7.4.1 Description of accounts 

\ 

The accounts of this church comprise a total of twenty seven 

different components and they are shown in table 7.4.1. Although 

produced as a single document the accounts contain three separate 

balance sheets each with their related movements statements: the 

Board of Finance Balance Sheet, Other Board's Balance sheet and 

Church House Balance Sheet. There are two audit reports, one for 

the Church House section of the accounts and one for the rest. 

Balance Sheets 

The first of the three balance sheets is the DBF balance sheet. 

Unlike the GGO balance sheet it is not simply a list of balances 

but includes movements of six of the seven funds included in the 

statement on the face of the balance sheet (see exhibit 7.4.1). 

The balance sheet is prepared on a horizontal format with funds 

and creditors on the left hand side and assets less provisions on 

the right hand side. The form of the statement does not lend 

itself to easy identification of the measurement focus. Like the 

GGO balance sheet, the focus seems to be 'all funds' and ther e 

are five different fund groups and their respective statements 

included in the balance sheet. The schematic balance sheet given 

in figure 8.3.1 illustrates this type of presentation. This 

first balance sheet is however neither an 'aggregate' balance 

sheet with assets linked directly to the funds they relate nor is 

it a 'consolidated' balance sheet where all assets for all funds 

are combined (see figure 8.3.2 for a schematic).' It is rather a 

mixed balance sheet with some assets consolidated and aome 

aggregated as in the GGO balance sheet. 

The second balance sheet, 'Other Funds' is similar to the first 

but is an almost purely aggregate balance sheet with no assets 

shown which are common to more than one fund. Eleven separate 

funds are shown in the balance sheet and summaries of 1Il0vements 

on the first four funds are shown on the face of the balance 

sheet. Movements on only two of these funds are given in the 

accounts ie Buildings and Board of Education. 
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, l) i oc.e. se. or L\verpoo\ ~o \o.(1ce. ~ hQQl . 

Dloce.an Ca~lcal Account 
Ca-penaatlon rayable to the loard 

under the provialons of the ra.toral 
He •• ur. 

La •• on dlspo.al of lnve.t.ent. 

C::.n.ral It ••• ". 
Balance .t lat Janu.ry 1981 
Le •• : Tr.naf.r ro Cl~rlY Car Loan 

5clw.lI .. 
L •• ", ""orchatr.,n (If .""cIHc ,Ut. 

Sit •• and Buildings R.p~YII~nta 

Budgp.t [quall •• tlon ~ccount 
B.lsnce at I.r Janu.ry 1981 
L~ •• : In"" .... and Expend Hun Account 

TunlC .. r 

Loan. frua Parl~hes 
Cr~dltors and Credit B31ances 

Sundry Creditor. 
ueher Boards 
Curr~nt Arcounta with Other Boards 
Dine ... an Pastoral Aee~unt 

Stipends Co=mlttee 
C~pitdl Fund as at lst January 19ijl 
Defl<lt brought forward 
Deficit for the year 

Current Account with LDBF 

Clergy Car Loan Sche.e 
Balanc. at l.t January 1981 
Tranafer fro. Ceneral Reserve 
Church Co .. i •• lon~r. Long 

Tena Lo.n 

P.rsonages Co .. lttee 
CapUd Fund 
Repair Account I.t Janu.ry 1981 

'Ado!: DeficU on year 

Creditor •• nd Credlt Bal.nces 
70'. Sche.e 
Capital Allocation (Ordinary) 
Sundry Creditors 
,.rlollagea OU'lIolnga Fund 
Unofficial Houea Account 
Decoratlon Account 

Dlocea. of Lly.rpool Centen.ry 
n •• nkaIlIYlng Fund 

la1.nce brought forw.rd 
!xce.a Inco.e accrued In 1981 

Lea. Ezpendlture Incurred by the 
Bulldln.s Co .. ltt.e and Bd of Educ.tlon 

~,OOO 
6,670 

•• I.bur •••• nt due to lulldln,. and Educ.tlon 
Deed. of Coyenanta Received In Adv.nc. 

23,126 

..J.!..,.!!.I! 
ll,4S6 

-2..ill. 

952 ) 

773 ' 

18,767 
2~ ,125 

8,469) 
2,240) 

6,639 
~~ 

13,583 

68,524 

16,603 

L- 179) 

51,801 
25,000 

150,000 

43,892 

106,108 
43,892 

55,000 
5,000 

55,339 

10,709) 

44,630 

4,273 
25,816 
13,857 

1,417 
~ 

( 54,941) 
68,524 
~ 

Tha rlnancial State.ant. ware approved by the 'oa~. on 17 June 19B2 

VIUIAM JONES 
CIAUt! S'I EllS 

161,718 

161,:rt8 

16,424 

178,142 

1,431 

84,772 

264,345 

150,000 

70,000 

93,37) 

14,617 

£~92,J35 

24,214 

~ 
I 

17,544 
5,582 

7,032 

( 4,346) 
23,113 

8,787 
17,256) 

17 ,931 
11,292) 

6,639 

36,438 

23,126 

~52) 

49,099 
9,(;79 

12 ,087 

~ 

150,UOO 

18 ,I!!, 
131,233 
-1!..!li 

55,000 

~I!!l. 
_ 46,1170 

58.925 
1,:120 

19,958 
13 ,~57 
2,267 

~ 

( 29,799) 
36,438 

~ 

LlVEIU'OUL 1I10CES .. N IIOAlUi nt' ~~ 

,BALANC! SHEET AS AT 31ST DEC!lflEII 1981 

153,755 
8,000 

37) 

161,718 

22,174 

183,892 

318 

74,763 

150,000 

55,000 

144,467 

_.-!.d!! 
tl'l16 ,557 

Dioce.an Freehold properties .t Coat 
Addition. in ye.r .t Coat .nd tran.f.r 

La •• 1 tran.ferred to loard of Education 

L.aa: Depreciation 

Dioceaan Lea.ehold Properties on lonl 
leaae .a .t 1at J.nu.ry 1980 

Lea.: Tr.nsf.r to freehold 
Sold 

L ••• : Depreciation 

Furnitare .ad Fittin,1 at eo.t 
Addition. in ye.r .t co.t leaa dilpo •• l. 

Leal: Depreci.tion 

Inveatmentl 
Quoted Inve.tmentl .t Cost 
(Market Value 1981 £6,140; 1980 £6,939) 
Leas: Provilion for Reduction In Value 

Uaquoted Inve.t.entl at COlt 
(Valuation 1981 £62,023; 1980 £25,370) 

D.btorl and Debit 18lancel 
Pari.h and Othe~ Lo.n. 
Sundry Debtor. 
Curr.nt Accounta with other .oarda 
Other loardl 
Church HoUle Limit.d 
Funda with the Church Camaiaaioner. 

I.nk and Depo.it Accounts 
Church Depo.it Fund 
Pariah Stipend. Account cor 
Current Account 

Stipenda Ca.liittae 
Quoted inve.t.entl at coat 
(Valuation 1981 £134,938: 1980 £148,662) 

ClerlY Car Loan Scheme 
Out.tandinl Loans 
Curraat Account L,D.II.r. 

Pa~lonage. Co .. ittee 
Official HOUle. Inluranc. 
Sundry Debton 
Funda with the Church Commislionera 
Church Depodt Fund 
Lloyda laak Li.ited 

Dioce.e of Liverpool Centenary 
Thaakal1vlns ruad 

Caah at lank - Depoait Account 
Current Account 

Certified I.lance. held by Delneriea 

19B2 

104,365 

104,365 

104,365 
23,707 

3,751 

3,nl 
--hill. 
~4,107 

~ 
54,441 
40,651 

13,262 

~ 
4,592 

2~,112 

48,734 
42,837 
17,117 
17 ,692 

~ 

157,224 
1,777 

(204,211 ) 

~6 ,378 
13,622 

1,670 
4,513 

55,339 
.2W.ll 

8,000 
2,852 

-2.Jll 

80,658 

1,523 

13,790 

53,491 

149,4112 

160,093 

( ~5 ,210) 

264,345 

150,000 

70,000 

93,373 

14,617 

£592,335 

12,144 

~ 

ill2 
57,9111 
63,102 

111,018 
_ 16,653 

104,365 
19,462 

84,903 

25,065 

...!hili 
',751 

.-W£ 
1,604 

46,60) 

~ 
54,107 
31,396 

22,711 

n,:57 

~ 
4,597 

14,075 
18,67Z 

127,890 

22,672 
38,170 
36,438 
3,~63 

17 ,95) 

.....hl!! 
122,696 

164,468 
I,Hl 

( 157 ,652) 
8,387 

258,973 

150,000 

49,934 
~ 

~~,OOO 

132 
3,235 

~8,925 

55,339 
26,836 

144,467 

54 
2,319 
.~ 

1,117 

£616,557 

---_.-



Chapter 7.4 

Both of the balance sheets contain fixed assets and depreciation 

indicating an accrual basis is used for at least some of the 

funds. This is confirmed in the notes on accounting policies 

which stat e: 

"Depreciation is calculated to write off the cost of each 
fixed auet over its expected life by equal annual 
in.tall.ent. adjusted for profits or losses on disposal" 

Sources and Application of Funds Statement 

The Statement of Source and Application of Funds (SSAF) in the 

Accounts of the Diocese repeated as exhibit 7.4.2. This SSAF is 

prepared according to the format adopted in commercial accounting 

where the main movement statements are seeking to measure 

'profit' instead of fund movements. This means that the statement 

is measuring only net changes in overall fund balances and thus 

not giving detailed movements on funds. 

The total sources of funds for the work of Liverpool Diocese are 

shown approximately in table 7.4.2. These sources are only for 

the movement statements detailed in the accounts and exclude the 

many more trust funds handled by the Diocese as custodian trustee 

where movements are not detailed in the annual accounts. 

We can see from Table 7.4.2 that the main source of funding is 

congregational contributions and it should be noted that over 

half of this is collection of clergy stipend which is paid by the 

Diocese to Church Commissioners who in turn pay stipends of all 

clergy in the church. A significant part of the Donations and 

Grants are from the Church Commissioners who have funds available 

for assisting with parsonage repairs and stipends (see the 

accounts of the Church Commissioners, 1981). Entrepreneurial (ie 

trading) and interest income are small but still significant 

parts of the funding of the operation of the Dioces~ 

It is interesting to compare the information given in table 7.4.2 

with that in exhibit 7.4.2. The two statements are not strictly 

comparable in that the former only includes the source of funds 

and even in respect of source of funds the SSAF does not provide 

the same sort of information as table 7.4.2. It seems however 

that from the point of view of understanding the total sources of 
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funds of the Diocese, table 7.4.2 is much more useful than 

exhibit 7.4.2. In Liverpool Diocese, as in other NPOs, the main 

movement statements are themselves fund movement statements and a 

meaningful overall funds movement statement would undoubtedly be 

a consolidated statement of fund movements. Despite this the SSAF 

does give interesting information about changes in working 

capital, though just how useful these are is difficult to assess 

as they are consolidated from a number of separately managed 

funds. 

This discussion raises a serious question about the application 

of the commercial model of Funds Flow statements to Churches. The 

commercial model is designed for an environment which uses 

op~rating statements and a single pool of resources whereas the 

church environment is one with (largely) fund statements and more 

than one pool of resources. This question is taken up again in 
Chapt er 8. 

The Audit Report 

As Liverpool Diocesan Board of Finance (DBF) is a company limit ed 

by guarantee. the form of the audit reports is very similar to 

that in commercial companies. The DBF audit report is addressed 

to members of the DBF, the proper body to receive the accounts 
according to the legal structure and gives an opinion that "the 

financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of 

affairs at 31st December 1981 and of the surplus and source and 

aPPlication of funds for the year then ended and comply with the 
Companies Acts 1948-1981". 

The DBF Audit Report also gives an explanation that the Board 

acts as custodian trustee and assets are held by the Board though 

not owned by them. The Liverpool Church House Ltd Audit Report is 

si~ilar to the DBF report but without this custodian trustee 
clause. Both audit reports state that the work done was to audit 

financial statements in accordance with approved auditing 
standards. 
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Table 7.4.1 Rearrangement of Sections of 1981 Accounts to reflect Structure 

No 1st 
_ Page 

1 15 

5 19 
2 16 
4 18 
3 17 
9 23 

11 23 
12 24 
16 25 
17 25 
19 27 
15 25 
20 28 
21 28 
24 31 
10 23 
13 24 
22 29 
23 30 
25 31 
6 20 

7 21 
8 22 

14 24 
18 26 

26 37 
28 38 
27 38 

Diocese of Liverpool 

Name of Statement Status Link Item link Measur ement 
Focu.s 

lbdget 1982 Ind ep end ent Net Cost 

Balance sheet - Bd of Finance Ind ep end ent ?Fund Balances 
Auditors Report Comment 
Note to the Accounts Explanation 
Income and Expenditure Account Movement 5 Fund Balance I SurpV.ls 
Parsonages Admin Account Breakdown 3 Expense Expense 
Pastoral Acco~t Breakdown 3 Expense E:!I:pense 
Publications Account BreakdOwn 3 Expense Expense 
Retired Clergy Etc Account Breakdown 3 Expense Expense 
Widows and Dependents Fund Breakdown 16 Expense Ex.pense 
Board of Ministry Breakdown 3 Expense EKpense 
Accredited Lay Ministry Breakdown 19 Expense Expense 
Bd of Mission and Soc. Resp. Breakdown 3 Expense Expense 
Board for Social Welfare Movement 20 Expense Expense 
Q.1ota Payments (General) Breakdown 3 Income Income 
Parsonages Repairs Account Movement 5 Fund Balance Fund 3alance 
Laurence House Operating Movement 5 Fund Balance Fund Balance 
Stipends Fund Mov-ement 5 Fund Balance Fund Balance 
Thanksgiving Fund Movement 5 Fund Balance Fund Balance 
Quota Payments (Thanksgiving) Breakdown 23 Income Incom~ 
Source & Application of Funds Movement 5 Overall Deer. i,iq • Res. 

Balance Sheet - Other Boards Independent 
Notes - Other Boards Explanation 7 
Buildings Account Movement 8 Fund Balance Fund Balance 
Board of Education Movement 8 Fund Balance Fund balance 

Balance Sheet Church House Independent 
Auditors' Report Comment 26 
Income and Expenditure Ch Rse Movement 26 Fund Net Expenditure 

Table 7.4.2 APproximate sourc~ of Liverpool Diocese recu:~rent funds 

Donations Grants etc 
DonatiOns 
Bequests . . 
Church C~ss~oners 
Fndowment incODle 

87,033 
2,156 

415,980 
100,938 606 ,107 

Contributions (iflcluding £.598 »247 for Clergy Stipends) 1,050,523 

]ptr epr eneurial 

Intere§! 

Unknown 
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13,272 

56,810 

__ 421 
f. L..127 ,133 

Measur ement 
Basis 

I & E 

Assets/Liab 

I & E 
I & E 
I & E. 
I & E 
I & E: 
I & E 
I & E 
I & E 
I & E 
I & E 
I & E 
I & E 
I & E 
I & E 
I & E 
I & E 

R & P (1) 
I & E 

I & E 
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SOURCE OF FUNDS 

SOURCE AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS 

1981 
(Deficit)/Surplus for year deducted 

from Budget Equalisation Account 
Adjustment for items not involving the 

movement of funds: 
Depreciation 

Total Generated from Operations 
Funds from other Sources 

Sites and Buildings Repayments 
Compensation 
Church ComOiI ;'<:ioners long term 

loan re Clergy Car Loans 
Gifts 
Disposal of Fixed Assets and 

Investments 

APPLICATION OF FUNDS 
Additions to furnitur~ and fittings 
Additions to freehold property 
Investments 

Decrease/Increase in Liquid Resources 

INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN WORKING CAPITAL 
(lncrease)/Decrease in Loans from Church 

Commissioners 
(Increase)/Decrease in Loans from Parishes 

Incresse/(Decrease) in: 
II Parish and Other Loans 
Ii Sundry Debtors 

Other Boards Debit Balances 
Current Accounts with other Boards 
Church House Ltd 
Funds with Church Commissioners 
Current Account - Clergy Car Loan 
Car Scheme Outstanding Loans 
Parsonage Committee Debtors and 

House Insurance 
Parsonage Committee Funds with 

Church Commissioners 

(Increase)/Decresse 
.Sundry Creditors 
Other Boards Credit Balances 
Current Account with other Boards 
Parish Stipends Account 
Church Commissioners 
Diocesan Pastoral Account 
Parsonages Committee Credit balances 
Centenary Fund 

MOVEMENT IN :IET LIQUID FUNDS 
Increase/(Decrease): 

Short term Deposits 
Bank Current Account 
Church Deposit Fund 
Parish Stipends C.D.F. 
Parsonage Committee Bank Account 
Centenary Fund 

5,147 

10,000 

1,597 

2,329 

34,819 

2,440 
10 :564 
13,554 
6,399 

( 263) 
4,703 
8,556 
6,444 

2,816 

( 58,925) 

( 2,702) 
( 15,321) 

12,087 

( 4,073) 
51,094 

( 6,500) 

( 46,559) 
( 7,244) 

206 
5,015 
6,500 

773 

7,309 

8,082 

16,744 

24,826 

37,148 

(£12,322) 

( 1,113) 

3,712 

34,585 

( 42,082) 

(£12,322) 

1980 

5,582 
8,000 

22,810 

7,504 
50,958 

150,000 

5,537 
(.46,588) 

4,785 

10,524 
(50,812) 

( 5,190) 

(10,354) 

(12,527) 
4,557 

21,773 
09,231) 

567 
50,812 
32,421 
10,258 

(90,000) 
44,107 

(93,794) 
(16,877) 
(10,258) 

(7,98 1 

9,761. 

l,78t 

36,392 

38 t 172 

208,462 

£170,290 

(92,098 

88,630 

(166,822 

£170,290 

o 
:r. 
01 
'0 

"' CD 
t1 

-..J 

~ 
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Mgvement and Breakdown Statements 

Although details of movements on certain of the funds are 

confined to the face of the balance sheets, there are nine 

movement statements which give specific fund balance movements in 

more detail. Each of these statements shows considerable detail, 

though apparently not enough for detailed control by managers 

(see chapter l~). Individual items from the accounts are further 

detailed in nine 'breakdown' statements which are apparently used 

to keep detail off the face of the relevant,movement statement. 

Both the breakdown and movement statements are miniature 

statements of account in their own right and are the equivalent 

of responsibility centre statements. The level of detail shown is 

similar to that in the other churches except the RCC. Exhibit 

7.4.3 gives one of the breakdown statements and shows how a 

movement statement relates to one expenditure item. 

It should be noted that even in this small set of accounts the 

movement and breakdown statements are not included in the report 

in a lO,gical order. Table 7.4.1 has put the statements into a 

logical progression and the actual occurrence in the report 

(given by the first column) bears little relationship to this 

logical order. We shall see worse problems with this 

interrelationship of accounts in cos below. 

7.4.2 Context and Purpose of the aCCQunts 

Once again the accounts are produced as part of a series of 

reports which is made to the annual Synod meeting. This means 

that the accounts are a 'stewardship' type document giving 

details of the Diocese's financial position and progress over the 

past year. The accounts are also prepared in satisfaction of the 

requirements of the Companies Acts as the Diocesan Board of 

Finance is a company limited by guarantee. 

7.4.3 Information in the Accounts 

These accounts are detailed enough to give readers some idea of 

the various areas of work that the Diocese is involved in 

financially. Discussions with internal users, reported in chapter 

16. make' it clear that the accounts do not contain sufficient 

detail for managing the organisation. 
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All the accounts contain figures for the previou8 financial year 

and 80 it is possible to compare what happened this year with 

what happened last year. In addition the accounts contain budgets 

for the financial year represented by the accounts and the 

following year. This means that in this set of accounts it is 

possible to carry out a compliance check although this is only 

provided for the main account and not for any of the other fund 

accounts reported. The presence of budgets means that it is 

possible to trace through the accounts how the parochial 

contributions to the Diocese have been used and will be u8ed. 

Thi8 i8 the only one of the five churches where this is easy to 
perform this exerci8L 

The accounts a180 conform approximately to the structure of the 

Diocese, though their actual physical layout confuses this. This 

means that the new user would be somewhat hard-pressed to 

di8cover which committee is respon8ible for the funds in each set 

of account •• 

The balance sheets give, albeit in broad terms, an accurate 

con80lidated picture of funds held in the diocese and this can be 

u8ed to 8ee what reserves there are and how they are held. 

Unfortunately the restrictions under which they may be held are 
not available in the accounts. 
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BOARD OF MISSION AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

1981 

Administration 
Salaries 969 692 
Travelling Expenses of Board Staff 303 175 
Printing and Stationery 216 201 
Postage 144 26 
Telephone 357 321 
Rent of Offices 498 415 
Charges 435 240 

2,922 
Conference Expenses 39 

~ Social Welfare 13,077 
Holly Lodge 521 
Church and Community 957 
Race Relations 216 
Unity and Overseas , 269 

Balance to Income and Expenditure Account £18,001 
, , 

'. • u~ 

BOARD FOR SOCIAL WELF ARE 

1981 

Grants to Local Committees 9,764 
Administration 

Salaries 8,431 7,654 
LDBF Administration Charge i2.5 100 
Printing and Stationery etc. 110 108 
Insurance - 93 
Telephone 400 " - 391 
Rent 722 552 
Travelling Expenses 1z100 555 

I 10,888 
Conference Expenses 151 

. 20,803 
Less: Income 

BCC Children in Need 1,000 227 
Miss at George - 54 
Churches 

. " 110 :" 

Firms 135 25 
Individuals 

. 
40 -

Unite4Way Organisation 2,701 865 
Investment Income 

Quoted 1,281 1,227 
Unquoted 2,569 2,617 

Conference Contributions 
less expenses - 428 

7 z726 

Balance to Board of Mission an~ £13,077 
Social Responsibility Account 

1980 

2,070 
89 

9,885 
497 
641 
371 
-

£13,553 

1980 --
5,985 I 

9,453' 
-

15'~438 

i 

5 1553 

£9,885 

n 
::r 
IlJ 
'0 
r"t 
It) 
11 
....., 

~ 



7.5 The Accounts of the Church of Scotland General Assembly 

7.5.1 Description of Accounts 

The accounts of the Church of Scotland are presented as an 

Abstract and as such contain a great deal of detail. As will be 

shown below, the very simple statement analysis is much more 

difficult to apply here as there a large number of interlocking 

items in the accounts but the analysis of the accounts structure 

is nevertheless extremely instructive in terms of demonstrating 

many of the complex problems which exist in describing NPO 

accounts. 

The structural analysis of the accounts is summarised in table 

7.5.1 which covers several pages and is to be found at the end of 

the chapter. This analysis helps us to see the interrelationship 

of the various statements and a briefer explanation of this is 

given in figure 7.5.1. This shows that the COS accounts are 
really six groups of closelyinter-rela~ed statements each with a 

specific measurement focus. The groups are as follows: 

1. 'Operating funds movements' (pages 2 to 22) which detail the 

movements on the main fund accounts involved in the operating 

side of the church; 

2. A consolidated summary which summarises the funds, expressed 
as cash and investment balances, held by the Church of 

Scotland Trust, The General Trustees and the General 

Treasurer. 

3. A list of congregational income, contributions to funds and 

overall summary; 

4. The accounts of the COS Trust which is effectively an 

investment banker for the COS departments; 

5. The accounts of the Church of Scotland General Trustees who 

hold certain funds and assets for the benefit of other work of 

the church and feed income from these assets into the general 

funds; 

6. Two areas of 'special' operations, social responsibility and 

publications excluded from the general operations of the 

church as they are regarded as quasi-trading operations. 

It is a pity that the general framework is not clearly described 

in the accounts themselves because once this is understood the 
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accounts themselves become easier to interpret and follow. 

In the detailed structural analysis it is apparent that several 

working practices complicate the presentation of accounting 

informatio~ The first is the very strict fund accounting which 

is followed {see for example exhibit 7.5.1>. In the operating 

accounts there are three or four possible fund groups for each 

operational area: one or two general funds. a reserve fund and 

special funds. For each of these fund groups there are two 

possible accounts. revenue and capital. This means that for any 

specific area of operation there are eight possible fund 

accounts. Not all the eight possible accounts occur in each area 

and even when all eight do appear fund movements may not be shown 

on all of thes~ But even so there is a vast amount of detail 

Shown. This fund structure clearly demonstrates that there are 

many funds available and that they are strictly accounted for but 

reporting in this way may introduce constraints to presenting 
information intelligible to non-accountants. 

It is interesting to contrast the reporting of fund accounting 

followed for operating departments in the first part of the 

accounting report (see exhibit 7.5.1) with that followed for one 

of the operating departments in the latter part of the report 

(see exhibit 7.5.2). In the first case the fund accounts are 

shown as completely separate accounts and the balances appear as 

a separate item on the consolidated summary. In the case of the 

committee on social responsibility there is a single operating 

account with expenditure allocated into three fund groups whilst 

in the balance sheet there are a number of different funds in 

similar fund groupings. The operating surplus agrees with the 

operating credit balance but there is no indication of whether 

the movement on the other fund accounts shown in the balance 

sheet relates in any way to the operating account. This 

demonstrates two different methods of fund accounting uaed in a 

single set of accounts. 

The second problem in understanding these accounts is that there 

are a considerable number of interfund transfers which are not 

apparent from the structural analysis of table 7.5.1. When these 
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Exh,b\t 1,(. \. SO~~ lhurt~ o~ ~c.c~\().~ ~",,,c\ ACLou~ts 
8. Board of Education 

Income 
Congregational Contributions. 
Less: Contributions specially destined. 

Donations, Grants and Income from Trusts 
Bequests: 

Received during year 
Transfer from Reserve Funds· Revenue 

Interest on Capital 
Interest on Revenue Balance • • 

(a) GENERAL FUND 

Revenue 

Grant from Contingencies Fund· Mission and Service 

Expenditure 
Education for the Ministry· Net Expenditure 
St. Colm's College· Net Expenditure 
Carberry Tower· Net Expenditure 
Field Staff Salaries . 
Conferences, Training & Publicity 
Group Relations 
Upkeep of Youth Offices 
Unit of Curriculum & Research 
Grants', etc. 
Cosmobile 

Administration and Organisation 

(Deficit) Surplus for Year 

Crt:dit (Debit: Balance at ht January- . 
Transfer (to) from Contingencies Fund - Mission & Service 

(Debit) Credit Balance at 31st December , 

Capital 

Invested Funds at 1st January . 
Transfer from SPecial Funds· Capital 

Invested Funds at 31st December 

(b) RESERVE FUNDS 

Credit Balance at 1st January 
Income during year • , , , . 
Transfer to General Fund· Revenue (Bequests) . 

Credit Balance at 31 It December. 

Invested Funds at 31st December 

Revenue 

Capital 

£ 1,383 
2,314 

135,127 
11,902 
19,315 

132,279 
16,252 
9,003 
6,498 
1,327 
1,50Q 

333,203 
119,199 

603 
(603) 
= 

Market Value 

Market Value 

1981 ' 

£403,40r 

403,401 
25,866 

3,697 
1,812 
4,181 

438,957 

452,402 
(13,445) 

£ (13,445) 

£ 17,023 

£ 17,023 

£ 23,090 

£ 22,096 
.' 8,986 

(2,314 ) 
£ 28,768 

£ 57,000 

£ 68,290 

1980 
(Parish Education) 

£139,495 
10 

£ 

139,485 
17,293 

1,000 
3,348 
4,348 
1,843 
3,809 

10,100 
176,878 

30,050 
44,556 
13,088 

2,619 
15,567 

5,799 
9,471 

121,150 
55,125 

176,275 -603 -
(3,305) 
3,305 

603 

£ 13,777 
3,246 

£ 17,023 

£ 22,213 

£ 8,467 
16,977 
(3,348) 

£ 22,096 

£ 57,000 

£ 66,911 

, n 
:J" 
Ib 
~ 
rt 
ID 
tot 
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are added to the structural analysis they produce an extremely 

complicated interfund transfer network. Interfund transfers for 

the COS are of four main types: 

1. Allocation of centrally collected expenses 

2. Allocation of Centrally collected income 

3. Transfers between funds within a specific area of work 

4. Transfers of fund balances (all or part) from one fund 

account to another 

The first two of these are reasonably easy to identify in the 

accounts but the latter are often difficult to identify and 

because of inadequate explanation appear to be merely arbitrary 

transfers, though no doubt there are clear reasons why they have 

taken place. As an illustration of the sort of transfers which 

take place figure 7.5.2 has been prepared to show the transfers 

in the group of accounts relating to Maintenance of the Ministry. 

For each transfer is shown: the direction of the flow of funds, 

the amount and the description shown in the accounts. Only half 

the transfers have an expanation other than 'transfer' or 

'payment' and this makes the overall position quite difficult to 

interpret from the accounts, though this does not mean that there 

are no valid reasons for the transfers. 

Discussion in chapter 3.3 about fund accounting raised the 

question of whether the reporting of overall results was better 

than results by fund accounting. Although no final conclusions 

can be drawn we see here that extensive use of fund accounts and 

complex inter-relationships do exist in practice and that 

intuitively the presence of some explanation or overall statement 

in addition to detailed fund accounts could only improve 

understanding. As this large amount of fund accounting has 

appeared only in. this case in the study this issue is not 

explored more widely. However if, as seems the case, fund 

accounting is widely used in practice and is useful then further 

research and experiment could usefully be undertaken on the 

presentation of fund accounts in complex environments. 
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Committee on Social Responsibility 

General Operating Account 
Vear to 31st October 1981 

1981 1980 

Income 0 

Congregational Contributions. · · . . 240.537 215.348 
Donations. Grants. Income from Trusts. etc. · 19.208 23.580 
Bequests . . · 12.243 -
Interest on Capital . · · 53.093 6.702 
Interest on Revenue Balance · . 9.958 81.389 
Miscellaneous . - 1.587 I 

335.039 328.606 I 
Expenditure 

Age Care .- Expenditure · · · £5,429.555 4,553.069 
-Income. · 5.005.901 4.363.435 
- Operating Surplus/(Deficit) . . (423.654) (189.634) 
- Recoverable from (Repayable to) Local Authorities 413.091 167,232 

(10,563) . (22.402) 
Child Care - Expenditure . · · 563.275 592.763 

- Income · · 480.960 525,939 

- Operating Surplus/(Deficit) . . . (82.315) (66.824) 
- Recoverable from (Repayable to) Local Authorities 41.279 31.361 

(41.036) (35,463) 
Community Care - Expenditure · . 866,498 804.913 

- Income. · 624.773 566.858 
-. Operating Surplus/(Deficid . (241.725) (238.055) , 
- Recoverable from (Repayable to) Local I 

I 
Authorities · 37.919 18.656 1 

(203.8061 (219.399) : 
Late Adjustments - Accrued Expenses · (8.0001 - I 

Recovery of Surplus Refund · · . 9,433 3.024 
(253.9721 (274.240) 

Surplus for Year . . 81,067 54.366 
Credit Balance at 1st November 123.746 74.205 

Prior Year Adjustment · (2,976) -
.120,771l 74.205 

Transfer to Capital - (4.825) 
Credit Balance at 31st October £ 201.837 £ 123.746 
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Balance Sheet 
As at 31st October 1981 

ASSETS 1981 1980 

Investments at Cost (Market Value £5,303,600) · · · £5,242,218 £4,503,583 Debtors 
£ 706,564 215.083 

Deficits Recoverable. . 
Loans . . . . · 25,499 25,499 Supplementation due by Local Authorities 122,554 156,113 Sundry Debtors ·2.203 935 , 856,820 397,630 Less: Creditors . · · · 121,003 277,188 

735,817 120,442 General Treasurer', Current Account 
77.678 ' 568,480 

£6.055.713 £5,192,505 
Represented by: 

S.R. General - Capital. · · · · · £ 878.165 £1,302,182 - Other Funds · · · · · 164,157 71,503 
£1,042,322 1,380,285 I Age Care - Capital · · · 3,874.939 2,821,973 - General Funds · · · · 241,826 98,506 - Development · · · · · 25,908 '216,835 - Special Maintenance · · 98,121 107,053 - Other Funds (related to Homes) 

19,141 21,792 
4,259,935 3,266,159 Child Care - Capital · · · 272,199 205,995 - General Funds · · · · 29,640 15,088 - Development · · · · · 49,606 31,066 - Special Maintenance · · · 23,062 23,892 - Other Funds (related to Homes) · (11.646) (22,381) 

362,861 253,660 Community Care - Capital · · · 216,915 172,833 +- General Funds · · · 19,288 17,305 - Development · · · (92,890) (14,602) - Special Maintenance • · · 41,336 48,216 - Other Funds (related to Hostels) · 4,109 4,843 

Operating Surplus carried forward 188,758 168,655 

201.837 123,746 

£6,055,713 £5,192,505 

'. 
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Chapter 7.5 

The Consolidated Summary 

The statement which all the other statement.s seem to be related 

to is the Consolidated Summary which appears on pages 29 and 30 

of the Abstract, repeated here as exhibit 7.5.3. The Summary is 

basically an independent statement and shows on the first page 

both the Reyenue Funds held by the General Treasurer at the end 

of the current and previous accounting periods and the Capital 

Funds invested in the Church of Scotland Trust at the same dates. 

On the second page of the Summary are shown broad groups of 

investments, deposits and cash held by the General Treasurer and 

Church of Scotland Trust with the totals on this page agreeing 

with the previous page. Thia statement therefore has very similar 

contents to the investments section of a balance sheet but it has 

no fixed assets or depreciation or current assets other than 

related to the funds held by the General Treasurer. 

One very interesting feature of the Summary is that for the 

Church of Scotland Trust. COS General Trustees. Committee on 

Social Responsibility and Department of Publicity and 

Publications the Summary contains the investments which are also 

contained within the balance sheets of the individual units. 

Therefore the Consolidated Summary is not completely independent 

and yet is not easily related to the other balance sheets in the 

accounts (particularly Publicity and Publications and Social 

Responsibility which have different year ends). The consolidated 

summary is thus simply a summary of revenue and capital funds and 

carries very little useful information for either stewardship or 

decision purposes. 

Other Statements 

There are two types of statement found in the COS accounts and 

not elsewhere in the study. These have been given the names 

, allocatioD' and 'restate.eDt'. The allocation stat ement is a 

statement which shows aainly the allocation of either income or 

expenditure to a number of accounts. The main income allocation 

account is the Stewardship and Budget Fund Account (Reference 99 

in figure 7.5.1) and is repeat ed here as exhibit 7.5.5. This 

account ia in two parts, the first which includes the anocation 

231 
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Chapter 7.5 

IV. CONSOLIDATED SUMMARY OF REVENUE AND CAPITAL FUNDS 

R'.e .... Fundt 
(Debid Crtdit hetd 

by Gene,.1 T rUlUr., 

Th. Ministry 
1981 1980 

Maintenance of the Ministry £ 932.320 £1,132,496 Endowment Section. 627,636 490.547 Retirement Scheme . 307,619 237,136 Housing & LOIn Fund for Retired 
Ministers and Widows 615,309 502.818 

£2,482,884 £2,362.997 

. MIllion and Sent~ 
Home Miaion C 163,120 C 274,763 National Church Extension 190,H18 56.217 Foreign Missions 

421,883 455,786 Colonill & Continental Churches 73,284 82,712 Jewish Miuion 
46,414 83,220 Scots Memorial (1,618) (2.609) Christian Aid - 143 Board of EdUQtion . 
84,861 81,289 Edu~tion for Ministry 
49.015 57,276 St. Colm', 
21,307 20,367 Public Worship Ind Aids to Devotion 

6,000 3,178 Diaconate Board 
2,BB1 1,988 Chaplains to H.M. ForcH 
1,125 1.886 

£1,059,090 ',1'6,216 
Misc:eUlneous 

General Administration 
£ 7,213 £ 12,652 General Finlf'lce 

1111,737' 175.293) Stewardship and BUdget 
766,584 883,647 Law 
33.201 18,693) Personnel 

(160,608) Education -Woman', Guild - 3,276 
40,646 28,382 College and Bursary Funds 
53.317 53.581 Special Trusts 

Sums held for behoof of Cong~egation~1 Funds : 96.497 53.559 
3,505 2.531 

£ 728,624 £ 953,648 
Church of Scott.nd Trult 

£ 234,683 £ 220.402 
Church of Scotland Gener.' Trust"' 

£ (43.2871 £ 88,869 
Committ .. on Social R.ponsibility 

£ (49,088) £ 261,500 
Oepe.tfMnt of Publlci1y and PubliCldion 

Committ .. on Publi~tion 
£ (185) £ 43.612 

.... Committee on Publicity 
(7 ,823) (313) ~J. 

£ (8,008. £ 43,299 
Tot .. RI"nue F unch Held 

£4,404,898 £S.D48.931 

(tOt\b"Ue.d O"Q.r~to.~) 
232 

Capill' Funda 
Iftftlted in au.rct. 
of Scod ... TNIt 

1981 ,no 

£1,607.782 £1,373,606 
3,318,597 2.747~ 
8,197,754 6.706.284 

353,836 320.831 
£13,417,969 £71,148.285 

£1,161,011 (1.087,oJ7 
192.595 192.595 

1,595,611 1.641,3tO 
843.583 769.620 
239.210 246.931 

19.589 18.339 - -
201.349 '03.320 
246.233 246.294 

20.108 20,708 
3.030 . 2.915 

34,C01 3'.001 
22.C84 22.084 

4,579,e64 4.385.2" 

£ 35~1B ( ,.-
215.171 2S2.C68 

67,!37 87.537 
211.914 128.813 

6,C60 -.~ - ».57. 39.f76 
369.539 348~ 

1.158.523 1,169,423 
3.-~ 3.837.512 

£5.5".17• £5,989,147 -
£ 115.000 £ ---

£14,392,748 £12 •. 421 

£5.242.21' £4.614,923 -
£ 19O.ooe £ 190.006 

39,~ . .--
r: 2» __ 

£ 23).002 
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,lhl.\f~ oQ ~CO\-\~ loj\~()\\c\(}.~~~ S\)'MM~'\ 

Revenue Funds 
(Debit) Credit held 

by General Treasurer 

1981 1980 
Represented by: 

Loans made by Ministry Funds · · £ 385,712 £ 342,144 
Loins made by Mission and Service Funds · 289,216 283,124 
Loans made by Miscellaneous Funds 27,000 21,048 
Short Term Loans invested by Church of 

Scotland Trust . . · 3,100,000 3,391,000 
Feudutles, Ground Annuals, etc. · 104,798 112,659 
Balances at Bank and Cash in Hand · 498,172 896,956 

£4,404,898 £5,046,931 . 
Total Capital Funds Held . . 

Market Value 

Held thus: 
General Investment Fund ·Capita-I. • 

Deposits awaiting Admission 
Income Fund· Capital 
Deposit Fund 
Special Investment Account . I 

Short Term Loans & Feuduties, Ground Annuals, etc. 
Aged and Infirm Ministers Fund· Capital • 

EDINBURGH,,4th May, 1982. The foregoing abstracts are submitted by 

. 

Capital Funds 
Invested in Church 
of Scotland Trust 

1981 1980 

£ 3,391,000 £ 3,100,000 
104,798 112,659 

£ 3,204,798 £ 3,~03,659 
r== 

£47,230,946 £42,426,413 

£51,431 ,048 £46,774,701 
= 

£17,134,263 . £15,196,568 

- 86,689 
10,188,148 8,209,123 
12,263,620 11,744,610 

572,920 593,761 
104.198 1,103,659 

6,967,197 5,492,003 

£47,230,946 £42,426,413 

I 

I 

======== I I 

W.G.P. COLLEDGE, C,A., General Treasurer 

SOURCE OF FUNDS 

Total Conlngat!onalliberality - per Appendix I 
Normal • 1 • • • 

Special. • • • 

Lila: Retained by Congregations • • • 
Congregational Contributions to Central Funds· per Appendix II . 

Add: Other Income 
Donations, Grants, Income from Trusts, Sale of Properties, etc. 
Bequests • . • • • . 
Interest on Capital . . • 
Stipend Endowments per General Trustees 

Total Income of Central Funds • 

EDINBURGH, 4th May, 1982. 
The foregoing statement of Source of Funds submitted by 

£ 1,B53,152 
1,301,095 
3,481,030 

832,324 

• W.G.P. COLLEDGE, C.A., 
General Treasurer. 

1981 

£23,375,076 
4,270,179 

27,646,255 
14,426,121 
13,219,134 

-Li67 ,6Q1 
£20,686,735 --===---

1980 

£20,424,675 
4,215,566 

24,640,241 
13,162,255 
",,477,986 -

1,295,220 
1,186,073 
2,737,666 

806,358 
6,025,317 

£17,503,303 

-
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of congregational contributions and the second which is a 

contingencies fund. The allocations are made in line with budgets 

and additional grants to meet deficits or special work are made 

from the contingencies fund. This fund receives income from 

interest unallocated congregational contributions and surpluses 

from previous years. 

Exhibit 1.5.6 is an example of an expenditure allocation account 

and in this case is allocating the net expense of the 

accommodation at the church headquarters. 

A Restatement is the name given to a fund statement where no 

details are given of movements on the fund. Instead the balance 

at the end of the year is noted together with that for the 

previous year and possibly the market value of any investments 

in which the fund is held. Though at first this does not seem to 

have any purpose, such a restatement does ensure that the funds 

designated or restricted to use within the general area of the 

committee concerned are reported in total along with the other 

funds. 

Sources of Funds 

Exhibit 7.5.4 shows the General Treasurer's Sources of Funds 

statement. Unlike in the case of LPL where a commercial type 

source and application of funds statement has been prepared this 

statement is prepared as an overall statement of funds received. 

The statement is reconciled to total congregational income via 

statements broken down to presbytery level. 

An attempt was made to reconcH e the totals in the General 

Treasurer's Source of Funds statement but this proved impossible 

due to the number of movement statements for which no detail was 

shown. However the headings in the accounts of the Church of 

Scotland are remarkably consistent across the accounts and this 

means that it is very easy to identify the source of funds for 

the accounts where these are shown. The sources of funds shown 

fall mainly into four groups: donations, congregational 

contributions, entrepreneurial receipts and interest on recurrent 

balances. The repayment of loans and sale of properties are 
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3. Stewardship and Budget 
0 

(I' MISSION AND SERVICE CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONTINGENCIES FUND 

1981 I Tot.' Cong~'OftII Contributions per Appenclx II 
Ordinary 0 0 0 0 • · 0 . . £2.579.011 
Other . . · · 0 · · . . 126.235 

2.705.246 
L~S$: Alloatlon th.teaf: 

Home MIssions · · · · · £483,305 
National Church Extension 0 0 0 423,789 
General Trustees· Central Fabric Fund • · · 11,200 
Social Responsibility • · · · 0 260,447 

I Foreign Missions 0 · · · . 0 991,637 
Jewish Missions I · · 0 27,727 
Scots Memorial 0 · 0 · 0 14,225 
Christian Aid 0 · · · 0 0 82,757 
Board of Education '0 

0 403,401 · 0 · · Public Worship and Aids to Devotion 0 0 0 3,500 
Diaconate Board 0 0 0 0 0 9.850 
Chaplains to HoM. Forces · · · 2 1'00 

2,683,938 

\ Balance credited to Contingencies Fund • · · · · 21,308 
Interest and Donations • • · · · · 89.577 I Total Income of Contingencies Fund • · · · · · 110.885 
Credit Balance at 1st January. • · · · · 858,802 

I 969.687 
Expenditure 

Grants towards ppvious year's deficits: 
Foreign Missioi,lo • · · . · 7,156 
Jewish Missions . · . · · 4.152 
Scots Memorial . · 0 · 0 · 5,904 
Board of Education · · · 0 · -
Education for the Mlnlstrv • · · -
St. Colm's · · · · -
U iaconate Board • · · · · · 786 

· 17,998 

Grants towards current year's work 
Home Missions · · · · · · -
National Church Extension · · · · 250,000 
Social Responsibility · · · 2,750 

. Parish Education • · · · · - '. ...... 
Education for the Ministry. · · · 18,200 
St. Colm'S • · · · · · · -
Public Worship and Aids to Devotion · · 260 
Diaconate Board • · · · · -
Chaplains to H.M. Forces • · · · -

271,210 

Net Cost of Programme for Action - 9,203 · · · 
Special Grant· Pray Today · · · · · 750 

Miscella~ous · · · . -· · 
299,161 

670,526 
Refunds In respect of pnyIoUl yeer's Surplus 

Home Missions · · · · · · 24,568 
National Church Extension · · · · · 41,270 -.. 
Jewish Missions · · · · · · -
Board of Education • · · · · · 603 
Education for Ministry · · · · 0 10 
St.Colm's • · . . · · · 2,414 
Public Worship and Aids to Devotion • · · · 188 
Chaplains to H.M. Forces · · · · · 1~80 

70,933 

Credit BaIInCe It 311t December • · · · . . £ 741,459 

- -

1980 

£2.321,832 
128.638 

2.4501270 

409,343 
381,704 

10.000 
260,443 
875,715 

24,251 
12,800 
82,700 

300.105 
3,130 
8,342 
2,200 

2,370,793 

79,477 
75,722 

155,199 
448,611 

603,810 

21,342 -
1,473 
3.305 
2,547 
1,491 
,

1
021 

31,179 

20.600 -
(22,400) 
10,100 
17,200 
6,400 

(30) 
190 
(60) 

32,000 
23,672 

500 
860 

88,211 

515.599 

31,264 
3>6,616 

3,734 _ 

---
346 

1~43 
343,203 

£ 858,802 
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2. General Finance 

Ca) GENE RAL FUND 

Revenue 

en Accommodation 
1981 1980 

Upkeep of 121 George Street. Edinburgh: . 
£ 48,091 Rates and Insurance . · £ 41,766 

Heating and Lighting 27,993 22,641 · 13,581 Caretakers' and Receptionists' Salaries. . 
20,889 

10,141 
Cleaning and Laundry · · . \ 

. 
20,C55 

15,387 
Maintenance and Decoration · · · - 11,745 

• , 130,609 101,680 
Income from Let Property · (17 ,400\ (14,5001 -113,209 87,180 

Allocated thus: 
Committees within Accounts of General Treasurer 

Service Departments 12,558 · · . · . £17,146 
Others . · · 51,974 39,753 

Church of Scotland General Trustees 
69,120 52,311 

9,630 7,196 
Committee on Social Responsibility 15,099 11,627 
Department of Publicity and Publications 19,360 16,046 . 

£113.209 £ 87,180 ------

AUDITOR'S REPORT 

EDINBURGH. 4th May. 1982. As Auditor of The Church of Scotland. I have audited the financial statements of The 
Church of Scotland Trust in accordance with approved Auditing Standards except that the scope of my Work was limited 
by the matter referred to below. 

Heritabie Properties are not recorded in the accounts under review and I have not. therefore. verified the eXistence of these 
Properties. 

In my opinion the financial statements1~r the year ended 31st December 1981 are in agreement with the accounting 
records. 

HUGH McMICHAEL, C.A.. Auditor. 

AUDITOR'S REPORT 

EDINBURGH. 4th May. 1982. As Auditor of The Church of Scotland. I have audited the financial statement:; ot the 
Committee on PUblications in so far as they relate to the Bookshops in accordance with approved Auditl'lg Stanclards. 

In my opinion the financial statements for the year ended 31st January 1982 are in agreement with tlu accoulllln~ records. 

HUGH McMICHAEL, C.I\., Auditor. 
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recorded as a source of funds because the accounts are recorded 

on a receipts and payments basis. Sale of property may be sale of 

either a property previously purchased by the church or the 

conversion of a donation of property into cash. In both these 

cases (and also with loan repayments) sale of property may be 

regarded as the conversion of one store of value, assets, into 

another, cash and this may not be a prime source of funds in the 

same way as are donations and contributions. Sometimes however the 

sale of donated property, received for example from a legacy, may 

be sold and become the equivalent of a cash donation. The 

difference between these different sources is not clear in these 

accounts. 

Table 7.5.1 Approximate contributions to Church of Scotland 
Current Funds for the year ended 31st December 1981 

Donations 
Donations, Grants and 

from trusts 
Bequests 
Endowment Interest 

Congregational Contibutions 

Income 
1,033,396 

391.625 
2.477,480 
----~---- 3,902,501 

(including Clergy Stipends etc £7 ,926,291) 12.789.494 

Entrepreneurial Receipts 300.579 

Interest on recurrent balances 215,084 

Repayment of Loans 34,221 

Sale of Properties 64,141 
---------

t 17.306,020 
----------

It can be seen that though there are some differences between 

table 7.5.1 and exhibit 7.5.4 there is general agreement aout the 

scale of contibutions. Differences in the statement s show some 

details of financial activity eg with respect to bequests where 

the General Treasurer's statement shows three times the amount 

Shown in the other accounts, probably indicating that many 

bequests go straight into endowment or special accounts. 

, 
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The main source of funds for recurrent purposes are 

congregational contributions. This is not directly comparable 

with other churches in the study as nearly t8m of this is related 

to central payment of ministers' stipends. The minor sources of 

funds are entrepreneurial receipts (mainly sale of publications, 

fees and accommodation) and interest on current balances. Note 

that table 7.5.1 excludes the major source of income in the 

Social Responsibility Department which is accommodation fees 

(f.5m). 

Audit Report. 

There are seven audit reports in the Church of Scotland Abstract 

and they are all by the same auditor. The audit statements cover 

all the statements in the accounts except Appendices I-IV signed 

by the General Treasurer. The wording of all seven statements is 

the same with the exception that four of the reports, of General 

Treasurer, Church of Scotland Trust, Church of Scotland General 
Trustees and Committee on Social Responsibility carried a 

qualification that: 

I~eritable Properties are not recorded in the accounts under 
review and I have not, therefore. verified the existence of 
these Properties.11 Abstract pages 30,40,44 and 47 

The General form of the auditor's reports are given in exhibit 
7.5.6. 

The auditor of the church accounts is appointed by the General 

Assembly and the accounts are presented to the General Assembly. 

Though there is no addressee of the audit report it seems 

therefore that the General Assembly is the addressee. The work 

done by the auditor is described simply as 'audit in accordance 

with approved auditing standards' and a separate statement is 

given that in the auditors opinion the statements are in 

agreement with the accounting records. No opinion is expressed as 

to whether the accounts are 'true and fair'. 

7.5.2 Context and Purpose of the Abstract 

The annual Abstract is made available to the members of the 

annual Church of Scotland General Assembly. It is not issued with 

the Agenda of the Assembly but is available to any members of 
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Assembly who require it at the actual meeting. The papers in the 

Agenda contain some financial information but on the whole are 

written reports describing the work of the various committees of 

the church and bringing matters to the church for discussion. 

Though the accounts are available to all Assembly members, they 

are not in fact sent to all members and this suggests that the 

church does not see the accounts as being of value to all 

members. The easy availability of the Abstract suggests however 

that the church sees itself as accountable to members despite the 

fact that not all members are interested. The non-distribution of 

accounts automatically to all members is therefore seen as a 

saving of cost and therefore a stewardship of resources. 

Only limited conclusions can be drawn from the accounts 

themselves about their purpose. One clear conclusion is that the 

Abstract provides a vehicle for the General Treasurer to account 

for his stewardship of finds. The information in the accounts may 

be useful for other purposes by Assembly and Committee members. 

7.5.3 Information in the accounts 

There are many "accounts" in the Abstract which are simply 

restatements of balances in the Consolidated Summary and show no 

movements. It is doubtful if there is much information content in 

these balances except perhaps to state the total funds available 
to a committee. 

Apart from these resta2ments, the rest of the accounts appear to 

be extremely detailed. They give a good amount of detail about 
the work that is going on, see for example exhibit 7.5.1, and 

, 
despite their complexity they can give a general impression of 

where money is being spent, although this is not necessarily an 

indication of work that is being undertaken. 

One very interesting account is the income allocation account 

which gives a guide to where currently raised funds are being 

spent in the church. This does not however give details of 

overall income from endowments and so gives only a partial 

picture of finances. 

The structure of the Abstract hides much of the information that 
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is in it but this is probably because the Abstract is designed 

simply as an abstract of accounts and not an informative 

document. This highlights the problem found in many NPO accounts 

that there are many perspectives from which to view the finances 

and the adoption of one form of presentation must necessarily 

present a limited view. 

The vast amount of information detracts from an overall view 

which would be useful in coming to an understanding of the 

position of the church as a whole. However the structure of ~he 

information relates almost exactly to the responsibility 

structure of the church and this may be of value to readers 

particularly those interested in a specific section of work (see 

table 10.5.18 in chapter 10). 

Over the past few years COS has been warning members of a need to 

give more to the work of the church otherwise the work w ill have 

to be curtailed. There is however little evidence from the 

accounts of any constraints being present because of lack of 

giving by members. 
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Table 7.5.1 Breakdown of the <llurch of Scotland accounts to shCJi structure 

No 1st Nane of StatEDl81t Status LiDk !ten link ~rEmel1t Measureneot 

-~ Focus basis 

Kdn Church of Scotland Accounts 

121 29 Calsolidated Summry of ReI & Cap Funds ID::lepexlE!lt 0 ? 
122 30 Auditor' 8 Report Cmnu>m- 0 ? 
1 1 AcCOUDt~ priociples Explanation 
2 1 Definitions Explanation 

'8 3 Maint of ~ry Reserve Funds Capital Restat BIJf!lt 121 Part-fund b fund Balance ? 
,9 3 Maint of ~try Special Funds Revenue ~statanent 121 Part-fUIXi a l'tmd Balance ? 
10 3 Maint of ~rY Special Funds Capital Restatsnent 121 Part-fund b li.md 0 Balance ? 
17 5 Fnda.1Dents Specrial Funds ReveD1.le Restatanent 121 Part-fund c Fund Balance ? 
18 5 ED:IowmeDts speci8l Funds Capital RestatenE!lt 121 Part-fund d EUnd Balance ? 
21 6 Reserve Fum Revmue (Retireneot) Restatanent 121 No Balance Fund Balance ? 
22 6 Special Funds Rel7eme (Ret:irEmellt) RestatsnE!lt 121 Part-fund e EUnd Balance ? 
.23 6 Special Funds Capital (RetiranE!lt) Restatanent 121 Part-fund f E\md Balance ? 
26 7 Special Funds Reveune (lblsiDg aDd Loon) Restatanent 121 Part-fund g EUnd Balance ? 
30 9 Special Funds Relmue (Ibne Missioo) Restat anent 121 Part-fund h E\.md Balance ? 
31 9 Special Funds Capital (Hane Mission) Restateneot 121 Part-fund i ~'und Balance ? 
33 9 National Clturch ExtEnSion General Capital Restatanent 121 Part-fund k Fund Balance ? 
35 9 Special Funds Revewe (Nat. Qrurch Extn) RestatsnE!lt 121 Part-fUDd j FUDd Balance ? 
36 9 Special Funds Capital (Nat. Church Extn) Restatanent 121 Part-fund k Elmd Balance ? 
41 11 Special Funds RelEDJe (Foreign Mission) RestatsnE!lt 121 Part-fund I Fund Balance ? 
62 11 Special Funds Qipital (Foreign Mission) Restat anent 121 Part-fund m FOund Balance ? 
4h 12 Special Funds RevEDle (Colonial and Cant) Restat snE!lt 121 Part-fund n Fund Balance ? 
47 12 Special Ftmds Capital (Colonial and Cant) Restat anent 121 Part-fund 0 FUDd Balance ? 
51 13 Jewish MissioDS Special Funds ReveIlle Restatsnect 121 Part-fund P F.md Balance ? 
52 13 Jarlsh Missions Special Funds Capital Restat anent 121 Part-fund q Fund Balance ? 
56 14 Scots' MslKrial Jerusalen Special Rever:ue Restatsnent 121 Part-fund r Fllnd Balance ? 
5/ 14 Scots' MaDorial Ja-usalen Special Capital Restatanent 121 Part-fund s t:.tlld Balance ? 
59 15 Qrlstian Aid Special Rel7EDJe Restat sneet 121 Part-fund t El,md Balance ? 
63 16 Bd of Fducation Reserve Capital Restat anent 121 Part-fUIXi v F..md Balance ? 
64 17 Bel of Fducation Special Revewe Restatsnent 121 Part-fund u }ilOd Balance ? 
65 17 Bel of Fducation Special Capital Restat anent 121 Part-fUIXi v Fmd Balance ? 
67 17 Fduc For Ministry General Capital Restat enect 121 Part-fimd x Fhnd Balance ? 
70 18 Fduc for ~stry Special Ftmds Re.rmue Restatsnmt 121 Part-fund w Fund Balance ? 
71 18 -Fmc for Ministry Special Funds Capital Restatsnent 121 Part-fimd x EUnd Balance ? 
73 18 St Co1m's Gena:al Fund capital Restatanmt 121 Part-fund z F\lIld Balance ? 
75 18 St Co1m's Special Fund Revmue Restateneot 121 Part-fund Y FUnd Balance ? 
76 18 St Co1m's Special Fund Capital RestatEmeDt 121 Part-fund z flmd :l3alance ? 
78 19 W:Jrshp and Aids to Devtn General Capital RestatenE!1t 121 Part-fund B Fund Balance ? 
79 19 Worsbp and Aids to Del7tn Special Revalue Restat anent 121 Part-fund A FlInd llalance ? 
80 19 W:Jrsbp and Aids to Devtn Special Capital RestatanEtt 121 Part-fUDd B Ei.!1ld Balance ? 
82 20 Diaconate Board Special RevE!lUe Restat anent 121 Part-fund C Fund 3alance ? 
83 20 Diaconate Board Special Capital Restatsnent 121 Part-fund D Fund Balance ? 
85 20 Forces Chaplains General Capital Restat anent 121 Part-fund F Fund 3al.ance ? 
86 20 Forces Chaplains Special Revenue RestatsnE!lt 121 Part-fund E FUnd Balance ? 
f5l 20 Forces Chaplains Special Capital Restatenent 121 Pare-fUIXi F F\il1d ilalance ? 
90 21 General Admin Fund General Fund Capital Restat BIJf!lt 121 Part-fund H ihld nalance ? 
92 22 Special Funds RerE!llle Restatanent 121 Part-fund G F\1nd Balance ? 
93 22 Special Funds Capital RestatsneDt 121 Part-fund H hnd Balance ? 
% 23 General Fund Re.rE!lue Special Funds Restatenmt 121 Fund Fund Ualance ? 
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No 1 st Na:ue of Statanent Status Link Iten link ~EmSlt Measurane1t 

-~ Focus Basis 

97 -23 GeIleral Fund Re.reme Special Funds RestatE!I1£tt 121 Fund Fund Balance ? 
100 25 Sttwardship and Budget Special FUDd Rev. Restatenmt 121 Part-fUlXl I Fund Balance ? 
101 25 Sttwardship am Budget Special Fund Cap. Restatenett 121 Fund Fuod Balance ? 
103 25 lai CsHal Fum Special Re7eoue RestatanEDt 121 Fum Fued Balance ? 
104 25 Law Gmeral Fund Capital Restatement 121 Fund Fund Balance ? 
1<Xl 26 Personnel Special Re.rmue Restatement 121 F\md Fuod Balance ? 
107 26 Persamel Special Capital Restatenent 121 F\md Fund Balance ? 
113 27 lbnan's Guild Special Relenue Restatement 121 Part-fund J Fuod Balance ? 
11427 Wanan's Guild Special Capital Restatenent 121 Part-fund K Fund Balance ? 
11528 Q)lleges and Bursary FUDd Re.rmue Restat anent 121 FuDi Fund Balance ? 
116 28 Colleges am Bursary Fund Capital Restatement 121 F\md Fund Balance ? 
117 28 Special Trusts Re(enue Restat anent 121 Fund FIllli Balance ? 
118 28 Special Trusts Cap{tal RestatemEtt 121 Fund Fund Balance ? 
119 28 Suns held fer congregations Re.rE!llle Restatement 121 FuDi Fund Balance ? 
120 28 Sums held for coDgI'egatialS Capital Restat E!Ilftt 121 fund Fuod Balance ? 
94 23 General Fund Relenue Accrmoodation Allocation >5 EKpenditure Net Cost R&PtT 
95 23 General Fund Re\Terue himi.oistration Allocation >5 EKpeaiiture Net Cost R&PtT 
99 25 Staiardship aDd Budget General Fund AlloCation >3 EKpenditure Net &penditure R&Pt-T 
102 25 lai GEIleral Fund Re.rE!D.le Allocation >5 8cpen:iiture Net EXpenditure R&PtT 
105 26 Personnel General Relmue Allocation >4 EXpenditure EXpenditure R&PtT 
3 2 Maintenance of the Ministry Fund Gmeral M:wanett 121 Part-fund a Balance R&P+T 

4 2 Ma.i~ enance of the Ministry FUDi Capital MwE!llSlt 121 Part-fund b Fund Balance R&P+-T 
5 3 Minimm Stipeni F\md Re.rewe MwenEtt 121 Part-fund a Def icit /Fro "Bal R&PtT 
6 3 Min;mDD Stiperxl Fund Capital MwEll1E!lt 121 Part-ftmd b Fund Balance R&PtT 
7 3 Maint of ~stry Reserve Fuods ReleDUe Mwemett 121 Part-fund a Ftmd Balance B&PtT 

11 4 ~ Section Geneul Fund Gens:al IbvEll1E!lt 121 Part-ftmd c Surplus/Fhd Bal R&Pf-T 
12 4 EDiowIIe:Jt Section General Fund Capital Mweneot 121 Part-fund d E\md Balance R&P+T 
13 4 Funds Available for Ehda.1os:lt Grants Rem MJvEll1E!lt 121 Part-fund e Su:rplus/Fnd Bal R&PtT 
14 4 Funds Available for EDiOWlllelX Grants Capl M:weneDt 121 Part-fund d FUnd Balance R&P+T 
15 5 VacaIlt Stipem Fund Revenue MJvenect 121 Part-fund e Deficit /Fnd Bal R&Pf-T 
19 5 Aged and Infim Ministers' Fnd GEIleral M:wBIlEtt 121 Part-fund e Surplus/Fro Bal R&PtT 
20 6 Aged am Infim Ministers' Fnd Capital Mwenect 121 Part-fund f Fuod Balance B&Pt-T 
24 6 lblsing and loan Fund General KJveneot 121 Part-fund g E\md Balance R&PtT 
25 7 bsing and Loan Fund Capital MwaneDt 121 Part-fund Fund Balance R&PtT 
27 8 lbDe Mission General Fund Reveme MJvElllE!l1t 121 Part-ftmd h Surplus/fui Bal R&Pt-T 
28 8 lbDe Mission General Fund Capital M:waneDt 121 Part-fund i Fund Balance B&Pt-T 
29 9 Reserve Funds ReveDUe (lb:ne Mission) M:wem8lt 121 Part-fund h Ftmd Balance R&P+T 
32 9 National Church EXt msion General Re.rmue Mwemmt 121 Part-fund j Surplus/Fnd Bal R&Pf-T 
34 9 Natioml Chtrch Extension Reserve Reverue MwenEtt 121 Part-ftmd j Fund Balance B&PtT 
37 9 Foreign Mission General Rarenue M:wement 121 Part-fund 1 Surplus/Fnd Bal R&Pf-T 
38 9 Foreign Nission GEneral Capital lobvenE!1t 121 Part-fund m Ftmd Balance R&P+T 
39 11 Reserve Funds Reveoue (Foreign Mission) MJvenent 121 Part-fund 1 Fund Balance R&Pf-T 
IIJ 11 Reserve Funds Capital (Foreign Mission) lobvement 121 Part-fund m Fund Balance R&Pt-T 
43 11 Colonial am Cont. Olurches General Renu M:wElllSlt 121 Part-fund n Surplus/Fhd Bal ~T 
44 12 Colonial SDd Q)nt. Churches GEIleral Ca~l lobvaneot 121 Part-fund 0 Fund Balance B&Pt-T 
45 12 Reserve Funds ReiEDle (Colonial and Con:) M:wEmelt 121 Part-fund n Fund Balance R&Pt-T 
48 13 Jewish Missions General Fund RareDUe llivemEtt 121 Part-fund P Surplus/Fn:! Bal R&P+-T 
49 13 Jewish Missions General Fund Capital MJvenent 121 Part-fund q Fund· Balance B&Pt-T 
50 13 Jewish Missions Reserve Funds RareDUe MwemEtt 121 Part-fund p FUnd Balance B&Pt-T 
51 14 Scots' MeImia1 JE!['Usalen General Reimue ~enent 121 Part-fund r Surplus/Fnd Bal R&Pt-T 
54 14 Scots' MeDOrial Jerusalan General Capital M:wE!lHtt 121 Part-fund s Fund Balance B&Pt-T 
55 14 Scots' Mmmmal Jerusalen Reserve Reienue ~ement. 121 Part-fund r Fund Balance R&Pt-T 
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No 1st Nane of StatEmBJt Status Link Itan link MeasurEmeDt MeasuraneDt 
Page Focus Basis 

--
58 15 Qristian Aid GeDeral Reverue H:wE!D£tt 121 Part-fund t Fund Balance R&PtT 
60 16 Bd of Fducation GeI£al ReI1E!1lUe H:w8ll£!llt 121 Part-ftmd u Deficit /Fnd Bal R&Pf-T 
66 17 Fduc for Ministry Geleral ReI1eDJe Breakdown 60 EXpense EXpen.'3e 
61 16 Bd of Fducation GeI£al Capital M:w8ll£!llt 121 Part-fund v Fund Balance R&P+-T 
62 16 Bd of Fducation Reserve ReI1ewe itwanEtt 121 Part-fund u Fund Balance R&PtT 
68 17 Educ for !5.ni.stry ReseIVe Re.rEllUe M:wanalt 121 Part-fUDd Ftmd Balance R&P+-T 
69 lZ Educ for Ministry Reserve Capital M:nanEtt 121 Part-fund Fund Balance fM1+T 
72 18 St Co1m's Gel'le:'al Fund ReI1enue MJvanBlt 121 Part-fund z? &j>axl/Fnd Bal R&PtT 
74 18 St Co1m's Reserve Fund Re.reme M:nanEtt 121 Part..,fund y Fund Balance R&Pt-T 
77 19 lobrshp am Aids to Devtn ~al Rere:we MJvanBlt 121 Part-fuod x Surplus/Fnd Bal R&PtT 
81 19 Diaamate Board Gener.al. Re.rEDle bener:t 121 Part-fund C Deficit!Fm Bal R&PtT 
84 20 Forces <haplains GeDeral Revmue MJvanalt 121 Part-ftDi E Surplus /Fnd Bal R&PtT 
88 21 General Purposes Fund MwenEtt 121 Part-fund G F'l.'nd E.alance R&PtT 
89 21 General Mnin Fund ~al Fund RereDUe MwEmSlt 88 EXpenditure Net ~ture R&PtT 
91 22 CaImittees having no Ftmds Breakdown 88 EXpemiture Net ~en:liture R&PtT 
98 '}A. Mission am Service am Contingencies Ftxl MJvansJt. 121 Part FuIx:l I Fund Balance R&PtT 

1~ 26 Educatioo General Fund RevEDle MJvanEtt 64/121 ThDd Sllrplus/FtKi Bal R&PtT 
109 V FmJcation General Fund Capital MJvenent 65/121 Ftmd FI.'lld falance RExPtT 
110 27 Education Special FUld Capital MJvenEtt 65/121 Fund Fund Balance fM1+T 
111 27 Wanan's Guild General RevEnue MJvanBlt 121 Part-fuod J Surplus/Fnd Ba1 RExPtT 

112 27 Wanan' 8 Guild GEDeral Capital fuvanEtt 121 Part-fund K F\.Jnd Balance R&PtT 
123 31 Abstract of Congregational Incane Appx I IndepemEDt 0 ? 
124 33 Abstract of Cong. Conttiwtioos Appx II Breakdown >5 Receipts Receipts Receipts 
12535 Source of Funds Appx III Breakdown All Receipts Receipts Receipts 
12) 35 Analysis of Admin am Org exps Appx IV Breakdaim Varioos EXpenses EXpenses ? 

<llurcb of Scotland Trust 
1~ Ii) Auditcr's Report (h,1If!lt lV-Iii) 
128 36 Gen best Balance Sheet IndepadEDt 121 Asset Bal Unitholder's Fads KJrket Value 
121 36 Gel InvestmB1t Reveme Acct MwE!llEtt 128 ThDds Held Reserves R&P 

130 37 Incane Fund Balance Sheet ImepEDimt 121 Asset Bal Uni.tholder's Fnds Hlrket Value 
129 37 lIx:ane Fund Reveme Acct Mwanea: 130 Funds Held Reserves R&P 
132 38 Deposit Fund Bal Sheet Imepeo:imt 121 Asset Bal De . .xlsii:or's Funds Market Value 
131 38 Deposit Fund ReveDJe Acct fuvaneDt 132 ThDds Held Reserves R&P 

13439 Spec best Acct Bal Sheet Indepeo:ient 121 Asset Bal Investor's Funds KJrket Value 
133 39 Spec Invest Acct Rev Acct MJvanEtt 134 ThDds Held Reserves (0 bal) R&P 
136 39 Spec Invest Acct Bal Sheet Imepeo:imt 121 Asset Bal Investor's Funds ~ket Value 
135 39 Spec Invest Acct Rev Acct MwanEtt 136 Funds Held Reservp.s (0 bal) R&P 
138 39 Ioternal BaDk:ing Ba1 Sheet Iuiepeo:imt 121 Asset Bal Investor's Funds ~ket Value 
137 39 IDt emsl BankiDg Rev Acct M:wanea: (5[,) 138 Funds Held Reserves (0 ball R&P 
liD iD Aged & Infinn Bal Sheet Independelt 121 Asset Bal In\' est or's Fuods Mlrket Value 
139 40 Aged & InfiIm Rev Acct MJvanBE (SL) llil Funds Held Reserves (0 bal) R&P 
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No 1 st Name of Statenent _f!8! _____ _ 

General Trust ees Funds 
1!:O 44 Auditcr' 8 Report 
143 41. Stipend Bal Sheet 
142 41 Stipeo:i Rev Acct 
145 42 Fabric etc Bal Sheet 
144 42 Fabric etc Rev Acct 
147 43 Celt. Fabric- Bal Sheet 
146 4'3 PEIlt. Fabric Rar Acct 
149 44 Adui.n Acct Bal Sheet 
148 44 Admjn Acct Rar Acct 

Social ResJX)[!Sibility Caunittee .. 
153 46 Balance Sheet 
154 47 Auditor's Report 
151 45 Accounting pri.D:iples 
152 III Gena-al ~erating AccoUDt 

Publications and Publicity 
155 48 AccoUDting pri.D:iples 
157 49 ~a1 Activities B Sheet 
159 50 Auditcr's Report 
158 ~ ~es to Balance Sheet 
1~ 49 General Activities Rev Acct 

161 51 Bookshops Balance Sheet 
163 51 Auditcr's Report: 
162 51 Bookshops B Sheet Notes 
160 51 Bookshops RevEDJe Account 

165 53 Publicity Balance Sheet 
166 53 Publicity Auditcr' 8 Report 
164 52 Publicity Revenue AccoUDt 

Note: R&P - Receipts and PayIDltts 
Net C.A. - Net UJrreot Assets 
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Status Link Iten link MeasurEmEnt ~SDel1t 
Focus Basis 

fuliiSIt: 142-149 
Imepe:dem: 0 Funds M1rket Value 
MJvE!llftt 14'3 Fund Balance Surplus/Fund Bal R&P 
Ialepeo;ieot Funds Mttket Value 
MJvE!llftt 145 Fund Balance Surplus /Fund Bal R&P 
IndepeRieot Funds Net C.A. 
MJvenEtt 147 Fund Balance Surplus/Fund Bal R&P 
Ialepea:iem: Funds M1rket Value 
MJvenEtt . 149 E\md Balance Surplus/Fund ~al R&P 

Iniepeniect 121 Assets Fund Balances ? 
CauueDt 152-153 
F.xplanatioDS 151-159 - -
ti:w8ll8lt 153 FUnd Balance ~ sUtplus/CR Bal R&Pt-T 

EXplanation 
Indepenieot Capital/Fund Ci!·Pital/Fund ? 
Cel/Ilea- 156-158 
Breakdam 157 Assets/Funds - ? 
MJvenex 157 Capital Surplus ? 

IniepeniEDt OJrrent kct -

Came:lt 16(H62 
Explanation 161 
!bvemtt 161 Part QJrr At:t ?Surplus ? 

Indepeodeat Reserve P\.md Reser'le FuDi ? 
Celll,ell 164-165 
ti:w8ll8lt 165 FtllXl Deficit /Fund Bal ? 
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7.6 The Accounts of the Methodist Church 

7.6.1 Description of the Accounts 

The annual accounts of the Methodist Church (MET) are to be found 

in the Agenda for the Annual Conference of the church. The 

accounts that are published in the Agenda, issued in June each 

year, relate mainly to the financial year ended the previous 

August and this means that the accounts in the Agenda are up to 

'nine months out of date. Accounts are made available before that 

date by individual boards and committees, but the Agenda is the 

formal place for reporting as the boards and committees are 

appointed by Conference. 

Unlike in the other churches under study, the MET annual accounts 

are in no sense a single document. The Agenda contains annual 

accounts, or summaries thereof, of the seven divisions, various 

divisional sub-committees, connexional (ie central church) 
committees and various other organisations which regularly report 

to Conference. There are a total of 34 separate accounting 

reports in the 1982 Agenda and the accounting reports range in 

complexity from a simple receipts and payments account to a quite 

complicated set of movement statements and explanations in the 

case of the Overseas Division. 

The Agenda does not contain the accounts for the Central Finance 

Board of the Methodist Church, the body that operates the 

investment trusts for the church. The year end for these accounts 

is 28th February and these have been excluded from this study 

although the equivalent accounts for the COS and RCC were 

included. 

Structure of the Accounting reports 

It is not correct to call the accounts of the Methodist Church a 

single accounting report as there are clearly a large variety of 

such reports in the Agenda. Nevertheless table 7.6.1 (included at 

the end of this section) has been prepared to give an insight . 
into the structure of the various accounting reports included in 

the Agenda. There are 34 balance sheets in the Agenda and there 

is no overall balance sheet consolidating or aggregating the 

individual balance sheets. The fact that there are SO many 
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individual balance sheets suggests that the committees and boards 

act more or less autonomously and whilst this might be correct in 

relation to a particular field of work, there is nevertheless 

some interfund transfer of resources. 

Formal interfund transfers take place for two reasons: central 

fund raising and central administratio~ The central fund raising 

takes place through the Mission and Service Fund (M & S Fund) and 

this is the one major fund for which no accounts are present in 

the Agenda. There are however budget allocations for the current 

and following years in the Agenda and a report of the total M & S 

Fund receipts collected in the Year Book (published following 

Conference). The M&S Fund came into existence in 1981 to replace 

the system of raising funds from Districts then in existence. The 

fund does not cover all the needs of the Central work of the 

church but it raised around £1.4 million from Districts in 

1980/1. The M&S Fund is referred to in the discussion of internal 

users of accounting information in chapter 16. In 1981, 18 

different committees benefitted from the central fund raising. 

One of the objectives of raising money centrally was to try to 

reduce the amount of interdivision and intercommittee transfers 

(1980 Agenda p286) and the only interfund transfers found 

throughout the accounts are those paying for services provided by 

one division for another. These tranfers cover only small parts 

of the cost s and revenues of most of the account s. The biggest 

supplier of services is the Finance Divilion and the bulk of its 

'income' is interfund charges for services rendered. 

The structure of the individual statements in the accounts varies 

depending on each individual committee's operations. There are 

three basic structures in the accounts: 

1. There is a single case of a receipts and payments account. 

2. There are several cases where a single balance sheet 

contains a single fund account (eg World Development 

Fund) with a single movement account giving details of 
movement on that fund. 

3. There are a large number of easel where a single balance 

. Iheet contains a number of funds and 'reserves' with 
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either a detailed movement statement or an abbreviated 

movement statement, or both abbreviated and detailed 

movement statements for each of the funds and 'reserves'. 

There are in addition to these basic structures notes to the 

accounts containing explanations of accounting policies and 

details of items in the accounts together with breakdown 

statements which keep information from the face of the main 

accounts. 

Movement Statements - Fund Moyements 

Though the 'major' movement statements always occur as individual 

statements, a number of these are related to the movement in the 

balance sheet via a note to the accounts. In this way the surplus 

or deficit on an income and expenditure accounts will be carried 

to a 'fund account' in the notes, the balance of which then 

appears on the face of the balance sheet. This form of 
transferring balaces can be a little confusing especially as in 

some cases eg the Overseas Division, the amount carried from the 

I&E account is added to other reserves, then reduced by transfers 

to the property account and to the I&E account and decreased' 

further by the legacy equilization reserve. (Agenda plSS note 9 

repeated as exhibit 7.6.2) 

This sort of approach is quite difficult to follow in the simpler 

cases and very difficult to follow in other cases eg in the 

National Children's Rome (NCR) where excess income is transferred 

to five different funds - one of which received both a 'transfer' 

and an 'appropriation', the difference not being explained in the 

not es (see exhibit 7.6.1). 

The effect of separating 'Income and Expenditure' (or ita 

equivalent) from the rest of the movement of funds is to 

introduce a number of specific names for the bottom line of each 

movement statement. In the NCR accounts (exhibit 7.6.1) the name 

'operating deficit' has been given to the net of 'operating 

expenditure' and 'operating income' but the total of 'operating 

deficit' and 'supplementary income has not been named. 
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336 
NATIONAL CHILDREN'S HOME 

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

YEAR ENDED 31st MARCH 1981 

Nole 1981 

--
£ 

OPERA nNG EXPENDITURE 
Maintenance and Care of Children .. .. .. 1 13.166.334 
Administration .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 712.488 
General Advocacy .• .. .. .. .. .. 1.072.000 
Other Operating Expenditure .. .. .. .. 3 530.935 

1980 

£ 

10.243.530 
608.335 
980.599 
529.082 • 

£15.481.757 £72.361.546 

OPERAnNG INCOME 
Voluntary Income •• .• 
Fees and Contributions .. 
Grants.. .. .. .. 
Other Operating Income .. 

OPERA nNG DEFICIT 

SUPPLEMENTARY INCOME 
legacies .. .. .. •. .. .. 
Grants and Gifts for Capital purposes •• 
Investment Income.. .. .. .. .. 
Surplus on Sale of Property • . . . •• 
Assets transferred from Associated Trusts .• 

TRANSfERS AND APPROPRIATIONS 
TO SPECIFIC FUNDS 
Tr.nsfera: 

Development Fund. • . . 
legacies Pool.. .. .. 
Specific Purposes Fund .. 
Scholarship Fund.. .. .. 
General Fund.. .. .. 

Appropri.tions: 
Development Fund.. .. .. .. .. 
Excess of Expenditure over Income after 
Transfer to Funds financed by Legacies Pool 

.. II£SfRY£ fUNDS 

4 
5 
6 
7 

11 
8 

9 
9 
9 

10 
12 

9 

9 

LeaKY equ.liNtion at lat J.nu.ry 11111 ......... _ ..................................... .. 

=r~k:~t':r:m. ... ·;;;j'.~P;;;di~;.·~iii .. · .... - .. .. 
~:Y.':t~:::::=:::::::::~ .. ~:::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: 

Othet ,_IV" at 111 J.nu.ry 1981 .......................................................... .. 
$u,plua .ft., ... ,.."dinary hAlma on lI.ne," incom. 

.M expencIlCU"lCCOUnc ................. _ .......................... _ ..................... .. 

L_: T,.n.'., to property lund ................................................................. . 
T,.n" .. 10 1I.1\8f" income and .xpenditu'.lCCOUnc ................. _. 

III. 311t Decembet 1981._ ............................................. __ ..................... .. 

2.868.157 
11.742.994 

271.171 
71.995 

2.546.652 
8,857.593 

145.719 
40.521 

£14.954.317 £",590.491 

c 

1527.4401 

1.198.050 
264.961 
888.633 
116.785 

£1.940.989 

337.921 
1.258.994 

157,431 
30 

635 

£1.755.011 

185.978 

£1.940.989 

c 
201.710 

204.685 
3.127 201."2 - -

110 .... 

7Uea 
1i1.ii2 

23,390 
100.000 123._ -

(171.055) 

849.723 
436.643 
861.213 

21.567 
642 

£1.399.733 

685.459 
169.492 
101.944 

30 
653 

£1.551.578 

(157.845J 

£7.399,133 

C 
474.360 

18.702\ 

4ii.i4i 

Kin 

(531.820 -
~ I ,.~It, 1.' 
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Other names for balances on these 'main' accounts include: 

Excess of Income over 
Balance Available for 

expenditure (DSR p84) 

and transfer 
Capital Expenditure 
to General Fund (MIlA p88) 

(MBA p90) Surplus on working 
Balance Carried Forward 
Surplus (deficit) for the year 

to Accumulated funds 

(WDAF p90, WDF p93) 
transferred 

(8M plOO, LNF p93) 

Additional complications occur where movement statements are 
nested inside other movement statements. The Methodist Homes for 

the Aged (MBA) 'Branches Income and Expenditure Account' balance. 

called 'surplus on working'. of £174,724 becomes and income item 

in the MHA 'Income and Expendit ur e account' (see exhibit 7.6.3). 

Similarly, though in a much smaller way, the 'Chester House 

Publications Account' surplus of £573 becomes an expenditure item 

in the Division of Education and Youth (DEY) 'Income and 

Expenditure account'. 

Though these various interlinkings may be difficult to follow in 

the accounts, it is possible to follow them and in most cases the 

nodes which link to the other statements in the accounts are 

clear. The biggest difficulty lies in the fact that certain 

statements in the chain of statements may be in the notes 

resulting in continual reference backwards and forwards through 

the statements. Perhaps it would have been easier to follow had 

all the movement statements referring to a particular fund been 

on a single page (as with say the Glasgow Diocese). 

The amount of detail shown on the face of the movement statements 

varies considerably from statement to statement as can be seen by 

the varying number of breakdown statements shown in the analysis 

of structure in table 7.6.1. The breakdown statements are used to 

keep detail from the face of the movement or independent 

statements ~nd so to highlight the items in the. prime statement. 

There are of course differences in the amount of detail available 

to be shown in any movement statement but even where there is a 

similar amount of total detail in the accounting report there is 

a wide variation on how much of this is shown on the face of the 

statement. Some statements contain most of the detailed 
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METHODIST HOMES F«;lR THE AGED 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 

30th SEPTEMBER 1981 

1980 

348,783 
13,666 
23,091 

5.569 
286 

389,395 
814,262 

1,203,657 

158,032 
11,598 
5.201 

1.378,488 
94.138 

(309,6181 

£1,163.008 

206.237 
182.000 

24,237 
128.367 

1.978 
, 7.342 

879 

11.921 

174,724 

988,284 

£1,163,008 

E Gener.' 
CHARITABLE INCOM Purposes./ 

Donations .nd Appeals""""""""" .... "··"··,·",,,,··,, 2~~.,~.r 
Covenanted Gilts hnc;Juding tax recoveredl""""" ......" 
Flower Fund "" .. _ ••••• " •• ""."" •• """ ••• " •• "" •• "."" ••• " 2~.3.7~~~ 
Ch.rlty Shops (N-r ••..••••••••••. , •.. " ••••• " •• ········,,···,,···· 
ChristmaS Cards ....................................... · ••• · •••• ··_·._. ___ =':-,.9:-:7:-:6v~ __ -::=:::-: ___ -:;;;::;-;:;-;; 

269,378 

Branches Total 
106.427.' 327,861 

4.402" 24.286 
962/ 25,694 

1.300' 2,652 
1.976 

113.091 382.469 

Legacies ... , ........... _ .................................... " ••••.••• _". ___ ',...0:::5:-:8,.,,4:-:7c:8_/ __ --::==:-__ ~~:-;-:: 
1,327,856 

46,206, 1.104,684 

159.297 1.487.153 

OTHER INCOME 
Interest and Dividends (Grassl ""." ••••..• """ ••••• " .•. "" •. ".,"""'''''''' •• ,, 
Rents",,,,,,.,,,.,, ........ ,, •• ,,.,.,, .•• ·,,,,,,,·,,···.··,,,·····'"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
CommiSSion " .............. " ••. " ••• ,."".,,, ...... ,, ••••• ,,,,., •••••• : ••••.•. ,"" ............ . 

156.352" 
15.541' 

5,307 • 

----- 177.2oq, 
Surplus on Sale of Securities .nd Property ""." •... " ....... """."""",, •.• ,, 
SecuritIes Sale of Righls .. """""" .. ""."""",, .. ,,""" .... """" .. """.,, ... 
Net Income of Branc/'les (pege 41 .. "" .• "········"··· .. ·"·,,,,· .. ·,,,,·· .. ,,·,,,,··,," 

216.-
174.724,. 

(1.839:293 

The above Income has been applied a. follOWS: 
EXPENDITURE 

Head Office Administrative Expen ....... _" .... _" ........ ··.··········""" .. 
L ... : Charged to Branches "" ........... - ................. _ ••••••• " .............. :" 

220.925'/ 
210.000' -----

Publicity ........ __ ................................................ ./... ........................ . 
Committee Expenaea ......................................... ·• .. •· .. ·•••· .... •••·• ......... . 
Staff Pensions •••• " ............................................................................. . 

10.925 
134.959.1 

2.282,1 
•• 693.· 

Bad Dabt written off " ............... " .... " ....... """" .. ".,, ........ ""."".""" ... . 
ContributIon to Branche. 

Income and Expenditure Account (page 4) .. " .. " .... "" .. " ............. ". 
l_: Maintan.nce Suppon Fund Incom ... "." .. "" ........ "" ......... "" .. ·,,· 

Net Expenditure on St.ff FI.tI.t.,," .............. ''' ......... '' ....................... ------. ___ ~~~ 

46.198' 
6.178/ 40.020 

11.602; 

208.481 
Balance available for Capital Expenditure 

transferred to General Fund .. " .......... " ........ "" .......... " .... • .. •· ...... " .. 1,630.812 

£1.839.293 
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METHODIST HOMES FOR THE AGED 
BRANCHES INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR 

ENDED 

1980 

1.725.674 
337,~54 

- 2,063.C28 

£2.063.C28 

380.135 
57,372 

1,092,397 
294.307 
24,034 
70,322 
18,611 
25 •• 56 
4.131 

10.669 

137.1n 
48.til2 

6.045 
".ESS 

182.000 
US3 ---£2.31~~ .. i-+~ .... 

30th SEPTEMBER 1981 

BRANCH INCOME 
Residenls' P.Vm.ntS"." ..................................................... _ ..................................... .. 
Grants from Local Authoriti ........................................................................................ . 

Contribution from the Auxiliary Fund of the • 
Minlst ... ' Retirement Fund ....................................................................................... . 

ContributIon from MHA Central Funds ....................................................................... .. 

BRANCH EXPENDITURE 
PrOvisions ....................................................................................................................... . 
Household Expenses ................................................................................................... .. 
Wages. National Insurance and Pen.ion ..................................................................... .. 
Fuel and Light ............................................................................................................... .. 

~~:~~:~~~~~~:.~.~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Telephon ............................................................................................................... _ .. .. 
Insurance ....................................................................................................................... . 

';{~~~':~E~=~~~:'::.~~~.:..~.~.~.~.~:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Repa". and Renewals: 

Property .................................. _ .................................................... _ .......... _ ............ . 
Equipment ................................................................................... __ ..... _ ............ .. 

Tranlfe .. Irom R .. e",. ............ _ ....... _ .................................. _ ....... _ ....... _ ......... .. 
Travelling and Removal ExpenHI ....... _ .. __ ........ ___ .... _ ......................... _ .. .. 

~::~:~~ .. ~~~:~~.:::::::::::::=:::::::::::=:::~::::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::= 

2.319.069 .,/ 
495.098'" 

2.814.167 

2.000 v 
46.198 ..... 

2.862.365 

416.187 .... 
54.089' -

1,304.978. 
331.106. 

30.779 _ 
84.585· 
22.606" 
30,034. 

4.595-
7.093. 

126.097· 
51.695. 
(7,9841-
10.574. 

210.000, 
11,207. 

0.687.641 

£(309,6181 SURPLUS ON WORKING ----,- £174.724 

REPORT OF THE AUDITORS 

We hlY" aUdited thl account. lit out above in accordance with approved Auditing Standard •• Some 01 the Branch 
results InclUd ,d have beln reponed on by other Auditors. 

In our cpin·on. aubject to there being no deprecIation chargl a. required by Statements of Standard Accounting 
PractIce N'l. 1'2. th ... account •• which have been prepared under th. historical cost conv.ntlon. give • true and lair vi_ 
of the stat~ of attairs at 30th September 1981 and of the lurplu. Ind _rca end epplication 01 fundI for the year ended 
on that d.te. . 

HOPE. AGAR • CO 
a..narea Accountant. 
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information in notes (eg NCH and Property Division) whilst others 

place most of it on the face of the statement (eg DEY). 

The pattern of disclosure on the face of the statement appears to 

be that if including the detail would make the statement longer 

than a single page or if it contains minor items which 

nevertheless need to be disclosed (eg grants) then the detail is 

relegated to notes, otherwise it will be placed on the face of 

the accounts. It would be interesting to explore further how this 

practice affects the way that users read the accounts and access 

information. 

Movement statments may give details of expenditure either by 

nature, ie on what ~ of expense money has been used, or by 

function, ie on what the money has been employed to achiev~ The 

breakdown of this between the main movement statements is given 

in table 7.6.2. 

It should be noted that the breakdown of the Methodist Church 

into broadly functional organisational divisions and committees 

Table 7.6.2 Analysis of major Moyement Statements into those 
analysing expense by nature and those by function 

Nature Function 
Dsa 2 
HHA 7 
HHA 8 
WDAF 12 

'WDF 16 
MaF 20 
FFHN 24 
LMF 30 
HPS 32 
DEY 37 
Managing Trustees 39 
Westminster ColI 41 
Southlands ColI 43 
Meth Res Schools 46 
Property Divn 59 
Heth Chch Purp 69 
Archives & Hist 73 

*Divn Finance 80 
*HM Retirement Fnd 86 

WId Meth Brit Ctte 89 
Meth Publishng Hse 94 

HHF 26 
DEY 36 
International Hses 49 
Overseas Divn 52 
Ministries Divn 96 
Gen Purposes Fnd 104 
NCH III 

Notes: 1. Numbers refer to the 
references in table 7.6.1 
2. In statements with an 
asterisk '*' 'Function' 

may be equivalent to 
'Nature'. 
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means that each set of accounts covers a broad functional area, 

supplemented by the fact that certain committees and boards have 

funds set aside for specified functional purposes. 

The 'income and expenditure style movement statements discussed 

above show in some detail the reasons for the movement in the 

fund balances in the balance sheet. Virtually all of the fund 

balances seem to be kept on an 'accrual' basis in at least some 

sense of the word, but the accounts do not on the whole give 

adequate information about which of the possible accrual bases 

has been used. In chapter 3.2 we saw that accounts could be 

prepared on a commitment basis, contract basis, performance 

basis, cash basis or accrual basis. It is possible to identify 

that depreciation is included in some movement atatements, 

indicating that accounts are probably prepared on an accruals 

basis whereas in others such an easy definition is not possible 

as no depreciation is present (possibly because there are no 

fixed assets owned by the fund). In some cases of course there is 

probably little difference between the cash and accruals basis but 

this is not discernible in the accounts. 

Some of the boards and committees administer a number of special 

funds for which detailed accounts are presented. In three cases 

(Overseas Division, DEY and Property Division) the movement on 

these special fund accounts is summarised in a table showing 

opening balance, closing balance and receipts and payments (or 

income and expenditure). In all these cases the funds were both 

custodian trustee funds and restricted funds with a few 

designated funds. 

Although not strictly 'movements on fund balances' statements, 

there are a number of statements relating to movement on 

'reserves'. On the whole, reserve accounting is not used in 

commercial companies except that profit may be kept in reserves 

rather than being distributed. In the Methodist Church the 

reserves are used to smooth expenditure charged against receipts 

and to smooth receipts against expenditure. We therefore see 

amounts being transferred to reserves from the income and 

expenditure account eg for maintenance in DSa, and then 
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expenditure is charged to the reserve rather than to the I&E 

account. We also see some income, legacies in particular, 

credited to reserves and only a portion transferred to the I&E 

account each year (see exhibit 7.6.2) 

Though these various balance sheet accounts are called 'reserves' 

they are really funds designated by management for specific 

purposes. The funds' specific use is to smooth out items of 

receipts and expenditure such as legacies and repairs ensuring that 

sufficient resources are kept for major repaira and that large 

one-off donations are not consumed in one year. This shows that 

here. even though on the face of it the accounts follow the 

business model fairly strictly. there is a reluctance to 'match' 

a year's receipts with a year's expenditure thus producing an 

'operating' statement. 

The use of reserve accounts here suggests that the important 
aspect of finance for the organisation is not level of operating 

surplus in anyone year but that there is smooth funding from 

year to year. As much of the expenditure which takes place is of 

a long term nature eg payment of employment expenses and regular 

grants, then short term fluctuations in income eg by the receipt 

of legacies, may really be irrelevant and the important items to 
report in the accounts are the long term trends of receipts and 

payments. something which the accounts do in their present form. 

In other churches it is policy for legacies to be placed into 

endowment funds as capital and this reflects a similar policy to 

the use of legacy equalization accounts used over much shorter 

periods. Although this is criticised in the literature (eg Bird 

and Morgan-Jones. 1981) from an operating point of view it may 

well reflect one way of dealing with a serious management problem 

in theae organisations. 

Movement Statements - Sources and Applications of funds 

Though the first set of movements statements referred to above 

identified movement on fund balances there are six other 

accounting statements in the Agenda which are called 'Source and 

Application of funds Statementa' (SAfs). These statements are the 

direct equivalent of the now common company statement of the same 
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name and in all six cases the statements set out the reasons for 

the. movement of working capital or net current assets. A copy of 

one of these statements together with the related balance sheet 
and income and expenditure account is shown as exhibit 7.6.4. 

The six boards and committees which prepare SAFs are DSR, 
Overseas Division, Finance Division, MM Retirement Fund, 

Ministries Division and NCH. The DEY specifically note that they 

believe that the information which a SAF would contain is already 

contained in the accounts and so none is produced. A study of the 

six SAFs produced reveals little more information than that 

already contained in the rest of the accounts, except that 

movements on investments and fixed assets are shown. As with the 

SSAF for Liverpool Diocese however the statements here only 
include the balance on movement of the various accounts and not 

the total sources and uses of funds which is probably of far more 

interest in these church accounts. Comparative figures for 

sources of funds have not been prepared for MET due to the 

complexity of the task. 

Movement Statements - Fixed Assets and Depreciation 

A number of the accounting reports detail the acquisition and 

disposal of fixed assets during· the year and the movements on 

depreciation. Each of these statements takes the form: 

Balance at beginning of year 
Purchases 
Les8 Sales 
Balance at Close of year 
Depreciation at beginning of year 
Less due to sales 
Plus allocation for year 
Balance at Close of year 

x 
y 
z 

x+y-z 
a 
b 
c 

a-b+c 

and these are exactly the same as their commercial equivalent. In 

addition to show~ng movement on the assets the statements might 

also show a breakdown of the assets between groups of assets and 

be described in table 7.6.1 as 'Bdown/Mvt'. 
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METHODIST CHURCH DIVISION OF SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 

STATEMENT OF SOURCE AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS FOR YEAR 
ENDED 31st AUGUST 1981 

SOURCE OF FUNDS 1981 1980 

Proceeds from Sale of Fixed As5et ............................................................................................... .. 
legacies Received during year ...................................................................................................... . 
Net Addition. to Re5erve ............................................................................................................... . 

100 
1.250 4.198 

1.227 
Adjustment for Items not InvolVing the movement of Fund.:-

Depreciation ..................................................................•.........•........•........................................... 959 538 
Amount transferred from Healing and Pastorll 

Ministry Commlne ..................................................................................................................... . 
Surplus on Income and ExpenOltur. Account.. ................................................................ . 

1.030 
845 7.443 

4.184 13.406 
Increl.e in Amount held on b.half of Joint Fund for 

Multi·Rlclal Prol.cu .................................. ...................... . ....................................................... .. 5.845 

£4.184 £19.251 

APPUCAnON OF FUNDS 
Addition to Fixed As •• ts ............................................................................................................... .. 
Addition to 'nv.ltments .... _- ........................................................................................................... . 
N.t Decr •••• to R ••• rve ............................................................................................................... . 

2.776 317 
9.999 

647 

13.422 317 
Reduction in .mount held on benalf 01 Joint Fund for 

Multl·Rac,.1 ProJfOctl .................................................................................................................. . 8.210 

£21.632 -em 
(DECREASE) INCREASE IN NET CURRENT ASSETS ................................................................... . £117.4481 (18.934 

Increase in Stocks ........................................................................................................................... . 
Increase In Debtors and Prepaymentl .............................................. ·· .... · .............................. ~ ....... . 
Decrease In Creelltors ..................................... _ ............................................................................ . 
(Decrelse' Increase ,n Amount on Depos't ................................................................................... . 

6.212 934 
401 Ui70 

1.490 970 
125.2281 14.669 

IDecrease' Increase ,n Amount due 10 Common Cash 
.nd Cash In Hand ....................................................................................................................... . 13231 691 

£(174481 £i'ii.'934 
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METHODIST CHURCH DIVISION OF SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31st.AUGUST 1981 

AXED ASSETS ............................................................ ¥ ............. : ............................... . 

INVESTMENTS 
Central Finan ... Board at cost ............................................................................... ,. 
(Market Valu", £71.036 1980 £62.0071 

CURRENT ASSl!TS 
StOCD .................................................... _ .............................................................. . 

~~:~!~{~!~Jr~;g~·~:~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Cash in Hand .......................................................................................................... . 

L ... Credito ........................................................................................................... . 

NET cuRREHr ASSETS ............................................................................................ . 

REPRESENTING: 

ACCUMULATal FUNDS 

MAINTENANCE RESERVE FUNDS ........................................................................... . 

JOINT FUND FOR MUl n·RAClAl PROJECTS .......................................................... . 

MEniOOIST HEAUNG FEllOWSHIP ....................................................................... . 

Not. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

II 

1981 
£ 

67.355 

60.000 

20.700 

£148.055 

133.327 

3.263 

10.435 

1.030 

£148.055 

METHODIST CHURCH DIVISION OF SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 

1980 
£ 

115.872 

SO.OOI 

38,148 

£153.821 

131.266 

3.910 

18.645 

£153.821 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 
31st AUGUST 1981 

(NCOME 
MiSSion and Selvic. Fund ............................................................. • ........................ . 

Not. 1981 1980 
t: t: 

42.600 
District ContrlbLtion. leas Rebates ....................................................................... . 
Subscription. anO Donationl ................................................................................ . 
Grants Receivable ................................................................................................. .. 
Surplul from Sale of literature and Publication .................................................. . 
Inv •• tment trlcome and Interest ............................................................................ . 

4.972 
40.174 

1.996 
32.270 24.600 
4.398 6.319 
9.942 9.679 

7 

£94.182 £82.768 

EXPENDITURE 
Sala .... and Allow.nce ......................................................................................... . 

~~~~~~i;t~·.'ji·O;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Maint.nanc ........................................................................................................... . 
OeDtllCl.tlon .......................................................................................................... . 
Commlne. ~n(j Conference Exp.n.e ................................................................... . 
Deputation 'OSt .Iesl Contribution ...................................................................... . 

~E:lr!~~':~~i::~:::~~::·~~:~:~':~:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

52.457 41.548 
5.800 4.800 19.024 15.205 4 1.600 2.700 1 959 538 10.760 9.132 
1.032 359 1.308 779 

282 266 115 

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE FOR YEAR 

£93.337 £75.325 
t: 845 t: 7.443 
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The Balance Sheets 

Exhibit 7.6.5 gives two of the 30 balance sheets found in the 

Agenda. Most of the balance sheets are very similar to commercial 

balance sheets though there are differences in terminology eg the 

'balance sheet' of the World Methodist Council is called a 

'statement of funds'. 

The balance sheets have, in the main, the assets of a number of 

funds reported in them and are as such 'consolidated' balance 

sheets conforming to the schematic shown in figure 8.3.2 in 

chapter 8. One or two of the balance sheets eg Methodist Church 

General Purposes Fund (exhibit 7.6.6) are aggregated (see figure 

8.3.1 in chapter 8). Only a few funds have a single fund balance 

and even those with a single purpose, eg World Development Fund, 

have three separate funds for accumulated, designated and 

restricted funds. 

The asset and liability items shown in the balance sheets follow 

the commercial terminology of fixed assets, investments, current 

assets and current liabilities. Thes categories look at the 

nature of the asset. In the aggregate style balance sheet the 

assets are further grouped as to the fund to which they belong 

which means that these balance sheets demonstrate restriction as 

to use, though the restrictions are rarely detailed in the 

accounts. 

Where there are fixed assets they may be included at cost less 

depreciation or, as in the case of the Home Mission Fund, be 

included at a nominal value of tl and thus effectively written 

otf on acquisition. 

Although most of the balance sheets are themselves consolidated 
or aggregated statements there is no single overall consolidated 

balance sheet for the Methodist Church Headquarters, probably due 

to two factors: no-one sees the need for such a statement (see 

Chapter 16) and there would be numerous practica1 difficulties in 

preparing one. 
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[;.~~, b\t 1. L. ~. ~o.\Cl,,(e ~\.-eet':> O~ ~~e.. MQt~()c\\s\:. C1.\l.l~. 
METHODIST CHURCH DIVISION OF MINISTRIES 

BALANCE SHEET 31st AUGUST 1981 

3"t Augult '"' 
LAND AND BUK.DlNGS 

Freehold and leasehold Propeni .. It COIllnducling Improv.menls.nd Allerallons - NOlel .................... .. 
FURNITURE. F1mNGS AND EQUIPMENT .1 cost 

less. depreclallon 10 
INVESTMENTS 

IMarkel Value (816.455 1980 £458.9841 ...................................................................................................... . 
SPECIAL FUNDS 

Propen........ '" ................................................................................................................ . ....................... . 
Inveslm.nts IMarkel Value £120,117 1980 £473.3091 ............................................................................... .. 
Deblors Ind Cash..... .. ................................................................................................................................ .. 

CURRENT ASSETS • 
Slocks on Hand al CO.I ................................................................................................... '" ................................ . 
Centr.1 Finance BOjOrd Deposit ................................................... . 
Incom. Tax Recover aLia .................................................................................................................................. . 
Demo ... Prepaymenls and Accrued Inl .... 1 

Les.: Cr.dilors ................................................................................................................................................. . 
Amounl dU'lo Common Cash I ... C.sh .18.nk Ind in H.nd 

46.829 
31.323 

Represented by: 
ACCUMULATED FUNDS Not. 2 

Guneral ...................................... .. 
Wusley O.acon ... Order ...................................... , .......................................................................................... . 

CAPITAL FUND Not. 3 
RESERVES Note 4 

Propeny Marntenance and Ren_.I ............................................................................................................... , 

ri1~~!~~~I~~~;~~~::~::':::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':::.:::::: •• '.:.::'.:: .•. :,::::::::::::::::: 
SPECIAL FUNDS, . , 

College BUIldIng and extenSIon Fund ................................................................. . ............................... .. 
Ministerial TrainIng Endowment. Scholarship and Prize Funds 
Wesley Deacones. Order Designaled Fundi ........................... .. 
Other SpecIal. EndowllIoII'.nd Prirs fund. ............................................................. .. ............................. .. 

SURPLUS ON COllEGE ACCOUNTS Note 6 

--_.-

NATIONAL CHILDREN'S HOME 
I 

BALANCE SHEET 

31st MARCH 1981 

NOlI'! 1981 
-

£ 
ACCUMULATED RJNDS 
(SPECIAL PURPOSES) . Reserve Funds .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 8.448.663 

Endowment Funds .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 535.070 

8.983.733 

GENERAL FUNDS 
Capital Account .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 12.959.061 
Working Capital Account .. .. .. .. .. 13 1.550.000 

£23.492.794 

Represented by; 
Fiwed Assets .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 14 12,677.669 
Investments: 

Accumulated Funds (Special Purposes) .. .. 15 8.983,733 
General Funds .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 383.517 

9.367.250 

Current Assets: 
Stocks .. •• o. •• .. .. .. .. 16 231.523 
Income Tax Recoverable .. .. .. .. .. 92.019 
Debtors and Prepayments .. .. .. .. 2,199.145 
Cash at Bank and in Hand .. .. .. .. .. 115.873 

2.638.560 . 
Current Liabilities: 

Bank Overdraft .. .. .. . . .. .. 216.484 
Sundry Creditors .. .. .. .. .. .. 946.987 
Loan Accounts .. .. .. .. .. .. 27,214 

1,190.685 

Net Current Assets .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,447.875 . 

£23.492,794 

£ £ 

401.198 

2.987 

811.201 

19.591 
488.204 

55.193 563.588 

4.847 
251.150 

2.528 
65.681 

324.212 

84.152 240.060 

£2.025.634 

1\19.398 
1.220.109 .340.711 

121.872 

15.356 
3.535 

23.445 
10.000 112.336 

---
19.827 

307.745 
231.383 

4.633 563.588 
7.729 

£2.025.634 

.. 

1980· 
I 

£ I 

7,184,299 
502,443 

7.686,742 

71,084,434 
1,718,663 

£20,489,839 

70.872,080 

7,669,738 
6,360 

7,676,098 

200,586 
74,469 

2,805,941 
256,388 

3,337.384 ... 

-
1,358,011 

37,712 

1,395,723 

1,941,661 

£20,489.839 

3111 Augult '110 
C £ 

292.321 

2.048 

459.320 

291.389 
45.891 343,286 

2.158 
200.650 

866 
53.881 

258.155 
145.6241 
120.9551 19'.576 

£1.288.551 -
183.389 

183.389 
52.837 

67.595 
2.169 

29.BOO 
4.000 104.164 

42.646 
296.256 

4.384 343.286 
4.875 

£1.288.551 -

n 
::r 
~ 

't:I 
rT 
11) 
t1 

...... 
CJ' 



Chapter 7.6 

7.6.2 Context and Purpose of the accounting reports 

The annual audited accounts are presented in the context of the 

annual reports to conference and as such have a considerable 

stewardship potential. The long delay between the accounting date 

and the date of publication means that the accounts can be of 

little help for comment by Conference on the current financial 

year which, by the date of the Conference, is nine months gone. 

The accounts are full of information about the finances of the 

church during the previous financial year and they are printed in 

smaller type than the rest of the report. possibly for economy 

reasons. The prose reports which the accounts accompany are 

likewise very full of information and include a review of the 

year's work of the committees and boards as well as raising 

points for discussion and debate. On the whole. apart from 

committees whose main function is finance or finance related 

matters. there is little reference to financial numbers and 

information in the text of the reports. 

The Agenda is distributed to all those who attend the annual 

Conference in any particular year and as we have seen in chapter 

5 the membership of Conference is very fluid with few individuals 

continuing in membership from year to year - though many 

individual members in anyone year would have attended Conference 

in earlier years. 

The very full reports and accounts together with this fluid 

membership suggest that the Agenda is a historical record of past 

events and an analysis of the way the church is moving. Thia is 

an information source for present church members. and 

particularly conference members for whom it is the basis of the 

Conference discussions. and for any future historians. 

Despite the large amount of accounting information included in 

the Agenda, some of the accounts. notably those of the Home 

Mission Division and Methodist International Houses. are 

summaries of the full accounts produced (the Home Mission Fund 

report omits the notes to the accounts). As we shall see in 

chapter 16 several of the Divisions produce accounts for the 
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E"h\b·\t 1. 6.6. Al\ o/\ar~1o.\e1 . ~~\(Uce S~~e~ ~()~ ~ ~ \'\Q.~{)t\\~\-- L~\l"~ ~tLl)uJ,b) 
II ,I 

METHODIST CHURCH GENERAL PURPOSES FUND 

BALANCE SHEET .. at 31st August 1 .. 1 

fIXED ASSETS 

INYUTMENTS AT COST 
Gener.I .................................................................... . 
IlenjMnin ... nc:ox Fund .............................................. .. 
(M.rUt V.I ... (268.946 -1980 (222.7191 ..•..•...•••••.•.•••••. 

JOHN A11ONSON MASON BEQUEST 
In"ntmant .. Cost .................................................... .. 
("'rUt VIII ... £ti.l.s - 1980 £ti.7D21 
Amount CI ... from Common c..h ................................. . 

CPO RESERVE INYES1'MENT 
Centrlll Fi_ Boatd Dapoait Fund ............................. . 

CUNIENT ASSETS 
CAM,.I fj,..nc:e 80atd Dapoail Fund •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• 
Dabeora and p~ in AdY_ ...•.••......•....•......••••.•. 
c:.an In Hand ............................................................. . 

'-: Creditors .•.....•.•..•..........•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 
""-nt due to Common c..h ....•......•............••......... 

IIEPRE&£NTED 'Y: 
ACCUMULATED FUNDS 
IIENJAMIN HANCOX FUND 
JOHN ATKINSON MASON IIIQUEST 
CPO RESERVE 
01'HER RUERVES 

Note 
1 

2 
3 
4 
I 

• 

140.001 
55.028 

5.768 

3.839 

75.000 
1,343 

2 

i2.i45 
121.5941 
12.1921 

'98' 25.3DO 

1 •• 029 

'.407 

15,310 

57.959 

£303,l!65 

115.388 
1iS,D28 

'.407 
15.370 
27.8n 

~ 

101.784 
55.028 

5.168 

3.113 

".000 
3.839 

2. 

i7:663 
19,3111 
11.9451 

'980 26.'" 

156.812 

8.881 

13.462 

5&.407 

~ 

'E -II ~ 1 
25.832 

~ 

/ 

n 
::r 
Q) 

"t:I 
rt 
III 
11 

..... . 
0\ 
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Chapter 7.6 

division which are fuller than the accounts in the Agenda. This 

lends support to the idea that the presence of 'accounts in the 

Agenda is as important as their content, an idea consistent with 

the hypothesis that publication of accounts might be published as 

much for symbolic reasons a8 for information. 

7.6.3 Information in the accounts 

The accounts for each particular board or committee accompany the 

reports in the Agenda for that board or committee. Thus the 

accounts are directly related to the committee responsible for 

carrying out the work reflected in the accounts. There are 

however no overall statements which summarise all the activities 

of the church and so it is not possible for the reader to obtain 

an overview of the total position either of the funds available 

to the church of the work requiring funds of the church. 

Lateness of presentation of the accounts means that they contain 
information which is nearly a year out of date. This means that 

they cannot be of much use for short-term decision making of 

users. However, the accounts contain a great deal of information 

which may help users to understand what is happening in the 

church. All these accounts have comparisons with previous years 

figures but as there are on the whole no detailed budgets it is 

clear that there is no opportunity to compare the outcomes with 

i nd i v idua I budg eta. 
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Table 7.6.1 B[eakdam of the ~hodist Qrurch Accounts to shaw structure 
No First Nane of StatE!llBlt Status Link Jten Link ~reneDt ~mmt 

-~ Focus Basis 

Division of. Social Rese2Dsibil i~ O:SR) 
1 84 Balance Sheet IndepEDdent 0 Fund Balances Net Assets 
4 86 Audit Report CannEDf: 1-3 
3a 85 Fixed Assets Bdown/M.rt 1 Fixed Assets Net Assets Q)st less Depn 

3b 85 Stocks EXplanation 1 <ltrr Assets -
3£ 85 Meth Healing Fellowship Fxplanation 1 Fund 
3c 85 Acct.mJl.at ed Funds, M:wmmt 1 Funds Fund Balance ? 
2 84 Inc & Expem Accamt MNf!IIBlt 3c ? EXcess Income I&E 
3g 85 Grants Breakdown 2 Grants Reed Grant .Total Grants receivable 
3d 85 Reserve AcCOUDts lbvaneDt 1 Funds Fund Balance A11ocaticn/EKpense 
3e 85 Jot Fnd K1lt Racl Project M:we:nmt 1 Fund Fum Balance ? 
5 86 Sbmt of SaJrce & ApIXl FIKis McwaneDt 1 Net C Assets Net C Assets 

Methcxlist lbnes for the Aged (MIA.) / 
6 87 Balance Sheet I:cdepemalt 0 Fund Balances Net Assets 
9 89 Audit Report C<mnSlt 6-9 
7 88 Incane sod Exp Acct MNenalt 6 Galeral FId Income ? 
8 89 Branches Incme & Fxp Act M:weneot 7 Surplus Surplus I&E 

World Deve1oJlD1Slt Action FUnd (l-IDAF) 
10 90 Balance Sheet Indepemalt 0 Fund Balances CurrEnt ¥sets 
11 5() Audit Rept Qmnem: 10-13 
13e 92 Devt Ns Fund Fxplanation 
12 5() Inc sod Fxp Acct M:weneot 10 Ba1 C F\vd Balnce C Fwd ? 
13c 91 Devt MiOCJ and Admin Breakdam 12 EXpeodtre EKpenditure ? 
13d 91 Devt Grants Breakdown 12 Grants Mle Fxpenditure ? 
13a 91 Devt Education Account MNeneDt 10 Fund Fund balance J.&E 
13b 91 De'It designated gifts M:wBll£!Dt 10 Fund Fund balance ? 

War ld DevelotlllSt: Fund (lilF) 
14 93 Balaoce Sheet IndepSldSlt 0 Fund Balances furreat Assets 
15 93 Audit Report Cnunent 14-17 
16 93 IDe and Exp Acct M:Neneot 14 Bal C lWei Balnce C FWd ? 
17a 94 Grants M1de Breakdown 16 Grants Grants ? 
17b 94 hJvocaCj and Admin Breakdown 16 EKpeoditure Expenditure ? 

Methodist Relief Fum (t-m') 
18 94 Balance Sheet rmepemalt 0 Fund Balances Current Assets 
19 94 Audit Report Camslt 1&-21 
20 95 Inc and EKp Acct MNSIIBlt 18 Bal C FWd Balnce C Fwd ? 
2lc 96 hJvocaCj and Mnin Breakdown 20 Fxpenditure EXpenditure EKpenditure 
2ld 96 Grants Breakdown 20 Grants Grants Grants 
2la 95 Qlpital Fum l-twenent 18 Fun! Fund Balance Re:eipts 
2lb 95 Designated Gifts Mlvenent 18 F1m:l Fund Balance ? 

Fund For Ibnan Need Jnm) 
22 97 Balance Sheet IndepeodSlt 0 Fund Balances <hcrent Assets 
23 97 Audit Report 0mmeDt 22-24 -
24 97 Inc acd EIcp Acct MNeDSlt 22 Bal C FWd Balnce C EWd I&E 
25c 98 Advocacy and Admin Breakdown 24 EXpenditure EXpeDditure EXpenditure 
25d 98 GrUs Breakdown 24 Grants Grsnts EKpendi.ture 
25a 98 ScbolshipFund M:wBllE!llt 22 F1m:l Fum Balance R&P 
25b 98 Designated Gifts M:wBDBJt 22 Fund Fund balance ? 
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No 1st Na:ne of Stataneot Status LiDk Itan LiDk MeasuraneDt MeasuremesJt 

~ Focus Basis 

lbne Mission Fund OJME') 
27 102 Balance Sheet hdep£!ldE!lt 0 Fund Balances Net Assets 

26 100 Inc aai EXp Acct ~eneot 27 Fund Surplus I&E 

lordon Missicn Fund (Il1F) 
28 104 Balance Sheet IndepexlE!lt 0 Fund Balances Net Assets 
29 104 Audit Report Ccmuem: 28-30 
30 105 Summary of I & E fuvemellt 28 Fund Deficit ? 

I 

Me:hodist Press Service (MPS} 
31 129 Balance Sheet Indep£!ldeDt 0 Furid Balances Net Assets 

33 129 Audit Report Oomuent 31-32 
32 129 Inc & Exp Acct ben£!lt 31 Fund EKcess 'EXpend ? 

Division of F.ducati.cn and Youth (DlY) 
34 157 Balaoce Sheet IodepeaiESlt 0 Fund Balances Net Assets 
35 157 Audit Report ~ 34-38 
3& 160 Accounting policies Explanation 34-38 
380 163 VAT Contingent Liability EXplanation 36 
38b 160 Properties Bdaro/M.7t 34 Assets ? Cost of Assets (No Depn) 
38c 160 Other Fixed Assets Bdarm/Mrt 34 Assets Assets CostlessDepn 
38g 161 Creditors Breakdow 34 Creditors Creditors ? 
38h 161 Acct.mJlat ed Funds MJlranSlts 34 Ace Fund Fund Balances ? 
36 158 Inc and Exp Acct !bvE!llBlt 3& F\md EXcess EXpend ? 
38j 162 Regnl. Staff progrmme Breakdam 36 FxpSlSe Net EXptDitre I&E 
38k 162 Grants Breakcbm 3& GrBIlt inc Incane IncClDe 
38m 163 General incl Divn Admin Breakdam 36 Expenditure EXpenditure EKpmditure 
381 163 Chester Hse Publicatials M:NenEDt 36 Net Expend Net Expecdtre P&L 
38d 160 Capital Resetve Fund M:wSDS'lt 34 FuIXi Fund Balance ? 
38e 161 Trust Funds HNeneJt (&mm) 34 Funds Fund Balances ? 
38f 161 Special Purpose F\mds HwBDellts{&mm) 34 Funds E\md Balances ? 
38i 162 Reps am Maint Reserve M:wEmEtts 34 Funds F\md Balances ? 
38n 163 Olester lbuse !bste! HweneJt 34 , Fund FUIXi Balance Funds 
37 159 Cllester Hse I&E Acct M:NenSlt 38n Deficit Deficit I&E 

Division of F'du£ation and Youth Q,ll~es ~in2 Trustees .Account 
II) 164 Balance Sheet - JIXiepEDieJt 0 . Assets/Liab ? 
lI)a 164 Audit Rpt (hilled 

39 164 1&E Acct M:weumt IIJ Reserve Deficit ? 

Westmi.nstg[ Coll~ Eststc 
42 165 Balance Sheet JIXiepeDdent 0 Assets/Liab ? 
42a 164 Audit Rpt Ccmnem: 
41 165 I&E Acct ~anEDt 42 FUnd Balance ? 

Southlands Q,ll~e Estate 
44 166 Balance Sheet fuiepeDdent 0 Assets/Liab ? 
45 166 Audit Rep C'aJmeot 43-44 
43 166 1&E Acct M:wE!llBlt . 44 Fund Balance ? 

Methodist Residential Schools and Methodist ~ Fducation Trustees 
47 167 Ocmsol Balance Sheet hdepeodent 0 - Assets/lUb 1 
46b 167 Audit Report COlillf!llt 46-47 
~a 167 0cms01. Acct f.bI7emeot 47 I&E Surplus ? 
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No 1st Na:ne of StataneDt 
~ 

~st Inttrnationa1 Hruses 
50 169 Balance Sheet 
49 168 Audit Repnt 
51 169 Notes 
48 168 Inc & Exp Act 

Overseas Division 
54 186 Balance Sheet 
51 191 Audit Report 
55a 187 Accounting Policies 
55h 188 Property Fum 
55r lro Loans and DEposits 
SSt 190 Caltingent Liabilities 
55n 189 nrtgages 
550 189 Ad.raoce Grants and loans 
5Sp 189 GeDeral Fund InvestDSJt8 
55s 15U Assets for Special Funds 
sSm 189 Properties 
53 185 Designated & Special R&P 
551 189 Special FUnds 
55i 188 Reserve Funds 
55j 188 lrbrkiDg Capital Funds 
5~ 188 Designated Funds 
52 185 Gme.ral I&E kct 
55b 187!tme Districts IDcane 
5Se 187 Missioo SDd Service Ftxi 
55d 187 Mission lbuse List 
SSe 187 William Leech 
55£ 188 InvestmEDt Incaoe 
SSg 188 Trsnsfec from Reserves 
~ 191 Srce and Appn of FuOOs 

froperty Div i8ioo 
58 210 Balance Shet1: 
61 212 hldit Report 
60a 211 AcCOUDting Policies 
60e 212 Grants to Big Schemes 
60i 212 Contingent Liability 
60b 211 Hit on Trust Funds 
60c 212 InvestJllSlts 
60d 212 Manse loans 
59 211 General Fund Rev Acct 
60£ 212 Staff Salaries & P.lcps 
60g 212 Office Expenses 
60h 212 Ckher P.lcpenses 

~ District 
63 213 Balance Shet1: 
64 213 Audit Report 
62 213 R. & P kct 

OIapter 7.6 

Status Link !tan Link ~uranE!1t MessurE!llEl\t 
Focus ~ 

JDi.:paxiBlt 0 Fund Balances Net Assets 
Qmnmt 47-51 
EXplaDatioos 50 
M:wBDeDt . 49 tbne &cess Incane I£E 

IndepEDiEDt 0 Fund Balances Net Assets 
frmnS'lt . 
Explanation 52-55 
Explanation 54 Fund 
Explanation 54 Liabilities 
Explanation 5{+ ? ? ? 
Explanation 54 Assets 
Breakdown 54 Assets Assets Hal out stsll(li.ng 

Breakdam 54 Assets Assets Cost OI~ Valuation 
Breakdam 54 Assets Assets Cost Ol~ Valuation 

Bdown/Mvt 54 Assets Assets Cost less grants 
H:weneot 54 Fums Fund Balance B&P 
fbvemEtt 53 Funds Fund Balance R&P 
Mweneot 54 Fund Fund Balance ? 

M:wEmBlt 54 Fund Fund Balance ? 
M:1.raneot 54 Fund FUIXi Balance BFsP 
H:wE!IleDt 54 Resve Funds Surplus !&E 
Breakdown 52 Incane Net Incane I&E 
Explanation 52 Iocome 
Explanation 52 
Breakdown 52 Income Income ? 
Breakdown 52 Incaue Incane ? 

Explanation 52 Income 
M7it!llSlt 54 Net C Assets Net C Assts Net C Assets 

IndepemEDt 0 Fund Balances Net C Msets 
QmnsJt ~ 

Explanation 5&-60 
Explanation 58 ? ? 1 

Explanation 58 Expenditure ? ? 

Mweuent: 58 Funds- FUDd Balances ? 
MwElDEllt 58 Assets Assets ? 

MwemSJt ~ Assets Assets ? 

MweneDt 58 Fund Surplus ? 

Breakdown 59 EXpenditure EXpenditure ? 

Breakdown 59 Expenditure EXpenditure ? 

Breskdam 59 Expenditure EXpEnditure ? 

JDiepE!ldEJlt 0 Capital Ale Net Asf;ets 

Omllf![)t 62-63 
~ MNsnent 63 Capital Surplus 
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No 1st Naue of StatE!DeDt Status Link !tan Link MeasuraD8lt Measuremerlt 

~ ------------
Relief and ~ension in Scotland 
68 215 Balance Sheet 
66 215 Grants Acct 
65 215 iarEDUe Acct 
67 215 Loans Acct 

Methodist CllJI'ch Purroses 
70 218 Balance Sheet 
71 a 218 kcOUI'd:iDg Policies 
7lc 218 Investmfl1ts 
7lb 218 Fixed Assets 
69 218 In:: and FXp Acct 
7ld 219 Property Division 

Archives and History Camri.ttee 
74 2Z3. Balance Sheet 
75 223 Audit Report 
72 222 Reveme Account 
73 222 Special Purchase Fum 

IOOepeodEDt 
M:wenent 
Mw8lBJt 
M:wEmellt 

IndependSlt 
EXplanation 
EKplanation . 
M:wBD8lt 
HwEmett: 
EXplanation 

IndepeJdeDt 
Q:mneDt 
MwE!l1Blt 
Hwenent 

0 
68 
66 
68 

0 

70 
70 
70 
69 

0 
72-74 

74 
74 

Methodist Ministers Retireneot Fund Valuation Balance Sheet 

Focus Basis 

Fund Balances Net Assets 
Fund Balance ? 

Balaoce Balance ? 

Creditors Balance ? 

Fund Balances Net Assets 

Assets Assets Cost /valuaticn 
Assets Assets Net Book Value 
Fund, . EXcess IncaDe ? 
Incane 

Funds/Resrves Net A,sets 

Fund 
Fued 

Surplus ? 
Surplus ? 

76 228 Valn Balance Sheet IndepeJdeDt 0 PV FlIt CoDtb ? ? 
? 77 228 Vain Balance Sheet biepemeDt 0 PV Fut Contb ? 

Division of Fjnance 
78 237 Balance Sheet 
79 237 Auditors Report 
82 23 9 Reserves and Prows 
8) 238 Incaoe aDd EKp Act 
81 239 GraDts Receivable 
83 2Lll Source and Appn Fucds 

~st Ministers RetirenEllt Fund 
84 241 Balance Sheet 
85 241 Audit Rept 
88a 243 Account i.ng Policies 
88b 243 Actuarial Rept 
88c 243 Wesley Deaconess Order 
86 242 Pmsioos & Grants 
87 243 Swrce & Appn Fads 

Independeot 
CauneDt 
Breakdam 
M:wE!llleDt 
Breakdown 
Hwaneot 

I:odepmdett. 
Caxment 
EXplanation 
EXplanation 
EKplanation 
Hw8lleot 
)bvBllBlt 

World Methodist Council British Ccmnittee 
90 253 StateneDt of funds fuiepaxieDt 
91 253 Audit Report Q:mnem: 
89 252 Inc & EXp }byeDf!lt 

89b 252 Provision for met Confermce lwbv8llSlt 

Methodist Publishing Hoose 
92 255 Balance Sheet 
9J 255 Audit Report 
95a 256 Acctng Policies 
95b 256 EXtraordinary Itens 
95c 256 Stock 
94 256 Incane aid EIcp kct 

IndepEDieDt 
CaIment 
Pxplanation 
EXplanation 
EXplanation 
Hwenent 
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o 
78-83 

78 
78 
80 
78 

o 
8~ 
84438 
8Ir-88 

84 
84 
84 

o 
89-SO 

90 
ro 

o 
92-95 
92-95 
92-95 

92 
92 

Fund/Resrves Fund Balances ? 

Reserves 
Fund 

Reserves 
Deficit 

Grants Grants 
Wkg Cap M.7t ?-

I&E 
I&E 
? 
? 

E\mds Ehlplye:i Net C Assets 

Fund Fund BalaDCe ? 
Net C Assets ? ? 

? 

Rev Surplus Balance Ciwd r£E 
Rev Surplus Balance Ciwd 1&E 

Assets 
Fund 

? 

Fund Balance ? 



No 1st Nane o£ State:nent 

~ ------------
Divisioo of Ministries 
97 283 Bal.snce Sheet 

100 286 Audit Report 
98£ 285 Q)ll~e Al:.ets 
98a 284 Laod & B1gs 
98b 284 Accum Ftmds 
~ 282 Inc & &pecd Acct 
98e 284 Wesley Deaconess Order 
98c 284 Capital Fbi 
98<1 2B4 Reserves 
99 2B6 Source & Appln Fnds 

IndepEDdE!lt 
Crnmmt 
Explaoation 
H:wBDeDt 
benmt 
M7i8D£'lJt 
H:wanect 
MNE!DSlt , 

Weslev Deaconesses Order General Retiring Fund 
101 2137 Balance Sheet IndepEDdE!lt 

<llapter 7.6 

Status Link !ten Li.Dk ~BIIBlt MeasurBllSlt 

o 
96-99 

96 
97 
97 

98b 
98b 

97 
97 
97 

Focus Basis ==--

Furui Balances F+C assets 

Assets Assets Q)st Assets Q)st 
Funds Fund Balances I&E 
Pt Fund M7t Surplus I&E 
Fund Surplus I&E 
Fund Fuod balaDCe ? 
Reserves ResIVe BaIncp.sI&E 
Net C Assets Net. C Assets !tmds 

Acc Fund Net C Assets 

102 287 ~t Rept Comment 101-103 
103 2137 Al:.c FIxi McwemEtt 101 Fund Fund Balancf! ? ?(Fension Fund) 

General Purposes Fund 
105 3eD Balance Sheet 
1 (l,a 303 Fixed Assets 
l(l,c 304 Benj anin Hancox Fbi 
l~d 304 J A M!son BBluest 
l(l,f 304 Other Reserves 
l~e 304 CPD Reserve 
l(l,b 303 Acomd ated Funds 
104 302 Inc & &pecd Acct 
l~g .304 Ccmfereoce Office 
l~h 304 Q:mference &PBlSes 
l~i 304 Grants and AllocatialS 

Cgmexional Advance Fund 
1~ 316 Balance Sheet 
109 316 hldit Certficate 
107 316 Irx: & Expend Acct 

Ellropean Relations CaImittee 
110 320 R & P Acct 

IndepEDiEtt 
Bdam/M7t 105 
Bdown/M.rt 105 
Bdam/M7t 105 
Bdown/M.rt 105 
M:weneDt 105 
H:wanect 105 
M:wanect 106b 
Breakdown 104 
Breskdam 104 
Breakdown 104 

Indeper.xient 
CanneDt 107-1OB 
H:wBDE!Jt lOB 

Indeper.xient 
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Ftmd Balances F+<:: ,\Bsets' 
Assets Net Asset Val Net Value 
Fund Fund Balance I&E 
Fund Fund Balance I&E 
Reserves Reserve Bals I&E 
Fund Fund Balance I&E 

Fund Ftmd Balance I&E 
Pt FU1ld Mrt EXcess IncaDe I&E 
Expenditure -Expenditure EXpellditure 
EXpenditure Expenditure FXpSlditure 
Expenditure Expenditure FXpaditure 

Captl Emplye:! C Astets 

Cptl Einpl MltIncr in Ftmd I&E 

Acct Balance Acct Balance 



No 1st Nane of Statemeot 

~ ------------
Natiroal Children's H:xne 
112 337 Balance Sheet 
114 338 Audit Report 
115 339 Accounting Policies 
116q 3lt6 Loan AcCOUDl:s 
116r 346 C'aJtiDgellt Liabilities 
1160 345 Investments 
116p 345 Stocks 
116m 343 Gel Ft¥i WkDg Cap Acct 
116n 344 Fixed Assets 
116i 342 Reserve Fuods 
116j 343 E'zdowmaxs Funds 
1161 343 Gel Ft¥i Capital Acct 
111 336 Inccm! and Expem Stmt 
1168 3l() Maint & Care of Qril.dren 
116b 340 hfministration 
116c 31ll Q:h ~og Fxpaxiiture 
116d 341 Voluntary Income 
116e 341 Fees & Contribs 
116f 341 Grants 
116g 341 ether ~erating Incane 
116h 341 lIwestmmt Incane 
116k 343 Gr8IJts/Gifts Capital Purp 
113 338 Swrce & Appn Fnds 
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ChfPter 8 Conclusions about the accoupts of the churches 
8. ptroduction 

The last chapter described the five sets of accounts in some 

detail using the framework developed in chapter 6. In this 

chapter the more important findings from the last chapter are 

brought together into a single set of conclusions and these are 

discussed further under five headings: content and purpose; 

structure. with particular emphasis on movement statements and 

balance sheets; sources of funding; working capital and 

information in the accounts. 

8.2 Coptext and Purpose of the accounts. 

The annual accounts of the five churches studied are issued for 

the AGM of the church and this must be taken to imply a 

stewardship role for the accounts. The accounts are not used to 

arrive at any sort of monetary valuation of the organisation but 

they may be used. along with the other information in the reports 

to the AGM. to arrive at some sort of overall 'valuation' of the 

present working of the church. 

Most of the accounts are presented along with other textual 

reports and they are clearly available to affect the policy 

decisions at the AGM even though at the AGM they may be 'taken as 

read' rather than expounded thoroughly. This position amongst the 

largely non-accounting prose reports identifies accounts as only 

one of a large range of subject matter available for discussion 

at the AGM. 

We also saw that the accounts on the whole contained a great 

amount of detail and ventured the hypothesis that this detail was 

needed because the accounts are used for management purposes. As 

we shall see in chapter 16. this is not the case for four of the 

five churches studied. 

The accounts may possibly affect the decisions of users both as 

individuals and as members of local churches. This aspect is 

explored in the next section of the study. Although the accounts 

themselves do not suggest any more than this about purpose. the 

next two sections will explore this in much more detail. 
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8.3 Structure 

Our analysis of the five sets of accounts under study has 

confirmed that individual accounting statements can successfully 

be classified under the seven headings: independent. movement. 

breakdown. explanation. comment allocation and restatement. The 

one caveat to this is that certain statements may combine two 

classes of statement eg the movement/breakdown where fixed assets 

movements are shown by class of asset and the independent/ 

movement statement where movements on accumulated funds are 

included in the balance sheet. 

Classifying the statements into these seven classes allows us to 

analyse the structure of the accounting report and in each of the 

five churches we have seen that independent statements. usually 

balance sheets. are able to exist by themselves. All the other 

statements explain. comment on. restate. breakdown or give 
movements on either an independent statement (balance sheet) 

between two dates or other statement which is itself related to 

an independent statement. The accounting reports in the study may 

at the simplest level be classified according to the number and 

relationship of the independent statements included in the 

accounts. At the one extreme are the reports with a single 
balance sheet (GGO) and at the other reports with a large number 
of balance sheets (MET). 

The problem with classifying reports at this simple level is that 

the independent statements are not all similar. In a few reports 

the independent statements represent a single 'fund' or pool of 

resources for carrying out one group of operations but in the 

vast majority of accounting reports the independent statements 

represent more than one 'fund' eg an accumulated fund. a 

designated fund and an endowment fund. These multifund balance 

sheets fall into three distinct categories: consolidated 

statements where the assets relating to each of the constituent 

funds are consolidated together. aggregated statements where the 

balance sheet shows separately the assets related to each of the 

constituent funds and mixed stat ement 8 which combine both 

aggregated and consolidated a88ets. 
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In the remainder of this section we shall concentrate discussion 

on the two main types of statements found: movement statements 

(chapter 8.3.1) and independent statements (chapter 8.3.2). 

8.3.1 Movement Statements 

If we turn to the movement statements we see that by far the 

majority of movement statements are explaining changes in fund 

balances between one year end and the next and in only a few 

cases do movement statements relate to fixed assets (Methodist 

Church only) or to changes in working capital (Methodist church 

and Liverpool Diocese). This concentration on the fund as the 

main movement statement confirms that view that accounting in 

these churches is mainly interested in the movement of funds 

rather than overall operations of the organisation. 

Though the reasons for this concentration on funds might be put 

down to historical accident and legal necessity there are three 

other possible reasons which are of particular interest: 

1.The funds themselves represent convenient functional groups 

within which similar activities take place. Funds therefore 

represent functions of the organisation and are a useful 

focus for both management and fund raising purposes. We have 

seen that in all the churches, except acc and GGO, fund 
accounting reflects to a large extent the functional and 

management boundaries in the organisation. 

2.The overall financial problem of management in these 

organisations is that of raising funds and as this is done by 

appeals, such appeals are likely to be more effective if they 

relate to a specific area of work eg training of clergy, or 

church buildings, than if they relate to a general area 

'contributions to central funds'. The phenomenon of a 8ingle 

central fund .raising, though operative in. all but one of the 

churches (GGO) (which has adopted this for 1983 onwards), had 

only recently come into operation in MET and so does not yet 

have a strong influence in that organisation. This could 

explain in large part why a large number of separate fund 

accounts exist in that organisation. 

3.A further argument, which could be regarded as the corollary 

of the above but is essentially a separate argument, is t~at 
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though these organisations are central or regional 

organisations there is no pressure for them to be seen as one 

organisation and so to produce any sort of corporate image. 

Accordingly there is no pressure to produce an overall 

statement from the organisations management nor from 

supporters. As a later chapter (13) indicates, several 

respondents to the questionnaire indicated that any sort of 

overall summary of accounts would be a waste of money, though 

many would find a summary useful. 

In each of these areas accounts can be seen to have a role either 

in assisting with the structure of the management or assisting 

with fund raising. 

In contrast to the abundance of fund movements statements there 

are only seven statements called 'source and application of 

funds'. In all seven cases these statements analyse movements in 
working capital balances and it is extremely difficult to see 

what additional information of value these add to the information 

already in the accounts. The statements show purchase and sale of 

fixed assets and investments but they do this overall for the 

organisation and take no cognisance of the funds that the 

purchases and sales relate to. It is not immediately clear that 

working capital is a concept of real value in these organisations 

but this is discussed further below in section 8.6. 

The accounts of the five cases demonstrate quite clearly the 

complexity of the structure which is to be found in NPO accounts. 

They also illustrate the large volume of information which can 

be found in NPO accounts. Though only one organisation (GGO) 

reports pence, most of the accounting reports give details of 

figures in the accounts in great detail with fairly small amount8 

(some under £10) reported and a considerable breakdown of 

payments into expense categories. Undoubtedly the small amounts 

are partly due to the nature of the organisation but the amount 

of breakdown may be indicative of the nature of the agency 

relationship existing between the preparers and receivers of 
account8. 

The explanation of the large amounts of detail may be in the 
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nature of stewardship reporting in these organisations. No single 

performance indicator exists in churches and one way around this 

absence, for stewardship purposes, may be to report in detail on 

how money has been spent, leaving accounting report recipients 

the task of judging the efficacy of the spending. If this 

hypothesis were correct then accounting reports which contain 

large amounts of data might be regarded as ,more reliable than 

those without the detail an4 thus fulfil the stewardship 

requirement more adequately. Detailed questions about this were 

not included in the questionnaire or the interviews and so this 

study cannot throw further light on this but there is an 

indication that further research may be of value as it would 

enable us to know whether this detail could be readily dispensed 

with. 

We have seen that there is no single measurement basis in the 

accounts under study with examples of accounts being prepared 

under a number of measurement conventions from cash basis to 

accrual accounting. In many of the accounting reports it is not 

clear which measurement basis has been used (eg Church of 

Scotland) nor in some cases whether a measurement basis has been 

used consistently within any particular statement. This 

consistency complication is particularly apparent in a movement 

statement where expenditure may be reported on an 'accrual' basis 

whilst income is reported on a cash receipts basis. It is equally 

not clear whether there would be any significant difference in 

reported figures if they were based on say a transactions basis 

as against a cash basis. Perhaps the establishment of a 'norm' 

(possibly an accounting standard?) in this area would help users. 

The analysis of the measurement basis for these accounts suffers 

from two particular probl ems: the lack of a common measurement 

focus (in movement statements in particular) and the lack of 

suitable terminology to describe the different bases. 

The accounts under study demonstrate that in movement statements 

there are a number of diff erent names poasible for the "'bottom 

line' of' a movement statement ranging from 'operating surplus' to 

'excess of income over expenditure' to 'balance'. In any 
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particular movement statement several of these names may be used 

for either sub-totals or final lines, either within a single 

statement or in the linked chain of statements. In most movement 

statements in this study there is an ultimate 'bottom line' and 

this is the net change in the fund balance between the beginning 

and end of the period. The measurement basis of this bottom line 

is necessarily directly linked to how the fund balance is 

measured and this may vary from cash to full accrual (ie 

including fixed and current liabilities). 

These accounts demonstrate that though the final bottom line is 

consistently a fund balance, sub-total lines may be used to draw 

attention to a particular aspect of the statement eg there may be 

an 'operating surplus' line followed by an appropriation type 

account (see exhibit 7.6.1). Though some authors see this as 

potentially deceptive (see for example Bird and Morgan Jones, 

1981) it is illustrative of the wide variety of interpretation 

which can be put into fund movements statements without 

specifying a measurement basis. 

It would be helpful in the analysis of these NPO accounts if all 

fund movement statements could have at least have one common 
focus and as 'change in fund balance' is common to virtually all 

accounts this would seem a reasonable lowest common denominator. 

Common acceptance of a single focus would assist in discussing 

the measurement basis as discussion would be focussed on the 

following four issues: 

1. What items can be legitimately withdrawn from the fund? 

2. What items can be used to increase the fund? 

3. Can the existence of the fund balance be justified? 

4. Is the balance of the fund in the books represented by values 

of the assets owned by the fund? 

These issues are closely linked to some of the management 

problems of these NPOs such as will there be enough funds to 

carry out a particular task. 

Concentration on the fund accounts does not necessarily enable 

the measurement of the total cost of operating a particular 
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project or an organisation as a whole, especially where several 

funds may be involved in a particular project. The fact that 

fund movements measures are in such wide use indicates that these 

may well be useful measures in practice and that there has been 

little pressure to produce other 'operatioDL costing statements 

including overall statements. If fund statements are useful in 

practice then there may be a number of reasons for this. Two are 

germane to our discussion here: firstly, that total operations 

cost is not a meaningful measure in these organisations and 

secondly, that the aspect of an operation cost which is important 

is how it is to be funded ie its cash or funds flow implications, 

and these are best identified by the use of fund accounting. 

In a multifund environment costs of individual operations are 

liable to be incurred in a number of fund accounts. The 

production of an overall operating cost statement would entail 

adding together all the costs from the various fund accounts to 

produce an overall spending picture. Such an overall cost 

statement would be limited to describing the overall cost in the 

terms of the individual fund accounts. As we have seen, the 

analysis of expenditure in churches is most likely to be by the 

nature of the expenditure and so any operating cost statement 

based on such source fund accounts would itself be restricted to 

analysing cost by nature. If all the underlying fund accounts 

have expenditure analysed by function then of course the overall 

cost statement could be prepared by functio~ However if a 

functional statement is required from a set of funds analysed by 

nature of cost and, as seems to be the case in churches, many of 

the costs paid from a fund account are joint supplies eg 

secretary's salaries then any overall operating cost statement by 

function can onl~ be prepared by an allocation procesl. an area 

full of problems of judgement. 

Any statement intending to show operating coatI and operating 

revenues would need to identify the costa of operating for a 

period and the revenue which resulted from those operations. If a 

particular operation by its nature is not revenue earning (eg 

paatoral"visiting, feeding the hungry, granting money to a less 
, 

wealthy church) what value ahould be included as revenue? The 
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revenue could be regarded as the direct grants received for the 

service or the money received as a direct result of the operation 

eg fees or sales resulting from the service provided. Direct 

grants are not revenues resulting from operations but are from 

which the operation results, ie the causality ia the opposite to 

that normally used in a trading environment. In addition the 

terms of grants may be such that should all the grant not be 

consumed then it is returnable, ie it is not related to the level 

of service but to the level of expenditure. 

Money received as a direct result of the operation eg student 

fees, is direct operating revenue in direct parallel with trading 

sales. It may however be deliberately less than cost. Including 

this item in an operating statement without any direct grants or 

valuation for services rendered would produce a net operating 

coat statement and this is the only type of operating statement 
found in the churches under. study (exhibit 7.6.1). Statements 

including grants are never described in these cases as 'operating 
, 

statements' but usually as 'income and expenditure accounts'. The 

operating statements which exist in the study are usually part of 

an overall fund statement where the operating deficit is shown as 

being financed by funds from grants or donations. 

A synthesis for this is that the term 'operating statement' 

should really be used to relate operating costs to revenue 

generated by that operation. Operating statements should not 

include revenue used to instigate that operation as these are 

effectively subsidies. If this attitude is taken then the 

conversion of many of the'fund statements in this study into 

operating statements would entail providing a section which 

identifies operating expenditures and deducting from this income 

which was generated by that expenditure. The resulting deficit 

would be carried forward into an appropriation account for 

funding from grants and donations. 

Although the above discussion illustrates that in theory we could 

have at least two distinct movement statements for operations: 

fund movements and operating statement8, in practice the accounts 

presented are either 'Income and Expenditure Accounts' or 
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'Receipts and Payments Accounts' with only a few minor accounts 

described as 'movements on funds'. this illustrates one of the 

problems of terminology in the lack of suitably accepted terms to 

describe the function of the accounting statements. 

A related problem of terminology occurs in describing the 

measurement basis. Many of the audit reports refer to accounts 

being prepared under an 'historic cost' convention or basis and 

yet it is not at all clear whether this also means an accruals 

basis or not. In the Methodist Church notes describe the 

treatment of many individual items but there are very few cases 

where the basis for identifying charges to accounts has been 

described as 'accrual' or 'cash' or any other such term. this 

could be because there is no single basis used in the accounts eg 

'accrual' accounting being used for expenditure and 'cash' basis 

for income but it may also be due to the fact that we have no 

suitable terminology to describe the various bases. We saw in COS 

accounts that accounts were described as 'receipts and payments' 

accounts and had depreciation charged. 

this discussion of the measurement basis related to the point at 

which income and expenditure are recognised in the accounting 

reports (see chapter 3.2). Convention has it that a 'receipts and 

payments' accounts r'ecognises transactions when cash is exchanged 

and 'income and expenditure' accounts recognise transactions when 

inputs are consumed (expenditure) and outputs are generated 

(sales). Logically however the measurement basis of the fund 

movement statement must depend directly on the fund it is related 

to (the prime fund). If the prime fund is represented by cash 

alone (with no other assets) then the movement statement must be 

on a cash basis. If the prime fund contains all manner of assets 

then the movement statement must include movements on all auets 

represented in the prime fund (eg including depreciated assets). 

Of course the independent statement may be adjusted to suit the 

type of movement statement required but th~ must match in this 
way. 

If any p~rt of a fund movement statement intends to measure 

something other than the assets included in the prime fund (eg an 
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operating statement including depreciation within a fund account 

relating to a prime fund without fixed assets) then part of the 

statement must adjust the balance from the operating statement 

element of the statement to the fund measurement basis. This is 

done in PSO 'statements of source and application of funds' when 

depreciation is added back to the operating surplus. The clear 

statement of these aspects of fund accounts demands a clear 

understanding of these underlying issues and as we saw in the 

literature in chapter 3 this is not clearly documented in the 

literature. It is not surprising therefore that the accounts 

studied demonstrate confused thinking. 
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8.3.2 The Independent Statements 

The purpose of all these independent (balance sheet) statements 

appears to be to give an account of the resources valued in some 

accounting numbers, which relate to a particular fund or funds. 

There is no indication in the balance sheets that an overall 

value of the organisation is being presented, rather that at 

least some of the assets relllaiuius to the coutrol of the board 

are identified. 

We have seen in the descriptions above a number of interesting 

features in the independent statements (balance sheets) of the 

churches. Of these features three are taken up for discussion 

here: 

1. There is no single focus (such as owners' equity) for most of 

the balance sheets. Instead, balance sheets have multiple 

focii in the form of fund balances. 

2. There are some balance sheets which do not include all the 

asset s held by the church. 

3. There are some balance sheets which can be best described as 

'aggregate' statements consisting of several balance sheets 

presented together in a 'layered' construction (eg LPL). 

The key to understanding these features is in understanding what 
effect the process of fund accounting is likely to have on the 

form of the balance sheet. We may explore this briefly by 

spending a little time looking at the way in which fund 

accounting would affect the underlying business equation. 

In a business operation where A - Value of future resources held 

(ie an asset) and L • Value of a future resource outflow (ie a 

liability) then the normal equation used is that the total funds 

employed Ft (normally the owner's equity) is a8 followa: 

Ft - !A - ~L ••••••• (1) 
This equation may be considerably expanded by the separation of 

fixed and current assets and liabilities and the separation of 

minority interests etc. 

We are aware however that in an non-profit organisation. assets 

may be ~rovided for specific restricted purposes in such a way 

that there is a relationship that specific assets and liabilities 
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relate to a particular fund. In some cases these assets and 

liabilities may be clearly distinguishable from other assets and 

liabilities (eg a school minibus or a specific investment) and in 

some cases indistinguishable (eg cash) from other assets and 

liabilities held. In either case the relationship between 

individual funds and respective net assets is undeniable. This 

relationship is expressed in equation (2): 

••••••• (2) 

where f represents a fund provided for a particular purpose. The 

balance sheet in these cases should therefore more properly be 

defined as: 

2.F·~A-~L ••••••• (3) 

that is the sum of the value of all funds is equal to the sum of 

the value of all funds assets and the sum of value of all funds 

liabilities. This does not necessarily imply that the sum of all 

funds is a meaningful measure, merely that it is equal to the sum 

of the assets and of the liabilities. Each sum may of course not 

be a meaningful measure. 

This relationship is in fact a far more general relationship than 

that given in equation (1) which is in fact a special case of 

equation (3) where the relationship Ft·~F has the meaning that 
the total funds in the balance sheet is the same thing as the sum 

of the individual funds. As was explained in chapter 3J this 

latter relationship may not hold where there are restricted. 

endowment or even designated funds which may not be meaningfully 

added together. For this study in which individual funds are of 

importance we need to restrict ourselves to definition (3) as 

being the more general one. 

This more general definition leads to two specific expectations 

about the form of the balance sheet: 

1) We should not be surprised to find no single fund 

equivalent to shareholder's equity in a PSO. 

2) We might find specific assets and liablities related to 

specific funds on the face of the balance sbeet. 

There are also certain alternative presentation of balance sheet 

wbich present themselves as possibilities: 

a) That rather than a single balance sbeet there may be a number 
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of individual ones, one for each fund and that in each case 

the relationship shown in equation 2 holds. 

b) That where a single balance sheet is present it is in fact an 

aggregate balance sheet with a number of individual balance 

sheets 'stacked' into a single statement. Here the 

presentation follows the relationship: 

Ffl • ~ Afl - ~ Lf1 

+ Ff2· ~Af2 - ~ Lf2 
+ •••••••• 

+ F fn· ~ Afn - ~ Lfn 
where fn represents the fund. 

As we have seen All these presentations are found in the accounts 

of the churches in the study. There are aggregate balance sheets 

in LPL and GGO, multiple funds in virtually all the balance 

sheets and a number of balance sheets appear in MET. 

The schematic balance sheets presented infigures 8.3.1 to 8.3.3 

display the main features of the different types of balance sheet 

found in the study. Usually those shown in figures 8.3.1 and 

8.3.3 are presented in a horizontal format and that of figure 

8.3.2 is presented in a vertical format. All three balance sheets 

are attempts to present three dimensions of asset information'in 

two dimensional space. A columnar solution may be adopted where 

there. are only two or three funds but this becomes impossible 

with a large number of funds. 

Identification of three types of balance sheets suggests that at 

the very least there are significant practical problems about 

presenting the balance sheets of NPOs. It is also possible to see 

the problem of presenting assets in two dimensions ie by category 

and fund group as a conceptual dilemma and thus as a serious 

challenge to Anthony's assertion (FASB 1978) that there are no 

conceptual problems related to the balance sheet of NPOs. There 

is much room to experiment with different forms of balance sheet 

with fund accounts (see Ashford 1981) and to further understand 

the consolidation/aggregation issue. 
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Figure 8.3.1 An aggregated Balance Sheet (Schematic) 

Balance Sheet as at 31.12.xx 

f:Ildowm~nt Fund Fndowment Fund 
Opening Balance 10,000 Inv estment s 
Increase for year 2,500 Bank Balance 

Cash in hand 
Closing Balance 12,500 12,500 

Current Fund Cu[ren, F!:!!!d 
Opening Balance 2,500 Fixed Assets 
Decrease for year 160- Deposit Accounts 
Legacies 2,340 Bank Balance 

Closing Balance 5,000 5,000 

Restrict ed Fund ResU:ict ~d F!:!Dd 
Opening Balance 5,190 Investment s 

Bank Balance 

·22,690 

Figure 8.3.2 A Consolidated Balance Sheet (SchematiC> 
Balance Sheet as at 31.12.xx 

Fixed Assets 
Investments 
Bank Deposits 
Bank Balances 
Cash 

Represented by: 

&ldowment Fund 
Current Fund 
Restricted Fund 
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3.160 
14,650 
1,450 
2.930 

500 

22,690 

12,500 
1,450 
5,190 

22,690 
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9,500 
2,500 

500 
12,500 

3.160 
1.450 

390 
5,000 

5.150 
40 - 5,190 

22.690 
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Figure 8.3.3 A consolidated/aggregated statement 

Balance Sheet as at ll.l2.xx 

~dowm~t Fund Fixed Assets 
Opening Balance 10.000 Current Fund 3.160 
Increase for year 2.500 

I In:yestms s 
Closing Balance 12.500 12,500 Endowment Fund 9,500 

Restrict ed Fund 5,150 
14.650 

CUr[lIDt Fund 
Opening Balance 2,500 Bank D~Q8it 8 
Decrease for year 160- Fndowment Fund 1,450 
Legacies 2,340 

Bank BAlinC~! 
Closing Balance 5,000 5.000 Endowment Fund 2.500 

Current Fund 390 
Restricted Fund 40 

Rill!tIi~t ed Fund 2,930 
Opening Balance 5,190 ~ 

Ehdowment Fund 500 

22,690 22.690 
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8.4 Information in the reports 

It has proved quite difficult to identify what information is 

included in the accounts because this very largely depends on the 

perceptions and needs of users. However we have suggested that it 

may be possible for readers to gather information about a number 

of areas: 

1. The amount of funds available within an organisation or the 

state of funds, although much of this is on a fund by fund 

basis and not consolidated, especially in MEr. We have 

noted that it might not be immediately clear from the 

balacne cheet which assets are represented by each fund and 

this is perhaps an area that could be imporoved by an 

accounting standard. None of the five churches gave details 

of restrictions on their restricted funds and in none of 

the churches was a clear overall position of funds 

available. 
2. Movement of funds, again usually on a fragmented basis 

with no consolidated position except for certain overall 

fund movement statements in GGO and COS. The movement of 

funds is shown in considerable detail in nearly all the 

churches though fragmentation by fund accounting makes it 

difficult to discover any operations type statements. 

3. Past year comparative information was available in all the 

churches though budget information was only present in two 

churches (Ree and LPL). In both cases the budget figures 

were put alongside the amounts for the current year but in 

the LPL case the budget/actual comparison did not cover all 

expenditure and in the Ree case it did not relate to actual 

expenditure, only projected expenditure. 

4. Information about sources of funds a8 detailed in the next 

section of· the chapter (8.5). 

5. In two or three churches some details of the structure of 

the church organisation and how it relates to the accounts. 

This was particularly obvious in MEr and COS where the 

accounts clearly followed the committee structure of the 

church though less noticable in GGO, LPL and Ree Where the 

committee structure was slightly different from the 

accounts. 
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6. In all churches a general impression of the work being done 

by the church could be gained, but usually in a fragmented 

way, because of both the committee structure and fund 

accounting. It was therefore difficult to comprehend the 

totality of any church's operation. 

We should note clearly that there is little in the accounts of 

any of the churches to identify constraints under which the 

particular church is working or the efficiency or effectiveness 

with which the management has dealt with resources. The absence 

of both of these areas may be due to the impossibility of using 

accounts to convey this information. Some of the information 

necessary may be contained in verbal and prose reports to the 

AGHs but it has not been possible to include an analysis of this 

due to lack of resources. Alternatively it may be that this 

information is not relevant for churches and is therefore 

excluded from reports. It seems however that the first of these 

suggestions, i.e. the impossibility of conv~ing this information 

in accounts, is the more likely explanation as the churches are 

very much involved in.the provision of public goods which are 

subject to the '31's' criteria. 
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8.5 Sources of Funding 

We have seen in the discussion of the accounting reports of the 

churches that, apart from a few isolated instances, the 

accounting statements attempt to communicate information about 

how funds have been expended and are not overall statements of 

'results of activity'. We have also seen that whilst the 

statements are very largely composed of funds used for similar 

operations, they are in no sense 'operating stat ements'. 

The descriptions of the accounting reports enables us to isolate 

four sources of funds which are prevalent in the statements; 

Donations, Obligatory Contributions, Entrepreneurial Receipts and 

Interest Income. This financing of churches is a useful insight 

which has been gained from the study of the accounts and so each 

of these sources will be discussed in tur~ 

8.5.1 DOnations 
Donations are made to either particular funds or to the work of 

the church generally. The donations may be of two kinds: 

restricted, their use being restricted to certain expenditure 

constraints, or unrestricted and generally available for the 

church management to use at their discretion. We saw also that 

donations may be either of a capital or non-capital nature with 

donations of a capital nature being restriced in that only the 

income could be used whereas the non-capital donation could be 

u.ed in full immediately. 

We have also seen that though a gift may be unre.tricted by the 

donor and/or non-capital, it may be designated by the management 

as being restricted or capital. In the case of designation by 

management the gift may at any time be reverted back to its 

original statu •• imply by changing the operating rule •• The 

designation may be done for the sake of financial expediency eg 

to ensure that funds benefit a number of years and not just the 

present financial period and it may be done so that a one-off 

large donation does not upset the regular flow of donations. 

Legacies are one type of donation which may be treated as 'semi

capital' by bringing it to credit the church's general funds over 

a period of say ten years through the use of a legacy 
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equilization reserve (LER). These LERs and designated capital 

donations are effectively the same type of operation in that the 

donation either is held to be a stream of donations over a period 

of years rather than a simgle donation. The difference between 

the LER and the designated capital donation is that the capital 

donation is for an infinite period of years whilst the LER is for 

a fixed period of years. 

One of the important outcomes of organisations' having capital, 

designated capital and restricted donations is that 

administrative procedures have to be instituted to manage the 

funds and this may result in separate bodies being set up for 

convenience, particularly in the case of investment management 

where we see some form of Unit Trust scheme in all the churches. 

We should note that donations are not a major form of funding in 

profit-seeking organisations apart from the area of investment 

grants. 

8.5.2 Obligatory Contributions 

Church headquarters may be partly viewed as membership 

organisations with individual local churches as members. They do 

not however elicit any fixed membership dues from their member 

churches, instead raising funds either by soliciting donations 

from individual church members or requesting specific 

contributions from local churches. These contributions serve a 

number of purposes as they are applied to cover all the purposes 

of the church which were described in the previous chapter. From 

the point of view of the contributing church the contributions 

can then become: 

1. Contributions towards central services provided for the local 

church by the central church eg legitimisation. 

administrative services, pastoral services, advisory 

services. 

2. Contributions towards joint action on matters of mutual 

concern eg nuclear weapons, missionary training and sending, 
social action. 

3. Redistribution of income from richer to poorer churches both 
at home and over seas. 
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There are certain activities which would come into more than one 

heading eg clergy training. The thr.ee areas may be seen as: 

Membership dues where the primary beneficiaries are the local 

churches themselves; Cooperative action where the primary 

beneficiaries are those 'outside local churches; and 

Redistributive action where payments directly benefit some othere 

local church. All these activities must provide some sort of 

'satisfaction' to the local church or they would not contribute 

to them. 

8.5.3 Entrepreneurial Receipts 

These are receipts which are gained by the church undertaking 

trading activities. Almost without exception these 

entrepreneurial receipts are merely by-products of an operation 

run by the church whose prime aim is not the production of profit 

but the furthering of some other obj ective of the church. 

Examples are book publication profits where the major aim is the 
production of literature (Methodist Publishing House, COS 

Publications Dept, SCAN Ltd, etc) and the administration of 

church buildings and conference centres where the main aim is the 

provision of accommodation and facilities. None of these 

activities was a major contribution to the funds of any of the 

churches in the study. 

8.5.4 Interest Income 

Interest (and investment) income of the churches should really be 

split into two distinct parts: that related to endowments and 
that related to the investment of surplus working capital. The 

former investment income is quite clearly that stream of income 

which has already been discussed above under the heading of 

donations. The latter has not been disculled and it il more like 

the entrepreneurial receipts discussed above. This interest 

income is earned on the investment of receipts not immediately 

needed. Such income is earned in the sense that the churches uses 

the resources at its disposal to create more resources. 

Unfortunately it is not possible to identify from the accounts 

which part of the investment and interest income is that earned 

On these, current resources. This is mainly because part of the 
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'capital' funds may be kept on short term deposits along with the 

working capital funds and interest income on both (and sometimes 

on long term investments as well) is reported in a single figure. 

This source of income may be quite important in some churches and 

the establishment of common cash pools as in the COS and MET is a 

way of exploiting this. 

8,5.5 Tax Reliefs 

These four sources of funds cover the major areas of direct 

funding for the churches. There is however one final area of 

funding which is not readily visible in the accounting reports 

and that is tax reliefs. All the churches in the study are 

entitled to tax relief of several kinds and these are detailed in 

table 8.5.1. It· should be noted that virtually none of these tax 

reliefs appear in the accounts of the churches as the reliefs do 

not present themselves the the churches as funding but rather as 

increases in the value of donations eg legacies, or decreases in 

the cost of services eg rates relief. The one area which does 

appear in one or two cases is the tax reclaim on Deeds of 

Covenant (annual payments) which is seen by churches as 

increasing the value of a gift and enters the accounts as a lump 

sum repayment from the Inland Revenue each year. 

All these tax reliefs provide valuable sources of funds for the 

churches but the absence of separate disclosure makes it 

impossible to quantify these benefits. It is clear that the 

majority of the benefit derived from deeds of covenant (annual 

payments) is obtained at local church level though some donations 

to the central church are covenanted. One particularly large item 

of covenanted giving is the William Leech donation to the 

Methodist Church Overseas Division which has been described in 

detail in Bird and Horgan-Jones (1981). One final thing to note 
about income tax relief is that it is given provided the 

expenditure is on charitable purposes. This means that 

technically the income is taxable unless spent, though no cases 

of this having been applied have appeared in the literature. 
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Table 8.5.1 Sources of Tax relief enjgyed by charities 

Income Tax (S360 of Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1970) 
Provided income from each source is used soley for charitable 
purposes, the following income is exempt: . 

1. Tax under Schedules A to D on rents and profits on lands etc 
belonging to the charity. 
2. Tax under Schedule B on woodlands occupied by the charity. 
3. Tax under Schedules C and F on interest, annuities and 
investments. 
4. Tax under Schedule D on yearly interest and other annual 
payments. 
5. Tax under Schedule D on profits of a trade carried on by a 
charity if: 

a>the trade is exercised in the course of the primary purpose of 
the charity. 

ar b)the work in connection with the trade is carried out mainly by 
beneficiaries of the charity. 

Corporation Tax (8250(4) of Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1970) 
Similar to income tax but for companies 

Capital Gains Tax (S360(2) of Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1970) 
Elcemption for chargeable gains of a charity from roT 
Exemption for donor of OOT payable on a gift to a charity 

Capital Transfer Tax (Finance Act 1975) 
Gifts during donors lifetime free of CIT 
Gifts on or within one year of death exempt up to aggregate of £250,000 

Development Land Tax (824 Development' Land Tax Act 1976 & 
S111 Finance Act 1980) 

Eltemption from IlLT on the disposal of land 

Covenanted Donations - additional relief (82itS leT Act 1970 as amended) 
Companies may deduct gross payment from its profits in comput ing 
corporation tax liability. 
Individuals may claim income tax relief over the basic rate on annual 
payments to charities over £.3,000 begun after 5.4.81. 

Rates Relief (General Rate Act 1967) 
Mandatory Relief of 50% far buildings used for charitable purposes 
Discretionary Relief of up to a further 50% may be granted by rating 
autharities. 

Stamp duty (Sl29 Finance Act 1982) 
Not chargeable on a Deed of Covenant ar annual payments of over 3 
years. 

National Insuragce Surcharge (S57 Finance Act 1977) 
Charities are exempt from paying the surcharge. 

Source: Craigmyle Guide to Charitable Giving and Taxation (1982) 
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8.6 Working Capital 

As the sources of funds clearly indicate, funds in the churches 

are provided for either the general or specific needs of the 

church. The nature of the organisations is such that money 

contributed is intended to be spent and that this should be done 

either directly on the work of the church or on purchasing fixed 

assets and investments. Usually the funds are provided in advance 

of the spending taking place and so the church has sufficient 

funds available to operate from day to day. These working capital 

funds are available because of timing differences in receipts and 

payments rather than because funds were contributed for the 

purpose of providing a permanent working capital source. The cash 

inflows are susceptible to considerable fluctuation from day to 

day and so the state of working capital is volatil~ 

Despite this theoretical position an analysis of the accounts 

under study indicates that none of the churches display a 

shortage of liquid funds. This is in spite of the fact that only 

one of the organisations obviously had a working capital reserve 

(National Childrens Home of the Methodist Church, Agenda p 337). 

In the rest of the organisations working capital seems to be 

provided through one of four means: 

1. The most common way in which working capital is provided is 

by building up an accumulated fund, part of which is 

represented by working capital assets. This fund is directly 

analogous to the business way of operating and gives the 

impression that the churches have an 'equity'. In fact the 

accumulated fund is composed of three elements: (1) either 

receipts spent on investments for future general benefit of 

the church or (2) receipts spent on fixed assets for future 

benefit of the church or (3) receipts kept back for future 

spending which are the part of the accumulated fund used as 

working capital. As the accumulated fund is not described in 

this way it is perhaps incorrectly named. 
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2. The second source of working capital is related to the first 

and entails having carried forward balances on individual 

funds. In the case of GGO this is extremely easy to identify 

as these balances are clearly· shown in the balance sheet and 

average about 25% of the annual expenditure of the Diocese. 

These balances act as a cushion to iron out minor 

fluctuations in the income and expenditure from year to year 

and they provide working 'capital for day to day use. 

3. The third working capital source is the amount put away to 

reserves. Whilst the main reason for reserves may be to even 

out expenditure, particularly on repairs, over a number of 

years. the effect is to provide working capital for day to 

day running of the churc~ 

4. Finally working capital may be obtained by simply pooling the 

cash available at anyone time and thus using the balance 
available on one fund to support another temporarily out of 

funds. The balances may be uninvested balances of endowment 

funds or money received in advance of the expenditure being 

made. This final source of working capital is not available 

under strict fund accounting where money would not be loaned 

in this way but none of the churches in the study seems to 

operate in this way, rather they may have a common cash 

arrangement (Methodist Church) or operate linked overdrafts 

(GGO). This operation is often invisible in the accounts but 

it does allow the churches to make best use of available 
resources. 

These four sources of working capital provision are clearly 

significantly different from the provision of working capital in 

the PSO. There can be no doubt that some working capital is 

needed by NPOs, even if simply to smooth out the flow of cash. 

Accordingly management of working capital is needed and has 

obviously been a significant area of concern for the larger 

churches. In both COS and MET there are common pools of funds for 

the management of working capital operating as internal banking 

procedures. In GGO there are offsetting overdraft arrangements 

and in LPL a single common bank account. For the smaller NPO the 

management of working capital, particulary inter-fund borrowing, 
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may however be a quite severe problem though no evidence for this 

has been produced in this study. 

A final observation on working capital is that its very existence 

involves an opportunity cost of interest foregone on funds 

available. NPOs normally have a num~er of funds and it is 

possible for a single (wealthy?) fund to bear a disproportionate 

share of this opportunity cost. There may be a case for auditors 

ensuring that this opportunity cost is borne 'fairly#by all 

funds. 

8,7 Brief SUmmary 

In this section we have undertaken a descriptive study of the 

accounts of the five churches. The novel approach to description, 

undertaken because of a lack of an adequate framework in the 

literature, is not a perfect one but it has allowed meaningful 

analysis of the structure, content and context of accounting 

reports. This chapter has brought together a number of the 

findings which are summarised in more detail in chapter 18. 

Among the findings are five of special interest; that the 

structure of church accounts varies considerably from church to 

church; that there are two distinct types of balance sheet, 

consolidated and aggregated; that there are problems in 

identifying the measurement basis a church uses, possibly caused 

by misunderstanding of what bases there are; that fund accounting 

OCCurs in all the churches and may be therefore a naturally 

oCcuring phenomenon; and finally that consolidated accounts are 
not extensively used. 

Useful insights have been gained into the way churches are funded 

and we discussed how this related to the economics of NPOs. 

Finally we gained some insight into the meaning of 'working 

capital' in the context of churches. 

'This concludes the section describing church accounts and the 

next chapter begins the next section of the empirical work; on 
the questionnaire survey of users. 
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